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Abstract

We are concerned with two important issues in simulation modelling: model
comprehension and model construction. Model comprehension is limited because
many important choices taken during the modelling process are not documented.
This makes it difficult for models to be modified or used by others. A key factor
hindering model construction is the vast modelling search space which must be
navigated. This is exacerbated by the fact that many modellers are unfamiliar
with the terms and concepts catered for by current tools.

The root of both problems is the lack of facilities for representing or reasoning
about domain concepts in current simulation technology. The basis for our achieve¬
ments in both of these areas is the development of a language with two distinct
levels; one for representing domain information, and the other for representing
the simulation model. Equally importantly, we make formal connections between
these two levels. The domain we are concerned with is ecological modelling.

This language, called Elklogic, is based on the typed lambda calculus. Im¬
portant features include a rich type structure, the use of various higher order
functions, and semantics. This enables complex expressions to be constructed
from relatively few primitives. The meaning of each expression can be determined
in terms of the domain, the simulation model, or the relationship between the
two. We describe a novel representation for sets and substructure, and a variety
of other general concepts that are especially useful in the ecological domain. We
use the type structure in a novel way: for controlling the modelling search space,
rather than a proof search space.

We facilitate model comprehension by representing modelling decisions that are
embodied in the simulation model. We represent the simulation model separately
from, but in terms of a domain model. The explicit links between the two models
constitute the modelling decisions. The semantics of Elklogic enables English text
to be generated to explain the simulation model in domain terms.

Inherent in this is a new approach to model construction which we have imple¬
mented in a computer program called ELK. Users build up a sequence of models,
each being used to identify and constrain the important modelling decisions for the
next one. The first model consists of general domain information (e.g. forestry).
The second is a description of the particular situation of interest (e.g. some for¬
est). Finally a simulation model of that situation is constructed. This approach
enables users to communicate in familiar terms as well as significantly reducing
the number of decisions that have to be made at any point. Constructing simula¬
tion models this way enables them to be self-documenting; this facilitates model
comprehension.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

This thesis addresses two important issues in simulation modelling: model compre¬

hension and model construction. By model comprehension we mean understand¬

ing the relationship between a simulation model and the real world system that it
represents. Current software tools do not give adequate support for documenting
important modelling decisions. This makes it difficult for models to be modified,
or used by others. A key factor hindering model construction is the vast modelling
search space which must be navigated. This is exacerbated by the fact that many

modellers are unfamiliar with the terms and concepts catered for by current tools.
The domain we are concerned with is ecological modelling.

Constructing simulation models is an important example of the more general
formalisation problem. The question is: "How can a person convert their1 informal
and possibly vague understanding of a concept or problem into a formal specifica¬
tion?". To gain insights on how to go about solving our particular formalisation
problem, we consider what has been done more generally. We identify some im¬

portant difficulties, and some techniques that have been used to overcome them.
We apply them to the domain of ecological modelling. We then generalise our ex¬

perience and propose a framework for solving formalisation problems independent
of our specific domain.

1 We use they, their, them, etc. both in the singular and plural (like the word you)
to avoid specifying gender and such awkward constructions as s/he, him (his)/her, etc.
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In its most general form, the formalisation problem is vast in scope encom¬

passing virtually all forms of modelling. Difficult and important formalisation
problems arise in many contexts; some general techniques have been identified

[Polya, 1945]. In this thesis we wish to explore the extent to which computer-
aided assistance may alleviate the formalisation problem. We shall usually refer
to the person who is trying to formalise something as a 'user', (or in our context:
'the ecologist').

Much work has been done related to this problem in various contexts. Most
of this is embodied in the trend toward higher and higher level programming and

specification languages. These are in principle easier to use, and help to alleviate
the formalisation problem, but no matter how high the level, programming is
still programming. The difficulties may be reduced, but they do not seem to go

away, rather they resurface in different forms. In this thesis, we have the following

general objectives in mind:

1. to identify key issues and difficulties relevant to the formalisation problem
in general,

2. to relate these to the phenomenon of difficulties not going away, but resur¬

facing in different forms,
3. to find out to what extent it is possible to stop the infinite regress of re¬

appearing difficulties and produce useful systems which alleviate the formal¬
isation problem,

4. to discover general techniques that may be used to solve the formalisation
problem in a variety of contexts.

In order to meet these objectives, it was necessary to explore the formalisation
problem in some specific context. We chose to build a computer assistant to help
construct ecological models. The domain of ecological modelling has the following
desirable characteristics:

• There is a real need for assistance: many ecologists do not build computer
models due to inadequate mathematical and/or computing skills.

• It facilitates a gradual approach by starting simply and increasing the com¬

plexity. This is because first, the domain of ecology is rich and diverse, pro¬

viding challenges at almost any level of difficulty; and second, it is usually

possible to focus on narrow subdomains without excessive loss of generality.

3



• It is an example of the following two more general domains, thus increasing
the likelihood of being able to apply any techniques developed more widely:

- software engineering
- computer simulation

In this chapter, we outline our achievements regarding the first two general ob¬
jectives of this thesis. The main body of this thesis describes our achievements of
the third objective in the context of ecological modelling. Specifically:

We explore the nature of the work required to alleviate the problems
ecologists have when formalising ecological systems.

This work is embodied in a computer program called ELK. This is one of a series
of many systems that have been developed in the context of the 'ECO Project'
at Edinburgh University. Details of the relationship between ELK and the overall
project are given in § 8.2.12.

In pursuit of the fourth general objective, a major [more specific] objective of
this thesis was:

to identify how goals may be used to assist in the formalisation process.

We refer to this as our goals objective. We take it as given that goals will be useful,
the question is how. Goals serve as a useful starting point for identifying a wide
range of issues.

1.2 The Formalisation Problem

To formalise something means to express that 'thing' using a specific set of syn¬

tactic and semantic conventions. We normally refer to this set of syntactic and
semantic constructs as a formal language, or a formalism. Formalisms take vari¬
ous forms, e.g. logics, programming languages, specification languages, knowledge
representation languages. The set of legal commands and input sequences of any

interactive system also constitutes a formal language. By this characterisation, the
problem of formalisation includes potentially all issues in user interface design.

2 The team includes Alan Bundy, Dave Robertson, and Mike Uschold from the De¬
partment of Artificial Intelligence and Robert Muetzelfeldt from the Department of
Forestry and Natural Resources.
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Depending on the nature of the activity, the process of formalisation may be
viewed as programming, creating a specification, or simply using an interactive
computer system. We shall consider two different cases:

1. The problem is very well thought out. Users' ideas are not vague at all,
merely informal. A detailed requirements document (written in English) for
a software project is an example of this type.

2. The problem is not well thought out. Users' ideas are vague as well as

informal.

In the first case the problem is one of converting the problem formulation

(either a written document or a detailed formulation in a person's head) into the
constructs of the formal language. This may be a straightforward translation, at
one extreme; or an impossible task of representing a problem in an unsuitable
formalism at the other extreme.

In the second and harder case, there are two conceptually distinct steps to
formalisation. First, the vagueness of the users's ideas about their problem must
be reduced and/or eliminated. This step can be referred to as problem formulation.
Second, the user must encode this formulation into the constructs provided by the
formalism. Whether done in a person's head, or with computer assistance, this
formulation should not be done independently from the encoding step. That is, the
target formalism should be considered during the problem formulation. Indeed,
it would be possible for a user to formulate the problem in a very detailed and
otherwise adequate manner, but in the wrong terms.

1.2.1 Sources of Difficulty

The difficulty of the formalisation process varies greatly. At one extreme, it can

be relatively straightforward. At the other, an individual may be faced with an

impossible task of representing a problem in an unsuitable formal language, akin
to fitting a round peg into a square hole. We identify two major issues which
determine for a particular problem how difficult it will be to formalise it.

1. Adequate Formalisms

(a) Syntactic adequacy. The language constructs may be difficult and/or
awkward to use. First order logic is an example of this for many people.
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The Unix command language is another example of a formal language
with unfriendly syntax.

(b) Semantic adequacy: There are two aspects to this:

• expressive power, is the language capable (however difficult it might
be) of representing the required information?

• conceptual distance: the degree to which the terms and concepts
that the user is thinking in (or in which the problem is formulated)
are similar to the semantic constructs of the language. When this
distance is large, significant difficulties arise. In [Robertson et al,
1988b] the term 'correspondence' was used to denote the inverse of
this concept.

2. Choice Management: Formalisation problems frequently have large search

spaces. In interactive systems there are two types of choice. The first is a

control decision about what to do next. The second is a method-selection

decision about how to do something. If there are many of either type of deci¬
sion and if it is important to make good choices (either in terms of efficiency
or accurateness of representation) then this too can greatly complicate the
formalisation process.

On the issue of syntax, it is important to note that an underlying formalism

may have a quite ugly syntax, but by adequate 'sugar-coating' this becomes irrel¬
evant. This is discussed in § 1.3. Note that whether the syntax is good or bad is

independent from whether the semantics is adequate. Assume for the moment that
the syntax of a language is very good. This implies nothing about the expressive

power or conceptual distance. There are many examples of systems whose inter¬
faces are very slick, giving the effect of a very nice syntax. However, depending
on what the language is for, it may be either very awkward (i.e. with adequate
expressive power but large conceptual distance) or not adequate for the task at
hand (i.e. insufficient expressive power). For example, Stella [Lewis, 1986] is a

system which is very easy to use to construct an important but specialised class of
simulation models (system dynamics models). It is based on graphic manipulation
of icons. If the user wishes to construct system dynamics models, the conceptual
distance is very small. If on the other hand, the user wishes to build models which
are not readily representable in the system dynamics methodology, then the con-
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ceptual distance is very large. It may not even be possible to construct the model
using the tool. All the time, the syntax is very good.

Conversely, consider the case when the syntax is unfriendly. This also has no

impact on the size of the conceptual gap. The conceptual distance may be minimal
in spite of the poor syntax, rendering the problem of formalisation doable, if

annoying and inconvenient. If the conceptual distance is significant, then we have
the worst of both worlds. Unix is a good example to illustrate these points. Its

syntax is arguably unfriendly and hard to get used to. However, for those familiar
with the facilities that system command languages provide, it is a relatively simple
matter to match up their terms and concepts with those of the language; thus the
semantics is adequate. For someone new to computing, not only is the syntax

terrible, but there is a large conceptual distance. This is because they are not
trained to think in the terms and concepts offered by operating systems. Contrast
this with the slick Macintosh interface which is easy to use by complete novices
both because the semantics and the syntax of the interface is well-designed keeping
the conceptual distance low.

Next we consider the issue of making choices. Largely, it is the size and com¬

plexity of the language, together with the sorts and sizes of problems for which
it is intended, that determines how many and what kind of choices there are. If
there are a large number of constructs, then the user may often be faced with both
control and method-selection choices. If there are fewer constructs, then choices
will be minimal. The issue of syntactic convenience is also independent from that
of making choices. How convenient it is to code things in a language really has
nothing to do with whether there are choices to be made. However, there is a

connection between making choices and conceptual distance. For instance, if the

conceptual distance is high, that means that the user will have to mentally trans¬
late their own terms into those provided by the system. All other things being
equal, it is likely that there would normally be more than one way to capture a par¬

ticular concept. If the conceptual distance was low, then that concept would [by
definition] map fairly directly onto some construct. Thus, the number of choices
of how to do things would tend to be larger with a larger conceptual distance.
This means that in overcoming the difficulty of too great a conceptual distance,
we simultaneously assist in choice management.
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Until now, we have been assuming that the target formalism is a given and
thus ignoring the issue of designing a suitable formalism in the first place. In some

cases, a major part of the overall formalisation problem is itself concerned with
designing a language which is sufficiently expressive, and has minimal conceptual
distance with respect to the intended users. This is true for the whole field of

knowledge representation. The field of knowledge acquisition is concerned with
using the formalisms that have been created by the knowledge representation
workers. These two activities are highly related. Designing a suitable formalism
constituted a major part of the work in this thesis.

1.3 Solution Approaches

1.3.1 Syntax

Solving problems of poor syntax is possible by inventing a sugar-coated version
of the syntax, and translating into the original language. Often, the new syntax
is embodied in a user-friendly interface. For example, the rule acquisition system
in Mycin [Buchanan & Shortliffe, 1985] provided a pseudo natural-language inter¬
face; the natural-language rules were automatically translated into Lisp. More

generally, structured editors constitute a whole class of tools which are designed
to alleviate problems of unfriendly syntax. Depending on the degree of 'coating',
the syntax visible to and manipulated by the user may consist largely of the input
commands of the user interface. An important design constraint in the design and
implementation of ELK was to ensure that this sugar-coating would be easy to

provide. This greatly depends on the closeness of the semantic primitives of the

underlying language constructs to the terms that the user is thinking in.

1.3.2 Semantics

If expressive power is low, a formalism will be suitable for only a limited range of
problems. If conceptual distance is high, lots of extra work and possibly 'hacking'
may be required to achieve things for which the formalism was not intended.

Solving these problems of semantic inadequacy consists of one or more of:

• extending the current formalism
• choosing another formalism

8



• designing a new formalism

If the conceptual distance is small and the problem is primarily one of inad¬
equate expressive power, the most sensible thing to do is to try extending the
current formalism if possible. If the expressive power is seriously inadequate, then
this is is going to be a lot of work and may involve designing a new formalism.
In this case, it might be preferable to choose a more expressive formalism, whose
semantic constructs are similar, if one is available.

If the expressive power is adequate, but the conceptual distance is large, we

must find a way to bridge this gap. This is a very common situation. Just about
any computer programming exercise using low-level languages gives rise to such
a situation. 'Low-level' is of course only relative. Throughout the history of
computing, there has been a tendency toward higher and higher level languages.
Initially, these were all programming languages, but now there are also specifica¬
tion languages, including so called wide spectrum languages. Some specifications
are runnable and thus are also programs, but many are not [London & M., 1986].
In our terminology 'higher and higher' simply means reducing the conceptual
distance. So, adequate expressive power in conjunction with large conceptual dis¬
tance corresponds to a huge field of research. This includes designing and using

programming and specification languages and thus is relevant to the whole field
of software engineering. Our concerns are more directly related to the automatic

programming subfield, particularly in assisting in the acquisition of specifications.
This is discussed briefly in § 1.4.3 and again in chapter 8.

In this current situation (i.e. expressive power is adequate; conceptual distance
large), extending the formalism is likely to be a major undertaking. It could end
up being a kind of wide-spectrum language which contains constructs at various
semantic levels varying from near to far from the terms that the user thinks in.

Choosing another formalism may be possible depending on what is available for the
problem at hand. Designing a new formalism might entail designing a specification

language that bridges the gap between the semantic primitives of the user and
those of the original formalism. There are two possibilities here. The first is to

build a high-level compiler and the old formalism is no longer needed. The second
is to write a translator from the new language to the original one. From the
user's perspective, the effect is the same, the semantic primitives offered by the

system are closer to their own. Note the similarity between the approach here and
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that for solving syntactic problems. In this case however, instead of introducing
a simple variation of the syntax, a variation or possibly complete redesign of the

language is required. Instead of a simple interpreter/translator for converting
syntactic variants of the same concepts, a rather more complex interpretation step
is required.

The problem of conceptual distance can arise for reasons other than that the
language is at too low a level. It can also be the case that the high-level language
has the 'wrong' primitives. In this case, there is no point in extending the language.
A new one has to be chosen or designed. As an example, a rule-based shell
which is well-suited for diagnostic problem solving is not appropriate for specifying

ecological simulation programs.

The worst of all worlds is to have inadequate expressive power in conjunc¬
tion with a large conceptual distance. With respect to the majority of currently
available languages and tools, this is the situation that exists in the domain of
ecological modelling. Exceptions include special purpose tools with limited func¬

tionality (e.g. Stella [Lewis, 1986]). The analysis in the previous 3 paragraphs
applies also to this case with the problems exacerbated by the lack of expressive

power. In other words, it is a major undertaking to solve the problem.

1.3.3 Choice Management

Recall that there are two kinds of choices: what to do next, and how to do it. For
the purpose of managing these choices we identify three levels of assistance that

i
can be provided.

1. identification of potential choices
2. pruning inappropriate choices
3. advising on the best choice

The first kind constitutes defining the search space and serves to alleviate the
'blank sheet of paper' syndrome. This will frequently be a syntactic exercise.

Pruning is especially useful if there are many possible choices. Some pruning may

be achieved by syntactic techniques (e.g. type checking); more generally it will
require domain knowledge. Advising is useful whenever it matters what to do or

how to do something (i.e. almost always). It entails acquisition and application
of domain-specific heuristic knowledge that can rank a set of appropriate options.
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1.3.3.1 What to Do?

The decisions about what to do are important insofar as the problem should be

approached in an orderly rather than random manner. It may be important to

perform certain tasks before others, especially if there is much interdependence
between different parts of the formalism. Identification of potential choices of
what to do next may be largely syntactically determined (e.g. choosing from any

construct in a language). These choices exist implicitly. If there is likely to be a

great number, it may not be feasible to have them automatically generated and

presented to the user; browsers may be required. In a complex formalism, there

may be high-level tasks that naturally arise in the context of the intended use of
a formalism, especially if one is limited to a specific domain. Then, the system

may be equipped with a set of these high-level tasks which may be presented to
the user. There may be various levels of tasks that apply in different stages in the
formalisation process. In this case, the mere identification of what to do would be
useful. However, it could be a significant effort to identify such tasks a priori.

An automated assistant may be able to prune some of these potential choices
as inappropriate if the system is equipped with appropriate knowledge. Then, by
analysis of the current state of the formalisation process (e.g. partial specification)
it may detect inconsistencies.

The most advanced form of assistance is in advising the user about what they
probably should do next. This may take various forms. At one extreme, the system

may take control and completely relieve the user of any choices about what to do
next. Alternatively, the user may have complete control, but the system offers
advice in the form of an agenda of tasks with indications of whether, when and

why it is important to do things in some specific order. Depending on the nature
of the task, equipping the system with the necessary knowledge to make intelligent
control decisions could be straightforward or exceedingly difficult. There may be
no existing body of knowledge which can be used to guide the control. A heuristic
approach may well be required. In the ecological modelling domain, this kind of
knowledge is largely unavailable.
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1.3.3.2 How to do it?

Assisting in how to do things is frequently much more important to the formalisa-
tion process than the control decisions just discussed. Correspondingly, it is much
harder to provide useful assistance; it requires a deeper analysis of the domain.

Identification of choices about how to do something may also be a simple
syntactic matter. For example, if a user chooses to use a certain construct in the

language, then there may well be just a few different ways to do so. On the other
hand, if it is a high-level task that the user has chosen, then complex planning
may be required to identify options about how to do achieve that task. As was

the case for 'what' choices, pruning and advising requires analysis of the current

partial specification in conjunction with domain knowledge.

1.3.4 Reappearing Difficulties

Any attempt to alleviate a formalisation problem by building a computer assistant
is likely to give rise to a new formalisation problem. In effect, the old formalisation
problem is reformulated into the new one. The solutions that we have outlined
above may be viewed as a set of methods for reformulating the formalisation
problem. The success of the exercise depends on the extent to which the new

formalisation problem is easier to deal with than the original one. We now consider
how these difficulties reappear.

Consider, the syntactic problem addressed by structured editors. Suppose the

primary formalisation problem is to use Pascal to encode some problem. The
structured editor assists in this process. However, its allowable commands and

input sequences also constitute a formal language. So there is really a secondary
formalisation problem which is how to use the program editor's facilities. This may

alleviate the syntactic problems, but other more fundamental problems require
additional methods as described in § 1.3.

Consider the problem of too much conceptual distance. This may be addressed

by designing a higher level specification language. From the user's point of view,
the original problem is reformulated to one of creating specifications in the new

language. This may also give rise to a new set of syntactic problems, and new

problems of conceptual distance. Another potentially significant new difficulty
that arises is translating the new specification into the original target formalism.
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If these can be solved, they are transparent to the user and this constitutes a real
achievement. If not, then there is a tradeoff.

Finally, we consider the problem of managing choices. If there are a lot of
choices, then new syntactic problems arise in the context of developing an interface.
Many techniques are available here including graphics menus and browser. Again,
from the user's point of view, there can be a real gain; the new problem is much
easier than the old one. However from the system developer's point of view,
reformulation may give rise to a large amount of work in identifying and applying
appropriate knowledge to guide choice making.

1.3.5 Summary: Solution Approaches

We identified the following fundamental difficulties faced during any formalisation
process:

1. syntactic adequacy
2. expressive power

3. conceptual distance
4. managing choices

The major techniques that we have identified for overcoming these difficulties are:

• intelligent and/or user-friendly interfaces
• choice and design of formal languages
• interpreters/translators
• search space identification and control

Difficulties with syntax and conceptual distance may be alleviated by designing
new languages in conjunction with interpreters or translators into a target formal¬
ism. In the case of syntax this usually is manifest in a user-friendly interface (e.g.
structured editors). In the case of conceptual distance, it may or may not result in
an interface. However the problems of language (re)design are likely to be much
more significant. The idea is to have formalisms whose semantic constructs are

closely matched to the terms in which the intended users think. The problem of

interpretation/translation is also much more significant. In some cases, this proves

virtually impossible (e.g. [London & M., 1986]) to achieve satisfactorily. Inade¬
quate expressive power is handled by either extending the language, or choosing
another.
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There are three levels of assistance that may be provided for managing choices.

Identifying the potential choices is frequently possible through syntactic analysis,
although it may also involve considerable domain analysis. Pruning inappropri¬
ate choices may be done by a combination of syntactic analysis (especially type-

checking) in conjunction with analysis of the current state of the formalisation
process. To achieve this, the language should have a rich type structure and be
able to represent domain knowledge. Advising on how to make good choices is
a knowledge intensive exercise likely to involve a heuristic aspect. Good choice
management is best achieved in conjunction with an intelligent interface. The
extent to which the interface may be deemed intelligent depends in a large part
on the extent to which the choice management involves pruning and advising as

opposed to merely identification.
Because of the need for domain knowledge, constructing powerful assistants

may only be possible in narrow domains. No single formalism is likely to have
constructs which closely match the semantic primitives in a large variety of do¬
mains. Thus it will be rare for an existing language to be used in its raw form.
Rather, for each domain, new higher level formalisms (or extensions to existing

ones) will be required in conjunction with knowledge of that domain.
The common phenomenon in the successful approaches to solving the formal¬

isation problem is that the bulk of the original difficulties with the formalisation
process are transferred from the users to the system developers. For example,
the reduction of conceptual distance itself tends to reduce the number of choices
about how to do certain things. These problems are generally significant, as in
the problem of interpreting/compiling/running high-level specifications, or going

though an extensive knowledge acquisition to find out how to manage choices.

1.4 Related Fields

The main purpose of this section is to identify the niche for this research.
The nature of this project has been one of identification and synthesis of exist¬

ing techniques and methods for the purpose of building a system which exhibited
a functionality never before achieved. Below, we make clear the extent to which
we can or have made contributions, or borrowed ideas from various related fields.

By using and combining a variety of techniques in some novel ways we have made
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notable contributions in a number of fields. The order in which we present these

roughly corresponds to similarity of research goals and/or degree of direct rele¬
vance. In chapter 8 we explore in some detail similarities and differences between
our methods and those used in these fields.

1.4.1 Ecological Modelling

The field of ecological modelling is most directly relevant; it is described in chap¬
ter 2. The contributions to this field are significant. In general terms, we have
explored in depth how artificial intelligence techniques may be applied to assist in
the comprehension and construction of ecological simulation models. By contrast,
most existing work in this area has tackled different problems [Thomson & Taylor,
1990], or is speculative in nature [Loehle, 1987]. In specific terms:

• By designing and using suitable representations, we have mechanisms which
facilitate automatic documentation of many of the modelling decisions. (De¬
veloped fully in this thesis)

• By developing suitable representations we have reduced the conceptual dis¬
tance in this formalisation problem. In conjunction with suitable dialogue
techniques we constructed systems which enable models to be constructed
in ecological terminology, (not in programming terms). (See [Uschold et al,
1986, Robertson et al, 1988b])

• We have developed a specialised formalism based on typed lambda cal¬
culus for representing a wide range of ecological information. This rep¬

resentation is very general and may be put to a variety of uses. (See
[Bundy & Uschold, 1989])

• Our methods facilitate considerable potential in reuse of a variety of ecologi¬
cal and modelling information/techniques for a variety of ecological models.
[Muetzelfeldt et al, 1989]

1.4.2 Artificial Intelligence and Simulation

Many of the techniques that we have developed in the area of ecological mod¬

elling are fairly general; thus there is reason to be optimistic that these may be
more widely applied in the domain of simulation, especially continuous simulation.
Where Al and simulation overlap, the majority of work seems to be in the area of
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discrete event simulation (e.g. [Fox, 1986]). We have explored the rather different
area of continuous simulation. We are addressing two major issues:

• model comprehension
• model construction

To facilitate model comprehension, we aim to ensure that models are adequately
documented so they may be readily used, modified, and extended. Documenting
models means giving an account of the model in domain terms; i.e. the model
assumptions should be explicit and examinable.

With respect to the latter, we are concerned with building an intelligent model-

building environment usable by domain experts with minimal maths, modelling
and computing skills. Various forms of intelligent guidance include managing
choices, and ensuring consistency. Others are discussed in chapter 4.

Other major areas in the nascent field of 'artificial intelligence and simulation'
that we are not addressing are listed below. The first two relate to how artificial

intelligence can be useful in simulation; the latter point works the other way

around.

• planning simulation experiments to achieve certain outcomes
• analysis and interpretation of model output
• use of simulation models to provide 'deeper' knowledge to enhance existing

knowledge based systems

1.4.3 Software Engineering

There is considerable work being done in various subfields in software engineering
which is related to our work. These are:

• Software comprehension
• Domain modelling
• Software reuse

• Requirements capture

Research in software comprehension [Letovsky, 1986], domain modelling [Big-
gerstaff, 1989], and software reuse [Lubars & Harandi, 1988] is relevant but has
somewhat different specific goals than ours. There is much work related to semi-

automatically building domain models of existing large software systems in a pro¬

cess of reverse engineering [Devanbu et al, 1990]. In this context, domain modelling
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is seen as a means of achieving the goal of software comprehension. We approach
the problem from the other direction. We use domain models to assist in the
construction of simulation programs, but we share the ultimate aim of having well
documented software. In ELK, an explicit account of [much of] the simulation
model in ecological terms as well a record of [some of] the key modelling decisions
is kept. A rich representation of the domain knowledge facilitates the ability of
non-programmers to interact with the system in familiar terminology to describe
particular ecological systems to be modelled. It is used to guide and constrain the
requirements capture and model specification phases.

Reuse is an important goal in software engineering. See [Lubars & Harandi,
1988] for recent work in applying knowledge based approaches to software reuse.

Although not a primary goal of our research, this has certainly been an important
theme. In our work, reuse is evident in a number of ways. This is discussed in

§ 4.5.4.
Our work is similar in overall goals to the work in automating the require¬

ments capture phase. For some time now, it has been realised that no matter
how high the level of programming or specification language, the job of creating

specifications or programs is still very difficult. There is a growing number of
workers concerned with the problem of developing specifications [Fickas, 1987;
Reubenstein Sz R., 1989]. The research strategy adopted by many of these work¬
ers is in the same spirit as ours. That is, they are working in specific domains
with the aim of identifying the difficult problems in the hopes of later general¬
ising them to other domains. There are also workers in automatic programming

who, although not addressing the issue of creating specifications, they are, like
us, concerned with developing non-trivial domain-specific applications programs

[Barstow et al, 1982; Neighbors, 1986].

1.4.4 Human-Computer Interface

Although, our primary interest is not in the development of user-friendly inter¬
faces per se, our work is inextricably linked with this field. First, we see intelligent
and/or user-friendly interfaces as a vehicle for solving problems of formalisation.
This role of interfaces is described in § 1.3. Second, any interface to any computer

system constitutes a kind of formal language, and thus the whole field of human
computer interfaces can be said to be addressing a particular kind of formalisa-
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tion problem. Accordingly, our general approaches towards solving formalisation
problems should apply.

For example, using the terms introduced in § 1.2.1 we can define a 'user-
friendly' system to be one for which the problems of formalisation go away. This
happens if/when:

• the syntax of the language is suitable (i.e. the user commands and options
are easy to use)

• the conceptual distance between the user and the semantic constructs of the
interface language becomes negligible,

• the expressive power of this language is adequate (i.e. computer system
enables the user to accomplish what they require)

• the choices are manageable (i.e. either there are not very many options, or

it is easy to choose between them).

This ignores a great many specific issues in user interface design many of
which we are not concerned with (e.g. psychological studies, key-stroke analy¬
sis). [Robertson et al, 1988b] presents an extensive analysis of the relationship
between the formalisms used and the user interface.

A highly relevant work which influenced this research is [O'Keefe, 1985]. This
was an extensive exploration into the problem of building an intelligent assistant
for statistical analysis (ASA). We compare ELK with ASA in § 8.5.

1.4.5 Knowledge Representation and Acquisition

The formalisation problem is at the heart of the related fields of knowledge repre¬

sentation and acquisition. Knowledge representation and acquisition are relevant
to our project in two distinct senses. First, one can view ELK itself as a knowledge
acquisition system. It is used to acquire ecological knowledge, which guides and
constrains possible descriptions of ecological systems that are acquired. ELK also

acquires simulation models of ecological systems. So, in this first sense, the users

have to represent knowledge in terms that the system 'understands'.

Second, in developing a computer assistant for ecological modelling, we found
it necessary to acquire much ecological and modelling knowledge as well as design
suitable formalisms for each. Thus, in our effort to solve the formalisation problems
of ecologists, we have been forced to embark on a formalisation process of our
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own. However, ours was a manual exercise for which no computer assistance was

available.

Much of the research in the fields of knowledge representation and acquisition
can be viewed in terms of our analysis of the formalisation problem. For exam¬

ple, the knowledge representation workers are forever designing new languages to
both increase expressive power and to provide the 'right' semantic primitives so

that the intended users of the formalisms can represent what they require with
minimal conceptual distance. The kinds of formalism available define choices at
one level. One of the aims of knowledge acquisition research is to identify criteria
and guidelines which can be used to make choices about which representations are

good for certain sorts of problems. In the very long term, this information may

find itself in computer assistants, but at this time the majority of the core prob¬
lems faced by knowledge acquisition workers are being dealt with manually. They
result in methodologies and guidelines, sometimes partially embedded in computer

systems {e.g. KADS [Hayward, 1988] and KREME [Abrett & Burstein, 1987]). Of
the automated techniques that are available, many are useful only after a signif¬
icant amount of knowledge identification and acquisition has already been done.
For example attributes, values, and decision classes must be identified before an

induction system is usable.
In struggling with representation issues, we were able to make some contri¬

butions related to the knowledge representation field. Our development and use

of a representation based on the typed lambda calculus is described in [Bundy &
Uschold, 1989]. We have made no specific contributions to the knowledge acquisi¬
tion subfield per se, but some of our techniques are similar to those in KREME.

1.5 Thesis Outline

PART I: ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM

1.5.1 Introduction

We introduce the formalisation problem and note that although many techniques
and approaches have been used in many contexts, the inherent difficulties do not

seem to go away; rather they resurface in a different form. We seek a general
methodology to stop this infinite regress of reappearing difficulties whereby useful
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computer assistants can be produced for an important class of formalisation prob¬
lems. We propose to build a computer assistant for creating ecological simulation
models and generalise the results of this exercise.

In the simulation modelling domain, two key issues arise: model comprehension
and model construction; these are the focus for the thesis.

1.5.2 Ecological Modelling

We introduce ecology and ecological modelling. We note major model types and

modelling paradigms. We are concerned with differential and difference equations
models. We motivate the need for a computer assistant by noting some current

problems with ecological modelling. The chief issues we are concerned with are (1)
model comprehension and (2) the process of constructing models. We describe a

simple model of part of the Serengeti ecological system and use it to illustrate the
difficulties with current simulation support tools. We describe the range of eco¬

logical information that we must represent. We introduce the kernel of modelling
concepts that are required to represent computer models of ecological systems.

1.5.3 Ecological Modelling Goals

We explore the nature and potential uses of ecological modelling goals. We be¬

gin with a brief discussion of the modelling process in general, and the role of
goals. We present a classification of goal types and uses resulting from a survey

of selected texts and papers in the ecological modelling literature. We outline the
requirements for representing some of these goals. We conclude that the major
role of goals initially is to identify what the important things are in the ecological
system and corresponding simulation model. We show how the goal classification

might be used as the basis for a control strategy for a model acquisition system.

1.5.4 Design Considerations

We give the design rationale for ELK. We describe how the general difficulties in
the formalisation process manifest themselves in the ecological modelling domain.
We note various other important difficulties that arise in this domain. Each major

difficulty gives rise to a major design requirement (i.e. to overcome it). We
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examine each of these, describe further requirements that they give rise to, and
ultimately suggest appropriate techniques to meet these requirements.

A key aspect of the design is a three layer knowledge ontology which distin¬
guishes general/ecological knowledge, ecological system descriptions, and mod¬
elling information. This, combined with a general formalism with relatively few
primitives and many ways to combine them facilitates various important benefits
for the model acquisition system. We state two key hypotheses with respect to
this ontology:

1. ontology completeness: all the information relevant to ecological modelling
can fit into this ontology

2. ontology usefulness: the distinctions that the ontology embodies are useful.

PART II: A SOLUTION

1.5.5 ElkLogic

We describe ElkLogic, the theory underlying the representations used in ELK. It
is based on the typed lambda calculus. Of particular importance are (a) the rich
type structure, (b) the representation for sets and substructure and (c) the use of
higher-order functions (d) semantics. Together these features facilitate (a) keeping
the number of primitives small, (b) reduced search, and (c) explicit representation
of the ecological meaning of model variables.

The general/ecological knowledge base includes taxonomies of sorts of ecolog¬
ical entities and their parts, the attributes that these sorts of entities have, and
the processes that these entities participate in. The description of the ecologi¬
cal system consists of creating specific entities, specifying their substructure, and
the processes that they participate in. The model information consists of (a)
definitions of variables and parameters corresponding to attributes and effects of

processes and (b) equations for computing values of variables.

1.5.6 Elk: Representation

We describe the implementation of the representation formalism, ElkLogic. We

give the details of an additional level in the knowledge ontology which serves to

bridge the conceptual distance as well as reduce the necessity for menial tasks
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for the user. This includes specifying goals, what the user is interested in, and
defaults.

We investigate the ontology completeness hypothesis by placing every construct
in the representation in our ontology. We illustrate every important construct in
the language using examples from the Serengeti model presented in chapter 2.

We begin to investigate the ontology usefulness hypothesis by explaining how
it facilitates meeting the major design requirements regarding expressive power,

conceptual distance, and model comprehension.

1.5.7 Elk: Elicitation

We describe how ELK may be used to elicit formal descriptions of ecological knowl¬

edge, systems, and models. This entails giving a general overview of the interface,
the facilities that it provides, and some general guidelines on how it is intended
to be used. We describe in turn three phases in the modelling process. During
one phase, a general/ecological knowledge base is created. Another phase consists
of describing the particular ecological system of interest. The last phase consists
of specifying the simulation model. Allowing users first to say what they are

interested in before specifying the runnable model is a key aspect of ELK.

We describe various aspects of the process of gradual elaboration, which is
used to break down the complex task of constructing an ecological model into

simpler subtasks. The information given by the user initially is fairly general and
underspecified. Nevertheless, it provides hooks for the acquisition of more and
more detailed information ultimately resulting in a detailed formal description of
the ecological system, the goals, and the model. The user has initiative most of
the time ensuring flexibility in terms of what they do and when.

We reconsider each of the major requirements laid down in the design rationale
in chapter 4. We explain which techniques are important in addressing which
requirements. Of particular importance is the issue of where and how choices
arise in the elicitation process. The rich type system plays a significant role in

defining the search space. The distinctions embodied in the knowledge ontology

give direct support to most of the major requirements. This supports the ontology
usefulness hypothesis.
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PART III: DISCUSSION

1.5.8 Related Work

We consider the related subfields of ecological modelling, artificial intelligence
and simulation, software engineering, intelligent user interfaces, and knowledge
representation. We compare the strengths and weaknesses of our techniques with
other systems and approaches. We also indicate important differences in emphasis
with respect to other research projects. We summarise the main contributions of
the thesis with respect to each area.

1.5.9 Summary and Conclusion

We give a chapter by chapter summary of the thesis, noting the central problems
addressed and the main techniques used. The choice of representation is the

key to our progress towards solving both of our fundamental problems: model
comprehension and model construction. Though our progress has been significant;
we do not claim that we have fully solved the problems.

The overall approach, and most of the specific techniques that we develop
are independent from the ecological domain, and apply more generally to the
field of simulation modelling. We further generalise our experience and propose a

methodology for developing computer-aided assistants to formalisation problems
in general. Finally, we outline how this research may continue.

1.6 Conclusion

We have introduced the general problem of formalisation. We noted some general
difficulties that arise. We outlined approaches to overcoming them in the context
of building a computer assistant. We conclude that the enterprise of constructing
such an assistant consists of reformulating the original formalisation problem into
a new one. In the new formulation, the same difficulties may arise in principle,
but in a new form which should be easier to cope with.

We propose to explore the formalisation problem and test our suggested solu¬
tion approaches in the context of building computer models of ecological systems.
This thesis describes our results. In the next three chapters, we motivate and
describe the design of ELK, a computer assistant for ecological modelling.
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Chapter 2

Ecological Modelling

2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the domain of ecological modelling. We begin with a de¬
scription of what ecology and ecological modelling is and why it is useful. We
classify some of the major kinds of models, and modelling paradigms and note
which ones we are concerned with. This is followed by comparison of ecological

modelling in particular with formalisation problems in general. We note how the
general difficulties described in § 1.2.1 arise in this context and how the solution
approaches described in § 1.3 might apply. We outline some major problems with
the current state of the art in tools which support construction and use of ecolog¬
ical models. These serve as important foci for this research. We present a simple
but non-trivial ecological model which serves as the running example throughout
this thesis.

We distinguish two kinds of information which we refer to as the ecological level
and the simulation modelling level. We consider what kinds of things need to be

represented for each. In doing so, we address the issue of expressive power which
was cited in chapter 1 as a major source of difficulty in the general formalisation

problem.

Terminology

Appendix A contains a glossary of key technical terms used in this thesis. These
are introduced and defined in the text as required. First, we do not make a

technical distinction between the terms 'information' and 'knowledge'. We use
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whichever term subjectively 'sounds better' in a given context. Next we clarify
our use of the term 'model'.

conceptual model: a representation of one or more concepts and/or processes

which may or may not be manifest in a computer program {e.g. an animal
taxonomy; a predator-prey model),

computer model: the embodiment of one or more conceptual models in a formal

representation intended for computer processing. We distinguish two kinds
of computer models:

static model: a computer model which 'merely' represents static informa¬

tion; a data structure, {e.g. a taxonomy of species)
simulation model: a computer model which is a program that simulates

a dynamic system that the embodied conceptual models collectively

represent {e.g. of an ecological system). A simulation model usually
contains static models.

We distinguish also between a modelling framework (or paradigm), a modelling
formalism, and a model. This is analogous to the distinction between a program¬

ming paradigm, a programming language and a program. The framework is an

ontology on which a formalism for defining models is based. The formalism is
used to create specific models. For example, our conceptual modelling framework
is based on five fundamental concepts required to characterise the ecological do¬
main. These are processes {e.g. predation), entities {e.g. lions), substructure {e.g.
male/female lions), attributes {e.g. weight), and values {e.g. 43 kg). We refer
to it as the PESAV framework. Our simulation modelling paradigm is based on

differential and/or difference equations. In chapter 5 we define a wide-spectrum

language which may be used to represent both static and simulation models of

ecological systems. In the context of ecological modelling, the term 'static model'
is synonymous with 'description of the ecological system to be simulated'.

Finally, we note introduce some terminological conventions. We use the follow¬

ing conventions for abbreviating frequently used long-winded terms like 'ecological
simulation model'. Unless otherwise specified or clear from context:

• 'model' is short for 'simulation model'

• 'X' is short for 'ecological X'
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Thus both 'model' and 'ecological model' will usually mean ecological simulation
model. The latter convention is more general and will apply to a variety of terms

including 'entity', 'process' and others.

2.2 Ecology and Ecological Modelling

2.2.1 Ecology

Ecology is the study of plants and animals in their environment1. Ecologists
are concerned with understanding the plethora of interactions that take place
in ecological systems. Such understanding enables them better to predict the
outcome of such interactions, in terms of how many of which organisms are where.
The ability to predict, combined with mankind's ability to cause change gives
the potential for safe management of our environment. For example, overuse of
harmful pesticides has prompted searching for natural alternatives; also there is
much concern about the greenhouse effect.

Ecological systems are highly complex, involving many interactions between
organisms and various environmental factors. Furthermore, they may be viewed
at many different levels of detail. At one extreme, an ecologist might be interested
in studying the competition for light between individual needles on a pine branch.
At the other extreme, the interest may be in the effect of the rain forests on the
carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere. In between these extremes, ecologists
study interactions between individual plants and animals as well as populations,

communities, and whole ecosystems. For these reasons, the study of ecology is
extremely challenging.

2.2.2 Ecological Modelling

Modelling is an important tool used by ecologists. Models are a useful medium for

sharing knowledge. They formally represent an understanding of how an ecological

system operates which can be evaluated by others. There are many kinds of

1 Most of the material for sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.3 is drawn from
[Robertson et al, 1991].
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models and corresponding paradigms. [Robertson et al, 1991] notes three major
kinds of models: statistical models, theoretical/analytical models, and simulation
models2. The first kind are used to summarise large amounts of real data but
tend to ignore underlying mechanisms. The second kind tend to be fairly abstract;
mathematical tractability often is often given higher priority than ecological sense.

Although directly concerned with mechanisms, gross assumptions are made to
ensure tractability and real data tends not to be used. Because these approaches
ignore real data or underlying mechanisms, or make gross assumptions their results
lack obvious meaning. Such models are certainly not usable for prediction or

management.
Simulation models are solved by iteration over a set of time steps. The model

consists of a number of variables and parameters which describe the state of the

system being modelled. All the variables must be initialised, and the parameters

given values. The simulation consists of recomputing the values of all the variables
at each time step and outputting the results as needed. In general, the values of
the variables at a time step depend on their values at the previous time step.

It is possible to build simulation models which represent underlying mecha¬

nisms, make realistic assumptions, and use real data for calibration. Such models,
in their limited domain of application, have the potential for being both meaning¬
ful and accurate and thus much more useful than either of the first two kinds. In

this thesis, we are concerned only with simulation models.

2.2.3 Simulation Modelling Paradigms

Simulation models, and corresponding paradigms, are frequently classified ac¬

cording to how time is handled (see figure 2-1). A fundamental distinction is
whether time is continuous or discrete. Continuous models usually consist of a

set of differential equations. These are appropriate for continuous real world phe¬
nomena {e.g. flow of water). However, they are also used to approximate real
world events which are discrete {e.g. births and deaths, radioactive decay). Usu¬
ally, differential equations models cannot be solved analytically. Various numerical

2 [Robertson et al, 1991] uses the term 'numerical simulation model' here. Although
numerical computation is by far the norm, we allow for modelling changing colours and
other non-numerical things.
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Differential
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Discrete

Difference
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Oriented
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Specific Paradigm
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Simulation models and approaches are classified according to how they represent
time. Note that these categories are not all mutually exclusive. For example,
differential equations are frequently approximated by difference equations.

Figure 2—1: Simulation Modelling Paradigms
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techniques are available including for example, Newton's method, and the Runge-
Kutta technique. The former is a particularly simple technique used by ELK.

System dynamics models are a particularly useful subset of differential equa¬

tions models. They are most appropriate when the system can be conceived of
as a set of compartments and flows. Many ecological systems can be thought of
in this way. The fact that ecological systems naturally map onto the system dy¬
namic framework means that the conceptual distance is small, greatly simplifying
the formalisation process.

"... it is possible for an ecologist to specify complex and realistic [sys¬
tem dynamics] models without entering a single equation ([Robertson
et al, 1991], chapter 2)"

Consequently, this technique has been widely used; e.g. to model the transfer of
biomass energy, nutrients, etc. We shall have frequent occasion to refer to system

dynamics models in this thesis. Readers unfamiliar with this paradigm are referred
to appendix B.

Difference equations may also be used directly to represent ecological systems
which are not conceived as being continuous. An example of where difference
equations are appropriate is reproduction, which for many species takes place

annually. Running such models can be identical to running a differential equations
model if Newton's method is used with a suitably coarse time step. This method
entails turning the differential equations into difference equations.

Discrete event simulation is similar to difference equations; the major difference
is that the time step is not evenly spaced. Simulation time moves forward when
the next interesting event takes place. This is often used as a substitute for
continuous simulation where numerical methods are error-prone. For example, a

well known problem is in choosing the time step. Although extensively used in
other domains, {e.g. job-shop scheduling) this technique is rarely used in ecology
(see [Saarenmaa et al, 1988; Folse et al, 1989] for exceptions).

Another very widely used technique outside the ecological domain is object-
oriented modelling. This technique is appropriate when the world can be readily
viewed as consisting of objects, each having a set of attributes, and/or properties
that define and describe them. For example, sheep may be defined as a type of
mammal with specific properties. Individual sheep may be described by attributes
like weight, height, etc. Object-oriented representations are especially well suited
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for taxonomic classifications whereby more specific types of objects inherit prop¬

erties from more general ones {e.g. sheep inherit properties from mammals). In¬
teractions are modelled by passing messages back and forth between objects. For
example an object representing the class of sheep might be sent a message to cre¬

ate a new instance. This could be used to model reproduction. Object-oriented

modelling has not been widely used in ecological domains. Exceptions include
modelling the creation and destruction of individuals for which the approach is
well suited.

One of the main advantages of object-oriented approaches is that people often
find it quite natural. Thus, it has the same important property that system

dynamics modelling has with respect to to ecological domains: it is very easy to
conceive of the real world situation in terms of the modelling framework. In other
words, conceptual distance is small. It is surprising that object-oriented techniques
are not more widely used for ecological modelling, for exactly this reason.

Finally, note that many object-oriented tools are fairly general purpose; e.g.

they are convenient for implementing discrete-event models.

Choosing a Paradigm

The appropriate modelling approach depends on a variety of things. Most impor¬
tantly, it depends on the reasons for constructing the model including its intended
uses. All this comes under the umbrella of modelling goals. Models are used as a

means of testing an ecologist's understanding of ecological systems. This in turn
often leads to increased understanding. Prediction and management are other im¬

portant reasons for building models. Chapter 3 considers the nature of ecological

modelling goals and how they may be used. Other important factors relevant to

determining the appropriate kind of model are:

• the level of detail required

e.g. individuals or populations
• the amount that one knows about the system

e.g. available field data
• availability of and familiarity with modelling tools and techniques.

In this research, we make no attempt to cater for all of these paradigms. We
limit ourselves to differential and difference equations models. Because ELK uses

Newton's method, which turns differential equations into difference equations it
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(de facto) does not distinguish between difference and differential equations. If
other integration techniques were used {e.g. Runge Kutta), then ELK could make
this distinction. We are aware of no word which encapsulates both differential
and difference equations models. Instead of inventing one, we state here that for
the remainder of this thesis, when we refer to differential equations we also mean

difference equations.
The representation developed in this thesis has its roots in both system dy¬

namics, and object-oriented representations. We are careful here to distinguish

object-oriented representations from object-oriented programming or modelling.
The former are characterised by hierarchies of object types or classes {e.g. animal
taxonomies) where each objects inherit properties from their classes and super¬

classes. It is roughly true that one obtains object-oriented programming by adding
message-passing and code-sharing to object-oriented representations. We do not
cater for object-oriented modelling which always uses object-oriented program¬

ming.
A major theme in this thesis is to minimise conceptual distance. We extend

the system dynamics framework but retain the flow analogy as an option so that
when it is appropriate conceptual distance is small. The object-oriented elements
in our representation are used for exactly the same reason: to reduce conceptual
distance.

2.2.4 Ecological Modelling as a Formalisation Problem

The formalisation problem that we are concerned with is how to construct simu¬
lation models of ecological systems. In § 1.2 we identified four potential sources of

difficulty in any formalisation process (syntax, expressive power, conceptual dis¬
tance, and choices). We discuss how these are manifest in the domain of ecological
modelling. The first three relate to modelling languages of which there many. We
consider two extremes. First, there are general purpose languages; e.g. Fortran is

heavily used for ecological modelling. There are also a variety of more specialised
languages which are appropriate for a smaller class of problems. For example sys¬

tem dynamics is a framework appropriate for problems that can be conceived as

consisting of tanks and flows (see § 2.2.3 and appendix B).

syntax/interface: Are the language constructs easy to use and read? Generally
no, for Fortran, especially for computer-naive ecologists. Syntax for spe-
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cialised languages can be equally awkward, but are often treated with effec¬
tive 'sugar-coating' in the form of a user interface {e.g. Stella [Lewis, 1986]).

expressive power. Does the simulation language have the capacity to represent
a sufficiently wide range of models of the required kind? General languages
do, more specialised ones can have a limited range of applicability.

conceptual distance: Does the language provide primitives which map naturally
onto the way the ecologist is thinking about the problem? The answer is no

for a general language like Fortran, but yes for system dynamics, but only
for the right kind of problem.

choice management: In the ecological domain, the problem of choices is extreme.
There are so many things to do in so many different ways that even experi¬
enced modellers can be overwhelmed with a complex problem.

|

Note that the first three difficulties are substantially overcome when using a

specialised tool like Stella in its domain of applicability. These tools also help
control choices by limiting the things possible to do to the narrow area of applica¬
bility. We require a more general tool which can express a wider range of models.
This means that the major difficulties above rear their ugly heads. Extending the

expressive power means the conceptual distance and the choices come back. These
only went away by virtue of limiting the range of applicability. It also potentially
exacerbates any syntactic problems, although this is a lesser concern.

To overcome these difficulties, we applied the four general solution approaches
outlined in § 1.3. By doing so, we reformulated the formalisation problem that

ecologists normally face into a [we claim] much easier one. Specifically,

• We built a computer assistant.
• We designed and implemented a formal language for representing the re¬

quired information.
• We implemented a variety of translation mechanisms, and an interpreter for

running the simulation models specified at a high level.
• We identified a significant portion of the modelling search space, and used

consistency checking and heuristics to prune and advise on making good
choices.

The issue of conceptual distance impacts heavily on the requirements for de¬

signing both the formalisms and the mechanisms for providing assistance. Small
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conceptual distance will likely facilitate designing a more effective assistant (i.e.
easy to understand and use); but may make it harder to design the intermediate
(or wide-spectrum) language and corresponding mechanisms for translation into
the target formalism. Conversely, large conceptual distance makes it harder to

design an effective interface but simplifies the language design.
The bulk of our efforts have centered around the identification and categorisa¬

tion of the required knowledge and corresponding design of a suitable formalism
for representing and reasoning about this knowledge. We not only had to be able
to represent a wide range of simulation models, but we also had to represent a wide

range of ecological knowledge. Furthermore, we required mechanisms for bridging
the two. Forming this bridge is the essence of ecological modelling.

Our approach was to construct a kind of wide-spectrum language based on

the typed lambda calculus which represents both kinds of information as well as

the bridging mechanisms. This simultaneously addresses both major issues in this
thesis. First, it enables the simulation model to be explained in terms of the

ecological system being represented (model comprehension). Second, it reduces
conceptual distance which makes model construction much easier. Many of the

language constructs are cast directly in terms that the user thinks in, thus ensuring
that there would be minimal difficulty in providing easy to use interface primitives.
Another primary factor was controlling the modelling search space. The use of a

language with a rich type structure was instrumental for this.

2.2.5 Problems with Current Technology

Ideally, it should be possible for any ecologist to formalise an ecological system

using a modelling framework which allows it to be easily accessed, analysed, as¬

sessed, modified and/or extended by other researchers. However, most current

'representations' of ecological models are unsuitable for this. For example a For¬
tran program, while highly formal and unambiguous, is usually inadequate for the
purpose of understanding the underlying model; i.e. the nature and extent to
which the real ecological system has been idealised. Such information is found
in journal articles describing models, however this is highly informal and often

ambiguous. They are usually inadequate for the purpose of constructing or run¬

ning the model as a computer simulation. Here we elaborate on the two key
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issues mentioned in § 1.4.2 which provide the main focus for this research: model
comprehension and model construction.

To have achieved model comprehension we mean that the model can be exam¬

ined and understood because an account of the model in domain terms is available.

The important facts about the system being modelled are available as well as the

important modelling decisions related to these facts. No simulation technology
that we are aware of addresses this issue.

Lack of model comprehension is the source of many problems. First, it makes
it difficult or impossible to analyse a model. Second, it makes it difficult or im¬

possible for it to be safely used by others. New users must know the important
assumptions on which a model is based to know when and whether it is suitable
for their problems either as a stand-alone model, or as part of a larger model. It is
essential to know a model's limitations when interpreting the results. Third, lack
of model comprehension make it difficult to modify or extend the model. It should
be possible to experiment with models by making various changes in the model as¬

sumptions which result in automatic updating of the underlying implementation.
Because such assumptions are never recorded, this is impossible.

The key problem with respect to model construction is that many ecologists do
not have the mathematical, modelling, or programming skills needed to construct

ecological models (i.e. the conceptual distance is too great).
Note that these problems are not at all specific to the ecological domain but

apply generally to computer simulation. In light of this, the key objective driving
this research in the context of ecological modelling is to create a tool which:

• supports the construction of models which incorporate representations of im¬

portant knowledge about the model (this addresses the model comprehension
issue).

• enables ecologists, whether expert modellers and programmers or not, to
construct models by communicating primarily in ecological and modelling
terms (this addresses the model construction issue).

We have achieved the first objective, and made substantial progress on the sec¬

ond. We have developed a new approach to modelling which works in the intended
manner, however it has not been tested by a significant number of ecologists.

In this thesis, we describe a tool which incorporates explicit representations
which support model comprehension. It is necessarily couched in ecological and
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modelling terms. It uses a formalism which can represent both highly informal
knowledge about the ecological system, reasons for wanting a model in the first
place, and a host of assumptions that underlie the model as well as the myriad
of formal details required to run the model as a computer program. In facili¬
tating model comprehension, we simultaneously go a long way towards reducing
conceptual distance. This is the major factor in facilitating model construction.3

Crucially, the representation of the ecological facts and assumptions must be
distinct from but explicitly related to the representation of the runnable model.
This gives rise to two distinct levels of information:

ecological level: including general knowledge about the ecological domain as

well as the description of the specific ecological system to be modelled,
simulation modelling level: including goals, modelling decisions and assump¬

tions, as well as the specification of the runnable model (including equations,
parameter values etc.).

We require mechanisms for bridging these two levels. The need for this is
an immediate consequence of the need to facilitate model comprehension. The
distinction is also useful in identifying the search space for a suitable model of
an ecological system. This chapter deals only with representing ecological sys¬

tems and models. Chapters 3 and 4 consider various bridging representations and
mechanisms, and introduce further distinctions within each of these two levels of
information. In the next section we introduce a simple model which serves as the

running example in this thesis.

3 Historically, it was the other way around. We set out to build a system that com¬
municated in ecological and modelling terms and discovered that in doing so there were
necessarily a lot of hooks present which could be used to facilitate model comprehension.
This then became a focus of the research in its own right.
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2.3 Example Model: Serengeti
In this section we present a typical ecological modelling exercise described in

[Hilborn & Sinclair, 1984]. This example served as a major source of design re¬

quirements in terms of what kinds of ecological and modelling information needed
to be represented. It will be used throughout this thesis to serve as a focal point
for considering a wide range of issues. The features which make this example
adequate for these purposes are:

• The Serengeti is an extremely rich and diverse system which may give rise to
a wide range of possible models ranging from very simple to very complex.

• There is ample discussion of the ecological system being modelled (i.e. in
[Hilborn &; Sinclair, 1984]).

• There is ample discussion of the goals and objectives which motivated the
modelling exercise.

• There is ample discussion of the modelling assumptions.

We begin with a brief overview of the Serengeti ecosystem [Sinclair & Norton-
Griffiths, 1984] and of the particular aspects of the Serengeti that are to be mod¬
elled [Hilborn & Sinclair, 1984]. This is followed by a presentation of a complete
yet simple model. In § 2.4, we discuss the kinds of modelling knowledge that are

required. In § 2.5 we discuss the kinds of ecological knowledge that need to be
represented. This prepares us for a detailed discussion of criteria for designing
ELK. These criteria and an outline of the system design are presented in chap¬
ter 4. All of our concerns are ultimately related to the two primary issues of model

comprehension and model construction (discussed in § 2.2).

2.3.1 Overview

The Serengeti lies between 1 and 3 degrees south of the equator in Acacia savan¬

nah woodland. The most general goal of the [ecological modelling] exercise is to
understand the dynamics of the system. They are concerned with predicting the
effects of a recent perturbation to the system, a climatic shift in the form of in¬
creased dry-season rainfall. There are two seasons, wet and dry, which occur from
November through June and July through October, respectively. During the wet

season, there is plenty of grass growth to provide food. In the dry season, the soil
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dries out, and little grass growth occurs. In response, the wildebeest population
migrates from the plains to the woodlands where there is more food available year

round. The wildebeest do not stay in the woodlands year round because they are

preyed upon by non-migratory lions and hyena in the area. Recently, the amount
of dry-season rainfall has increased significantly from 150mm to 250mm. This has
resulted in increased amounts of grass all year round. Furthermore, grass began to

grow in the plains in the dry season when previously there was none. Dry season

mortality of the wildebeest virtually ceased, resulting in a dramatic population
increase.

The specific objectives of the modelling exercise given in [Hilborn & Sinclair,
1984] is to determine some of the particular effects this may have on various ele¬
ments in the system. The authors' primary interest is in the wildebeest population
itself. Will it reach equilibrium? How big will it get? Could a return to previous
levels of much lower dry season rainfall lead to a catastrophic decline in popula¬
tion? Additionally, they want to know what if any effect the increase in wildebeest
population may have on the alternate prey of the lions and hyenas. They list sev¬

eral possibilities, and wish to determine which of these is most accurate Also, they
wish to identify what areas in the system are ill-understood thus pointing the way

for new areas for field studies. They do not indicate a direct interest in the effect
that the climatic shift has on the populations of the lions and hyenas.

2.3.2 A Simple Model

A simplified model was constructed for the purpose of determining the gross dy¬
namics of the system. The model assumes that the predator and alternate prey

populations are constant, and that wildebeest can be represented by a single age

class. A simple predator-prey model is used which takes into account such things
as rate of search, probability of catch, and density of prey populations. In some

cases the parameters were observed directly; others were estimated or computed
from observed data. The time scale used is annual. Rainfall amounts refer only
to the dry season, and are constant throughout the simulation run.

The core of the model (excluding input/output) is coded in a simple Fortran
program in figures 2-2 and 2-3. There are ten equations which we describe in
turn. The letters A-I correspond to the comments identifying the equations in
the Fortran program (figure 2-3).
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A: Dry Season Grass Abundance It has been observed in the field that rain¬
fall is by far the most significant factor in determining grass production in
the dry season. This equation is derived by fitting a curve to existing data.
It ignores all factors except rainfall.
GRS_WT = 200 + DRY_SSN_RAIN*2

B: Calf Survival Similarly, it has been observed that grass abundance in the dry
season is the most significant factor in determining wildebeest calf survival.
Again, the precise relationship is derived from field data. Other factors are

ignored.
SPR_CF_SURV = (GRS.WT * .05) / (75 + GRS_WT)

C: Gross Wildebeest Reproduction The number of new calves born each year

is the product of the number of wildebeest and the rate of reproduction of
the whole population. The rate for the whole population is calculated on

the assumption that every female produces one offspring each year. Thus
the fecundity of an individual female is 1. Since there are only 50% females,
the fecundity of the population is .5.
CF_B0RN = N_WB * WB_FEC

D: Net Wildebeest Reproduction The number of new offspring that survive
is the product of the number born times the calf survival rate which is

computed in equation B. This net figure represents the rate of increase of
wildebeest numbers per year due to reproduction.
WB_REPR0 = CF_B0RN * SPR_CF_SURV

E, E': Wildebeest Alternate Prey Population Density This is obtained

by dividing the number of individuals in the population by the area. This
is only recomputed at each time step for wildebeest because the sizes of the
other populations are assumed constant.

WB_DENSITY = N_WB / AREA_SGTI

APJDENSITY = N_APREY / AREA_SGTI

F: Specific Predation Rate The number of wildebeest that are killed and eaten

per unit time per predator is computed using a standard mathematical model
of a predator-prey relationship. The capture coefficient is determinable in¬

directly from field data, and differs for each prey population. The various

populations of alternate prey that exist in the Serengeti ecosystem, are all
lumped together as if they were a single species. The coefficients used are
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for zebra, which are representative of these species.
SPR_PRED_WB = (WB_CAP_CF * WB_DENSITY) /

(1 + (WBJBTIME * WB_CAP_CF * WBJDENSITY)

+ (AP_HTIME * AP_CAP_CF * APJDENSITY) )
G: Wildebeest Eaten The total number of wildebeest killed due to predation at

each time increment due to all predators is equal to the simple product of the
number of wildebeest times the predation rate from the previous equation.
This can be viewed as the rate of wildebeest mortality due to predation. It
contributes to the net rate of change of wildebeest numbers.
WB_EATEN = N_PRED * SPRJPRED.WB

H: Wildebeest Mortality (ignoring predation): The number of wildebeest
that die due to 'natural' causes4 is equal to the number of wildebeest times
the specific rate of wildebeest mortality (which is the difference between 1
and the specific rate of survival).
WB_DIE = N_WB * (1-SPR_WB_SURV)

I: Wildebeest Population This is the only variable which depends on its value
in the last iteration. Thus, it corresponds to a single differential equation
for representing the model.
N_WB = N_WB - WB_DIE - WB_EATEN + WB_REPR0

Note that the wildebeest population size is the only state variable whose value
is computed at each time increment and whose values over time are of interest.
The value of every other variable may be thrown away after each iteration, and

recomputed the next time around. We use the term state variable is a specialised

manner; we define it in § 2.4.1.2.

Comments

In the paper [Hilborn & Sinclair, 1984], there is a considerable amount of infor¬
mation about the ecological system being modelled; assumptions of the model
couched in ecological terms, and the [conceptual] model itself. However, even

for this very simple example, understanding the model was a considerable effort.
We did not have the benefit of a Fortran program to start from, only a written

4 Predation is of course perfectly natural. We mean to refer to things like old age,
sickness, etc.
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Total area of

Amount of dry
Specific rate
Handling time
Handling time

SUBROUTINE WBMODEL(NYEARS)
C Parameters and Constants

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

AREA.SGTI
GRS.WT
SPR_CF_SURV
WB.HTIME
AP.HTIME
WB_CAP_CF
AP_CAP_CF
AP.DENSITY
N.PRED
N.APREY
DRY_SSN_RAIN
WB.FEC

WBINIT

Serengeti being considered
season grass produced per year
of calf survival per year
of wildebeest

of alternate prey
Capture coefficient for wildebeest
Capture coefficient for alternate prey
Population densities for alternate prey
Number of predators
Number of alternate prey
Amount of dry season rainfall per year
Wildebeest fecundity

(annual specific rate of wildebeest reproduction)
Initial number of wildebeest

C Variables

C

C CF_B0RN Total number of wildebeest calves born in a year
C WB_REPR0 Total annual number of wildebeest calves survived

C SPR_PRED_WB
C WB_DENSITY
C WB.EATEN

Annual Specific rate of predation of wildebeest by predators
Population density for wildebeest
Total annual number of wildebeest eaten by predators

C SPR_WB_SURV Annual Specific rate of wildebeest survival
C (ignoring predation)
C WB_DIE Total annual number of wildebeest dying
C (ignoring predation)

C N_WB Number of wildebeest

C T Time in years

C Tabulation of Output Results
C Up to 10 output variables may be recorded for up to 50 time steps
C E.g for this example, we store values for the number of wildebeest

and number of wildebeest eaten for each year. This is done as follows:
C OUTPUT(l.T) Value of N_WB at time T
C OUTPUT(2,T) Value of WB\_EATEN at time T

DIMENSION OUTPUT(10,50)
INTEGER T

'C' is the comment character.

Figure 2—2: Simple Wildebeest Model: Documentation
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C Initialisation of Parameters and State Variables

DATA DRY_SSN_RAIN /250/ '/. mm

DATA SPR_WB_SURV /.95/
DATA WB_FEC /.5/
DATA AREA.SGTI /1000000/
DATA WB.HTIME, AP.HTIME /.08, .05/ '/. Empirically determined
DATA WB_CAP_CF,AP_CAP_CF /317, 100/ '/, Empirically determined
DATA WB_INIT, N.PRED, N.APREY /?,?,?/

N_WB = WB_INIT

C Equation E'
AP_DENSITY = N_APREY/AREA_SGTI

C Equation A
GRS.WT = 200 + DRY_SSN_RAIN*2

C Equation B
SPR_CF_SURV = (GRS.WT * .05) / (75 + GRS.WT)

DO 100 T=1,NYEARS

C Equation C
CF.BORN = N_WB * WB.FEC

C Equation D
WB.REPRO = CF.BORN * SPR_CF_SURV

C Equation E
WB.DENSITY = N_WB/AREA_SGTI

C Equation F
SPR_PRED_WB = (WB_CAP_CF * WB.DENSITY) /

0 (1 + (WB.HTIME * WB_CAP_CF * WB.DENSITY)
0 + (AP_HTIME * AP_CAP_CF * AP.DENSITY) )

C Equation G
WB.EATEN = N.PRED * SPR_PRED_WB

C Equation H
WB.DIE = N_WB * (1-SPR_WB_SURV)

C Equation I
N_WB = N_WB - WB.DIE - WB.EATEN + WB.REPRO

C Tabulate raw results

OUTPUT(1,T) = N_WB
OUTPUT(2,T) = WB.EATEN

100 CONTINUE

RETURN

'C' is the comment character. We have inserted a few extra comments using '/, at
end of some lines of code.

Figure 2-3: Simple Wildebeest Model: Fortran Code
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description. We were especially careful to document the model in as clear and
informative a manner as possible (see figure 2-2). Even so, the Fortran program

only contains the simulation model; none of the ecological information or mod¬
elling assumptions are represented in any useful sense. What useful information
there is in this regard, exists only in the form of comments describing the intended
meaning of the variables. It is neither available to nor understood in any sense by
any program intended for processing it. This is a great obstacle for future use or

modification (as described in § 2.2).
Focusing on this example for inspiration, in the remaining sections of this

chapter we discuss the range of ecological and modelling concepts that our system
should be able to represent. In chapter 4 we consider mechanisms for represent¬

ing and reasoning about modelling assumptions. These form the bridge between
ecological information on the one hand, and the model on the other hand. This
constitutes a basis for facilitating model comprehension in a simulation environ¬
ment.

First however, we represent the Fortran version of the model equations in a

logical formalism similar to that used in [Bundy & Uschold, 1989] and based on

the typed lambda calculus [Barendregt, 1985] (see figure 2-4). This version of the
equations is an almost direct translation, and as such there are few advantages to
be gained by doing only this. We do this here because the typed lambda calculus
will serve as the basis for all the representations described in this thesis.

2.3.3 A Logic Representation

The details of our formalism are presented in chapter 5. Here, we outline the
key features. Everything has a type. Three important types are phys-obj, real,
and time. The former is the type of physical objects; real denotes the set of
real numbers. We use the notation X: T to denote that the type of X is T (or
equivalently, X is an instance of T). Instances of time denote specific periods
of time of some length; e.g. yr{\) :year denotes year one in the simulation. We
also have types for different kinds5 of physical objects; e.g. animals is the type

5 To avoid mixing technical and non-technical usage of the same words we use 'kind'
in a non-technical sense where 'sort' or 'type' would otherwise be appropriate; the latter
are reserved for technical use.
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of animals, sheep is the type of sheep. Types are partially ordered by a subtype
relation denoted by (Z; e.g. year C time, sheep C animal.

Functions are used to represent attributes like sex, weight, and model variables
like njwb. For example, if shp:sheep, then weight(shp, yr( 1)) represents the weight
of shp in the first year, weight is a function from physical objects and times to
real numbers. Model variables only vary over time, not physical objects. Thus,
njwb is a function from time to real. We use the notation x for cross product,
and i—► for function mapping. The types of weight and njwb are:

weight : phys.obj x time i—> real

njwb : time > real

The language also uses a variety of higher-order functions, A-abstraction, quan¬

tification, and other things (details in chapter 5).
The types of the constants and functions used in the logic representation of

the model in figure 2-4 are given in table 2-1. With the exception of rate, which
is needed to represent differentiation, the primitives in the logic are quite straight¬
forward. All the constants are of type real. For now it suffices to know that rate
is a second order function from one unary function to another unary function of
the same type (usually time (—>• real).

Because they are virtually identical (differences noted below), we certainly do
not mean to suggest that the logic representation is any better than the Fortran
version. The model variables carry the same amount of explicit ecological infor¬
mation (i.e. none) in both cases. The purpose of this exercise is to help make the
following discussion more precise, and to enable more direct comparison with the
enhanced logic representation that we describe in chapter 5.

There are two notable differences between our two representations of the equa¬

tions. One is that we explicitly distinguish between model variables and constants

by making all the model variables functions from time to reals. With good reason,

the time dependency is only implicit in the program. To have it otherwise would

require saving every value of every variable at every time step. Most of this is

unnecessary and thus would be very wasteful of space. The output array is used
to store exactly what is needed. The other difference is that the program uses an

assignment statement rather than a differential (or difference) equation.
This completes the discussion of the Serengeti example per se. Next we explore

what is required to represent ecological simulation models.
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E' : ap.density(yr(I)) = n.aprey/areasgti (2-1)

A : grs.wt(yr(I)) = 200 + dry.ssn.rain ' 2 (2-2)

^ r / / r\grs.wt(yr(I)) + .05B : spr.cf.surv(yr(I)) = — —-r-r-r (.2.6)y J yy v " 75 + grs.wt(yr(I))

C : cf.born(yr(I)) — n.wb(yr(I)) ' wb.fec (2-4)

D : wb.repro(yr(I)) = cf.born(yr(I)) ' spr.cfsurv(yr(I)) (2-5)

E : wb.density(yr(I)) = n~wb^r^ (2.6)
CI 7* 6 Ct«_5 (J t Z

J wb.cap.cf ■ wb.density(yr(I)) ^F : spr.pred.wb(yr{I)) = H-')
1 + (wbJitime ' wb.cap.cf * wb.density(yr(I)))

+ (apJitime • ap.cap.cf " ap.density(yr(I)))

G : wb.eaten(yr(I)) = n.pred ' spr.pred.wb(yr(I)) (2-8)

H : wbjdie(yr(I)) = n.wb(yr(I)) " (1 — spr.wb.surv) (2-9)

I : rate(n.wb)(yr(I)) = —wb.die(yr(I)) — wb.eaten{yr{I))

+wb.repro(yr(I)) (2.10)

77ms sei <?/ equations is an alternate to the Fortran representation in figure 2-3.
The two representations are nearly identical. One difference is that the proper

model variables are time-dependent functions in the logic representation. Another

difference is that the final equation is a differential equation rather than an assign¬
ment statement.

Figure 2—4: Serengeti in Logic
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Category Term Type
njwb : year real
grsjwt : year i—> real
ap-density : year t—> real

Proper sprjpredjwb : year i—► real
Model spr.cfsurv : year t—» real
Variables: cfjiorn : year t—> real

wbjrepro : year t—► real
wbjdie : year i—* real
wb.eaten : year i—► real
wb-density : year i—> real
areasgti : real

dryssnjrain : real

sprjwbsurv : real
Parameters: wbjcapjcf : real

ap.capjcf : real
wbJitime : real

apjitime : real

wb-fec : real

njpred : real

njaprey : real
Time: yr : naturals i—► year

This table gives the formal types of the constants and functions used in figure 2-f.
The details of the logic language are given in chapter 5.

Table 2—1: Types
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2.4 Simulation Modelling Information

Here we give a synopsis of the nature and range of modelling information that we

require for representing runnable models based on differential equations. Modelling
information relevant to the process of constructing models is discussed in chapters 3
and 4.

As the above example shows, the representation of ecological simulation models
need not contain any ecological information at all. One of the major claims in
this thesis is that it is absolutely essential that ecological information related to
the simulation model is represented if we are to facilitate model comprehension.

Designing appropriate representations to support this has been a major part of
this research project.

2.4.1 Model Variables and Parameters

In this section we define and classify model variables and parameters. Amongst
the ecological modelling community, there is not a universally agreed set of termi¬

nological conventions for the different kinds of variables and the usage of the term

'parameter'. In § 2.4.1.1 we introduce the terms that we require and say exactly
what we mean by them. In § 2.4.1.2, we use this to define various kinds of model
variables precisely.

2.4.1.1 Terminology

We use the term model variable to refer to 'something' which has a value which
may be used to compute another 'something', or which may be computed using
another 'something'. This conforms to the common use of the word 'variable' in a

computer program which is ambiguous on the issue of whether its value is constant
or varying. So in our usage, a parameter is a kind of model variable.

We avoid the temptation to use either of the words 'quantity' or 'attribute'
for this, 'quantity' implies numeric values. A variable representing the attribute
'colour' would have values like 'blue' and would not sensibly be referred to as

a quantity. We do not use 'attribute' because of the need to distinguish the

ecological and modelling levels of information. We reserve the term 'attribute' for
the ecological level. Ecological variables are the idealised versions of [ecological]
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attributes. Attributes are at the ecological level, variables are at the simulation

modelling level. Analogously, the simulation model as a whole, is the idealised
version of the ecological system.

The word 'variable' is agnostic about values and meaning in exactly the way we

require. It can have anything as a value, and it can mean anything. We describe
attributes in § 2.5.5.

We identify a notional continuum of variability on which there are four iden¬
tifiable points. We start with the strongest sense of being constant: there is a

kind of thing that is referred to as "a constant", {e.g. the gravitational constant).
Its value is usually fixed by laws of nature. We shall refer to this as a proper

constant. Its type would almost always be real. The only exception would be for
non-numerical variables {e.g. one to represent the colour of something). For the
remainder of § 2.4, we generally assume that everything is numeric. Thus when
we say something is always of type real, or time real this is not strictly true.
In § 2.5.5.3 we discuss both numeric and non-numeric values. In chapter 5 we give
details of how these are represented.

Next, we have something which for different runs of a model may have a differ¬
ent value, but is initialised (not computed) and thus remains constant for a single
run {e.g. n.pred, wb.fec in our example model). We adopt the conventional usage

and refer to this as a model parameter. We do not distinguish between parameters
and proper constants, although it could easily be done. Providing this would re¬

quire a minor alteration and would provide a minor benefit. The type of these is
also real, although in the ecological system, what the parameter represents could
be represented as a function. For example, njpred represents the attribute number
which is a function from sets of physical objects and times to numbers.

The third case consists of something which is computed using some equation,
but the inputs to the equations ultimately depend only on parameters and proper

constants. This means that it is constant for the duration of the simulation {e.g.
grtjwt in the example model). If dryssnjrain were not a parameter, but rather
changed from year to year to more closely reflect reality, grs.wt would not be
constant. Thus, the fact that it is constant is incidental, grs-wt is constant, it is

certainly not 'a constant'; nor would it normally be viewed as a model parameter,
because it is computed rather than initialised. We therefore do not refer to things
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in this third situation as constants at all, but rather as proper model variables or

proper variables for short. The types are of the form: time real.
The final kind of thing genuinely varies over the course of a single simulation

(e.g. wb-density). We also refer to these as proper model variables. Practically, it
is useful to distinguish between these and the previous category because the former
only need to be computed once. Our formalism supports this implicitly, and makes
use of the distinction. Nevertheless, both are the same type (i.e. time i—» real)
and we usually do not distinguish them.

2.4.1.2 Kinds of Model Variables

Modellers (ecological and otherwise) have identified a number of different kinds of
variables. We list and define these according to our understanding of conventional
usage. We make certain additional distinctions. Except for parameters which are

of type real, all model variables are of type: time i—> real.

state variables: model variables whose values are computed over each time step

in the simulation by incrementing and/or decrementing the value from the
previous iteration. The inc/decrements are determined by the partial rate
variables.

e.g. njwb

partial rate variables: model variables which are equal to the partial rate of

change of the value of some state variable. The rate may be positive or

negative. These usually represent a specific effect of some process.6
e.g. wbjeaten represents the rate of decrease in numbers of the wildebeest

population due to predation.
net rate variables: model variables which are equal to the net rate of change of

some state variable. The net rate is equal to the summation of all the partial
rate variables for a particular state variable.

e.g. rate(njwb) is the net rate of change of the number of wildebeest which
increases due to reproduction and decreases due to mortality and predation.

exogenous variables: model variables that change over time, but do not depend
on any model variable.

6 The use of the word 'partial' here is to contrast with 'net'. It is not to be confused
with partial differential equations, a quite different concept.
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e.g. the example model has none, but dryssnjrain might be if a different
value was read in every time step,

intermediate variables: model variables which depend on (i.e. are computed
from) any other model variable but are not state or rate variables (net or

partial). They will 'happen to' be constant if they neither depend on state
nor exogenous variables.
e.g. grs-wt

parameters: variables that are constant for a run of the simulation.

We distinguish three kinds of variables which are not distinct from the above
ones, but are distinguished by different criteria. The first are attribute variables.
These represent attributes of ecological entities. For example, n„wb represents the
attribute number of the wildebeest population; grsjwt represents the weight of
the grass. Attribute variables may be any of the above kinds except for partial
rate variables. For example, njwb is a state variable; grsjwt is an intermediate
variable.

Next, we have effect variables. They are defined to be variables that represent

effects of processes. For example, one effect of the process of predation is to reduce
the number of wildebeest. The effect variable that this gives rise to is wb^eaten.
Effect variables will usually be partial rate variables. However, when the process is
modelled in a way other than to increment or decrement some state variable, they
are more likely to be intermediate variables but could also be exogenous variables
or parameters. For example, the variable grs.wt can be viewed as an effect variable

representing the effect of the growth process which is to increase the weight of the

grass. The fact that it is not a partial rate variable does not change the fact that
this variable represents an effect of the growth process. In this case, the effect
variable and the attribute variable grsjwt are identical. Similarly, the variable

dryssnjrain is the model representation of the effect of the precipitation process

which is to increase the amount of water in the Serengeti. It is a parameter in the

example model, but could also be an exogenous variable.
The third additional kind of variable is output variable. These are distinguished

by being printed out as part of the model output. These will normally be state

variables, but might also be intermediate, or rate variables (net or partial). They
cannot sensibly be exogenous variables or parameters because the former are model

inputs and the latter are constant. Output variables are of particular importance
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because they can drive the entire model elicitation process by a process akin to

backward chaining, as in [Robertson et al, 1987; Haggith, 1990].
In chapters 5, 6 and 7 the role of these different kinds of variables will become

clear. As we shall later see, in spite of all these distinctions, in the object-level

logic, there are only two basic types of model variable (see figure 2-1). Parameters
are logical constants (usually of type real). Proper model variables are unary

functions from time to some value space {e.g. year real).

2.4.2 Equations

We distinguish two kinds of equations: differential, and all the rest (called non-

differential). In figure 2-4, only equation 2.10 is a differential equation. There is
by definition exactly one differential equation for each state variable in the model.

2.5 Ecological Information

In this section we explore the nature and variety of ecological concepts that must
be represented. We begin by analysing the example model and note important

missing ecological information. We outline our conceptual modelling framework for

describing ecological systems and identify the requirements for our formalism. In

keeping with the goal of minimising conceptual distance without an undue increase
in the processing required to interpret the high level formalism, this conceptual
model will map onto our formalism in a fairly direct way.

2.5.1 Missing Ecological Information

There is a great deal of ecological information implicit in the model representation,
most of which is in the names of the variables. They imply the existence of
various entities, attributes, processes, etc. However, this information resides only
in the minds of the creator of the names; others can only guess their meaning. A
computer system equipped only with this representation does not have access to
it and thus can not make use of it.

For example, consider the two variables njpred, and n_wb. We know that
these represent the same attribute number [of members] of two populations. Fur-
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thermore, populations are special kinds of entities that behave differently from
individuals.

There are many simplifications and assumptions that are evident from the
discussion, but are nowhere represented. These are crucial to model comprehension
which enables the model to be safely and/or conveniently used and/or extended.
Yet the representation does not support any way to record this information. Below
we discuss some of the important ecological information that is not represented.

Entities and their Attributes

The representation only caters for variables and values; it does not capture the fact
that the two variables n.prtd, and n.wb represent the same attribute (i.e. number).
Entities and their attributes are not distinguishable in this representation.

Sets and Substructure

In ecological systems, individual entities are frequently grouped together to form
collective entities, or conversely, they are subdivided into components in some way.

We use the term substructure to refer to any such structure defined among entities.
There is much potentially relevant substructure in the example ecological sys¬

tem. There are two important reasons for representing this even though it is not
used in the simulation model. First, to facilitate model comprehension, we can

explicitly document how and whether the substructure in the system is manifest in
the model. Second, an extended version of the model might use the substructure.
We note three examples of substructure which are not discussed explicitly in the

paper [Hilborn & Sinclair, 1984].
First, there is no explicit notion of a population, or set of entities distinct from

individuals. There are many advantages that derive from making this distinction;
these are discussed in § 2.5.4.

Next, the wildebeest population has no age classes, despite the apparent ex¬

istence of calves. This is glossed over due to the fact that the time scale of the
model is years. There is no model variable representing the number of calves anal¬
ogous to the variable for the number of the whole wildebeest population. Rather,
a computation is done which concludes how many calves survived to the end of
the year. At the end of the year, there are no longer calves, only yearlings and
adult wildebeest. There is also no distinction (in the simulation model) between



yearlings and adults, even though the fecundity is notably different for yearlings
and adult females. This simplification is a good first approximation because there
are relatively few yearlings.

Thirdly, the wildebeest population is not subdivided into male and female. For
this modelling exercise, the only important difference between the male and female
wildebeest is that only females reproduce. As a simplification, this was ignored in
the model.

We note four examples of substructure which are discussed in [Hilborn & Sin¬
clair, 1984], but which are still ignored in the simple model.

First, the alternate prey population is a composite population consisting of
several species including zebra, gazelle, and others. None of these are separately
specified. They are modelled as a single population; the parameters used are those
for zebra. So, the model is as if there was only one species of alternate prey, but
the number of zebra in the model was artificially increased to represent the other

species.

Next, the predator population is also a composite population; it consists of
both lions and hyena. For the purpose of the model, a hyena is considered as 2/5
of a lion.

Thirdly, the time structure is simplified. The discussion in [Hilborn & Sinclair,
1984] specifically discusses events on a monthly scale. For example, wildebeest
give birth in February. The specific months of the dry and wet seasons are given.
All this is ignored in this model, although it is true of the ecological system being
modelled.

Finally, the Serengeti itself is divided into 3 spatial zones which is relevant for

migration.

Processes

The representation of processes is bound up in the equations. Nowhere does it ex¬

plicitly say that wildebeest participate in the processes of reproduction, mortality,

predation, etc.

There was an extended discussion of migratory behaviour as well. This process

is ignored in the model. This constitutes a relevant modelling decision which
should be recorded.
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Summary: Missing Ecological Information

We have identified two major shortcomings with the current representation. First,
the similarity between similar concepts is not captured. Second, no modelling de¬
cisions are represented. The advantages that derive from representing this missing
information explicitly are many and varied. In chapter 4 we cover these in detail;
here we list just two:

• Model Comprehension: in conjunction with general purpose machinery, doc¬
umentation of the meaning of model variables in ecological terms is auto¬

matically generated.
e.g. in ELK, the variable njwb in the example model translates to a slightly
terser version of:

"The attribute 'number' of the entity 'wb_pop', a collection of wildebeest"
• Consistency Checking: ecological consistency can be ensured by the system

because it 'knows' that the attribute number only applies to sets of entities
not to individual entities. So while an individual animal, for example may

have a colour and a size, it does not by itself have a 'number' attribute.

2.5.2 Fundamental Ecological Concepts

Ecological modelling is concerned with representing the state of some ecological
system and how it changes over time. There are many possible metrics for the
state; in most cases, such a measure can readily be viewed as a value of an attribute
of some type of entity. So, insofar as describing ecological systems is concerned,
we shall adopt an entity-attribute-value view of the world. This view serves as a

suitable starting point for our analysis, but it only deals with describing the static
state of an ecological system. We also need to incorporate the notion of process.

For our purposes, we shall assume that an ecological process is something which
causes the values of attributes of entities to change. Such attributes are often,
but not always modelled as state variables. In § 2.5.6 we consider this and other
details about processes.

Besides entities, values also have attributes which characterise them. For ex¬

ample, numbers may be even, odd, countable, etc. Attributes also have attributes
such as whether or not the value space over which they range is ordered. However
these secondary attributes would never be used to describe an ecological system
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directly. They are concerned with information at a different level. To make the

required distinction, we introduce the term ecological attribute; it refers to at¬
tributes that could possibly serve to characterise an ecological system. All other
attributes are called non-ecological attributes. From a practical viewpoint, they are

are distinguished from other attributes in that only ecological attributes give rise
to model variables [including parameters, of course], or may be used to define sub¬
structure on other entities. Sex is an attribute which would rarely be represented
as a model variable, however it may often be used to subdivide a population. We
refer to entities that have ecological attributes as ecological entities. We also draw
a logical distinction between values of ecological attributes (e.g. male), and values
of non-ecological attributes (e.g. ordered). The former are called ecological values.
We refer to non-ecological attributes (e.g. even, orderedness) as properties. Their
[non-ecological] values are called property values.

As noted in § 2.1, our conceptual modelling framework is based on processes,

entities, substructure, attributes, and values, (PESAV). Virtually everything that
we shall be concerned with regarding the representation of ecological information
is related directly or indirectly to one or more aspects of these five concepts. The

terminological convention that 'X' is short for 'ecological X' holds for 'process',
'entity', 'attribute', and 'value'.

2.5.3 Ecological Entities

Traditionally, ecological entities in ecological systems include animals and plants
which are naturally represented as taxonomies. There are many other types of en¬

tities such as bodies of water, mountains, substances (e.g. soil, nutrients). Mostly
we are concerned with physical objects; but there are other entities as well such
as places; e.g. it is reasonable to view an ecological system itself as an entity.
Substances are discussed in § 2.5.5.

Usually, entities do not find explicit representation in ecological models; only
their attributes do. Three of the more important and direct benefits that result
from representing entities explicitly are:

• to reduce conceptual distance. By 'talking' about ecological entities, users

are better able to interact with the system in a manner close to how they
are thinking about their problem.
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• to facilitate model comprehension through automatic documentation facili¬
ties as noted in § 2.5.1.

• used in inheritance machinery to help identify and constrain the possible
choices of attributes for entities which ultimately leads to model variables
and parameters

Also, some models include the creation and destruction of entities. The current
version of ELK allows users to create and destroy entities, as part of describing
the ecological system to be modelled. However, there is no way to do this in the
simulation. This is a useful feature which is relegated to future work.

2.5.3.1 Average Members

It is common in ecological modelling to invent and reason about the average mem¬

ber of a set of individuals as if it existed. For instance, an ecologist might refer
to "the average sheep in some particular flock". It would be endowed with the
average properties of each individual in the flock (e.g. weight, height). In the
example model the capture coefficient is not really an attribute of any particular
animal. It may be viewed as an attribute of a fictitious 'average member' of a set
of animals. An equally valid view is to take capture coefficient to be an attribute
of the population. This has the advantage of not requiring explicit representation
of fictitious entities. But it does require a mechanism for representing populations
and more generally, sets. The requirements relating to sets and substructure are

discussed in the next section. In § 6.7.1 we describe a facility for reasoning about
average members.

2.5.4 Sets and Substructure

In ecological systems, individual entities are frequently grouped together to form
collective entities, or conversely, they are subdivided into components in some

way. We use the term substructure to refer to any such structure defined among

entities. Note that grouping and subdividing are really alternate views of the
same substructure. Consider a flock of sheep. This might be viewed as grouping
if there were a number of explicit individual sheep being put into a single flock.
Alternatively, it could be viewed as subdividing a flock into individuals. For this
reason, we will usually simply talk about substructure rather than grouping or
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subdividing. We identify three related but logically distinct ways that substructure
can arise.

1. An individual may be a member of a set of similar individuals
e.g. a flock of sheep

2. A set of individuals may be a subdivision of a larger set of similar individuals.
e.g. the old male sheep in a flock constitutes a subflock of the whole flock.

3. An entity can be a part of a composite

e.g. a branch of a tree

2.5.4.1 Terminology

The common English expressions that are used to denote these three situations
reflect both the similarities and the differences between them. For instance, we

would normally say that an individual sheep is a member (not a subdivision) of
a flock7. Also, it is easy to view the sheep as a component or part of the flock,

although we would not usually express it that way. We would speak of subdividing
a flock of sheep into a male flock and a female flock. We would not say that the
male sub-flock is a member of the larger flock, but we might refer to the sub-flocks
as subdivisions of the whole flock. We might also say they are parts, or components
of it. We would certainly not refer to a branch as a member or a subdivision of a

tree, but rather as a part, or component of it.

Thus, in English, we have 'part', 'component', 'member', and 'subdivision' as

common referents for the things that entities are composed of. 'Part' and 'compo¬
nent' are fairly general, and largely interchangeable, whereas 'member' and 'subdi¬
vision' have much more specific and indeed different connotations. We have chosen
to use the words 'component' and 'whole', as the generic referents to describe all
of the above examples of substructure relationships.

The reason for choosing 'component' instead of 'part' is that the 'part of'
relation is commonly found in frame/object systems, but it does not usually re¬

fer to things like member and subdivision. For example, a section heading in

[Blake & Cook, 1987] reads: "Elements of a Collection are not Parts". This is the

7 N.B. member and subdivision are really just the common English words used to
denote the set-theoretic concepts of element and subset.
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point. But they are components, in my usage. We use 'part' when we wish to

imply that the type of the part is fundamentally different from the type of the
whole.

The reasons for choosing 'whole' instead of 'composite' are similar. The word
'composite' in English usually implies that the parts are different. A set of like
entities would rarely if ever be referred to as a composite. Not surprisingly, the
literature is not consistent in the use of 'composite' versus 'whole'. The term

'structured whole' was used in [Blake & Cook, 1987], though the authors possibly
should have used 'composite'. In [Bunt, 1986] and [Leanard &; Goodman, 1940],
the term 'whole' is used as we use it here; but the authors use 'part', not 'com¬

ponent'. We use the term 'composite' when referring to a whole all of whose
components are neither members nor subsets of it.

There are also many words commonly used to refer to the process of build¬
ing up wholes from their component parts, or vice versa. We normally use

'group' or 'compose' for the former and 'disaggregate' or 'subdivide' for the latter.
'(Dis)aggregation' is the term most frequently used in ecological modelling.

2.5.4.2 Uses

At this point, we are limiting the discussion to defining substructure as part of
the ecological system description [conceptual model]. Deciding how and whether
to incorporate the whole entities and their components in the simulation model is
a separate issue. There are two fundamental reasons for defining any substructure

corresponding to the two alternate points of view for substructure.

1. Subdivide an existing whole when there are differences between the compo¬

nents that are relevant to ones modelling objectives.
2. Compose a new whole when there are similarities among all the components

or if differences are not important.

The decision to define substructure in the conceptual model is based on the
same principle of whether anything goes in the conceptual model: its potential rel¬
evance to the modelling goals. The usefulness of including it is primarily to ensure

model comprehension whether or not it is ultimately included in the simulation
model.

The decision to subdivide may be taken if the components are subjected to
different influences or processes in the ecological system. These differences can
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be made explicit in the conceptual model. The decision to compose a new whole
applies primarily to the member and subdivision cases. Several individuals might
be grouped together into a set for the purpose of making some specification to
each member of the set simultaneously. For instance, each may have a feeding
rate which is the same within the group, but differs from other groups and/or
individuals.

2.5.4.3 Sets

Sets of entities are extremely prevalent in ecological systems, {e.g. animal popula¬
tions, forest stands). Although composed of entities, sets are also entities in their
own right. An important requirement therefore is to support a variety of useful
inferences related to sets. In chapter 5, we shall see that sets play a prominent
role in our formalism, binding together the representation for substructure among

other things.
Our formalism supports the ability to represent sets of entities without having

to represent the individual members. This is necessary because in many popula¬
tion and forestry models, the individuals are not of interest and thus not directly

represented. Although ignoring the individuals, we retain an explicit link with the
type of entity that the set consists of. This facilitates being able to infer informa¬
tion about the attributes of the sets from information about the attributes of the

member or subdivision types. This is described in § 2.5.5.
A somewhat different sense of not representing the individuals in a set arose

in the example model discussed in § 2.5.1. The alternate prey population is a

composite population consisting of several populations of different species. In the
simulation model, the constituent populations are not represented. In this case the
member populations are themselves represented as sets. This is usually referred
to as aggregation by ecologists and is an important kind of modelling decision.
While the model requires that no distinction be made between the different sub-

populations, representing the distinction enables the recording of this modelling
decision. To facilitate model comprehension, ELK caters for the recording of vari¬
ous kinds of modelling decisions including this one.
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2.5.4.4 Composites

Composite entities are also of considerable importance in ecological modelling.

Many forestry models are concerned with processes that affect the trunk, branches,
and sometimes even needles [Mitchell, 1975]. A sheep model might be concerned
with wool. A composite need not be an individual, but a more complex entity like
say, an ecosystem, or subsystem.

Note that in a forestry model, while needles and branches may need to be
represented as ecological entities which have their own ecological attributes that
describe the model, there may be no specific need to model the trunk this way.

The only interest in the trunk may be the amount of wood it contains. This might
more naturally be represented as an attribute of the tree. In this case, having
the trunk would be superfluous, and the formalism would not necessarily 'know'
about wood. Similar comments apply to the wool of a sheep.

2.5.4.5 Uniformity

A final point is that the same model may contain all three kinds of substructure.

Because, at one level of abstraction each of the three kinds of substructure are the

same, there are advantages of having a single a general mechanism which captures
this. One is avoiding redundancy; for example in [Bunt, 1986], Bunt notes that
many of the logical properties of the part-whole relation are the same as those of
member-set and subset-set. There is no point in specifying the same axioms twice,
once for set theory, and once for the part-whole relation.

A single component-whole relation encapsulating three kinds of substructure
contributes to uniformity in the representation which in turn gives rise to unifor¬
mity in the user interface. This uniformity contributes to an overall simplicity and

elegance rendering both the representation and the interface easier to understand.
Of course, the general mechanism also needs to be able to make the distinctions
when necessary. Such a mechanism is described in chapter 5.

2.5.4.6 Homogeneity

We can distinguish entities on the basis of whether they can have components of
the same kind. We refer to such entities (or their types) as homogeneous. Sets
(as opposed to individuals) are one example. A set of trees can have component
subsets which are also sets of trees. Some individuals are homogeneous. For
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example, a region can be subdivided into sub-regions; a quantity of water may be
subdivided into other quantities of water. However, many kinds of individuals are

non-homogeneous. For example, a tree can be subdivided up into roots, branches,
etc. but not into other trees. Also, a lake may be subdivided up into quantities of
water, each of which are homogeneous, but a lake cannot be subdivided into other
lakes.

This distinction is important if we are to prevent users from specifying sub¬
structure that is inconsistent. For example, we can use this concept to determine
whether overlapping should be allowed. Two sets may overlap, but two trees may

not share a single branch.
The concept of homogeneity is related to but not the same as the distinction

between continuous and discrete things. Most continuous things are homogeneous,
but the reverse is not the case. For example, a region, or a quantity of water is
continuous, but a set is not. Although continuous concepts arise frequently in the
domain of ecology, we have found no need to go beyond representing the concept
of homogeneity.

2.5.5 Attributes and Values

Because attributes are fundamental to ecological modelling, it is important to

represent them properly as well. Our usage of the term 'attribute' accords very

much with the dictionary definition:

"a property, quality, or feature belonging to or representative of a

person or thing [Hanks, 1980]"

We do however make some important distinctions that this definition fails
to. One is between attributes, values, and predications. For example, a property,

quality, or feature of a particular sheep might be that it is male, or that it weighs 80

kg. Formally, these might be represented as sex(shp) = male and weight(shp) =

80 respectively (for the time being, we ignore the units). While the dictionary
suggests that these expressions are themselves attributes, we refer to them as

predications because they can be true or false. What we call the attribute is the

thing that can have a value (e.g. sex, weight). We use the phrase 'E has A' as an

abbreviated form of 'the attribute A applies to the entity E'.
Aside: Units are of major importance in the ecological domain, and proper

support should be provided. However, because other things were of higher prior-
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ity, we have not yet included this in our implementation. Although mechanisms
for handling units and measures are widely available {e.g. [Bundy et al, 1979;
O'Keefe, 1985]), it would constitute a significant effort to properly integrate these
into our formalism and implementation.

2.5.5.1 Inheritance, Induced Attributes

The most basic inference facility we require is a standard mechanism for inher¬
iting attributes from more general types of entities. For example, from the fact
that physical objects have weight we can infer that sheep do too. There are other
inferences that we have a need to support. For example, there are a range of com¬

monly arising operations such as totalling, taking an average, or finding maxima
and minima. We might wish to talk about the average weight of a set of sheep at
some fixed point in time, or about the maximum weight for a single sheep over a

period of time. We shall describe a general mechanism whereby the system can

infer that 'average weight over a period of time' is an attribute that applies to

sheep, and that 'maximum weight' is an attribute that applies to a set of sheep
from the fact that the attribute weight applies to sheep. Furthermore the mecha¬
nism 'knows' that even though sex is also an attribute of sheep, 'maximum sex' is
not an attribute because the possible values of the sex attribute are not ordered.8
We call these induced attributes; they are implicitly defined. Note the intimate

relationship between these attributes and the concept of sets.

This inducing of attributes is distinguished from standard inheritance in that
rather than existing attributes being inherited by different entities, these are new

attributes which are derived from existing attributes and they are 'inherited' by
either the same or different entities. There are more complex concepts which can

be viewed as induced attributes. These include equilibrium and threshold. In
these cases, the induced attributes most sensibly apply to the ecological system,
rather than to a more specific entity. Additional discussion of equilibrium and
threshold is found in § 3.4 and § 6.5.1.1.

8 Our patriarchal society notwithstanding.
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2.5.5.2 Using Attributes

Another important distinction that we make is with respect to how attributes are

used. We distinguish two roles that attributes play: defining and describing. Con¬
sider the attributes 'number of legs' and 'weight' that apply to sheep. The former
is used in a defining capacity, has the value 4, and in principle, does not vary. The
latter is used in a describing capacity and it may vary. We are primarily interested
in the describing role for attributes. It is these that give rise to model variables
which characterise the state of the ecological system. Our distinction between
the defining and describing role of attributes is analogous to the terminological
versus assertional distinction (T-Box and A-Box) in term subsumption languages
[Patel-Schneider et al, 1990].

In their defining role, attributes are dimensions for classification. For example,
a certain combination of values of animal attributes gives rise to various subclasses
such as mammals and reptiles. These were identified and used by biologists in

building 'the' animal taxonomy. This level of detail is not required for our system.
In our formalism, the attributes are merely associated with the types of ecologi¬
cal entities. For example, the attribute weight applies to the type phys-obj. This

helps characterise physical objects, but is not part of the definition of that type in
the same way that a set of attribute value pairs may be. For example, we could
define 'male lion' to be a special kind (i.e. subtype) of lion characterised by the
value of the attribute sex being male. This is common in term subsumption lan¬
guages [Patel-Schneider et al, 1990; Patel-Schneider, 1984] for which classification
is a major feature. We assume that ecologists know what these types are and can

reason about them. We view animals, mammals, sheep etc as primitive concepts.

Thus, we are mostly not concerned with the definitional role of attributes.
There is one important exception which we cater for which arises in the context

of disaggregation. For example, a population of sheep may be subdivided into

subgroups according to sex, age, location, etc. An old male sheep can be viewed
as a kind of sheep, but in an intuitively different sense than a sheep being a kind of
mammal. Unfortunately, formalising this intuition is exceptionally difficult, if not

impossible. It is to do with the issue of natural kinds, philosophical distinctions,
etc. Fortunately, we do not have to worry about this; it is up to the ecologists
to decide what the 'natural kinds' are that they are interested in. We describe a

technique for representing substructure of this nature in § 5.6.6.3.
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Note that although these two roles are quite distinct, one attribute may be
used both to define and describe. The attribute weight would commonly be used
to describe individual sheep; each sheep would have a weight which could vary

over time. Weight could also be used to define size categories for sheep, (e.g.
large, medium, small). A sheep population could be subdivided according to
these categories in exactly the same way that it may be subdivided according to
the categories (male, female) for the sex attribute. Furthermore, the changing
values of weight of the individuals might dynamically alter the members of the
subdivisions. Although we do not cater for this latter form of dynamism, our

basic mechanism supports this dual role of attributes. In § 2.5.6 we discuss other
dynamic behaviour that we do not support at this time.

2.5.5.3 Values

Values that attributes can have are many and varied. In ecological modelling,
values for attributes used in the descriptive role are almost always numbers. For

example, weight, height, biomass are all measured in numbers, although the units
are different.

There are other kinds of values however, such as for the attribute 'colour' (e.g.
red, green). These might be used in either a defining or describing role. Used in
the defining role we might define notional kinds of sheep on the basis of their colour
which is presumed not to change (black sheep, white sheep). The descriptive role
would be appropriate where the colour of an entity changed, say a chameleon,
or grass seasonally going brown and green. These could well give rise to model
variables.

Every ecological attribute and proper model variable can be thought of as a

function. Its range is called a value space. There are a number of important issues
which can be used to classify value spaces. These are covered in great detail in

[O'Keefe, 1985] which describes a powerful and general mechanism for handling
entities, attributes, and value spaces which incorporates the notion of units and
measures. We do not require all that power because the issues which concern us

differ. Our conceptual model for value spaces is largely derived from that work,
although it is greatly simplified. However, the functionality we provide is rather
in excess of that provided by any other systems related to ecological modelling
(see chapter 8).
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The distinctions that we have found useful regarding value spaces are as follows:

• ordered versus unordered

e.g. {small, medium, large}, versus {red, blue, green}
• is addition defined

e.g. yes for real numbers, no for {small, medium, large}
• finite versus infinite e.g. yes for natural numbers, no for {male, female]

We note some examples of how these properties are used. It does not make
sense to apply maximum to an unordered value space. Nor is it possible to compute
an average of an attribute unless addition is defined on its value space. Logically,
it is possible to define substructure which gives rise to an infinite number of sub¬
divisions. For example, we could use the real numbers to define infinitely many

kinds of sheep on the basis of the value of the weight attribute. However, we

disallow this because it is unlikely to be useful.

2.5.5.4 Values and Entities

Let us summarise what we have so far. Only ecological attributes are used to
describe the state of an ecological system and thus can give rise to model vari¬
ables (we do not characterise a sheep as being ordered or not). Only ecological
attributes may be used to define substructure on ecological entities. Only eco¬

logical attributes have ecological values. Only ecological entities have ecological
attributes. Values and value spaces have non-ecological attributes which we call
properties. Values themselves are entities, as are value spaces.

In our formalism, ecological attributes and their values are all handled using a

single uniform mechanism. Llowever, properties and their [non-ecological] values
are not represented explicitly as attributes and values. Rather they are handled
in a somewhat ad-hoc manner. Figure 5-2 shows a hierarchy of the fundamental
types of entities.

One final distinction that is significant is that ecological values are never eco¬

logical entities (although they are entities). This is a departure from standard
representations where for example 'part of' is represented as an attribute. For
a tree, it might have a value which was a branch, another ecological entity. In

[O'Keefe, 1985], this distinction is also made, but described using different termi¬

nology. Two kinds of attributes are distinguished: those whose values are other
entities, and those whose values are not. The former are called components, the
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latter properties. We use a specialised representation for components and thus
have only one kind of [ecological] attribute.

2.5.5.5 Multiple Value Spaces for the Same Attribute, Equivalence
Classes

The main argument for distinguishing between the ecological and modelling levels
.

is to enable idealisation decisions to be recorded thus facilitating model comprehen¬
sion. We illustrate this with the important case of attributes and model variables.
Consider the attribute weight. Its values are always positive reals. Often, model
variables representing the weight of some entity would use this value space, as a

default. However, for some entities it may desirable to idealise weight in three

categories, say small, medium, and large. For yet other entities, it may be desir¬
able to have finer resolution for representing weight values (eg adding 'very small',
and/or 'very large'). Thus, the same attribute may be idealised differently for the
different entities to which it applies, possibly in the same model.

To record these idealisation decisions, it is necessary to have a separate rep¬

resentation for the real attribute and for each possible use [of the attribute] which
gives rise to a model variable. We have the true value space, and any number of
idealised ones. The total number of idealised value spaces is equal to the number
of model variables and parameters that the attribute gives rise to in the model.

Note that the value spaces used by the model variable must be logically related
to the original value space. So, in the above example, small, medium, and large

might constitute a partition of the set of positive reals. In general, each value
in the derived space must constitute an equivalence class in terms of the original
one. For example, it might be that large = [100,300]. If large was used as a

dimension for defining substructure on a flock of sheep, then the large subflock is
characterised by each member (whether explicit or not) having the value of the
weight attribute be in the interval [100,300].

2.5.5.6 Substances

In ecological modelling, substances are very important. However, they are not

usually treated as entities whose attributes are used to describe the ecological

system. They are [conceptually] modelled as attributes themselves, as in the
wood example (§ 2.5.4.4). These attributes denote the amount of some substance
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present in some other entity. For example if we were interested in DDT, it would
almost always be modelled by some variable which denoted the amount of DDT

in some entity, say a population, or body of water. The same is true for things
like biomass, nutrients, minerals etc. Thus, in our conceptual model, we represent
these as ecological attributes. An alternate more general way to represent these is
discussed briefly at the end of § 7.3.2.

2.5.5.7 Summary: Attributes and Values

Attributes and values are central to our concerns and we have taken great pains
to represent them in as rich and general way as possible. We note three major

requirements:

• to support inheritance and induced attributes

e.g. 'average weight' is induced from 'weight'
• to support the dual role of attributes

i.e. defining and describing
• to support multiple value spaces for the same attribute

e.g. {small,medium,large} and positive reals.

In designing techniques for supporting these requirements, our guiding phi¬
losophy was to minimise redundancy in the representation by making explicit
connections between similar concepts and keeping the number of primitives rela¬
tively small . For example consider number as discussed in § 2.5.1. We shall not
have to separately represent the value space for 'number of wildebeest', 'number
of alternate prey'. This is done once for the attribute number which applies to all
sets of objects. This gives rise to a variety of advantages which are described in

chapter 4. One of these is the ability to automatically document the model.

2.5.6 Processes

Ecologically, a process is some kind of activity in a system. We shall limit this
discussion to processes which explicitly effect some measurable change in the eco¬

logical system. For example, grazing causes a transfer in biomass from the grazed
to the grazers. Predation causes the number of individuals in the prey population
to decrease, and the biomass of the predator population to increase. It may also
cause the amount of DDT in the predator population to increase. These are all
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ecological truths. If these processes are present in a system, they may or may not
be modelled explicitly in these terms, if at all.

Processes are very general, and we wish to capture as much of this as possible.
However, they are almost infinitely varied and we must make simplifications. For
our conceptual modelling framework, we adopt an attribute-based view of pro¬

cesses. That is, the measurable changes caused by a single process are represented

by changing values of one or more attributes of one or more ecological entities. The
nature of the change is presumed to be in accordance with some implicit laws of
nature as opposed to haphazardly. Not all processes are easily or adequately char-
acterisable using this view. Competition is one example. It is not clear what (if
any) attributes of two predators changes as a result of their competing. This pro¬

cess indirectly affects the process of predation which directly affects the attribute
biomass among others. Other processes that we cannot adequately represent are

those which result in structural changes to the participating entities {e.g. melting
ice, burning) or their creation and destruction.

Creation and destruction arises in the context of population dynamics systems,
where we are primarily interested in population sizes in numbers. The usual case

is when individuals are not modelled; then, the attribute number is all that is

required to represent the process. However, if individuals are being modelled,
then this may result in the explicit creation or destruction of entities which is
not directly representable as changing values of attributes of entities. The same

attribute 'number' is still the one of primary interest, but in this case, the process

is not wholly characterised by this attribute. The attribute is an indirect measure

of the effect of the process which directly creates and destroys entities.

2.5.6.1 Comparisons with System Dynamics

We incorporate and extend the view of processes embodied in system dynamics

methodology (see appendix B). See [Wolfe et al, 1986] for a good discussion of
the use of this methodology in the domain of ecological modelling. In that view,
all processes model the changing amount of some stuff represented by a state
variable that is transferred between ecological entities at each time increment.
The stuff is often physical, but may be virtually anything that can be conceived
with sufficient imagination to flow between entities {e.g. energy, money). Also, in
a two entity process, it is assumed that the same stuff flows from one entity into
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the other. However, these views are not always natural. Consider predation. It is

perfectly natural to represent this as a flow of biomass from prey to predator; this
is fine. However, if numbers are of interest, it is not possible to similarly view this

process as a flow of numbers. 'Numbers of prey' is different 'stuff' than 'numbers
of predators'. If modelled in the system dynamics formalism, this would require
two separate flows involving the source and sink. Thus we would have to conceive
of numbers of prey flowing into a sink, and numbers of predators flowing from a

source. There are other possible ways that predation might be modelled. Some of
these are:

• change in prey numbers, but predators numbers remain unchanged (or vice

versa). This is exactly what is done in the Serengeti model.
• change in prey numbers, but predator numbers are not modelled, rather only

the biomass of predators is of interest, (or vice versa).
• change in both biomass and numbers of both the predator and prey popula¬

tions.

• any of the above additionally modelling the amount of DDT in either of the
prey or predator populations or both.

In system dynamics terms, for a given process, separate flows are needed for
each distinct 'stuff' that 'flows'. Thus, the simple analogy of a single unique flow for
each process breaks down very quickly. A single process may involve many distinct
flows; the fact that they correspond to the same process is not representable in
the language of system dynamics. It would be preferable to be able to think of the

process of predation between these two populations as a single notion which had
possibly many effects. We shall define a more general representation which retains
the explicit connection between the various effects of a single process. In doing so,

we do not lose the expressive capability of system dynamics models. Instead, we

retain it as a convenient shorthand for our representation when the flow analogy
does hold.

Another limitation of system dynamics models is that a process necessarily has
two participants, one which the stuff flows into and one which it flows out of. The
fictitious entities source and sink are created when a process in fact only involves
a single agent, as for mortality. While it is true that the vast majority of processes

involve only one or two agents, there is no reason for this to always be the case.

In our representation, the number of agents is open ended.
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We now summarise the main extensions of the system dynamics view of pro¬

cesses that we have made:

• we give an explicit account of how the process is being modelled in ecological
terms.

• a single process may have more than one effect and the connection with this
process is explicitly recorded.

• for two agent processes, it is not a priori assumed that there will be a single
conceptual substance which is transferred from one agent to the other

• the model variable that changes as a result of the process need not be incre¬
mented or decremented; any specification of a change is possible.

• following from the previous point, we enable processes to affect attributes
with value spaces for which addition need not apply (ordered and unordered).

• the number of agents in a process is not fixed at two.
- there may be arbitrarily many

- when only one, no fictitious source/sink is required

2.5.6.2 Influences

One very important idea in ecological systems is that of influences. For instance
we might say rainfall influences grass growth, or that rate of predation influences
population size. Influence diagrams are a useful way for ecologists to organise
their thoughts about the processes in an ecological system. Providing a facility for
expressing this information can play an important role in reducing conceptual dis¬
tance. In simulation modelling terms, an influence is idealised as a computational
dependency between two model variables.9

2.5.7 Time

Finally, we require at least a rudimentary representation for time. This derives

directly from the need to model processes. There are two cases where reasoning
about time is required. The simpler is for computing averages, maxima etc of
some attribute of some ecological entity over some time period. Based on some

9 Influences are not included in the current implementation, but they fit in a natural
way.
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generic attribute, say 'average weight over some time period', we should be able
to both specify the overall period, and specific points within that period where
'measurements' are to be taken as well as, of course the ecological entity of interest.
So, when the simulation model is run, a value for the daily average weight of a

particular sheep for a particular day with say 24 hourly measurements can be

computed. It may do the same for a different day. It may require the maximum

daily average over the course of some week; or possibly the maximum daily average

for a particular day but over a set of sheep. Our formalism supports this kind of

variety in a principled uniform manner.

The second case where time is relevant is with regard to processes themselves.
The time scale over which the effects of different processes are noticeable vary

greatly. Lions preying on wildebeest is relevant over a period of hours, but it would
make no sense to perform computations over seconds. Conversely, processes like

precipitation which may transport minerals etc happens continuously. The ability
to associate time scales with processes gives a limited ability of the system to

perform consistency checks. Also, ideally the simulation model should be able
to use appropriate nesting to account for processes occurring on different time
scales. This is a compiling issue for which there may well be standard techniques
available. We have not looked into this. In this thesis, we only discuss examples
where there is a single uniform time scale, as in our Serengeti example.

On the whole, our requirements for representing time are not excessive. The
facilities we provide are thus unsophisticated, although there is considerable scope

for enhancing them, especially where nesting is required in final programs to ac¬

commodate processes occurring on different time scales. Further discussion of time
is deferred until § 5.6.6.2.

2.6 Summary and Conclusion

We have explored the domain of ecological modelling. We have identified a funda¬
mental distinction between modelling information and ecological information. At
the modelling level, we identified what is required to represent simulation models.
At the ecological level, we identified what is required to describe ecological sys¬

tems. It is also important to represent explicit links between these two levels to

facilitate model comprehension.
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Most representations of simulation models contain no explicit domain informa¬
tion at all. This is the root cause of the difficulties associated with the two primary
issues addressed in this thesis: model comprehension and model construction. Our
basic approach to facilitating model comprehension is to enable modellers to ex¬

plicitly relate a description of an ecological system with a simulation model of it.
Our basic approach to assisting in model construction is to (a) allow modellers
to 'speak' in ecological terms (thus reducing conceptual distance) and (b) identify
and constrain the modelling search space. The approaches to both model compre¬

hension and model construction rely fundamentally on (a) representing domain
information, and (b) making a formal connection between the ecological concepts
and their idealised representation in the simulation model.

We now summarise the important relationships between ecological and mod¬

elling concepts that we have discussed or hinted at so far. First, there is the
idealisation of the real world which is manifest in our conceptual modelling frame¬
work.

1. most 'things' in an ecological system are idealised in terms of processes, en¬

tities, attributes, and/or values.
e.g. substances are idealised as attributes denoting the amount of the sub¬
stance in some entity.

2. an entity with substructure is idealised as a set of [component] entities; the
whole may be a set or a composite entity

e.g. a population is idealised as a set of like entities
3. a process is idealised as a collection of effects each of which changes the value

of some ecological attribute in some way.

Second there is the idealisation of the conceptual model [of a particular ecological

system] which is manifest in the simulation model.

1. the ecological system is idealised as the simulation model
2. an entity is [implicitly] idealised as a set of ecological model variables; entities

need not be explicitly represented in the simulation model
3. an ecological attribute is idealised as an ecological model variable
4. an effect [of a process] is idealised as an effect variable, (usually a partial rate

variable) in conjunction with some mathematical relationship for computing
it.
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5. an influence is idealised as a [computational] dependency between two or

more model variables.

The mechanisms for achieving these explicit relationships between ecological
and modelling concepts are described in chapter 5. We noted two key reasons for
distinguishing between the ecological and modelling levels.

1. to ensure model comprehension
i.e. that important model assumptions and decisions are represented.

2. to facilitate the identification of the modelling/idealisation search space

We stressed the importance of the former, the latter is discussed in more detail
in chapter 4. In identifying what about ecological systems and models needs
represented, we have considered most of what is necessary regarding the expressive
power issue. This in turn serves to identify the ecological modelling search space.

What we have not yet done is:

1. identified the range of information required to bridge the gap between eco¬

logical system descriptions and simulation models. This is the conceptual
distance issue.

2. considered how to control search by pruning inappropriate options, or ad¬

vising on good options. This is the choice management issue.
3. considered the issue of syntactic adequacy; this manifests itself in the design

of the user interface of ELK.

The issues of conceptual distance and choice management are dealt with in chap¬
ters 3 and 4. Syntactic adequacy is discussed in chapter 7.
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Chapter 3

Ecological Modelling Goals

3.1 Introduction

So far, we have considered what information needs to be represented to describe

ecological systems and models, and indicated how this helps achieve model com¬

prehension. We have not considered the process of model construction.
Put in terms of the major sources of difficulty of formalisation problems, we

have only been concerned with expressive power issues. We must as well explore
the issues of conceptual distance and choice management. We must identify the
requirements of a computer assistant for eliciting formal descriptions using these
formalisms. This chapter is devoted to dealing with one important aspect of these
requirements: ecological modelling goals. Chapter 4, deals with other important
aspects. Goals play an important role in bridging the ecological and modelling
levels of information. They also play a role in controlling choices.

The primary objective of this chapter is to address our goals objective (see
page 4) in the context of ecological modelling. We explore the nature of ecological

modelling goals and consider how they may be used to guide the formalisation of

ecological systems. We begin with a brief discussion of the modelling process in

general, and the role of goals. We describe a survey of the ecological modelling
literature (from the perspective of goals) and the resulting classification of goal
types and uses. We show how this classification might be used as the basis of
a control strategy for a model acquisition system. We outline the requirements
for representing a key subset of these goals. The formal details are deferred to

chapter 5.
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That goals are useful in ecological modelling seems to be widely accepted.
When general methodology is discussed in the ecological modelling literature, goals
and/or objectives are frequently given a place of high importance. The general
consensus is that one way to assist in the construction of ecological models is to
consider first what the purpose of the modelling exercise is. For example:

"... the appropriate modelling technique for ecosystem analysis de¬
pends on the object to which the model is to be applied." [Bledsoe, 1976]

As well as being useful for constructing models, goals are crucial to understanding
and using them. This alternate view is expressed in [Rothenburg, 1989]:

"It is widely recognised that the purpose of a model must be under¬
stood before a model can be discussed, [p 76]"

Unfortunately, in the various accounts where such claims for the usefulness of

goals are made, very few details are ever given. No specific examples are cited to
substantiate the claims; nor is any general advice offered.

To meet our goals objective, we set out to substantiate these claims and embody
them in a computer assistant. The idea is that it should first acquire from the
user a statement of their goals, and then guided by this [and other] information,
acquire a precise description of the model. Before we could begin building such
an assistant, we first had to:

1. identify and classify ecological modelling goals (§ 3.2).
2. find out how these goals may be used (§ 3.3).

Although the results of this analysis have been illuminating, and greatly in¬
fluenced the course of this research, much of what is discussed in this chapter is
not directly incorporated into the current implementation. Nevertheless, we do
elaborate on the role of this analysis in this research, why the current implemen¬
tation does not include it, and how it may be more directly incorporated in future
versions of ELK.

i
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3.2 A Goal Survey

We examined several pieces of literature on general modelling methodologies and a

few dozen descriptions of specific models. For each, we identified and classified the

goals that were explicitly mentioned. If none were mentioned, we made educated
guesses as to what the goals probably were, or might have been. This yielded
several dozen goals which were then classified.

Concurrently, we wrote down anything that was mentioned about how goals
were used. We were most concerned with goals that provided a focus for the
modelling exercise, and therefore might have been used to help construct the
model, but other uses were also noted. Educated guessing was again required.
The results of the analysis of how goals may be used is presented in § 3.3.

The literature on general modelling methodologies often contained very general
classifications of types of goals. For instance, the following [abbreviated] list is
taken from [Berman, 1979].

• to describe data

• to test a hypothesis
• to formalise concepts
• prediction

This serves well as a starting point, however, we needed specific examples as well.
To find these, we consulted a selection of published models. Many were obtained by

browsing through issues of the journal, Ecological Modelling. Very occasionally,
the authors explicitly state their general goals and/or specific objectives of the

modelling exercise. Most of the time, however, we were forced to infer what the

objectives actually were, or might have been. This was done by examining the
sections of a paper where the results are described {e.g. discussion, conclusion).
For example, an author may conclude (among other things) that: "an increase in
the minimum annual water temperature results in a catastrophic decline in the

population of jellyfish"[Legovic, 1987]. This gives rise to a number of educated
guesses of goals that could have been used to guide the construction of that model.
These include:

• What affects the size of the jellyfish population?
• What is the effect of temperature on jellyfish?
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• What caused the catastrophic decline in the population of jellyfish?

3.2.1 An Ontology of Goals

An ecological modelling goal is defined to be:

A reason for engaging in the exercise of constructing a model of an

ecological system.

We are deliberately vague about the type of model because some of the goals may

be achieved strictly by building conceptual models without computer implemen¬
tation. In figure 3-1 we present a goal ontology which constitutes a classification
of the types of goals that were found in the literature. We begin with very general
goal categories and proceed in one of two ways:

1. we identify different examples or kinds of the general category thus defining

sub-categories of goals, or goal subtypes.
2. we identify specific categories of goals which facilitate the achievement of

goals in the general category; thus defining categories of sub-goals, or sub-
tasks. By 'facilitate', we mean the subgoal is either necessarily required for
or serves to enable the achievement of the goals in the more general category.

This defines a graph. There is a single node type; these denote classes or categories
of goals. There are two kinds of arcs; these correspond to the above two cases

{subtype, facilitate). It is not a tree as a few goal types appear more than once

{e.g. [3] = [2(b)iA]. Figure 3-2 gives the graphical version of figure 3-1.
There is a large amount of diversity in the sorts of things being said. In

this section, we introduce and discuss the categories in this ontology and their
interrelationships. We consider three major categories for ecological goals (from
figure 3-1):

1. To have a model which represents to some acceptable level of accuracy some

aspects of an ecological system.
2. To enhance understanding of some real world system

3. To answer some specific question about an ecological system, or a model of
same.
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1. To have a model which represents to some acceptable level of accuracy some aspects of an ecological
system.

(a) for interrogation
i. for prediction (quantitative)

A. for management
ii. for qualitative behaviour

(b) to match a set of data
i. empirical model
ii. mechanistic model

(c) -k model-building subgoals
i. to find the value for some parameter(s) for a model
ii. to lay the foundation of ideas and methods for other models
iii. ★ to formalise concepts regarding some aspects of an ecological system

2. To enhance understanding of some real world system.

(a) * to test current understanding
i. to identify topics for further research

A. Gaps in field data
B. Gaps in understanding of ecological system

ii. to test a general theory
A. * to test a hypothesis [= 3c; details below]

(b) * To extend current understanding.
i. * To explore the relationship between two or more aspects of an ecosystem

A. ★ To answer some specific question about an ecological system. [= 3; details below]

(c) * to formalise concepts regarding some aspects of an ecological system [= 1 (c)iii above]
3. To answer some specific question about an ecological system or a model of same.

(a) What causes a certain system behaviour?
(b) How can a certain system behaviour be achieved (possibly given some constraints)
(c) To test a hypothesis

i. Is it the case that the affect of X on Y is Z?
ii. Does X cause Z?

(d) What is the affect of X on Y?
(e) What outputs can I expect given these inputs?

i. To plot Y versus X
- plot Y versus time
- what is the value of Y at time T?

(f) * To have a model which represents to some acceptable level of accuracy some aspects of an
ecological system. [= 1 above]

By default, the item-subitem pair denotes the (a kind of'/example/subtype relationship,
denotes facilitation/subgoal/subtask relationship.

Figure 3—1: Goal Ontology
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This is graphical depiction of figure 3-1. One important relationship shown here
was omitted in figure 3-1: the major categories 1 and 2 are mutually interdepen¬
dent; each facilitates the other. This reflects the fact that the process of construct¬
ing a model helps increase understanding, which in turn helps to enable a better
model to be constructed. Note also the link between 3 and la.

Figure 3—2: Goal Graph
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3.2.1.1 To have a model

We begin with category 1. This is a generic goal which is at the heart of any

modelling exercise. An example from [Holt et al, 1987] is:

"... to formulate a descriptive model to simulate the role of predation
in the life system of leafhoppers in paddy fields based on field data."

Models are constructed with different purposes in mind. Some models are meant
for general interrogation [la]. Various questions will be posed about specific ele¬
ments and relationships in the model. A variety of simulation experiments will be
run and the resulting behaviour analysed. The nature of the questions is discussed
later (see [3]). One possible use of this sort of model is for prediction [l(a)i]. If
this is the case, the model will require careful validation. A model which is useful
for prediction may in turn be used for management purposes [l(a)iA]. This may

be the primary goal of building a model. An alternative to a model for prediction,
is a model that is only required to be able to replicate the general qualitative
behaviour [l(a)ii] of a system.

A second purpose for building a model is to match a set of data [lb]. In this
case, the end model itself need not be intended for actual use. If the primary goal
is merely to match the data, then the exercise is an empirical one[l(b)i]. Alter¬
natively, it may be a requirement to model certain mechanisms in the ecological
system explicitly[1 (b)ii]. As an aside, many would argue that the usefulness of the
purely empirical exercise just mentioned is very limited.

The last sub-category we consider for the first major category is: model-
building subgoals. Each goal in this class can be viewed as a subgoal of the first
type of goal. That is, model building subgoals are things that are required for the
construction of the model [by definition!]. The diversity of such things is great, and
their identification constitutes defining much of the simulation modelling search
space. Here we cite only examples from our survey where the stated reason for

building a model is really a task required for the construction of some other model.
We found three examples of this type:

• to find the value for some parameter(s) for a model [l(c)i]
• to lay the foundation of ideas and methods for other models [1 (c)ii]
• to formalise concepts regarding some aspects of an ecological system [1 (c)iii]
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In the case of determining a parameter, it must be assumed that a substantial
part of a model already exists. It is being fine tuned. The existing model may

or may not be a computer model. There are two senses in which a model may

be constructed for another model. For one, large complex models are often built
up of smaller submodels. In some cases, these submodels are themselves quite
substantial. Also, some detailed (low-level) models are constructed for the purpose

of enabling a simpler model to be used at a higher level. The more detailed one

serves to validate the higher level one.1 Finally, formalising some ecological concept
is a necessary part of any ecological modelling exercise. To have this as a primary

goal suggests that the modeller is more interested in resolving theoretical issues
than in using a model after it is constructed.

3.2.1.2 To enhance understanding ...

This naturally leads us to the next major category of goals. It is fairly common

for authors of modelling papers to explicitly state that one of their objectives in

engaging in the modelling exercise is to enhance understanding of some real world

system[2]. The very process of constructing a model forces a researcher to face up

to a myriad of issues some of which may not even have been thought of yet. As
in the last example in the previous paragraph, to have the model itself is not the
main motivation. Rather, it is the process of constructing it which forces a greater

understanding of the ecological system. There are various ways to achieve this.
We identify three sub-categories of goals which facilitate the goals in this general
category.

• to test current understanding [2a]
- to identify topics for further research [2(a)i]
- To test a general theory [2(a)ii]

• to extend current understanding [2b]
• to formalise concepts regarding some aspects of an ecological system [1 (c)iii]

Identifying areas for further research may take the form of finding out what
data still needs to be collected[2(a)iA]. Alternatively, it may consist of identify -

1 This last example was not found in the literature by the author, rather it was
discovered by personal communication with Robert Muetzelfeldt.
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ing specific gaps in understanding of one or more aspects of the ecological system
of interest[2(a)iB]. Secondly, current understanding may be tested by subject¬
ing a general theory to a test. We can view a theory in this context as a very

general sort of hypothesis, which comprises a coherent set of possibly many sub-
hypotheses involving certain aspects of the ecological system. There are many

types of hypotheses that may be tested. These take the form of specific questions;

they are dealt with when we consider the last major goal category. This completes
the discussion of testing current understanding.

We now consider goals about extending current understanding. By this we

mean the identification and/or explanation of mechanisms which are responsible
for some observed behaviour in an ecological system. One means of extending
current understanding (and a common goal in its own right) is: to explore the
relationship between two or more aspects of an ecosystem[2(b)ij. For example, "To
explore the relationship between the populations of jellyfish and their prey". This
is still extremely general. Making this specific entails asking specific questions,
such as " What is the affect of removing one of the jellyfish prey populations on

the jellyfish population itself?" . The nature and diversity of the questions that

may be asked is discussed next. Note that to answer a specific question is not
an example/subtype of exploring a relationship between two or more aspects of
an ecological system; rather it is a means to that end. Lastly, we note that to
formalise concepts about some ecological system is also a vehicle to enhancing

understanding. This was also a model-building subgoal. Since this is really the
heart of the matter, it is not surprising that it occurs twice.

3.2.1.3 To answer specific questions ...

We now turn to an analysis of various types of questions that may be asked of a

model and/or of an ecological system. In the previous two major categories, the
goals have been fairly general; now we get more specific. Not surprisingly, there is
a tremendous variety of questions that one might ask. Furthermore, most of the

specific questions that we will discuss apply to both of the other major categories

(i.e. the major categories are not mutually exclusive). Note that although we

explicitly give an analysis of question types, keep in mind that we are implicitly

categorising goals. Each question has a corresponding goal: To find an answer

to the question. It is simply a matter of grammatic convenience to talk about
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questions rather than goals. All the examples that we came across in the literature
could be grouped into one of the five basic types:

1. What is the affect of X on Y? [3d]
2. What outputs can I expect given these inputs? [3e]
3. To test a hypothesis [3c] (and [2(a)i])
4. How can a certain system behaviour be achieved (possibly given some con¬

straints)? [3b]
5. What causes a certain system behaviour? [3a]

The first type is a very general sort of question. We gave one example in
§ 3.2.1.2 (X was 'removing one of the jellyfish prey populations'). Another example
is: " What is the affect of an increase in minimum annual water temperature on the
population of jellyfish?". For now, simply regard X and Y as arbitrary ecological
entities, concepts or subsystems. We shall consider the nature of X and Y in

§ 3.4. The second type (about inputs and outputs) is also quite general, and
very common. A more specific subtype of this is: To plot Y versus X, which is
also frequently quoted as a goal. An interesting case is when X is time. This
is an implicit goal that creating any output variable gives rise to. Even more

specific than this is a goal to know the value of some variable at some specific
time. These latter goals are of fundamental importance. They underlie any use

of any quantitative simulation model. Furthermore, they can be used to drive an

entire model elicitation process as in [Robertson et al, 1987; Haggith, 1990]
The third type of question is to test a hypothesis. A general example is: Is it

the case that the affect of X on Y is Z, where X and Yare as described above, and Z
is a description of some arbitrarily complex condition or state of affairs involving X
and Y (e.g. some relationship between X and Y). Another very general example of
testing a hypothesis would be: Does X cause Z?. For a particular ecosystem, this

might instantiate to "Does an increase in the minimum annual water temperature
cause a catastrophic decline in the population of jellyfish?"1. Note that the space

of hypotheses is virtually infinite.
A fourth type of question is: How can a certain system behaviour be achieved?.

Two examples of this are: 11 To limit the deer population to some fixed amount,

given certain available resources" and "To maximise profits at a fishery". This is

just the sort of question that is put to a model being used for management pur¬

poses. The last question we consider is: What causes a certain system behaviour?.
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This might instantiate to: " What causes a catastrophic decline in the population
of jellyfish?". This is similar to the previous one. They differ in emphasis. Here,
we are most concerned with understanding what causes an observed system be¬
haviour. For the previous question, the end result may or may not be well defined.
Furthermore, the aim is not better understanding, but rather to achieve a certain
result.

Finally, there is one important facilitation relationship between this and the
first major category. Specifically: to have a model which represents to some

acceptable level of accuracy some aspects of an ecological system serves to enable
the asking and answering of questions such as What outputs can I expect given
these inputs? or What is the affect of X on Y? (see dashed link between 1 and 3
in figure 3-2). This completes the presentation of the basic content and structure
of the ontology for ecological modelling goals. Next, we consider how these goals
may be used.

3.3 Using Goals

The identification and classification of goals is just the first step. By itself, the
resulting ontology is of minimal interest. However it serves as a basis of an analysis
of how and whether goals may be used in the process of ecological modelling. As
noted in § 3.1 much of this is not incorporated in the current version of ELK. In
this chapter only, we always use future referents when describing uses for goals
even though some of this is implemented; normally we will only use future refer¬
ents for work not done. At the end of the chapter, we indicate the state of the

implementation with respect to goals.
We considered each goal in the ontology, and determined whether and how it

might be useful. These uses were then classified. The details of the uses for each

goal in the ontology are presented below; first we summarise the main findings.
How a goal can be used depends fundamentally on the nature of the information
that it contains, as well as the details of that specific information. With respect to
the nature of the information that a goal contains, we distinguish between goals
that mention specific concepts about the ecological system or model (e.g. entities,
attributes, variables, processes, outputs) and those that do not. We refer to goals
that do as low-level goals. For example, the low level goal 'how does temperature
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affect jellyfish?', mentions temperature and jellyfish. Goals that do not refer to

specific concepts about the ecological system or model are referred to as high-level

goals {e.g. 'to have a predictive model').

3.3.1 Kinds of Goal Uses

We identify two uses for each of low- and high-level goals. This is discussed in
the context of a modelling consultation consisting of an ecologist who wishes to
construct a model, and an expert modelling consultant (human or computer).

First, and most importantly, low-level goals indicate that certain things are

important to the person constructing the model {e.g. temperature, jellyfish). This
information may be used by the consultant to focus the discussion on the concepts
that are mentioned. This is a form of choice management; in particular it helps
the user decide what to do next {i.e. dialogue control).

The second possible use for low-level goals is to help define simulation experi¬
ments. Suppose the goal is to find the temperature which results in the maximum

yield in a fishery. This suggests that the model will need to be run several times
with different values for temperature, and results compared. This constitutes a

simulation experiment which the computer assistant might automatically define,
given this goal and other information.

The first use for high-level goals is to serve as starting point for eliciting other
more specific goals. For example, the high-level goal 'to have a predictive model'
may prompt the expert to ask what it is that the model needs to predict. This

might result in the low-level goal 'to predict the size of the jellyfish population'
which may be used as described above. This use of high-level goals is similar to the
first use of low-level goals in that the role is to direct the nature of questions asked

during a consultation, however it is less direct. Instead of focusing the discussion
on specific concepts, a high-level goal may be used to focus the discussion on

acquiring other more specific goals eventually leading to low-level goals. These
low level goals in turn may be used to focus the discussion on specific concepts.

Secondly, high-level goals may be used in conjunction with modelling expertise
to constrain modelling decisions. For instance, given the same ecological system
to be modelled, certain decisions will be made differently depending on whether
the end model is to be used for prediction. The precise details of how this might
affect decisions are dependent on many factors. We defer discussion of this matter
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to § 3.3.3. This second use of high level goals is also a form of choice management;
in particular, it helps the ecologist decide how to do something.

Summarising, we have identified the following uses for goals:

1. to focus the dialogue between the ecologist and the consultant

(a) high-level goals may be used to direct the elicitation of more specific
goals

(b) low-level goals may be used to identify specific ecological and/or mod¬
elling concepts of importance about which further questions can be
asked.

2. to help suggest an appropriate modelling method or decision (for both high-
and/or low-level goals)

3. to help define simulation experiments.

It is useful to distinguish when in the course of a modelling exercise, these
goals may come into play. Uses la and lb are relevant in the early stages of model
elicitation. Use 2 is relevant in the middle and later stages. Use 3 is relevant only
after the model is fully specified (or nearly).

3.3.2 Using Different Kinds of Goals

We now consider how each of the various goals in our ontology may be used. We
consider the main categories in order. First, we consider the goal: To have a

model which represents to some acceptable level of accuracy some aspects of an

ecological system[ 1]. In this form, it is far too general to be of much use other
than to elicit more specific goals [use la]. There are two dimensions of variation
implicit in this goal. One is the degree of model accuracy required; the other is
the aspects of the ecological system (e.g. the relationships between the jellyfish
population and its prey populations). We consider each dimension separately. To
have named specific aspects of the model is to provide hooks for asking further
information [use lb]. Knowledge of the degree of accuracy required can be used
to help decide on certain modelling choices. For example, a general goal of the
form "to be used for prediction and management" suggests that there should be
sufficient data to guarantee reliability. This places constraints on the nature and
extent of idealisation that the model may embody [use 2].
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Next we consider model-building subgoals, an important sub-category in the
first main category. The first goal in this (sub)category is to find a value for
a parameter. This goal assumes that there is already a model in existence. If
the model is a computer model, then this goal may be used to define simulation
experiments to determine the parameter value given other constraints [use 3]. If
it is a theoretical model, then mention of a parameter can spawn questions about
what specific concepts the parameter is relevant to [use lb]. The second goal in
this category is to lay the foundation for other models. This really just begs the
question: "Why is the other model being constructed?". Otherwise, this goal
is of little use. Finally, in this category we have the goal to formalise ecological
concepts. Use lb is relevant here also. The specific concepts that are mentioned
can spawn further questions about them. Another possibility is for the system to
ask the user what the goals are for wanting to formalise the concepts. That is,
what are the criteria for success. If it is for theoretical interest only, then there is
not much more to do. If, on the other hand, it is for the purpose of constructing
some other model, then the user may be asked to state their goals for that larger
enterprise [use la].

We now consider the second general goal category: to enhance understanding
of some real world system. As for the first example, this goal by itself is only
useful for eliciting more specific goals [use la]. However, if specific aspects of
the system are mentioned, then goal use lb applies. We now consider the three

goals under the subcategory to test current understanding. The goal to identify
further research topics is of no obvious use. The goal to test a hypothesis, can be
used to provide hooks for asking further questions; but only if the hypothesis is

sufficiently specific to mention certain ecological entities and/or concepts about
which further questions may be askedfuse lb]. Similar comments apply to the
goal to test a general theory. This is not surprising, as a theory is really just a

big hypothesis. The user would have to indicate what the theory relates to. This
can be used to ask further questions. The next subcategory is to extend current

understanding. Such a goal by itself is of no use; again, the user would have to say

what it is about the ecological system that they need to know more about. This
would provide hooks for asking more questions [use lb, yet again].

The final main goal category is To answer some specific question about an eco¬

logical system or a model of same. We have seen that there are a large number of
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questions that one might ask. The more specific the question, the more useful it
can be in the early stages of model elicitation. This is use lb above. As we saw in
use 2, some very specific questions can also be used to guide decisions about how
do do something. These will usually mention particular entities and/or concepts
in the ecosystem. Each such concept that is mentioned will usually require fur¬
ther elaboration. For instance, if a modeller mentions a jellyfish population in a

goal, then the system should ask what attribute(s) of the jellyfish population are

important. Another kind of elaboration consists of specifying a chain of causal

relationships. For instance, if the goal is: " What is the affect of temperature on

jellyfish?''' the system might ask if the temperature affects the jellyfish directly, or

whether there is some intermediate factor. Temperature could affect food supply
which in turn affects the jellyfish. A specific goal like

"fo test the affect of changing the minimum annual water temperature
from 8 degrees to 4 degrees on the size of the jellyfish population"

has implications about a specific simulation experiment that needs to be performed
on the eventual model. As such it would be useful after a model was already
constructed. However, knowing that such questions were going to be asked of the
eventual model could guide the model construction process. This goal suggests
that the jellyfish population size needs to be a model output. This means, that
it is not a parameter. Thus, it is possible to use the goal to help decide how a

certain ecological entity is to be represented.

3.3.3 Conclusion: Using Goals

The main conclusions that we can draw from this goal use analysis are:

In the early stages of model elicitation:

• High level goals may be used only as a way to coax the ecologist into

expressing more specific low-level goals. The high-level goals are not
useful directly.

• Low level goals may be used to identify the ecological and modelling
concepts that are important. This may be used to focus the ecologist's
attention on elaborating specific parts of the ecological system or model.
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In the middle and later stages of model elicitation: Both high and low-level
goals may be used to guide modelling decisions, and to define simulation
experiments.

We have chosen to concentrate our efforts on the early stages of model elicita¬
tion. This is for three reasons. First, because we are interested in a system that
can build models from scratch, it is a natural place to start. Second, we are not
concerned with defining simulation experiments. Third, and importantly, there is
a significant barrier to providing assistance with respect to using goals to guide
modelling decisions. Namely, it requires a body of knowledge that relates goals
to modelling decisions. Unfortunately, this knowledge is not easy to come by. It
is not found in books, and it is not easy to extract from expert modellers. Thus,
an extensive knowledge acquisition exercise would be necessary and there would
be no guarantee of producing a useful corpus of knowledge. Instead, we recognise
this as an important problem for future research.

Because the first use of high-level goals is indirect (to coax the user into giving
low-level goals), and the second use is relegated to future efforts, this thesis is
directly concerned only with low-level goals. We wish to identify a fundamental
subset of low-level goals, which will form the core of any future version of ELK

which also used high-level goals. A key observation is that ultimately, the only
way to achieve any modelling goal (high- or low-level) is by inspecting and/or
interpreting tables and graphs produced by the model. We argue, therefore, that
the fundamental subset consists of those goals cast in terms of X and Y {e.g. 3(c)i,
3d, 3(e)i).

3.3.3.1 A Goal-Driven Dialogue Graph

We proceed by showing how the goal ontology could be used as a dialogue graph in
a future version of ELK, and argue that goals cast in terms of X and Y are of chief

importance. Each node on this graph corresponds to a goal or goal category. When
a specific goal or goal category is being considered, we say that the corresponding
node is 'active'; i.e. the dialogue is now centred on eliciting a goal from that
category. We argue that no matter what node in this graph a user may begin at,

they will necessarily be led to nodes corresponding to low-level goals cast in terms
of X and Y. This is a direct consequence of our observation that the initial use

of high-level goals is to coax the ecologist into expressing low-level goals. Thus
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in dialogue terms, if a user begins with a high-level goal, they are quickly led to
low-level goals. Any high-level goals that may have been specified along the way,

would not be used again until later. If a user begins with a low-level goal, the
consultant may immediately make use of the specific concepts mentioned. There
would be no need for any high-level goals except perhaps in the middle or later
stages in the model specification.

To elaborate this argument we give some details and examples of how the goal
ontology in figure 3-2 may double as a dialogue graph. We do so by describing
various hypothetical scenarios. The system could initially present the user with the
three high-level options corresponding to the three major goal categories. From
there, the system may encourage users to be more specific in one of two ways.

First, the class may be specialised by choosing one of the subclasses connected by
subtype arcs. Alternatively, one of the goal classes connected by a a subtask arc

may be chosen; this amounts to backward chaining.
If the user chooses the first category, (To have a model... [1]), they would then

see a menu of three choices (la,lb, and lc). Suppose they chose [la] (interro¬
gation). The next menu would offer choices between either of the two kinds of
interrogative goals (quantitative prediction, or qualitative behaviour). Addition¬
ally, the menu would include the goal category "To answer questions..." [3] which
is a subtask rather than subtype link. Suppose prediction was chosen. This is still
a high level goal which at this point can only be used to guide the user to a more

specific goal. Choice [3] is still relevant; suppose the user took this option next.
The system can then follow the subtask and subtype arcs corresponding to each
kind of question in this third major category. A user might decide to specify a

goal of the sort " What is the affect of X on Y?". These are still high-level goals.
The system then may encourage the user to specify exactly what X and Y are

(e.g. temperature and jellyfish). This then provides a useful starting point to the
whole model elicitation process.

If earlier, the user had selected the option to match a set of data [lb] (rather
than [la]), this begs the question "What data?". This then leads to questions
about relevant ecological entities in much the same way as the affects goal does.
As noted above, the high-level goals specified along the way will be useful much
later when it comes time to make certain modelling decisions.

Alternatively, if the user started right at the beginning with the second major
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category, (to enhance understanding), rather than the first, this quickly leads
via a different route to the elicitation of specific information about the ecological

system or model components. For instance, if they want to identify gaps [2(a)i],
the system asks what they know already. If they want to test a general theory
[2(a)ii], then the system could ask what specific hypotheses they wish to explore.
This leads to questions about ecological entities and processes etc.

If the user initially selected the third major category (to answer questions...),
this is a still quicker route to talking about specific ecological and/or modelling
concepts. Later during the modelling process, users would always have the option
to express other higher level goals. Or in the course of designing the model, the
system might prompt for other goals. For instance, when trying to make a decision,
the system might backward chain on a rule like: "If the user wants a prediction
model, then ...".

This illustrates our point. None of the high-level goals are of any immediate
use in the model elicitation process. In order to make any real headway we need
to get down to the level of specific ecological and modelling concepts. The most
immediate route to getting specific ecological concepts using goals is via the third
goal category. That this was the case emerged from our analysis of goal use in § 3.3.

By far the predominant use was to identify items of importance in the ecological
system or model about which further questions can be asked. This helps the user

decide what to do. In order to realise this, it is necessary for goals to refer to

specific things in the ecological system or model. As mentioned in § 2.4.1.2 (p 50)
a very simple goal of the form "What is the value of Y at time T" may be used
to drive the model elicitation process. Such goals define output variables.

In the next section we discuss the nature of the ecological and modelling con¬

cepts that are contained in low-level goals. To a large extent we have already
covered this in chapter 2; there are a few additional things.
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3.4 Representing Goals: Requirements

Due to the above conclusions, we make no attempt to formalise the whole ontology

just described. Instead we deal only with the lower level goals. These are the most
useful in the first instance. We recognise that it might be useful for certain ecologist
users to express their goals initially at the high level as a way to gently lead them
to more specific and more useful goals. However, since the high-level goals in and
of themselves are not directly useful, we have deferred that task.

Of the low-level goals, we consider only the simplest most directly useful exam¬

ples. In the specific questions category, the first two (3(c)i and 3(c)ii, figure 3-1)
require representation of some kind of system behaviour. This involves a pos¬

sibly complex characterisation of interrelated entities, attributes, and processes.

Furthermore, to achieve such a goal entails a potentially highly complex problem
solving activity involving planning, scheduling, or possibly optimisation. Simi¬
larly, the Z part of the hypothesis questions is quite open ended. This is not the

appropriate place to start, we need smaller building blocks. We begin therefore
with the most basic questions:

• What is the affect of X on Y?

• To plot Y versus X?
- plot Y versus time
- what is the value of Y at time T?

Specific instances of goals of these types give a good start in identifying what
the most important entities and processes in the ecological system are and how they
depend on each other. These in turn give rise to model variables and equations.

We first consider the simpler of the two goal types: the plotting of two variables.
The representation requirements here are very straightforward. Model variables
are all that we need. Model variables and their relationship to attributes have been
discussed extensively in chapter 2; the formal representation details are given in
chapter 5. Note that to have a goal of the type: 'to plot Y at time T' is exactly
equivalent to saying that Y is an output variable.

We note some restrictions: for instance, it makes little sense for the dependent
variable Y to be an exogenous variable because they do not not depend on anything
in the model. Suppose temperature was an exogenous variable. The only thing
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that it makes sense to plot temperature against is time. But, this is a model

input, not an output. The independent variable, X will normally be a proper

model variable. If it is a parameter, this has special implications. Specifically, it
requires running the simulation several times with different values each time. This
kind of experiment is common.

The X affects Y goal is very similar to plot Y versus X with some additional
complexity. To ask how X affects Y is really to suppose that the specification for
X entails a description of some change (we use Cx to denote this). For instance,
the temperature may 'increase'. Something may be 'included or not' in the model.
The change must be something that is in the direct control of the modeller. For
instance, it is not sensible to ask what the affect of an increase in temperature is on

the average size of some population if the size of the population was modelled as

a state variable. Except indirectly, the modeller cannot control what the average

value of a state variable is. It is thus not useful to ask a question about how

altering it affects something else. It is of course possible to plot a state variable
against anything or vice versa. The list of options for Cx that we identified during
our survey is given below:

• change the values (of some attribute or variable). Exactly how the values
change can be specified in various ways

— increase/decrease
— different ranges of values
— sensitivity analysis

• change in the method of computing the attribute {e.g. one equation instead
of another.)

• Something may be included in the model or not. This can be manifest in
various ways depending on the nature and complexity of the 'something'.

With respect to what X and Y can be, the discussion of attributes in chapter 2
covers most of what we need. Some relevant concepts gleaned from the goal
literature not yet discussed are:

• equilibrium; various aspects of the equilibrium include:
- actual level

- stability
• oscillatory behaviour; aspects of this include:
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- period of oscillation
- amplitude of oscillation

• slope; i.e. is it increasing/decreasing or constant)
• threshold value with respect to some other variable; aspects of this include:

- existence of a threshold value (i.e. yes or no)
- actual threshold value

The notion of stability needs to be strictly defined in order for the system to
be able to detect its presence or absence. For this, special purpose machinery
could be added. Related to this is the notion of oscillatory behaviour. The period
and amplitude could be represented as simple attribute names (e.g. oscjper, and
oscMmp) but this misses the meaning of the concept which in theory could be
ascertained by the system monitoring the values of various variables under certain
conditions. Again, special purpose machinery would have to be invoked.

Many of these can be viewed as induced attributes similar to average, maximum
etc. That is, an attribute like population size, which has values over some range

of times, induces the notion of an equilibrium which may or may not exist. The
attribute 'equilibrium level for population size' is defined in terms of the size
attribute in a way analogous to the attribute 'average population size'. A difference
is in how the value of the induced attribute is obtained. For average, etc, we have
a relatively straightforward computation where all the inputs are readily available.
In exactly the same way that we need a separate algorithm for computing average,

we need separate machinery for determining such things as threshold, measures of
stability, etc. For most of these, it entails monitoring the ecological system as a

whole (or the simulation, in modeling terms). So, where for average we need only
the set, and a function to compute a value, for equilibrium, threshold etc., we need
a potentially large chunk of the model complete with functions, variables, initial
values, a time structure, etc. These induced attributes [e.g. equilibrium value]
apply to the ecological system as a whole, not to specific entities. The model
variables that they give rise to describe the simulation model. This contrasts with
the situation for average, say, where the induced attribute 'average weight' applies
either to a sheep or a set of sheep. These attributes are special in another sense

as well. They may not be used as dimensions for defining substructure. This
is largely because they are not really attributes of entities within the ecological



system, but of the ecological system itself. We give the formal details of how to

represent equilibrium and threshold in § 6.5.1.1.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have explored how goals may be exploited in the process of

constructing ecological models. We described the results of a survey of ecological
modelling literature from the perspective of goals. We identified and classified the
types and uses for goals. This resulted in an ontology for goals which may serve

as a basis for a goal-directed strategy for the early stages of model elicitation.
Finally, we summarised the requirements for representing a subset of the goals in
our classification. The conclusions that we draw from this chapter are:

Goal Ontology

• There are many kinds of ecological goals. Some are very general, others very

specific. Some address issues at the modelling level, others at the ecological
level. For example, some entail the model being of primary concern; for
others, the model is a means to some other end.

• We do not make any strong claims that our ontology covers every possible
goal. However, we feel confident that it covers a large fraction. There have
been several iterations of the following process: find a dozen or more random
goals in the literature and then modify existing classification. Each time,
more goals fit into the existing classification which required fewer changes.

• The representation of low-level goals is inextricably linked with the repre¬

sentation of ecological and modelling concepts.
• Although all the examples have been from our test domain, the goal classi¬

fication is not dependent on the ecological domain. Every occurrence of the
word 'ecological' could be removed with no essential change in meaning (see
figure 3-1).

Goal Usage

• The number of ways that goals may be used is fairly small.
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• There is a dialogue control strategy implicit in the goal ontology graph which
may be used to drive the model elicitation process in the early stages. With

respect to this, we note that:

— Use of goals is primarily to coax the user into saying something that is
important about the model.

— It is not the goals themselves that are useful, it is the fact that they
mention specific ecological and modelling concepts which serve as hooks
to guide further elicitation.

— One role of high-level goals is to lead the user to low-level goals.
— All dialogue paths ultimately lead to the consideration of specific con¬

cepts about the ecological system or model {e.g. via low-level goals)
— Thus, acquisition of ecological modelling goals is inextricably linked

with the process of acquiring ecological and modelling information.

• There is insufficient knowledge available at this time to capitalise on the
other uses for goals for the middle and latter stages of model acquisition.

These preliminary conclusions had (and have) important implications for the
direction of this research. A key observation is that in order to represent and/or
acquire goals, we must first be able to represent and/or acquire specific ecological
and modelling concepts. However, we can do the latter independently from goals.
We therefore conclude that there is a fundamental basis for providing assistance in
the early stages of the ecological modelling process that does not necessarily depend
on goals. The reasoning goes like this: the main use of high-level goals is to

help elicit low-level goals. The main use of low level goals it to extract specific
ecological and modelling concepts that are used to direct the elicitation. These

concepts need not be expressed in goals. For example, initially, the role of the goal
"To plot temperature versus jellyfish population size?" is to identify temperature
and jellyfish population size as being important concepts. The same initial effect
can be achieved by having a separate mechanism to allow users to say that these

things are important. It is this mechanism, not the goals themselves that is the
fundamental basis for guiding model elicitation in the early stages.

However, this in no way undermines the overall usefulness of goals. We give
three reasons. First, although it is not necessary to use goals initially, ecologists
may find it more convenient to do so. An ecologist should be able to choose
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between using this mechanism directly (e.g. by saying something like "temperature
is important"), or indirectly via goals. In either case, what the expert does with
the information is the same at the outset.

Secondly, goals are likely to play an important role in the middle and latter
stages of model acquisition. Thus, ecologists should be encouraged to express

goals rather than directly stating what is important. To see why, consider the
goal 'What is the effect of temperature on jellyfish?'. If the ecologist states this
directly, then the expert may infer that the concepts temperature and jellyfish are

important. There is no need for this to be stated explicitly. If they choose not
to express the goal, then they miss out on the assistance the expert might have
offered (e.g. to ask whether the temperature affects jellyfish directly, or by some

intermediate factors). If they choose to express the goal after they stated their
interest in the concepts mentioned by the goal, such assistance will be offered,
however they will have wasted their time when stating what was important. Had

they stated the goal at the outset, the expert would already know that these things
were important. This time wastage is perhaps of minor import, especially in the
context of an interaction between two humans. If we simulate the expert in a

computer assistant, it means unnecessary work for the ecologist.
Thirdly, from a methodological point of view the goals played a major role in

identifying the important ecological modelling concepts, thus defining the require¬
ments for expressive power.

State of Elk with respect to Goals

Although ELK currently makes minimal use of goals, they have played an important
role. The most immediately useful result is the identification of the expressive

power requirements for ecological and modelling concepts. In solving the problem
of representing ecological and modelling concepts, we get essentially for free a

representation for the most important of the low-level goals. This is a direct
consequence of the fact that goals are expressed using ecological and modelling
concepts. Initially, there is no need formally to represent all the goals in our

ontology. We chose to limit ourselves to a fundamental subset of goals which any

future version would require. We have implemented a goal elicitation assistant

enabling users to specify goals of the form "What is the affect of X on YV and
"To plot X versus Yn. X and Y may be in principle any ecological or modelling
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concept {e.g. processes, entities, attributes model variables). Independently from
this, there is a mechanism enabling users to state that they are interested in certain

thing, {i.e. that they are important). In chapter 6 we describe how such interest
specifications could be inferred automatically from goals. This is not implemented
yet.

In the medium and long term, we can implement the goal-directed control

strategy as one option in a larger system. Thus, users can decide to start with
high-level goals, or low-level goals, or by directly saying what the important things
in the ecological system and/or model are. Having more than one way to achieve
something turns out to be a key feature of ELK. The idea is that rather than
forcing users to do everything in a prespecified manner, we provide options and
let them decide for themselves.

The next chapter is devoted to a detailed discussion motivating and describing
the design of ELK.
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Chapter 4

Design Considerations

4.1 Introduction

This is the final chapter concerned with motivating and describing the design for
ELK. In chapter 1 we noted four fundamental sources of difficulty for formalisation
problems: syntactic adequacy, expressive power, conceptual distance, and choice

management. We said that constructing a computer assistant to help overcome

these difficulties consists of reformulating the original formalisation problem into
a new one. In the new formulation, the same difficulties may arise in principle,
but in a new form which should be easier to deal with. In the process of designing
and implementing ELK, we reformulated the formalisation problem that ecologists
normally face if they wish to create an ecological simulation model. This chapter
describes a design rationale which argues that the reformulated version embodied
in ELK will be easier to solve. We express the design in terms of requirements and
techniques. Each difficulty gives rise to a requirement to overcome it. We identify
techniques that may be used to meet these requirements.

Except for the syntax issue, we have already begun to do this in the previous
two chapters. In chapter 2, we explored what the representation requirements are

for describing ecological systems and models. A key observation was the need for a

distinction between ecological information and simulation modelling information.
This addressed the expressive power issue as well as clarifying the nature of the
conceptual distance issue in the ecological modelling domain. The distinction
between ecological and modelling information implies that we must bridge these
two levels to reduce conceptual distance. In chapter 3, we discussed types and uses
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for goals. They play an important role in this bridging. They also play a role in
controlling choices. Thus, we have also begun to address the issues of conceptual
distance and choice management. There is much more to discuss regarding these
latter two due to the need to assist in the process of constructing models, and to

identify and record specific modelling decisions. We will comment only briefly on

syntactic issues in this chapter deferring proper treatment to chapter 7.

In presenting the material relating to the design and implementation of ELK,

we face a pedagogical dilemma. The source of the problem is that although all the
central ideas have been implemented, there are a number of important features
that have been included in the design but have been implemented only partially
or not at all. The dilemma is whether to:

• Discuss only what has been implemented which may result in a less coherent

story emerging.
• Include discussion of what has not been implemented which may result in

confusing the reader about what has actually been achieved.

We have chosen for the latter option in the interest of completeness and co¬

herence. Also, because these features are included in the design, ELK may be
extended in fairly straightforward ways to incorporate them. We avoid confusion

by introducing bits that are not fully implemented as such and by distinguishing
future plans from current implementation by using words like 'will', 'might' and
'could' rather than 'is', 'does', 'did'. More open ended extensions are discussed in

§ 9.3.

4.2 A Scenario

We first give a brief model-construction scenario of the sort that ELK is designed
to make possible. Important services that ELK can or will provide include:

• acts as an expert modelling consultant.
• acts as an acquisition, storage and retrieval system for ecological information.
• acquires simulation model specifications.
• automatically documents models in ecological terms.
• automatically writes, compiles and runs programs.
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A session proceeds in any number of ways depending on the needs of the users.

If the user does not know where to begin, they will be able to click on the suggestion
box which causes the system to offer a menu of very general suggestions [in some

predetermined order] which include:

• specifying goals
What is the affect of rainfall on wildebeest?

• specifying interest in general ecological concepts
I am interested in wildebeest.

• identifying influence relationships

Rainfall influences grass growth
• describe part of the ecological system

wb-pop is a population of wildebeest.

Alternatively, if the user knows what to do, they will be able to do any of these

things without asking for advice, but by directly selecting the appropriate com¬

mand option. In any case what happens initially is that certain things about the

ecological system will be either inferred or specified directly. Gradually, more and
more gets specified about the ecological system. Eventually it comes time to begin
specifying the model. Again, the user may ask the system for suggestions, or they
may get on with it independently. The things users can do by way of defining the
model include:

1. define an attribute variable in terms of an ecological attribute
e.g. n.wb might be the name of the model variable corresponding to the
attribute number of wb.pop.

2. define an effect variable in terms of some ecological effect
e.g. wb.eaten is the annual number of wildebeest eaten by the aggregate

predator population.
3. initialise state variables and parameters
4. specifying variable dependencies possibly in terms of ecological influences.
5. select or specify equations for computing variables.
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4.3 Requirements and Techniques

The majority of the above scenario is possible using the current version of ELK.

We discuss our design in terms of requirements and techniques. Depending on the
viewpoint, other terms are useful for talking about requirements. For example, a

key requirement in ELK is to have sufficient expressive power. Expressive power

is an important issue; to not have enough is one of the fundamental difficulties in
the formalisation process. Expressive power might also be viewed as a feature. We
use the generic term benefit to encapsulate all of these other terms. It refers to any

aspect of our computer assistant that is deemed to be desirable. For some benefits,
the word 'requirement' is a bit strong. These include those desirable features that
arose as a consequence of design decisions made to meet other requirements, but
are nevertheless important. These are referred to as fringe benefits. All of these
are incorporated into the design and at least partially implemented.

The term 'technique' refers to any construct, mechanism, or method used to

help facilitate either meeting some requirement, or a more general technique which
in turn facilitates meeting some requirement. In this chapter, we concentrate

mostly on the requirements and mention only the very general techniques. All of
these and the more specific techniques that we employ in ELK have been included
for specific reasons. As we introduce each technique we justify it by making explicit
how it helps facilitate other more general techniques or meeting requirements.

Everything derives from the two fundamental issues: model comprehension
and model construction. From these two 'benefits', we proceed in one or more of
four ways gradually getting more and more specific:

1. we give its defining characteristics (i.e. say what we mean by it),
e.g. an adequate formalism is one that has sufficient expressive power, is

easily modifiable etc.

2. we identify different examples, manifestations or kinds of these general ben¬
efits

e.g. uniform representation and uniform user interface are two kinds of uni¬

formity
3. we identify more specific benefits which serve to facilitate the more general
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benefit.

e.g. transparency facilitates modifiability
4. we identify techniques which serve to facilitate the benefit.

e.g. making explicit connections between similar concepts is a technique
which helps achieve greater expressive power.

This defines a graph which characterises the design rationale for ELK. There
are two kinds of nodes: requirements and techniques. There are three kinds of arcs

(definitional, a kind of, facilitate). We have found that for expository purposes,

the distinction between requirements and techniques is very useful, but at times
somewhat arbitrary. Thus, we do not distinguish arcs as different if they happen
to go between different kinds of nodes.

Figures 4-1 and 4-2 summarise the requirements portion of this graph (analo¬
gous to figures 3-1 and 3-2). Figure 4-3 relates the main techniques to the main
requirements. For readability, a number of useful distinctions are blurred in fig¬
ure 4-2. For example, there are no 'a kind of' arcs {e.g. in § 4.5 we note several
kinds of consistency checking). The 'a kind of' relationship also arises where a ben¬
efit applies both to representation issues, and assistance/interface issues. These
include:

1. conceptual distance
2. comprehension/transparency
3. modifiability
4. simplicity and elegance
5. uniformity
6. no redundancy
7. few primitives

For example, when we speak conceptual distance with respect to the interface,
we mean that the primitives that the interface provides map closely to how users

think about their problems. When we speak of conceptual distance with respect to
the representation, we mean the semantic primitives provided by the underlying
formalism match the users terms. An important relationship constraining the
design of ELK is that reducing conceptual distance in the representation can be a

great help in reducing conceptual distance in the interface. Also, although related,
lack of redundancy in the representation means something rather different than
lack of redundancy in the interface.
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1. adequate representation formalisms; by which we mean:

(a) syntactic adequacy
(b) semantic adequacy, by which we mean:

i. expressive power
ii. small conceptual distance (representation)

(c) simplicity/elegance (representation); by which we mean:

i. no redundancy (representation)
ii. uniformity (representation)

(d) modifiability (representation)
2. adequate assistance; This is facilitated by:

(a) choice management; this is facilitated in a major way by:
i. consistency checking

(b) transparent interface (i.e. easy to understand)
This is in turn facilitated by:

i. small conceptual distance (interface)
ii. model comprehension
iii. uniformity (interface)

(c) relief from redundant tasks
(d) graceful degradation

3. use as a scratch pad; This is facilitated by:

(a) a flexible interface; by which we mean:

i. easy to modifiability (interface) (i.e. ability to change your mind )
e.g. redo, undo

ii. easy to interleave tasks as desired (i.e. user initiative)
(b) transparent interface (= item 2b)
(c) expressive power (= item l(b)i)

Figure 4—1: Elk Requirements
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It is worth distinguishing between the different manifestations of these issues
with respect to the interface versus representation issues. This is because the
requirements that they facilitate, and the techniques that facilitate them differ, as

well as relationships between them holding as for conceptual distance. They are

worth referring to collectively because general relationships hold between them;
e.g. transparency facilitates modifiability.

Most of the above 7 items are self explanatory, however there are some impor¬
tant relationships that hold between them. For example, comprehension1 is facil¬
itated by simplicity and elegance; uniformity and lack of redundancy are defining
characteristics of simplicity and elegance. It is facilitated by having relatively few
primitives, each reusable.

All of the requirements facilitating one or both of model construction and
model comprehension come under three categories: adequate representation for¬
malisms, adequate assistance, and ability to use as a scratch pad. The first two
are fundamental, and are addressed separately in sections 4.4 and 4.5 respectively.
We discuss the third here.

Given the open ended nature of the modelling exercise, it was deemed that the
system should be able to be used as a scratch pad. To facilitate this, we require a

flexible and transparent interface, as well as ample expressive power. Relating to
the latter, there is little to be gained by providing a scratch pad if there is hardly

anything to scratch with! Expressive power is a major requirement which is dealt
with in § 4.4.

By flexibility, we mean two things: modifiability in the interface (i.e. ability to

change your mind; redo, undo, etc.) and the ability of the user to interleave tasks,
(i.e. doing things in any order). The major facilitators of modifiability in the
interface are transparency in the interface, and modifiability in the representation.
The chief technique used to meet the latter requirement is implicit specification

(see § 4.4.4). This makes it much easier to incorporate undo and redo features,
many of which are in the current implementation, at least in rudimentary form.
The transparent interface benefit is discussed in § 4.5.

1 When a benefit or technique is first or most prominently introduced or characterised
in the text, we put it in italics.
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Before we get on with the major categories, we comment on efficiency. The
nature of this formalisation exercise is such that computational speed has not been
a major concern. Because the user will spend a fair amount of time thinking, for
any single step in the formalisation process, there is relatively little computation
that is required. This is an important point because it has allowed fairly free and
uninhibited addition of expressive power to the formalism.

Space efficiency is a fringe benefit. It derives from a general lack of redun¬
dancy in the representation, which is made possible by the technique of implicit
specification. By this we mean inference is used rather than having to specify ev¬

erything explicitly. This technique is embodied in various inheritance and inducing
mechanisms.. Other examples of implicit specification are given in § 4.4.4.

4.4 Adequate Representation Formalisms

There are various important issues to consider regarding formalisms:

1. syntactic adequacy
2. expressive power

3. conceptual distance of the representation
4. lack of redundancy in representation
5. uniformity in representation
6. modifiability of the representation

The first three correspond to the fundamental difficulties of the formalisation

problem outlined in chapter 1; these will be considered separately. The latter three
are discussed together (§ 4.4.4); they are desirable features of any representation.
Note that there is a distinction to be made regarding whether the benefit is to the
end user, or to the system developers, or both. Items 1 and 2 are direct benefits to

the end users; the system developers have to work to achieve them. Items 3 and 6
are best viewed as making life easier on the system developers. Small conceptual
distance and modifiability in the representation respectively facilitate keeping the
conceptual distance with respect to the interface primitives small and provision of
features for allowing users to change their mind. Items 4 and 5 are more directly
useful to system developers, but indirectly useful to end users.
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4.4.1 Syntactic Adequacy

In the reformulated version of the ecological modelling formalisation problem em¬

bodied in ELK, the issue of syntactic adequacy does not refer to how our underlying
formalism looks. Rather, it refers to the set of user interface commands available
to the user. The syntax of our formalism is not meant for human consumption
in its raw form. Thus we have provided a sugar coating using interface mecha¬
nisms that enable each construct in our formalism to be created or examined with

minimal effort. It is this that achieves syntactic adequacy in the reformulated
formalisation problem. We can do this with minimal conceptual effort because we

have a fairly uniform representation and small conceptual distance with respect
to the formalism. Facilitating the eventual incorporation of very slick interface
features was a high priority in this project. However, our current implementation
is fairly rudimentary in this regard, serving only the purpose of demonstrating the
basic concepts.

4.4.2 Expressive Power

By expressive power, we mean the ability to represent and reason about the re¬

quired information and distinctions in a domain. We regard the notions of expres¬

sive power and 'richness and generality' as roughly equivalent. It is important to
note that that more expressive is not necessarily better. There is nothing gained
by making distinctions that are not likely to be used. Rather, our basic philosophy
is:

to 'properly' represent concepts that are likely to be used frequently by
equipping the system with useful knowledge about that concept

The usefulness of a richer, more general representation is manifest in a myriad of

ways. Some of the more important of these include consistency checking, search
space control, and provision of explanation and automatic documentation facilities.
The idea is, the more the system 'knows', the more services it can provide.

A basic question faced both by the formalism designers and ecologist users is:

For a particular concept, how rich and general does the representation
for it need to be?

Consider how we might represent the concept of a black sheep. There are several
concepts implicit in this including sheep, colour, animals, and physical objects.

< i
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The question is when and whether all this is useful to incorporate explicitly in the
representation. We list five possible representations in order of increasing richness
and generality. In each case, we note what concepts the system does and does not
'know' about (recall that E:T means the entity E is of type T).

1. black^shp : animal

System knows only about animals, not colours, or sheep.
2. black^shp : sheep

System knows only about sheep, not colours, and not black sheep
3. shpiblack) : sheep

System knows about sheep, colours, and that black is a colour, but not about
black sheep as a separate type.

4. blackshp : black-sheep

System knows about black sheep as a special type, but not about colour;
may or may not know about sheep, if so black-sheep (Z sheep should be
true.

5. black^shp : sheep(black)
System knows about sheep, colours, and that black is a colour, and black
sheep is a subtype of sheep.

Balance must be struck between cost of extra complexity versus frequency of
use. The extra complexity has two edges:

• extra machinery in language and corresponding processing procedures (rel¬
evant to system developers)

• extra work in making and understanding specifications (relevant to users)

There is no point in having types that are used infrequently. It may be adequate
to incorporate certain information only in the names. In the first case, the system
knows nothing about 'sheep', 'colour', or 'black', only animals. It is always the
onus of the user to manually keep track of what the system does not know about.
This may be no burden if these concepts are not frequently used. In the final

case, the system knows about the type sheep(black), which is a subtype of sheep
derived on the basis of the value black of the attribute colour. The relationship
between sheep{black) and sheep is formally the same as that between sheep and
say, phys-obj. In designing the system, we deemed that the first four cases should
be catered for. However, the latter case would exact costs of both the above kinds
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which would not likely be offset by the extra benefit. Empirical evidence will cast

light on the adequacy of this decision. Even when the system provides all the
facilities to give maximal generality, there is still an option for users as to whether
the bother of using the extra machinery is justified. Whether the decisions is being
made by the designers or users of the formalism, the same criteria of frequency of
use is the major determining factor.

Our achievements with respect to expressive power are mostly due to the tech¬
nique of retaining connections between similar concepts.2 We discussed this in

chapter 2 with reference to the attribute concept, 'number' as applied to various

populations. In ELK, the 'number' concept is known to the system as an attribute
that applies to all and only set entities. This technique serves to eliminate re¬

dundancy because the user never has to invent a multiplicity of similar names like
n_wb, n-prey, etc. Similar comments apply to the above example with the concepts
of colour, sheep, etc. Supporting this general technique of retaining connections
are three key features of our formalism: i

ij
1. few representation primitives compared to the number of expressions possi¬

ble.

2. ample use offunctions for combining primitives to form complex expressions.
3. rich type structure

These three features together facilitate two additional things: implicit specification
and model comprehension. These work in conjunction with the above three tech¬

niques. Implicit specification in turn contributes to lack of redundancy and space

efficiency as noted at the end of § 4.3. Very importantly, because each primitive
as well as each combining function has ecological meaning, semantic translation
of complex expressions into ecological/modelling terminology is a straightforward
exercise. This in turn, facilitates one of our major requirements: model compre¬

hension. There are other important uses for the technique of retaining connections

(and supporting techniques) that are described in § 4.5.

2 It is equally valid to view 'retaining connections' as defining expressive power; how
we choose to talk about this does not affect our main points.
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4.4.3 Conceptual Distance

Achieving small conceptual distance with respect to representation primitives was

a major design constraint. It cannot be separated from the process of identifying
the types of knowledge that were required and subsequent design of appropri¬
ate constructs to represent them. A wide spectrum language was developed to

bridge the conceptual gap between information purely for representing simulation
models and purely ecological information for describing the ecological system of
interest. In the next section we discuss in greater detail, the additional types of

knowledge which bridge the gap. The successful design of a formalism to satisfy
our constraints was the single most important (and largest) task of this research.
It impacts on virtually all of the major requirements and serves to bind the two

major categories of design requirements.
There are no more basic techniques which facilitated achievement of small

conceptual distance with respect to the representation, however it facilitated the

following key benefits.

• model comprehension: this is because it only requires direct translation of
the expressions in the intermediate formalism rather than complex interpre¬
tation.

• small conceptual distance of the interface primitives: this is because the
interface commands map directly onto the formalism. It makes it easier to

design the interface, the details of which would be unknown to users.

4.4.4 General Requirements

Finally, we consider three very important general design requirements which ap¬

ply to any knowledge representation exercise. Chief among these is simplicity
and elegance. By a simple/elegant representation we mean one which is uniform

[representation] and has no redundancy [representation] (or more accurately does
not give rise to redundancy when used). The general technique of retaining con¬

nections and its supporting techniques discussed above are the major source of

simplicity and elegance in our representation.
A simple/elegant representation facilitates semantic translation which in turn

facilitates representation comprehension. By this we mean it is easy to determine
what an expression means. It directly facilitates mechanisms for automatic docu-
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mentation which help achieve model comprehension as noted above. Representa¬
tion comprehension also facilitates modifiability [representation] and extendability.

We note one additional technique which facilitates modifiability: implicit spec¬

ification. The simplest example of this is the inheritance of attributes. Another
example is the representation of the transitive closure of a relation. For example,
if twig 1 is a component of branch 1, and branchl is a component of tree1, then
by transitive inference, we implicitly specify that twigl is a component of treel. A
third example is the inducing of attributes as discussed in § 2.5.5.1. Our philoso¬
phy is to keep as many specifications as possible implicit. This is very important
because it means that there is zero work in updating them when changes are made.
They update themselves automatically. It also saves space. There is a tradeoff
with computational speed which at times must be dealt with, but this has so far
not been a significant problem.

4.5 Adequate Assistance

The major issues which concern us here are listed below (roughly in order of
decreasing importance):

1. model comprehension
2. conceptual distance (interface)
3. choice management; this is facilitated in a major way by:

(a) consistency checking

4. relief from redundant tasks

5. graceful degradation
6. uniformity (interface)

Besides being one of the major objectives (in this thesis) in its own right, meet¬

ing the model comprehension requirement also lends strong support to the other
major objective: to alleviate difficulties with model construction (see figure 4-2).
Issues 2 and 3 correspond to the fundamental difficulties of the formalisation prob¬
lem. The others are desirable features of any interface, and although important
for us, not as fundamental as the first three. Here the benefits are exclusively to

the users, not the system developers. In the following sections, we elaborate on

each of the above benefits.
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4.5.1 Model Comprehension

Model comprehension corresponds to the ability of users to understand a simulation
model in terms of the system being modelled. There are two main aspects. First,
each component of the simulation model (e.g. variable, equation, parameter) is
accountable for in domain terms. Second, it requires explicit identification of the

assumptions and simplifications that are embodied in the model.
In the context of ecological modelling, given the modelling primitives described

in chapter 2 achieving model comprehension means being able to represent [at
least] the following information:

1. The ecological meaning of every variable is given.
- e.g. n.wb denotes the number of wildebeest.
- e.g. wb-eaten denotes the total annual number of wildebeest eaten

by predators eaten per year

2. Simplified value spaces

- e.g. biomass has values large and small rather than reals.
3. Aggregations

- predators consists of lions and hyenas
4. What is potentially important but is ignored for the simulation model.

- migration is important, but ignored
- predation causes biomass of wildebeest population to decrease, this is

not of interest.

To complete the job, mechanisms for automatically producing English text doc¬
umentation of the model are required. The key features in our formalism which
render this task an easy one are the rich type structure, relatively few primitives,
and ample facilities for combining these primitives into complex ecologically mean¬

ingful expressions. Examples are given in chapter 6. In ELK there is a considerable
amount of such text generation but there is scope for much more. This has re¬

ceived low priority for the same reasons as making the interface super-slick did. It
is a time consuming job with few conceptual difficulties.

Achieving model comprehension in turn facilitates transparency in the interface
in that, the user will be able to easily see the results of what they have constructed.
This in turn facilitates both adequate assistance, and use of ELK as a scratch pad;
each plays a major role in addressing the model construction issue (see figure 4-2).
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Importantly, the exact same techniques that facilitate model comprehension,
also facilitate reduction of conceptual distance, and help manage choices. The key
technique used to help achieve model comprehension is to represent both domain
information and the simulation model separately and to have explicit links between
the two. Development of a language to represent this information is exactly what
is required to reduce conceptual distance. It also identifies the modelling search
space, a great help in managing choices.

4.5.2 Conceptual Distance

Along with model comprehension and search control, reducing conceptual distance
to enable computer naive ecologists to construct models by communicating in their
own language has been a parallel central focus of this research. We had to bridge
the gap between ecological information and a simulation model. The best way to
ensure this is to keep the conceptual distance in the formalism primitives small.
Here we explore what those primitives (i.e. language constructs) need to capture.

Our approach is based around a single key technique: gradual elaboration,

(i.e. incremental specification). By this we mean users should be able to start
with specifying small simple concepts and gradually elaborate on them. From the
point of view of the final runnable model, these may be highly vague. From the

point of view of the system, these are specific bits of information that are used to
focus the entire process of model elicitation.

Gradual elaboration is manifest in two ways corresponding to two sort of gaps

that need to be bridged.

1. from ecological concepts to modelling concepts (i.e. moving from one level
of information to another)

2. from simple to complex items in a specification, (i.e. within the same level)

To facilitate gradual elaboration and successfully bridge the conceptual gap,

we require first and foremost the ability to describe ecological systems and models
separately (as discussed in chapter 2). However we require additional bridging in¬
formation as well. We have seen that goals play an important bridging role. They
serve as hooks to guide and focus the formalisation process in the early stages.
Low level goals refer explicitly to ecological and/or modelling concepts which by
their very mention suggests that certain things are important, and thus that the
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user is interested in them. Goals also imply influences and suggest certain compu¬

tational dependencies. For example, the goal: 'What is the effect of rainfall on the
wildebeest population' suggests that rainfall influences the wildebeest population.
Because influences are idealised as computational dependency, this information
can be later used to constrain choices during equation formation when choosing
schemata to compute model variables (see [Robertson et al, 1987]). In this case,

the equation for computing [some of the] variables representing the wildebeest
population should depend on the variable representing rainfall. The system could
ask if there are any intermediate influence relationships.

So, in, general goals can be used by the system to suggest any number of
further courses of action to take; e.g. to elaborate on the ecological concept, or to

specify how it is to be represented in the simulation model. This is an important
technique in reducing conceptual distance.

Goals and interest information give rise to two classes of constructs in our

formalism. They are both examples of specifications whose meaning and/or role
is neither to describe part of the ecological system, nor to describe part of the
model. Rather, they serve the purpose of informing the interpreter (read 'intelli¬
gent dialogue manager') how to guide the formalisation process itself. This kind of
construct in conjunction with a range of constructs for directly specifying ecologi¬
cal concepts (e.g. entities, attributes, influences) are the key techniques by which
we reduce conceptual distance and facilitate gradual elaboration.

Note that putting anything at all in the description of the ecological system

automatically implies that the user is interested in the thing. We have not yet in¬

corporated the automatic creation of interest specifications, but the various hooks
are all in place to facilitate this. The biggest question is to decide what the best
sort of support the system should offer is without becoming a nuisance. This is
but one example of a general facility that we provide for automatic creation of

pieces of the specification. This is discussed in § 4.5.4.
After the ecological system has been described, users must specify what aspects

need to be modelled and how. A user should be able to specify:

• that a specific attribute of a specific ecological entity
- is a state variable in the model.

- is modelled with a specific value space.
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• that an ecological state variable is inc/decremented by a partial rate variable
corresponding to the effect of some process.

• what the initial value for the state variable is.

• that one variable depends on another.
• that a variable is computed using a specific equation.

These things are all readily understood modelling concepts. It is the job of
the system to convert these specifications into the appropriate logic expressions
which define the simulation model. Constructs which facilitate the input of such
information are described in chapters 5 and 6.3. They contribute significantly to
the achievement of the goal of keeping the conceptual distance for the interface
primitives small. An additional important feature which makes the interface able
to communicate effectively in ecological terminology is the semantic translation
machinery which generates English text from specification constructs.

4.5.3 Choice Management

In chapter 1 we distinguished three levels of assistance (identify, prune, advise)
that may be provided for making two kinds of choices (what to do and how to
do it). From the user's point of view, identification of the choices of what to do
is implicit in the set of available interface commands. Almost all of the interface
commands in ELK are one of two basic types: 1) edit the specification and 2)
look at the state of the specification. Because of the flexibility requirement, it is
rare that we wish to prune choices by forbidding certain commands. We would,
however, routinely prevent certain ways of using a command that do not make
sense (especially in updating the specification). However, through the interest
specification mechanism, we provide some advice in the form of giving suggestions
about what might be a good idea to do next. It is not possible to do a lot more than
this without an extensive knowledge acquisition exercise perhaps in conjunction
with empirical work to determine what control strategies are better than others.
It is our philosophy to be non-intrusive and let users do things in any order that
they see fit, so long as their specifications are consistent.

3 This is true except for explicit variable dependency. See § 9.3 for further discussion
of the state of the implementation.
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We provide rather more assistance on the issue of how to do things. Many 'how'
choices arise in the process of constructing ecological simulation models. Roughly
corresponding to the two stages discussed in § 4.5.2, we identify two search spaces

which must be navigated by users. First, there is a vast space of possible ecological
systems that could be described. Second, there are many ways that a particular

ecological system may be idealised in a simulation model.
A major part of this research has consisted in identifying what these search

spaces were, (particularly the latter) and how they may be formally represented
and manipulated in a computer assistant. In solving this problem for a significant
portion of the ecological and modelling domains, we are in a position to provide
the most basic form of assistance in managing choices: identification. For exam¬

ple, the list of modelling specification options given at the end of § 4.5.2 is part
of the identification of the simulation modelling search space. From the point of
view of assisting an ecologist with limited modelling skills, this constitutes a very

important first step. However, we do more than this. We also use consistency

checking to heavily prune the search space. This serves three purposes simultane¬

ously. First, the blank sheet of paper syndrome goes away; next, fewer choices are

more manageable, minimising need for browsers; finally users are prevented from
describing nonsense which is important in its own right. The pruning is of course

invisible to the user.

On the whole, we provide very little advice on what the best way to do some¬

thing might be. To do so requires a significant challenging knowledge acquisition
exercise which gets at the heart of how people build models.

Consistency Checking

The need to maintain consistency in the ecological system description gives rise
to another important distinction in the information that our system requires. If
we wish to ensure that descriptions of ecological systems are consistent, we must

appeal to a separate level of ecological knowledge. This suggests the following
division:

• the general/ecological level consists of knowledge that is accepted to be uni¬
versally true.

• the ecological system level consists of a description of the specific ecological
system being modelled (real or hypothetical).
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To describe the consistency maintenance machinery, we introduce a notion
of permission, an important requirement of our formalism. In order to specify
something as part of an ecological system, the general/ecological knowledge base
must permit it. The idea is to prevent saying that some population of lions eats
blue whales, or that branches are parts of elephants. This notion is also used
to help prevent inconsistent models from being created. For example you cannot
create an ecological model variable which corresponds to the biomass of a rock,
or the number of members of an elephant. Nor can you say that the process of
predation is going to be modelled by increasing the state variable representing the
biomass of the prey. The majority of this consistency checking is facilitated by
the rich type structure in the formalism in conjunction with many rules. Thus,
much apparently semantic consistency maintenance of this form is achieved using

syntactic methods. Summarising, there are two stages of consistency checking:

1. Ecological systems must be consistent with general/ecological knowledge
2. Ecological simulation models must be consistent with the ecological system.

Distinguishing between the general/ecological and ecological system levels is re¬

quired to achieve the first kind, and distinguishing between the collective ecological
levels and the modelling level is required for the latter kind. The latter distinction
is also fundamental for facilitating model comprehension.

Another useful sort of consistency checking is completeness checking. Given
a notion of what it takes for specification to be complete, identification of what
is missing can serve to provide assistance by identifying what the user needs to
do next (possibly via suggestion box, or agenda). In [Robertson et al, 1988b] this
form of assistance was referred to as gap-filling. Although no such mechanisms
have yet been incorporated into ELK, it would be relatively easy to do so.

A crude but useful notion of completeness of the simulation model is when

every output variable can be computed. Computability of a variable is a recur¬

sively defined notion which goes roughly as follows. A parameter is computable if
it is initialised to some value. An exogenous variable is computable if a procedure
has been given which returns a value for any given simulation time. A variable is

computable if every variable which is a direct input to the function that is used to

compute it is computable. This technique is used in SL [Robertson et al, 1988a]
and NIPPIE [Haggith, 1990] to guarantee runnable simulation models. These pro¬

grams are part of the ECO project and are described in § 8.2.1.3. Variables must
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always 'bottom out' to parameters or exogenous variables. The latter are by defi¬
nition independent of any model variable.

4.5.4 General Requirements

We now consider three general requirements which are useful in any interface.
These are: relief from redundant tasks, graceful degradation, and uniformity [in¬
terface].

Relief

We have provided a wide range of facilities to make life easier for users by prevent¬

ing the need for many menial and/or repetitive tasks. This is accomplished by
offering considerable scope for reuse of information in one form or another. There
are several major aspects to this:

• implicit specification
• defaults

• reuse (high-level)

Implicit specification keeps users from having to specify over and over minor
variations of the same concepts (i.e. relief from menial/redundant tasks). Tax¬
onomies and induced attributes play a key role here. This is the basic principle of
reusable primitives described in the section on expressive power.

Another facility for saving users a lot of hassle is in the provision of defaults.
We distinguish two kinds: those specified by the user, and those specified by the
system. To make this clear we use an example. In designing or augmenting the gen¬

eral/ecological knowledge base the attribute 'weight' might be specified for physical
objects, a type of ecological entity. This would include specifying a value space,

say real numbers. Now, every time a model variable is created which corresponds
to the weight attribute of some physical object, by default the value space for the
model variable will be inherited from the specification in the general/ecological
knowledge base. This is a system specified default. This may be overridden for an

specific instance, say using the value space {small, large}. However, if it should
turn out that there were several weight model variables and the simpler value space

was wanted for them all this would be a nuisance. It is not an acceptable solution
to change the value space to {small, large} in the general/ecological knowledge
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base for two reasons. First, the decision about using large and small is a modelling
decision, so it does not belong in the general/ecological knowledge base. The sec¬

ond reason is purely practical. There might still be other physical objects that
you wanted to have the usual value space for.

Instead, we provide a class of specification constructs for user-specified defaults.
The user could use a construct of this kind to specify that "every time a model
variable is created which corresponds to the weight attribute of a physical ob¬

ject, then the value space will by default be {small, large}". We have designed
and partially implemented a facility for selectively causing automatic creation of

specification constructs in a pre-specified way. For instance, the user can specify
that "every time an entity of type sheep is put in the ecological description, then

automatically create a model variable corresponding to the weight of that sheep
entity." There are other things that may be specified as defaults; these are de¬
scribed fully in chapter 6. These separate constructs used in this way enable us

to achieve the desired relief from redundancy without sacrificing the integrity of
the general/ecological knowledge base.

These constructs, like goals and interest specifications are neither part of the
description of the ecological system, nor are they part of the simulation model
description. These are merely directives to the dialogue manager to fill in defaults
in a certain way. We say that such information is at the dialogue level which is a

sub-level of the simulation modelling level.
Finally, we discuss reuse at a higher level of abstraction. The distinction be¬

tween the two ecological levels and the simulation modelling level means that one

general/ecological knowledge base may be used many times to guide and constrain
the description of many different ecological systems. Also, the same model con¬

structs and schemata may be used to describe different simulation models. Finally,

many different simulation models of the same ecological system may be created
and compared (by the same or different users).

We have designed ELK to be used in various distinct modes by the same or

different users. One mode is the construction of general/ecological knowledge
bases. Another is to define, save, and retrieve any number of real or hypothetical

ecological systems based on some general/ecological knowledge base. Finally, for
each ecological system described, one or more different simulation models may be

specified. The latter is particularly important; it facilitates experimentation with
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model structure. This can be used to answer such questions as "What is the affect
of ignoring this component of the model?". This is one kind of modelling goal.

Catering for the ability of users being able to extend and modify the gen¬

eral/ecological knowledge base was an important design constraint. It is recognised
that no matter how many things were in the knowledge base, we could not hope to
include everything. To ensure that this facility worked properly, the system was

used to bootstrap itself (successfully).

Graceful Degradation

By graceful degradation, we mean that when the user makes mistakes, they should
not be left hanging. Rather, the system should offer suggestions about remedying

things; possibly taking over initiative from the user for a short time. Ideally, a suite
of recovery mechanisms should be provided which use the same facilities required
by the [as yet not implemented] agenda mechanisms. This is provided to a limited
extent, but there is much scope for extending this. The recovery mechanism idea
is to some extent just a frill, although a very useful one when taken as a whole

package. Again this is conceptually unrewarding. That it is straightforward is

largely due to the typing. Because the type checking catches the error, the nature
of the error is already known making it easy to suggest how to put it right. Specific
examples are given in chapter 7.

Uniformity in the Interface

Uniformity in the interface primitives is little more than common sense in interface

design. We have attempted to use similar techniques for accomplishing similar
tasks wherever possible.

4.6 Knowledge Levels

The most important aspect of our design is the ontology of information/knowledge.
There are three main reasons for distinguishing between the ecological level and
the simulation modelling level (the latter is less a central design constraint than
the others):

1. to ensure model comprehension
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2. to identify the idealisation search space

3. to facilitate experimentation with different models of the same ecological

system

We further distinguish two kinds of ecological information. General/ecological
knowledge is accepted to be universally true about the world in general or about
ecology in particular. For example, that there are physical objects is general
knowledge, that there is a process of predation is ecological knowledge. The second
category consists of a description of the specific ecological system being modelled
(real or hypothetical). For instance a modeller might be concerned with actual
sheep in his field, or about the specific wolf population that is preying on them.
This further distinction has three main benefits:

1. to ensure that ecological descriptions make sense

2. to identify and prune the search space for describing ecological systems
3. to facilitate reuse

The primary benefit is to ensure consistency. We wish to prevent users from
saying that worms prey on elephants. We also wish to stop them from specifying
that there are wazoolas in the ecological system unless a wazoola is a meaningful
entity that the system knows about. If the system should know about wazoolas,
then users simply add them to the general/ecological knowledge base (possibly
prompted by the system). This entails adding it to the type hierarchy, specifying
what attributes it has, and saying what if any parts it has or composites it is part
of. If the system does not really need to know about wazoolas, but the user fancies

having one anyway, they may create an instance of the most specific entity in the
hierarchy which a wazoola is a kind of and create an instance of that entity (say
animal) and give it the name 'wazoola'.

The latter two benefits go hand in hand. Since the general/ecological knowl¬
edge is intended to contain only universally true information, it can remain fixed
and be used to define a large number of different ecological systems by the same

or different users. This is reusability. Each time a new ecological system needs
to be described, the fixed general/ecological knowledge base effectively defines the
search search space for describing ecological systems. Ensuring consistency prunes

this search space.
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We further distinguish two kinds of simulation modelling information. The
runnable-model level consists of information that is required to run the simulation.
This includes model variables, initial values, and equations. The dialogue level con¬

sists of information whose role is to give hints or explicit directives to the dialogue
manager which are used to guide the modelling process. We have identified var¬

ious type of information of this sort. These include goals, interest, user-specified
defaults, and variable dependency information. None of this information can be
viewed as saying something that is generally true, nor that something is part of
the ecological system; neither is it required as part of the specification for the
runnable model. It may not be immediately obvious that variable dependency is
not required for the runnable model. We mean that statements of the sort "X

depends on Ware not required explicitly. Of course if in the runnable model, Y
is used in the equation that computes the value for X then this dependency may

be inferred from the specification of inputs and outputs. Explicit statements of
variable dependency could be used to constrain the possible equations to select for

computing some quantity.
The benefits of having both kinds of simulation modelling information are

many. The runnable-model information is necessary for obvious reasons. The

dialogue information goes a long way towards providing useful assistance during
the modelling process. This includes facilitation of gradual elaboration, reduced
conceptual distance, relieving the user of menial tasks etc. Keeping these levels
separate is useful primarily to enhance conceptual tidiness, clarify exposition, and

simplify the implementation. From a practical standpoint it is not substantially
more useful to distinguish between the two simulation modelling levels as it is be¬
tween each kind of information within the dialogue level. Each kind of information
is used in specific ways by the system.

For a simple model one might argue that there is no need to define everything
twice which is what we effectively require by having separate ecological system

description from the model. However, we escape this criticism by having an ex¬

tensive facility for specifying defaults. Thus if a user desires, they can set up the

system so that every ecological attribute they define automatically results in a

model variable. So the user does no extra work in defining the model, but they
reap benefits in two major ways:

• the model is automatically documented
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• they have the flexibility to experiment with the model while the ecological

system description remains constant.

The many distinctions we make increase expressive power, but also the po¬

tential for confusing users. The design aims to avoid such confusion by allowing
users to exploit only those features that they require. In doing so, they are not
forced to understand the underlying complexities. In the next three chapters we

substantiate these claims by:

1. describing the details of the formalism
2. giving examples which demonstrate the range of ecological systems and mod¬

els we can describe with it.

3. describing how the system works by going through a portion of a model
elicitation session with ELK.

4.6.1 User versus System

It is important to realise that for each of the above levels the information may

either be dynamically specified by the user, dynamically specified by the system,
or permanently resident in the system. For example, general/ecological knowledge
permanently resident in the system includes the fact that number is an attribute
that applies to all and only set entities, as well as the notion of sets in the first

place. The system will have some basic entities like animal and plant. The user

will usually specify a number of entities themself. At the ecological system level
the user will create instances of entities, but the system will automatically inherit
attributes for them using the general/ecological knowledge base. Users will never

directly specify attributes at the ecological system level.
At the runnable-model level users will create model variables; they may exploit

user specified defaults and tell the system to automatically create model variables
in specific circumstances. At the dialogue level, the vast majority of dynamically

specifiable information will be directly specified by the user. One possible excep¬

tion that we noted is the automatic creation of interest specifications on the basis
of something being put in the ecological system, and/or as part of a goal. Addi¬
tionally, there is a potentially large amount of static guidance knowledge used by
the dialogue manager. Currently most of this is hard-wired (e.g. suggesting that
an entity in the ecological system should have some attribute as model variable).
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In the future, this could consist of potentially a huge knowledge base of rules and
guidelines.

4.7 Summary and Conclusion

This completes the discussion of the design rationale. A clear picture of the de¬

sign of ELK is emerging. The most important issues constraining the design (in
approximate order of decreasing importance):

• model comprehension
• expressive power

• conceptual distance
• choice management

- identify modelling search space

• consistency checking
• flexibility
• relief from redundant tasks

The major techniques that support one or more of these requirements are noted
below.

• retain explicit connections
• few representation primitives
• use of functions for combining primitives to form complex expressions
• rich type structure
• gradual elaboration
• distinct information/knowledge levels

— ecological
- general/ecological
- ecological system

— simulation modelling
- dialogue
- runnable model

• automatic documentation

• implicit specification
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• defaults

• user-driven dialogue

Figure 4-3 gives a graphical depiction of the key relationships between the major
requirements and the major techniques to meet them.

Conclusion: Part I

This chapter concludes the first part of this thesis. We have:

• defined the general problem of formalisation
- identified major difficulties
- outlined solution approaches to these difficulties
- stated a goal hypothesis

• defined a particular problem of formalisation: ecological modelling
- characterised the domain

- identified major difficulties
- outlined solution approaches to these difficulties
- tested our goal hypothesis in the domain of ecological modelling

In doing so, we have carried out a thorough requirements analysis for ELK,

a computer assistant for ecological modelling. The key aspect of the design is
the multi-level knowledge/information ontology. This gives rise to two additional
major hypotheses of this thesis. The basic question that we wish to explore is
whether we can design a formalism such that each construct can be given an

unambiguous interpretation which can be used to query the system within and
across each of these levels. Expressions at the runnable-model level should be
related to, understood in terms of, and consistent with expressions describing the
ecological system. Similarly, expressions describing the ecological system should
be related to, understood in terms of, and consistent with expressions describing

general/ecological knowledge. Expressions at the general/ecological level should be
related to, understood in terms of, and consistent with the world as we understand
it. Also, the dialogue level constructs should facilitate reduction of conceptual
distance via a process of gradual elaboration, as well as help relieve the user of
menial tasks. Our next two major hypotheses are:
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That building a computer assistant based on our knowledge ontology
can help achieve the benefits that we claim it can in the context of
ecological modelling.

That every piece of information that is deemed to be useful in the pro¬

cess of constructing ecological models can be unambiguously placed into
our ontology.

We refer to these as our ontology usefulness and ontology completeness hy¬

potheses respectively. We show that the first is true. Our experience is that the
second is nearly true, but we certainly do not expect a 100% hit rate. Rather we

believe that by pushing this as hard as possible, we will identify fuzzy cases which
will shed light on the ecological modelling process. This, in turn will facilitate
increasing the competence of our computer assistant.

The next part of this thesis is devoted to testing these two related hypotheses.
In the final part of the thesis, we discuss the relevance of this work to other

research, and the extent to which our techniques may apply outside the ecological
modelling domain.
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Part II

A Solution

!
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Chapter 5

ElkLogic
i"

5.1 Introduction

In chapter 2 we described a simple model of part of the Serengeti ecosystem. We
noted some problems with the representation of that model. Most of these are

ramifications of the fact that the expressive power of the representation is inade¬
quate for our purposes. It is geared only to representation of runnable simulation
models and contains no explicit ecological information. Among other things this
means that:

• there is no account of the model in ecological terms
• it cannot support a wide variety of consistency checking
• there is a proliferation of one-off primitives {e.g. n_wb, n_pred).

We identified four levels of information which constitute our knowledge ontology.
Below we list the important predications at each level that our formalism must be
able to represent.

General/Ecological Level: for expressing what is true in the world, {i.e. gen¬

eral truths).
• existence of a type of entity: there are such things as wildebeest
• taxonomic information: a wildebeest is a type of animal
• existence of a certain type of substructure relationship: A set of animals

can be a subdivision of an aggregate animal population.
• definition of an attribute: 'number' is an attribute that applies to set

entities and is integer valued.
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• definition of a process: predation is a process that takes place between
two types of animal entities, one is called the predator, the other the

prey. Predation transfers biomass from the prey to the predator, de¬
creases the numbers of the prey population etc.

Ecological System Level: for expressing what is true in the particular real or

hypothetical system being modelled.

• existence of a specific entity: there is a wildebeest population in the

ecological system that is to be modelled. It is called wbjpop.
• a specific substructure relationship: the lion population is a component

of the [aggregate] predator population.
• an occurrence of a process: the predator population is preying on the

wildebeest population.

Dialogue Level: for expressing what is true about the modelling exercise.

• a goal: The user is interested in discovering what the affect of increased
dry-season rainfall on the wildebeest population is.

• something in the ecological system is important: the 'number' attribute
of the wildebeest population is important.

• default specifications: every ecological model variable that corresponds
to the attribute 'capture coefficient7 of an animal population is repre¬

sented as a parameter by default.

Runnable Model Level: for expressing what is true in the simulation model.

• definition of a model variable: njwb is the model variable representing
the simulated number of wildebeest in the population.

• initial value of a model variable: njwbinit = 34000

• equation eqji is used to compute the value of variable grsjwt

In this and the following chapters, we describe the details of a formalism that
can express all these things, as well as formal links between the ecological and sim¬
ulation modelling levels. In this chapter we concentrate on the theory. In chapter 6
we give important details on how the formalism is implemented. In chapter 7, we

describe the how ELK may be used to interactively construct statements in this
formalism which collectively constitute descriptions of ecological knowledge, sys-
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tems, and simulation models. The majority of the formalism is implemented; we

note exceptions.
To test our knowledge ontology hypotheses, we use these four levels as the basis

for presenting the formalism (they will usually correspond to section headings).

We begin by clarifying some more terminology. After that we discuss our use

of the typed lambda calculus generally and give the details of the key features in

ElkLogic. Using the same Serengeti example, we then illustrate how ElkLogic is
used to represent the above predications. This covers the major features of our

formalism. A summary of the details of ElkLogic is found in appendix C.

5.2 Introducing ElkLogic

We describe an augmented version of the representation described in § 2.3.3 which
meets our requirements. We call it ElkLogic; it embodies virtually everything
in EcoLogic [Bundy & Uschold, 1989] and extends the latter in important ways.

ElkLogic (also referred to as 'our formalism', or 'the formalism') consists of a

collection of constructs which can express the diverse set of predications listed at

the beginning of § 5.1. That list serves as a concise summary of the intended
semantics of our formalism. Operationally, (i.e. from an implementation point of
view) the semantics of each construct is embodied in how the system uses it. Some
are used to ensure ecological consistency, others are used to guide the dialogue,
etc. We effectively have separate sub-languages for each of the four layers in our

ontology. This is because each kind of predication is
- classified into one of the four layers,
- and has a corresponding construct.

Elklogic also contains explicit bridging constructs which record various ideali¬
sations as well as the ecological meaning of model variables and parameters. For

example, in our representation, the fact that the model variable njwb simulates
the attribute number of the entity wb_pop is explicitly recorded, as well as the fact
that the integer valued attribute number is idealised as being positive reals.

Because of the diversity of the required predications, there is no obvious way

that everything could be captured in a single object-level language. However, both
the object-level and meta-level language represent information from more than one
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layer in the ontology. That is, the object/meta distinction is separate from those
in the ontology.

5.2.1 Terminology

The terms 'specification', 'construct', 'language', and 'formalism' are used in many

different ways both technically and otherwise. This is how we use these terms:

formalism: a set of syntactic and semantic conventions for describing something.

(subsumes 'language')
construct: a representation primitive together with its type. These define the

syntax of a formalism. In our context this will usually be some logical term,
instantiated construct: an instantiation of a single construct of a formalism,

specification: an instantiation of one or more constructs in a formalism.

Most of the time 'specification' will refer to a single instantiated construct. It
can of course refer to a complete specification. Although it is common to use

'formalism' and 'language' as synonyms, we shall not use these terms interchange¬
ably. We use the term 'formalism' in a more general sense; it may be composed
of conceptually and/or formally distinct sub-languages. So, we will refer to Elk-
Logic as a formalism, not a language. It includes all the meta- and object-level
constructs that are use to characterise knowledge/information in all of the four
levels in our ontology. These constructs collectively define various sub-languages
which talk about different kinds of things, or about the same kinds of thing but
from a different point of view.

5.2.2 Using the Typed Lambda Calculus

The formalism is based on order-sorted typed lambda calculus [Barendregt, 1985],
and is similar to that described in [Cardelli, 1989]. It is important to note that
we use this primarily as a representation framework. Because we have not found a

need for it, we make very little use of the proof theory that comes with the lambda
calculus. In particular, we do not require full unification or general theorem prov¬

ing; nor are we directly concerned with soundness or completeness. We do however

require evaluation {e.g. beta-reduction), and one-way matching (matching is dis¬
cussed in § 7.5.2.2). Our use of the typed lambda-calculus is novel. Rather than
use a rich type structure to constrain the search space for proofs [Cohn, 1985] we
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use it to identify and constrain the search in the process of creating ecological
models. The way that we use it facilitates ensuring consistency, model compre¬

hension and many other benefits as discussed in chapter 4. The fact that we make

ample use of a rich type structure, but largely ignore the proof theory is unusual1.
The lack of proof-theoretic concerns, means that the usual problems of compu¬

tational efficiency do not arise. This allows relatively unconstrained introduction
and use of higher-order functions and meta-level constructs of various kinds to get
the expressive power we find useful. Although we have a substantial kernel, we are

still discovering new concepts that need to be represented, and devising new better
ways to represent these and other already identified concepts. Thus, a rigorous
formal account is neither necessary nor appropriate at this time. Instead, we give
an informal presentation of the theory underlying the design and implementation
of ELK. In doing this, we aim to:

• explain unambiguously what ELK achieves and how
• lay the foundation for a rigorous formal account in the future.

Lest the reader think our job has been unduly simplied, it is important to realise
that instead of formal rigour, we are required to provide an interface for our logic
formalism. It must enable ecologists who are neither logicians, mathematicians,
nor computer scientists to describe ecological knowledge, systems, and models
which are represented in a logic formalism.

5.3 Types, Sorts, and Sets

We begin with an overview of the object language which is used to describe some

general/ecological information, all of the description of the ecological system, and
all of the runnable model. We introduce meta-level constructs as required. A key
feature of our formalism is the rich type structure, particularly with respect to
sets. The most important primitive concepts on which ElkLogic is founded are:

1. sorts

2. set membership

1 Tony Cohn, personal communication
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3. basic subsort relation

The base types are called sorts. For example, real is the sort of real numbers and

sheep is the sort of sheep. We use the symbol S to denote the set of all sorts.
We use the notation X : T to denote that the type of X is T. This usually

means that the thing denoted by 'X' is a member of the set denoted by lT\ For
example: 1.4 -.real.

S\ C* S2 says that Si is a basic subsort of S2. This relation is neither reflexive,
symmetric, nor transitive. Formally:

This defines a tree of sorts. The root node is indiv, most general sort. It is useful
to define IZS (proper subsort) and Cs (subsort) in terms of □*. IZS is the transitive
closure of C®, and is irreflexive. IIs is the reflexive, transitive version. Formally:

From this sort hierarchy, in conjunction with various type constructors de¬
scribed below, we shall define a subtype relation To avoid Russel's paradox,
there is no most general type of which everything is an instance, and every type
is a subtype. We use S for variables ranging over sorts, and T for those ranging
over types.

Before we give the details of the type system, we discuss the nature and use of
sets. These are of chief importance in ElkLogic. We adopt the usual semantics for
sorts: a sort denotes the set of entities of that sort. Thus, ''sheep'' denotes the set of
all sheep. In most logics with subtypes {e.g. [Cardelli, 1989]), if a set is not a sort,
it is a subtype defined in terms of the properties of its members. For example, the
even numbers might be a subtype defined as fo\\ows:{X\3N '.integer. 2 • N — X}.
If the set is arbitrary, {e.g. {1, 5,11}) then a kind of degenerate property may be

VSi,S2,S3:S.

Sif=s0S3 - 5, Cs S3

5! c.1 S2 A S2 S3 - Si S3

Si S2 -> Si S2

Si Es Si

(5.1)

(5.2)
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used to define it:

{X\X = 1VX = 5V1 = 11}

In modelling ecological systems there is a need to represent sets, (e.g. flk 1 and
flk2 might denote two flocks of sheep). The usual way to proceed is to define
these flocks as subtypes. However, there is no obvious way to do this because:

• There may be no common property or set of properties of the sheep that

distinguishes the different flocks of sheep. For example, the reason for dis¬
tinguishing them may be because one flock receives higher grade food, or is
less subject to predators.

• We cannot use the degenerate property based on a disjunction of equality
with respect to the members, because frequently the members are of no

interest, and will not be explicitly defined.

There are two additional arguments against using subtypes for representing the
flocks of sheep:

• it is counterintuitive

• the reasons for distinguishing the flocks may change

To say that the two flocks are different subtypes, suggests that in some sense the
members are different kinds of sheep. What kinds of sheep are the members of
our two example flocks? We could say the sheep in the first flock are 'sheep that
are fed high grade food' which one might argue is a kind of sheep just as 'black
sheep' is a kind of sheep. However, this is quite unnatural. Intuitively, the sheep
in each set are the same type, they have the same attributes.

If a user decides that they are not interested in food, but something else the
definition of the flocks in terms of attributes would require changing. This is
undesirable and should be unnecessary.

So for various reasons, using subtypes for representing these flocks is prob¬
lematic. In seeking an alternate approach we note the following requirement.
The attributes that the two flocks have depends on the sort of the members (i.e.
sheep). For example, because sheep have the attribute biomass, sets of sheep have
the attributes 'average biomass', 'total biomass', etc. So, the representation for
the type of these flocks should in some way be defined in terms of the sort sheep.

We introduce the type constructor set for representing the type of a set of
entities of a given sort (or type). For example, set(sheep) is the type of sets of
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sheep. Instead of representing sets of sheep as subtypes, we represent them as

instances of this induced set type (i.e. fIkl: set (sheep) and flk2:set(sheep)).
Note that set(T) is analogous to list(T) in many type theory systems. There

are two important differences:

• order is not relevant

• there is no requirement that the members are in principle able to be identi¬
fied.

Before we proceed, we introduce some notation for typing functions and re¬

lations defined on types. We use the power operator [Cardelli, 1988]. For an

arbitrary type T, 'T(T)' denotes the power type of T which is defined to be the
type of all subtypes of T, (including T). Thus, T :V(T), and if T\ C T2 then
Ti:V(T2).

We now give the rules for creating types from sorts.

1. every sort is a type
If S Cs indiv then S is a type

2. every type induces a set type which is the type of sets of things of that type.
If T is a type^*)2 then set(T) is a type

3. every type induces a power type which is the type of subtypes of that type.
If T is a type^, then V(T) is a type.

4. types may be combined using a type union operator: U (see 5.11)
If T\ and T2 are types^) then T\ U T2 is a type

5. types may be combined using a type complement operator \t (see 5.12)
If T\ and T2 are types^) and T2 C T\ then T\ \t T2 is a type

6. tuples are types
If Ti, T2,..., Tn are types, then T\ x T2 x ... x Tn is a type

7. mappings are types
If T, Ti, T2,... Tn are types, then T\ x T2 x ... x Tn \—>T is a type

We sometimes use the notation Tn as an abbreviation for T x ... x T for n

occurrences of T. The types of the subsort relations are given in 5.3.

Co, |TS: V(indiv) x V(indiv) i—► boot (5-3)

2 The * indicates that the type must not require rules 6 or 7 to be formed.
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We will induce a hierarchy of types where C is the general case of Cs. C is

transitive, but not reflexive. The reflexive version is C. Formally:3

If T\, T2, T3 are types then

V5i, £2 indiv.St \ZS S2 -> 5iC S2

T1\ZT2AT2OT3 -+ c T3

T\ C T2 -+ Tx C T2

TUT (5.5)

(5.4)

We distinguish three main kinds of types:

1. entity types: any type that can be constructed using only rules 1, 2, 4, and
5. The most general type of entity is entity.
e.g. 1 :real

2. relation types: any type constructed using rule 7 last where T = bool.

e.g. C: V(entity) x V(entity) 1—» bool
3. function types: any type constructed using rule 7 last where T / bool.

e.g. njwb : year i—> real

We are mostly concerned with the entity hierarchy. Our use of function and
relation types is limited to one-off typing of functions and relations. We do no

type inference except for entity types. This is why, we restrict the application of
the type formation operators set, V, U, and \t to exclude types that require rules
6 and/or 7 to be formed.

Just as sorts denote the set of entities of a certain sort, types denote the
set of all entities of a certain type. Entities are members of the set denoted

by their type. For example, if In : lion then '/n' denotes a member of the set

denoted by llion\ Similarly, if Injpop : set(lion) then Injpop denotes a member
of the set of sets of lions. In general, if E : set(T), then 'i?' denotes a subset
[not a member] of the set denoted by T. It follows that for any type T, the set
denoted by 'set(T)' is the power set of the set denoted by iT\ However, set{T)
and V{T) are not the same because in general, sets are not types. For example,
if lion : S, ln\,ln2 : lion, then {lnl,ln2} : set(lion), but it is not the case that

3 In this and other similar definitions, we use the closed world assumption.
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{Inl, ln2}:V{lion), nor is lnl:{lnl,ln2}. To denote that Inl is a member of the
set, we write In 1 £ {lnl,ln2}.

Except in one special case, if E:set{T) then E is an entity, not a type. The
special case is when E corresponds to the entire set denoted by the type. For
example because ''lion'' denotes the set of all lions, it follows that lion:set{lion).

Note also that we do not allow formation of types using set abstraction. This,
is related to the fact that not all sets are types, and differs from many logics using

subtypes {e.g. [Cardelli, 1989]).
Part of C coincides with the sort hierarchy. Another major part of it is is

derived from the following rule:

VTi, T2 C entity.Tx C {Tx U T2) A T2 C {Tx U T2) (5.6)

The relationship between the type hierarchy and instances is given in (5.7) and

(5.8). This says that an entity inherits all the supertypes of its type. For example,
if ln\lion then In inherits the types mammals, animals, etc. from lion.

V.E.V7i, T2 C entity.

T\ = T2 -* E:TX «-> E:T2 (5.7)

Tx C T2 -> E:TX -► E:T2 (5.8)

This means entities do not have unique types. For primitive entities {i.e. whose
types are sorts, not set types) we use the notation E:0S to denote that the least
{i.e. most specific) type of entity E is S. It is unique because the sort hierarchy
is a tree. Formally,

VF.VXi C entity.

E:0TX -> E:TX

E:0TX <-> VT2 C entity.{E:T2 A T2 C Tx) —* T2 = Tx (5.9)

The properties of type complement and union are given in 5.11 and 5.12. As¬

sociativity and commutativity for U are inherited from logical disjunction. It is

important to note that we use the union and complement functions primarily for

typing. With one exception (to be noted later), we do not allow instances whose
least types can only be expressed using U and/or \t. For instance, ELK provides
no facility for creating the hypothetical instance: some.cat: lion U tiger. We do
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this in the interest of simplicity; it is forbidden in [Cardelli, 1989] for reasons of
computational tractability.

Li, \t : V(entity) x V(entity) t—> V(entity) (5.10)
WE-.entity.WT\, T2 U entity.E:(T\ U T2) E:T\\J E\T2 (5-11)

\/E:entity.WTx,T2 C. entity.E:(Tx\tT2) *-* E:T\ A ->E:T2 (5.12)

We need rule 5.13 to be able to deduce that set(animal) C set(lifeform), and
set(set(animal)) C set(set(lifeform)). This induces infinitely many parallel hi¬
erarchies directly analogous to the one for sorts (and thus constitutes another part
of the definition of C). The root nodes of the induced hierarchies are set(indiv),
set(set(indiv)), etc., where indiv is the most general sort.

Ti C T2 -+ set(Tx) C set(T2) (5.13)

We now define entity, the most general entity type. It is an induced type,
not a sort. It is a supertype of every type that can be constructed from sorts

using set, U, and \t (not V). We only have two kinds of entities, primitive ones

whose types are sorts, and sets. Most of the time it is not necessary to distinguish
between simple sets, and sets of sets of entities of a certain sort; sometimes trying
to maintain the distinction causes problems (we give an example later). To blur
this distinction, we use the notation #5 to refer to the type of arbitrarily nested
sets whose flattened versions contain members all of whose types are S. For

instance, {1, {2}}:set(integer U set (integer)). The type of the flattened version is

set(integer). The # notation captures all types of sets for a particular sort, so it
follows that entity = indiv U #indiv. For any sort S, we use the notation S® to

refer to the type S U #S. Thus, entity = indiv®. In figure 5-1 we give the formal
definition of # and ®, with examples.

Using a simple recursive algorithm, ELK can infer the more specific type infor¬
mation for a set entity from its substructure. This will become more clear when
we introduce our representation for substructure. We shall rarely be concerned
with such complex sets, but since they might be needed, we do not prohibit them.
If such complex set substructure were to be defined, we would never need to know
it's exact details. The # notation allows us to blur the distinction between simple
sets or ones with complex substructure. A pride of lions is still a pride of lions
whatever its substructure.
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#, ®,set^ : V(indiv) V(entity)
'

}

V5 CI indiv.

set(°\S) = 5
se^*)(5) = se<(se<^-1)(5)) /or i > 1

5(0) = 5

S(n+1) = 5WUse^W)
5® = [J S(i)

i=0,oo

#s = s®\ts

From these definitions and from rule 5.6 (page 138) it follows that:

\/i,j:integerNS C indivNT □ entity.

i<j -> ae<«(5') C sef(#5) C #5 □ S®
5® = 5 U #£

set{T) □ ftindiv
set(S®) = #S

For example:

{{1,2}, {3,4}} : set^2\integer) = set(set {integer))

{1,2, {3,4}} : set (integer^) = set(integer U set(integer))

{{1,2, {3,4}}, 5} : set{integer U set(integer^))
= set(integer,set(integer U set(integer)))

Figure 5—1: Formally defining collections
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As an example of where we need to know something about the details of the
substructure, suppose we are interested in computing the annual maximum average

weight of a pride of lions (In.pop: #lion). This could be interpreted in various
ways. It could mean taking the average for the pride at 12 monthly intervals,
and then taking the maximum of the 12 results. Alternatively it could mean an

average is computed for (say 5) different sub-prides in the overall pride, and then
taking the maximum of those 5 results. In the former case, the most specific sort
of Injpop may be set(lion), however for the second case, it must be a subtype of
set(#lion)) (e.g. set (set (Iion))). It does not have to be set(set(lion)) because,
there may be further subdivisions within the pride which can be ignored for the
purpose of the computation (i.e. flattened).

This is why we never need to know the exact details of a set entity's substruc¬
ture (nor therefore its most specific type). In the specification process, users never

have to decide a priori anything about what its substructure might eventually be.
In ELK, set entities always are explicitly typed #S for some sort S. This is the ex¬

ception to the rule about not allowing instances whose most specific types require
U and/or \t to be expressed. For the remainder of this thesis, we shall always refer
to set types using # rather than set unless it is necessary to make the distinction.
Entities that are typed using # will usually be referred to as collections, rather
than set entities.

The ® notation is convenient when we do not wish to commit to whether we

have a set or not, but we know what sort we are talking about. We will use this
notation for typing.

There are three main subsorts of indiv, corresponding to the entity ontology
discussed in chapter 2. ecoljndiv is the most general sort of ecological entity

excluding collections. Its main subsorts include phys.obj, plant, animal, etc. For
the example model we also need more specialised sorts for lions and wildebeest

(lion, wb). There are also sorts of parts (such as branch, leg, tail) of composite
entities, value is the sort of values of ecological entities. This includes real,
positive, and natural numbers, colours, male/female etc. Finally, we have a few
sorts of time entities: time, year, day, etc. The gross structure of the type

hierarchy is shown in figure 5-2. Some of the details not included in the figure are

given below:
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natural (Zs positive [Is real C value

year, month, day [Is time

Constraints

In the implementation, we have the following constraints:

• There are no entities E such that E:cindiv.

• There are no entities E such that E:0value.

• No entity may have two different types unless one is a subtype of the other.
Formally:

E:Ti A E:T2 -* Tx T2 V T2 Cs Ti
• All sets are created with types of the form #S for some sort S. More specific

types expressed in terms of set and U are inferred as necessary.

• Except indirectly using #5, there are no entities whose types require the
use of U or \t to be expressed.

5.4 Attributes, Variables, Processes

In § 2.5.5 we said that attributes apply to entities and have values. For example,
the attribute 'colour' applies to physical objects and has values 'red', 'green', etc.
Attributes are naturally represented as functions from ecological entities and time
to values. We represent all proper model variables as functions from time to values,
and parameters simply as values. This agrees with the types given in table 2-1
for the variables in the example model. Processes are represented by relations and
functions. For example:

Concept
attribute:

variable:

parameter:

process:

effect:

Example
number :

njwb :

wb-fec :

predation
wbjeaten'

partial rate variable: wb.eaten

Type

ftindiv x time » natural
time i—» natural

real

animal® x animal® i—> bool

time positive
time positive

By number we mean the number of members in the flattened set, not the literal set.

The sort hierarchy gives us the attribute inheritance that we require. Thus weight
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entity

indiv

/7\
time value ecoljndiv

set(entity)

X
set(set(indiv))

set(time) set(value) set(ecoljndiv)

year reai phys_obj place

/X
set(phys_obj)

lifeform lake

/\
set(lifeform) set(lake)

animal plant set(animal) set(plant)

Sorts ** Subsort

Types Subtype

entity the most general type of entity
indiv the most general type of primitive entity
set(entity) the most general type of set entity (= #indiv)
ecol-ent the most general type of ecological entity (= ecoljndiv®)
ecoljndiv the most general type of primitive ecological entity
Note that C is a partial order, not a tree.

Figure 5—2: Part of the Subtype Relation
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also applies to animal because animal IZS phys^obj. The relation predation repre¬

sents all the animals and/or animal populations that are preying on one another.
If predators:#animal, and wb_pop:#wb, then predation(predators,wb_pop) says

that the population denoted by 'predators' is preying on the population denoted
by lwbjpop\ lwb„eatenn is a function representing one effect of the predation pro¬

cess which is to reduce the number of wildebeest. It is the rate at which wildebeest

are being eaten by the predators at any given time in the real or hypothetical eco¬

logical system being modelled, wb.eaten here is the same variable in the example
set of equations in chapter two. It is the idealised version of wbjeaten' here which is
the function corresponding to the 'real' effect. This is analogous to model variables
like njwb idealising the functions corresponding to 'real' attributes (e.g. number
of wb-pop). When referring to model variables and the effects or attributes they
are idealising, the non-primed ones are the idealisations of the primed ones. This
is not the only use of primes, however.

5.5 Higher Order Functions; Induced Attributes

We shall have occasion to use higher-order functions in a number of ways. The
most obvious case arises from the need to represent differential equations. We
define a second order function, rate which maps one unary first order function to

another of the same type. Formally:4

VT C entity.V □ value, rate : (T i—► V) i—* (T i—> V)

For our purposes, T and V will almost always be time, and real but could in prin¬

ciple be any types whose instances were totally ordered. Thus, rate is polymorphic
across different sorts. N.B. Elklogic currently does not represent the concept of
orderedness, although ELK knows about it via special-purpose code.

We also use second order functions to represent concepts like maximum and

average. These take two arguments. The first is a unary function defined on some

type of entity; the second is a set of entities of the same sort. It returns a value
from the range of the unary function. Other concepts of exactly the same type

4 The idea of using higher-order functions for representing rate, average, maximum,
etc. was Alan Bundy's.
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include total, median, mode, and possibly others, average is arithmetic mean.

Formally:

VT □ entity.W IZ value.maximum : (T h V) x set(T) i—> V (5-14)

Although literally, these functions produce values, we use them in conjunction with
A-abstraction to produce new functions. For example, from the function njwb, we

induce the function maxji-wb which is the maximum value of n_wb for a set of

times. For example:

maxjnjwb — \P : set(time).maximum(njwb, P)

maxjnjwb(8Ds) = maximum(njwb,80s)
maxjnjwb : set(time) i—» value

The second line gives two alternate ways to represent the maximum number of
the wildebeest population in the 80s, where 80s: set(year). The right hand side
is the preferred option, and is supported by Elklogic. This avoids the need for
proliferation of primitives like maxjnjwb, should the concept of maximum need to
be used over and over.

We can induce new attributes in the same way. Below we show how to represent
the maximum weight of a physical object over some time period (maxjwt(wbl, 80s))
as well as the maximum weight of a set of physical objects at a single time

(maxjwt'(wbjpop, yr80)).

wb-pop = {wbl,wb2}~, wbl G wb.pop; wb2 G wbjpop
maxjwt = \0:phys-obj.\P:set(time).maximum(\T:time.weight(0, T), P)
maxjwt(wbl, 80s) = maximum(XT:time.weight(wbl,T),80s)
maxjwt : phys.obj x set(time) t—> value

maxjwt'(wbjpop, yr80) = maximum(\0:physjobj.weight(0, yr80), wb.pop)
maxjwt' — \Os:set(phys.obj).\T:time.

maximum(\0\physjobj.weight(0, yr80), Os)
maxjwt' : set(phys-obj) x time i—» value

The names maxjwt and maxjwt' are concise, but do not capture the relation¬
ship between the two functions; the full representation of the functions retains
the connection, but is verbose and hard to read. Thus, we introduce a more con¬

cise notation which retains the appropriate connections. The difference between
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max.wt and max.wt' is that the former is a maximum taken over a set of times,
and the latter over a set of ecological entities. We use the third order functions

qnamJim and qnam.ent to represent the binary functions derived using average,

maximum, etc. The qnam. terms may be viewed as structured names for the
induced (or qualified) functions (hence the prefix qnam.). For example:

qnamJim(maximum, weight) = max.wt

qnam.ent(maximum, weight) = maxjwt'
qnamJim(maximum, weight)(wb\, 80s) =

maximum(XT :time.weight(wb\, T), 80s)
qnam.ent(maximum, weight)(wbjpop, yr80) -

maximum(XO:physjobj.weight(0, yr80), wb.pop)

These may be nested. The following expressions represent the maximum average

weight of the wildebeest population in the 80s.

maximum(XY :year.average(XO :phy s s>bj .weight(0, Y), wbjpop), 80s)

qnamjim(maximum, qnamjent(average, weight))(wbjpop, 80s)

qnamJtim(maximum, qnamjent(average, weight)) :

set(phys.obj) x set(time) positive

For proper variables which are unary functions we use qnam. For example,

qnam(maximum,n.wb) = maxjn.wb

The qnam. constructs are used only as a more concise notation; they give us

nothing new in expressive power. Their types and how they are used are derived

directly from the type of maximum, average, etc. They are sometimes easier
to understand and manipulate than the equivalent A expressions. To type these

constructs, note that the first argument must always be one of maximum, average,

etc. These are all of the same type (see 5.14). The second argument is a binary
function from entities and times to values (e.g. weight). Formally:
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VT C entityXV V valueXTm C time.

qnamJtim : ((T i—► V) x set(T) t—> V") xx (TxTra h y)
(T x set(Tm) »—> y)

= AX,y.Q(AT:iime.F(X,T),y)qnamJim(Q, F)

qnamjent : ((T i—> y) x set[T) i—» y) x

qnamjent{Q, F)

x (TxTm h y)
i—► (set(r) x rm t—>• y)
= \X,Y.Q(\E:entity.F(E,X),Y)

qnam : ((T i—> y) x set(T) i—► y) x (f i ► y)
h-> (set(T) i—¥ y)
= \X.Q(\E:entity,F(E), X)qnam(Q, F)

Meta-Level Types

We do not capture everything we need to know about rate, average, maximum
in the typing. This includes order information, and whether addition is defined
on the relevant types, maximum, minimum, median, and mode require that the
values are ordered, total further requires that addition is defined; average requires
all this plus that division is defined. To capture this formally, we would require

subtypes of the polymorphic type {T » V) x set(T) > V which made the
required distinction. Such mechanisms are present in the formalism described in

[O'Keefe, 1985], however Elklogic is not up to this task. Instead we use a separate,
informal mechanism for making the required distinctions.

There are two kinds of second order functions both with the same object-level

type. We use the meta-type i.e. squal to refer to this type {e.g. average:squaT).
The Elklogic type system is unable to make the distinction between average and
maximum at the object-level, so we introduce the meta-level sub-type adsqual
of which average is a (meta-level) instance, but not maximum. ELK uses this
meta-level information to treat average and maximum differently as required. At
the object-level their types are indistinguishable.

Another case where meta-level types are useful is in distinguishing between
attributes, effects, and variables. For example, the object-level types of effects
and partial rate variables are identical (time i—► value). In chapter 6 we present
various meta-level constructs which are used to make the distinction. Thus we can

say wbjeaten':effect and wb.eaten:variable where effect and variable are meta-
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types. We also use the meta-type attribute for attributes (e.g. number-.attribute).
The main meta-level types are summarised below.

VT C entity.VV IZ value.
F : squal —> F : (T i—> V") x set(T) w-> V
F : variable —> F : (time i—> value) U value
F : propvar —> F : Fme i—> value
F : parameter —> F : value
F : attribute —> F : ecoFent x time i—> value

F : process —> F : ecoljentn i—> bool
F : effect —» F : time i—> value

qnamjent

qnamJtim

qnam

squal x attribute attribute
squal x attribute i—» attribute

squal x propvar i—> propvar

As well as being used to make distinctions that are not possible to represent
in the object-level language, meta-types are also a convenient shorthand. They
may function as type abbreviations. The latter use is illustrated for the qnam_

constructs above. Although for qnamJim and qnamjent we lose information, it
is a convenient abstraction. We also imply something that the full types miss,

namely that we only apply them to attributes, not arbitrary binary functions. We

only apply qnam, to variables, not attributes. We shall use the term abstract type
to refer to types which are abstract, simplified versions of the full type; they are

expressed using meta-types. It is important to remember that although these are

simplified and may carry less object-level information, they also carry meta-level
information that the full types miss. Thus, both are useful.

Another kind of meta-level types are used purely for the implementation, and
have no object-level interpretation (eg increase or decrease as specifications of an

effect of a process). We mention these here, but will not use them until chapter 6.
These correspond to the slots that users fill in as part of the interface to ELK.

Their role in the thesis is as program documentation. Figure C-3 gives a complete
summary of the meta-level types used by ELK.
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5.6 Substructure

5.6.1 Motivation

An important reason for defining substructure is to be able to refer to different
components either singly or as a whole. This is achieved by bounded quantification.
We have various kinds of quantification corresponding to the different kinds of sets
we represent.

1. \/L:lion.foo(L)
2. VL € {lionl, lion2, lion3}.foo(L)
3. VT C entity ,foo(T)

The first kind is standard. The second is due to our use of sets as instances of

set types rather than as types themselves. The third we have used extensively

already.

5.6.2 The Basics
j

In chapter 2, we identified three kinds of component relation that can hold be¬
tween entities: member-set, subdivision-set, and part-composite. As we blurred
the details of the substructure of a set, while retaining the ability to make the
distinctions when needed, we do the same for the three kinds of substructure re¬

lationships. In ElkLogic, we represent all substructure between entities using a

single relation called component. We use the notation lEc C to denote that
the entity Ec is a proper component (i.e. not the same entity) of the [whole] entity
Ew. This conforms to the notation used in [Bunt, 1986] which captured the same

abstraction. C subsumes the three relations: 'member of', 'subset of', and 'part
of' as they are commonly used.

We have C and C defined in terms of C0 in a manner similar to that for Cs

and (Z in definitions (5.1) and (5.4). C is also transitive. We omit the details.
If we wish to represent the fact that a particular paw is part of a particular lion

which is in turn a member of a pride of lions which is a subdivision of a collection
of prides which is in turn a subdivision of a predator population including other
predator species, we do so as follows.
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Co, C,C: entity x entity e-> bool
pawl:paw lionl:lion pride, In jpop-.ftlion predators:#animal

paw 1 Co lionl C0 pride C0 Injpop Co predators

Using reflexivity and transitivity we can infer paw 1 C paw1, paw 1 C Injpop, etc.
We can also infer which of the three kinds of component-whole relationship holds

by analysing the types of the component and whole entities. For example, because
lionlilion and pride:#lion, the lion 1 is a member of pride, not a subdivision, or

part.

It should never happen that a lion population be a component of a paw, nor

a paw to be a component of an integer. Less obviously, we do not wish to allow
a collection of animals to be a component of a collection of lions. If the set of
animals contained elephants, then it makes no sense to say it is component of a

set of lions. If the set of animals does in fact contain only lions, then its type
should be changed to #lion in which case the component relation makes sense.

This encourages principled knowledge engineering.
To ensure consistency of this kind, we have a possible component relation: Cp.

Its intended semantics is as follows: Tc Cp TV denotes that [in the world] it makes
sense for an entity of type Tc to be a component of an entity of type Tw. The way

we use this relation is to constrain the use of Co- Operationally, (i.e. from an

implementation point of view) the semantics of Cp is captured by the following
rule:

VTC, Tw C entity.VEC:TC, EW:TW. Tc (jLp Tw -> Ec (£_ Ew (5.15)

For the above examples, we require:
.f

j^lion <f_v paw paw (JLV integer j^lion <f_v #animal
paw Cp lion Cp flion Cp Cp #animal

Ideally, Cp should:

1. permit every case of substructure that makes sense

2. prohibit every case of substructure that does not make sense

Because the nature of substructure is so complex, we do not succeed in defining
Cp to meet these requirements completely, however it is useful nevertheless. We
further require that:
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1. it should require a minimum of direct specification by the user, from which
a large number of correct inferences may be drawn.

2. there should be no redundancy

Requirement 1 is necessary because it is infeasible to store all pairs in the
Cp relation explicitly. ELK uses a closed world assumption here assuming that
T\ <f_p T2 iff T\ Cp T2 is not derivable.

With respect to requirement 2, there should not be two ways to infer that
something is a possible component of something else. Redundancy is both inele¬
gant and gives rise to computational inefficiency. Furthermore, lack of redundancy
facilitates requirement 1 above. One major technique for avoiding redundancy is

through the use of transitivity. Thus, we shall define a relation Cp whose tran¬
sitive closure is Cp in the usual way. However unlike E and C we don't have an

irreflexive version which we might call proper possible component because of the
subdivision case. Using the informal sense of the word, it is "proper" to say that

ftlion Cp j^lion.
Also unlike IZ® and Co we do not define each link in the hierarchy explicitly.

Instead both Cp and Cp are induced. The major reason for this is to avoid du¬

plication. For example, we require ftlion Cp ftanimal Cp ftlifeform, etc.; these
mirror the sort hierarchy. In general, if Si Es S2, then #Si Cp ^S^, thus the
sort hierarchy is effectively embedded in Cp. In order to minimise or eliminate

redundancy, we require that:

VTi, T3 E entity

(Ti Co T3 «-» 3S Es indiv.Ti = T3 = #S(i.e. subdivision case)
V Vr2 E indiv.(T! Cp T2 Cp T3) -> T2 = T3) (5.16)

To infer lion Cp #lion Cp j^lion Cp #animal we clearly need the following:

The sort hierarchy defines the set substructure of the primitive entities [in the
world]. This does not enable us to infer paw Cp lion. We must also define the
part-composite substructure. Separate from the sort hierarchy there is a part

VS1 E indiv. S Cp #S

VS1 E indiv. #S Cp #S

VS1!, S2 E indiv. S1! E S2 -> #Si Cp #S'2

(5.17)

(5.18)

(5.19)
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hierarchy defined by the possible part relation: Xp. There is no need for a reflexive
case. We define Xp in terms of -<p in the usual way:

Xp, -<p: V(ecolJndiv) x V(ecolJndiv) h-► bool (5.20)

(5.21)

Note that the part hierarchy is only defined on ecological entities. Although mem¬

ber and subdivision may be relevant for values, {e.g. blue C {red,green, blue},
{blue, red} C {red,green, blue}, we are not interested in composite entities that
integers or colours may be parts of.

The intended semantics for this relation is analogous to Cp. 'Sp Xp denotes
that [in the world] all entities of sort Sw are composite entities which have parts
of sort Sp. For example, iclaw -<p lion'' says that all sorts of lions have claws.
claw -fC animal says that "it is not the case that all sorts of animals have claws"
which is true because only some animals have claws. Given this interpretation, if
we were building a comprehensive knowledge base, we would have claw -fip lion,
but claw Xp feline from which we would infer that claw Cp lion because lion CI

feline. This suggests a relationship between the sort and part hierarchies. Finally,
it should be possible for a set of claws to collectively be a component of a paw on

the basis of the fact that a claw is part of a paw. To accommodate these cases,

we also require:

VSP, Swi, Sw C ecoLent. {Sp Xp Sw) A (Swl C Sw) —> Sp Cp Swl (5.24)

It turns out that (5.17), (5.18), (5.19) and (5.23) are basic cases and we may

replace Cp by Cp. However, (5.22) may be inferred from (5.17) and (5.23) and
is thus redundant. For example claw Cp j^claw Cp feline and (5.16) implies
claw (fff feline, even though claw Xp feline. It turns out that (5.24) is also
redundant and may be inferred from (5.17) and (5.25) the fifth and final basic case

listed below. We need this to enable a set of claws to be a component of a lion,

given a claw is part of a feline as in the example. Similarly, claw Cp ftclaw Cp lion

WTp,Tw □ ecol-ent.

VS CI ecoljent. Sc Xp Sw —► Sc Cp Sw (5.22)

Tp Xp Tw ^ #TP Cp Tw (5.23)
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and (5.16) imply claw <£p lion.

VSp, S, Sw C ecoLent. (Sp -Kg Sw) A (S C Sw) -> #SP Cp 5 (5.25)

Everything is now in place to define the possible component relation. Although
Co and Cp are similar in basic structure to the corresponding subtype, part and
component hierarchies, Cp is more complex than C®, -<£, or Co- Rather than a

single explicit relation which is directly defined, Cp is defined in terms of 5 separate
cases which are in turn based on the following three things:

1. the notion of a collection type; i.e. using # derived from set, U and \t.
2. the sort hierarchy; i.e. [Is
3. the possible part hierarchy; i.e. -<p

The first is described in § 5.3, and forms the backbone of the theory. The latter
two are defined by the end user and/or knowledge-base builder. The five cases are

represented by the following five relations, pos-member, possubdiv, pos.colLpart,
d-possubdiv, and d-pos_colLpart. For each we give an English translation, and an

example.

pos ..member(S, #S) says that it is possible for an entity of type #S to be subdi¬
vided into member entities of type S.
e.g. pos..member(tree, #tree) says that a collection of trees can be subdi-

I

vided into member trees.

pos.subdiv(#S, #S) says that is is possible for an entity of type #5 to be a sub¬
divided into entities of type #S (called subdivisions).
e.g. possubdiv(#tree, fytree) says that a collection of trees can be subdi¬
vided into (sub-)collections of trees.

pos-coll_part(#Sp, Sw) says that a composite entity of type Sw can subdivided
into collections of parts of type Sp. This is true when Sp -<p Sw.
e.g. pos-colljpart(^branch, tree) says that a tree can be subdivided into
collections of branches.

d-possubdiv($Si,#S-2) says that says that is is possible for an entity of type

ftS?, to be subdivided into entities of type #S\. This is true when S\ \ZS S2

(also called subdivisions).
e.g. d_possubdiv(#pine, jf^tree) says that a collection of trees can be sub¬
divided into collections of pines (because a pine is a tree).
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d.pos.coll.part(^Sv, S) says that a composite entity of type S can subdivided
into collections of parts of type #SP. This is true when for some sort Sw,
Sp -<p Sw and S Cs Sw
e.g. d.pos.coll.part(^branch, pine) says that a pine can be subdivided into
collections of branches (because a pine is a tree, and a branch is a part of a

tree).

Although there are 5 cases here, there are still only three fundamental kinds of
component relation: member-set, subdivision-set, and part-composite (see begin¬
ning of § 5.6.2). The 2nd and 4th cases above both correspond to subdivisions-set;
cases 3 and 5 both correspond to part-composite. Cases 2 and 3 differ from cases 4
and 5 in that the former are basic and the latter are derived (hence the d. prefix).
The formal definition of Co and Cp in terms of these five cases is given below. We
use -<p rather than -<p to avoid redundancy which would arise because both -<p
and Cp are transitive. Formally:

V5 IZS indiv. pos .member(S,#S) (5.26)
\JS Cs indiv. pos.subdiv(#S, #5) (5.27)

WSP, Sw \ZS ecol.indiv. (Sp -<p Sw) <-> pos.coll.part^Sp, Sw) (5.28)
VSi, S2 \ZS indiv. (Si \ZS S2) «-> d.pos.subdiv(#Si,#S2) (5.29)

VSp, S, Sw IZS ecolJndiv. Sp -<p Sw A S Sw
<r-> d-pos.coll-part(#Sp, S) (5.30)

VTC, Tw Cs indiv.

pos.member(Tc, Tw)
V pos.subdiv(Tc,Tw) V pos.coll.part(Tc, Tw)

V d.pos.subdiv(Tc,Tw) V d.pos.coll.part(Tc,Tw) TC<ZPTW (5.31)

ScCpSw -> SccpSw

Sc Cpsm A Sm Cp Sw ScCpSw (5.32)

Thus Co is wholly induced from #, Cs, and -<p. All 5 basic cases use the
notion of a collection. The first two use only this notion, the third uses the notion
of a part, but not subsort. The fourth uses the notion of subsort, but not part,
the final case uses both subsort and part.
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cp in conjunction with C not only enables us to blur the distinction between
the various kinds of substructure, but it also enables us to recover the information
if required. We merely analyse the types of the components. For example:

• If the type of the component is S and the type of the whole is #5, then it
is a member relation.

• If the types of the component and the whole are both #S, it is a subdivision
relation.

If Ec Co Ew, where EC:TC and EW:TW, then by axiom 5.15 Tc <ZP Tw. This means

a chain of one or more of the 5 basic cases defining Cp holds. A trace of this path
in the Cp hierarchy gives the information we need. Suppose paw -<p mammal
and lion C mammal C animal; pawl C predators is permitted by paw Cp

#animal which is derived by ordered application of posjmember, djpos.colljpart,

posjmember and d_possubdiv. Formally:

paw Cp #paw Co Hon Cp jfclion Cp #animal

Note that for ecological entities, G is a special case of the C relation. Formally:

\/Em:Tm.WEw:set(Tw). Em C Ew A set(Tm) C set(Tw) <-> Em G Ew
e.g. pawl'.paw ln:lion pride: set (lion) predators: set (animal)

In C pride A set(lion) C set(lion) <-> In G pride
In C predators A set(lion) C set(animal) <-+ In G predators

However, even though paw 1 C In, because there is no Tw such that paw:set(Tw),
pawl In.

5.6.3 Example

We illustrate all 5 cases using the following trivial sort and part hierarchies.

branch Cs ecoljndiv pine [Is tree Cs ecolJndiv
branch -<p tree

This induces the possible component relation, shown in figure 5-3. This fully
characterises the space of possible component relations for this simple example.
The root node of the possible component hierarchy is #indiv.

Suppose an ecologist is interested in modelling a forest stand with substruc¬
ture. Suppose the stand consists of various individual trees as well as a substand
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(^#mdiv^) pos member

d_pos_subdiv

(^Jtpine
pos_member

\_pos_subdiv

Part Hierarchy

tree

T
branch)

Subtype Hierarchy

The possible component relation is wholly induced using the notion of a collection
in conjunction with the sort and possible part hierarchies. It defines the space of
possible components.

Figure 5—3: Induced Possible Component Relation
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stand: fftree
pinetrees : ffpine
pinel,pine2 : pine
brl,br2,6r3,6r4 : branch
treel,tree2 : tree
branchesl,branches2 : #branch

stand

branchesl branches2 pinel pine2

component
All three different kinds of substructure are represented in a uniform manner. The
nature of a particular substructure relationship is inferrable form the types of the
entities.

Figure 5—4: Substructure of a Forest Stand

consisting only of pines. Each tree may or may not have branches that are of
interest. Different sets of branches might receive different amount of sunlight, and
thus must be distinguished. Figure 5-4 shows such a component hierarchy for this

hypothetical stand. Although there are different kinds of component relationships,
all are components and may be created and viewed as such by the user without

having to worry about the nature of the component relationship, nor the types
of the components or wholes. The possible component relation helps ensure that

only sensible substructure is defined. In § 5.6.6 we discuss the use of quantification
and indexing concisely to represent substructure of a more uniform nature.
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5.6.4 Homogeneity

In Elklogic, the notion of homogeneity is easily defined. A type T is homogeneous
iff T Cp T. Note that normally, this is not the case, (e.g. tree <f_p tree). All set

types are homogeneous by rules 5.27,5.31, and 5.32, but all sorts are assumed to be
non-homogeneous. As noted in § 2.5.4.6 some kinds of entities are homogeneous
(e.g. a region). Thus we require region Cp region which allows two entities
of the same sort to be related by C. This may be accomplished by specifying

region -<p region. This allows a region to be a component of a region just as

branch -<p tree allows a branch to be a component of a tree. Of course we still
require that tree <f_p tree; this is true so long as tree -fC tree. Summarising,

• For all sorts S, the type #5" is homogeneous.
• A sort S is homogeneous if and only if S -<p S.

This de facto classifies homogeneous types into two categories: sets and sorts.

Homogeneity is related to the continuous/discrete distinction. Most continuous
entities appear to be homogeneous, but the reverse it not true. For instance, a

region is mathematically continuous, but a finite set is not. However in ElkLogic,
because there is no need to specify members of sets, sets behave much as if they
were continuously decomposable.

In ELK, the only way to distinguish between a set which is apparently con¬

tinuously decomposable, and other homogeneous entities like sand and sugar is

by analysing the types of the possible component-whole relationships. Sets are

necessarily viewed as consisting of (not necessarily explicit) components whose
type is different than that of the set; the same is not true for sand. That is for

any sort S, S Cp #<!?; however there might be no sort Sc such that Sc 7^ sand
and Sc Cp sand. It is possible for such an Sc to exist e.g. Sc = grain; this is

accomplished by specifying grain -<p sand. Thus we can accommodate both the
continuous and the discrete view of things like sand and sugar. This is also useful
for time.

Time is the most important homogeneous concept that we are concerned with.
It is continuously decomposable, yet we also have the need to view periods of time
as of sets of shorter periods of time. For example, a yr:year may be thought of

simply as a year; alternatively it may be viewed as a set of 52 weeks, or a set of
365 sets of 24 hours. The representation for time is given in § 5.6.6.2.
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All homogeneous types represent kinds of entities that (in the world) have the
following property: the distinction between an entity of that kind, and of sets
of entities of that kind is not fundamental, and can be blurred. For sets, this is

captured by the fact that once flattened, all sets look the same (# is designed
to capture this). For a non-homogeneous sort S, all the different subtypes of #S
(e.g. set(S)) do not represent fundamentally different kinds of entities. For a

homogeneous sort S, this property is reflected by the fact that a set of entities
of type S may still be viewed as an entity of type S. Thus, for a homogeneous
sort 5, the types S, #S, and S® do not represent fundamentally different kinds
of entities.

We discuss homogeneity further in § 8.6.2.2 where we compare our theory with
others designed specifically for representing the concept of continuity and being
able smoothly to shift perspectives from discrete to continuous and vice versa.

5.6.5 Discussion

We now illustrate how the abstraction provided by # is useful when defining
substructure. Suppose an instance of a lion population is created. Suppose that
later this population is subdivided into two subpopulations. After the substructure
is defined its type is no longer correct and must be updated. Formally:

Initially : In .pop: set (lion)
Subsequently: pridel:set(lion) pride2:set(lion)

pride 1 Co In.pop pride2 Co In.pop
Now : In.pop: set (set (lion))

Suppose there was an individual lion (say man.eater:lion) that was deemed sig¬
nificant enough to be included explicitly in the lion population (i.e. man.eater Co

ln.pop). Now, the type of In.pop is set(lion U set(lion)). If the prides were further
subdivided, the type would change again. This is unsatisfactory. From the users

point of view, a population of lions is a still a population of lions however it may

be subdivided. Thus, at some level of abstraction, its type should not change.
Collections that we type using # give us exactly that level of abstraction. Be¬
cause we only allow explicit creation of sets using # there is no need to update
types of entities as their substructure changes.

The least types of collections are defined implicitly by the component relation.
Though a simple procedure exists which can compute least types, (implemented in
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Prolog), we have not found it necessary to use it. All we ever need to know about
the more specific type of an entity of type #S is whether it can be expressed as

set(S), set(#S), set(set(#S)), etc. This is dynamically determined by examin¬
ing the substructure of the collection which is defined using C (see example on

page 140).
Cp and -<p are examples of a class of permission relations whose role is to ensure

consistency in the description of the ecological system, not to describe it. This is
the basis for distinguishing the general/ecological and the ecological system levels.
This class was mentioned in chapter 4. Another example is an implicit relation
called entityJype which characterises what all the entity types are. Formally,

entity Jype : V(entity) i—> boot
VT C entity, entityJype(T)

VT ^ entity, ^entityJype(T) (5.33)

These relations are all used similarly. For example, if -^entityJype(wazoola) then
it is impossible to have instances of wazoolas in the description of the ecological

system. Similarly, because claw <fj tree, we cannot say that some particular claw
is a component of some particular tree.5

The analogy with sorts can be taken further. The sort animal is a subset of
all entities in the world. Analogously, paw Cp lion can be taken to be the subset
of all paw-lion part-composite relationships in the world. In mathematical terms,

just as animal is the subset of all instances of the type entity, paw Cp lion is a

subset of all the ordered pairs which define the C relation.
We have certainly not solved the whole problem of representing substructure.

One important flaw in the current definition of Cp arises when there are subsorts
for parts. For example, \ipineJbranch C branch and branch -<p tree, and maple C

tree then pineJbranch Cp maple by application of posjmember, d-pos.subdiv, and

pos.colljpart and transitivity. Specifically:
1

pineJbranch Cp ftpineJbranch Cp #branch Cp tree

5 In the implementation there is an explicit unary relation sort such that VT C
indiv.sort{T). Thus S, the set of all sorts is represented implicitly. entity_type is
implicitly defined in terms of sort and #. Types using set explicitly are not used except
to check for computing things like average, maximum as discussed above.
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This is clearly wrong. The flaw is in the transitive inference jumping across the
second case. Thus the inference embodied in Cp with respect to the sort and

j

possible part hierarchies is not sound.
Because of how Cp is used, this is not overly damaging. It is more important

that it permits all sensible substructure than to prohibit all senseless ones. The

presence of these flaws means that in certain cases, the system will not be able
to spot inconsistencies. Although not optimal, this situation is not unusual. A
similar situation exists with the qualitative reasoner QSIM which can give rise to

spurious results (see [Kuipers, 1986]).
Even if Cp was perfect (i.e. by allowing all and only sensible component-whole

relationships with no computational redundancy) this is not sufficient. There are

other things that must be guarded against when defining substructure. These
include:

• subdivisions:

- a set cannot be a component of a set which is a proper subset of it.
• overlapping:

- two lions ought not have the same leg.
- two trees ought not have the same branch, but:
- two sets may share members
- two geographic zones may overlap and have shared regions
- two one week intervals can share a day if they are not contiguous.

• how many parts:
- a person should not have more than one head
- a lion should have no more than 4 legs

Regarding subdivisions, Cp only checks that the type of the sets are compat¬

ible, it does not know about actual members. Suppose lnl,ln2 C pride 1, and

/nl,/n2,/n3 C pride2, where lnl,ln2 : lion, and pridel,pride2 : j^lion. Even

though pride2 C pride 1 is otherwise permitted because ftlion Cp it should
be forbidden.

In general overlapping appears to make sense for sets and for homogeneous
individuals and should be allowed. By default, all sorts are assumed to be non-

homogeneous and thus no overlapping should occur. Where overlapping should
be permitted, this may be accomplished using the possible part relation as noted
previously. If there is overlapping of wholes, C is a graph, otherwise it is a tree.
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The current version of ELK does not check for overlapping. However, § 5.6.4 and
this discussion indicate that this feature could be added with minimal conceptual
effort.

As part of the general/ecological knowledge base, we should further say that a

person has exactly 1 head, and a lion exactly 4 legs6. However, in the conceptual
model of a particular ecological system, we certainly do not want to insist on

the explicit creation of components corresponding to all parts of complex entities.
This is analogous to not insisting that a set have explicit members. As we can

create a pride with no explicit individual lion members so also can we create a lion
with no individual legs. We discuss this matter further in § 8.6.2.1.

5.6.6 Indexing

The above mechanisms are very general and suitable for representing a wide variety
of substructure relationships. However, there are various special cases which we

still need to cater for. For example, there might be 20 similar trees in a stand.
We might wish to subdivide a pride by sex, colour, and age. Having manually to
create 20 tree entities (trl,tr2, ...) is neither convenient nor concise. Similarly,
we would not wish to require specifying all the different subdivisions manually. In
this section we describe various indexing techniques to make this more convenient.
All that is required is to specify the number of trees to be created, or what the
different values of sex, colour, and age groups are.

5.6.6.1 Pure Indexing

We use the notation /, to refer to the set of integers from 1 to i. To create 20
instances of tree, each a component of stand: set(tree), we do the following:

tr : natural i—> tree

V/ £ I20. tr(I):tree
V/ € 120- tr(I) Co stand

In § 7.4.1 we show how this specification may be created using ELK. Other things
are possible, however we do not have interface commands for all of them. For

6 We are not concerned with rare cases of two-headed people or 3-legged lions.
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example, using this technique, in conjunction with Cp it is easy to specify that all
the trees in some set have 10 branches. Also, different trees may have a different
numbers of branches. For example:

V/ G /19.VJ G ho brnch{I, J)'.branch
V/ G /19.VJ G ho- brnch(I, J) Co tr{I)
VJ G h brnch{20, J)'.branch
VJ G I5 brnch{20, J) Co tr{20)

This is a purely syntactic technique; there is no semantic information contained
in the term denoting the entity. The /'th tree is not inherently different from the
J'th one, although in the real world and/or in the simulation they may have dif¬
ferent growth rates, size, etc. Another example where indexing may effectively be
used is for representing time substructure. The representation for time is discussed
next.

5.6.6.2 Representing Time

Suppose we wish to run a model for a period of 7 years, where each year is subdi¬
vided into 12 months. We can represent this as follows. First we introduce basic
time sorts for each time unit {e.g. year, month, week). These are subsorts of
time. Let 7yrs:#year represent the overall time period. It has 7 component years

(yr(l),..., yr{7)), each of which has 12 component months. We first describe the
obvious way to represent this which was used in [Bundy & Uschold, 1989]. After
that, we note some problems with this approach and adapt it accordingly. Let

mnth(I, J) denote the J'th month of the /'th year. Formally:

yr : natural i—> year

mnth \ natural x natural t—> month

V7 G I7. yr{I):year
V/ G /7.VJ G /i2- mnth{I, J):month
V/ G h- yr{I) Co 7yrs
V/ G /7-VJ G 1x2- mnth(I, J) C0 yr{I)

Depending on the needs of the modeller, each month might further be subdi¬
vided {e.g. into days). To permit this substructure, we require that day Cp month,
month Cp year, etc. Because 7yrs:set{set{month)), we also require j^month Cp
year. We accomplish this by using the -<p hierarchy. Just as branch -<p tree im¬
plies that #branch <ZP tree so also does month -<p year imply ftmonth Cp year,
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as required. We do not want to allow a year to be part of a day and thus must

prohibit larger time units from being components of smaller ones. To achieve the
desired effect, we place all the time sorts in order in the part hierarchy. Formally:

We require that these times are totally ordered. To achieve this, we define a

unary function next from times to times. This behaves as a successor function;
the order is implied. Formally:

Although we have stated that the term mnth(3,2) denotes the 2nd month in
the 3rd year, the term does not itself carry enough information to produce this
semantic interpretation. Furthermore, not all the substructure is explicit in the
terms. In particular, the representation of the various parts of the substructure of
the overall interval are distinct (yr(I) is not obviously associated with mnth(I, J)).
We introduce an alternate scheme to address these shortcomings.

The expression, timjdim.fn2(7yrs,year,month)(3,2) denotes the 2nd month
of the 3rd year. The third year is denoted by timjdim^fn\(7yrs,year)(Z). Not
only can the meaning be easily derived from this representation, but so also may

the substructure be inferred. The former is a component of the latter by virtue of

sharing common values for the first index. In general, a substructure relationship
can be inferred when the first j indices are identical, where j < n. This inference
is analogous to inferring that {Ln:lion\sex = male, colour = brown} is a subtype
of {Ln:lion\sex = male} in many logics with subtypes [Cardelli, 1989] (i.e. purely
from the structure of the expressions). Formally:

ViV, Ah, N2,..., Nn : natural.VT, T\, T2,... Tn C time.WE:T
where Tn -<p T„_ 1 -<p ... -<p Tx

timjiim.fnn : T x V(T\) x ... x V(Tn) 1—> (naturaln 1—> Tn)
timjdim.fnj(E, 7\, T2,..., Tj)(N, Ni, N2,..., Nj) C

tim.dimJnn(E, 7\, T2,..., Tj,..., Tn)(N, Ah, N2,..., Nj,..., Nn)

day, week, month, year [Is time

day -<p week -<p month -<p year

next : time y—> time

mnth( 1, J + 1) if I = 12
mnth(I + 1, J) otherwise
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We have made a formal distinction between so-called primitive time entities

(■yr80:year) and sets of times, (80s: set(year)). Although this is useful for enabling
us to perform certain kinds of computation (e.g. an average), it does not reflect
a real difference between a year and a set of years in the same way that a lion is
different from a set of lions. Both yr(l) and lyrs can be viewed as specific periods
of time of some length. Unlike for ln:lion and pride:set(lion), there is nothing in
principle that we can do with one but not the other.

To compute the average weight of a single lion (at a some time) is meaningless.
Average only applies to sets. However, it does make sense to compute the average

weight (of an entity) in yr( 1) because we can further subdivide it into entities
of the same type (i.e. time). We can subdivide any year into months so that
it is entirely reasonable to say that yr( 1) : set(month), or yr( 1) : set (set ((day))
if the year were divided into months each of which were subdivided into days.
We cannot further subdivide lion into entities of the same type. Because time is

homogeneous, time, #time, and time® are not fundamentally different (see end
of § 5.6.4).

Consider the following expressions:

average(\E:physjobj.weight(E, T), SetE) (5.34)

average(XT' :time.weight(E, T'), T) (5.35)

maximum(\Ti:time.average(\T2:time.weight(E, T2), Ti), T) (5.36)

5.34 is well typed only if SetE:set(physjobj). It may be computed only if SetE
\

has explicit members. In either case, it means the same thing. Because time is
homogeneous, 5.35 should be well typed whether or not T is explicitly of type

set(time). If T:year in expression 5.35, the expression denotes the average weight
of entity E for the one year period represented by T. If T has no substructure, the

average may not be computed in the usual way. If T has a number of instances
of month as components, then the average may be computed, but its meaning is
the same. It would not be possible to compute expression 5.36 unless additionally
each month was further subdivided (say into days). This is one case where the
system must know more about the type than can be represented using the #
notation alone. It does not suffice to know that lyrs:ftyear, in order to calculate

explicitly an average, or the maximum of several averages, the system must know
whether lyrs is an instance of set(time) or set(set(time)) respectively. If lyrs
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is a set of years, each subdivided into months, then lyrs : set(year) and 7yrs :

set (set (month)).
\

5.6.6.3 Attribute-Based Substructure

By attribute-based substructure, we mean we subdividing a set of entities based
on the values that these entities have for certain attributes (e.g. to subdivide a

population in to two according to sex). The usual way to represent this substruc¬
ture is to define subtypes corresponding to different values of different attributes.
For instance, the type of male lions might be defined by: {L:lion\sex(L) = male}
[Cardelli, 1989]. This approach requires sophisticated browsing techniques to deal
with the following:

• it gives rise to an infinite lattice, when all values of all attributes are incor¬

porated.
• many of the new types will no longer correspond to natural kinds in any

useful sense.

• most of the subtypes will be used infrequently if at all

We have chosen a different approach which requires users only to browse through
the sort hierarchy which will usually consist of natural kinds. There is no need
for even simple induced types like set(lion) to appear explicitly. Instead of rep¬

resenting male lions as a type, we create instances of lion and incorporate the
substructure in the name of the instance (e.g. ln(male):lion)7. It is rare that we

should be interested in modelling a single male lion, but we may very well choose
to subdivide a pride into male and female sub-prides. We might represent this
by pride(male):#lion and pride(female):#lion. Rather than being a constant
of type #/fon, pride would be a function mapping values of the sex attribute to
entities of type j^lion.

Before we give the formalities, we describe a mechanism for typing values for
attributes like colour and sex whose value spaces are specified as finite sets. There
are two possibilities. First, if the values are of a commonly used sort, it may

be convenient to give the sort a name and place it in the sort hierarchy under

' The idea of incorporating substructure information in the instance name rather
than in the type system was Alan Bundy's.
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value. This is often convenient, but not always. Consider the attribute colour.
In English, the word 'colour' is ambiguous in that it refers both to the attribute
(e.g. colour of a lion) and the value of the attribute (e.g. brown is a colour). One
might use 'colours' for the value sort and 'colour' for the attribute, however this
is not a satisfactory solution in general. It demands that two different primitives
are used to refer to different aspects of the same underlying concept. This goes

against our general philosophy of retaining connections. As a practical matter, it
may not always be easy to think of sensible names, and is a nuisance to have to
do so.

An alternate approach is to automate the typing of the values for such at¬
tributes. We use the sort function v which given the name of an attribute, returns
a subsort of value. Formally:

VU C value, v : (ecol^ent x time *—* V) V

It is only required when the value space is finite, and not itself a sort. By contrast,
the value space for weight is the set of positive reals denoted by the sort: positive.
Using facilities for defining attributes to be described in chapter 6, the value space

for the attribute colour may be given as {green, brown}. This implicitly specifies
the following:

v(colour) C value
green:v(colour)\ brown:v(colour)

We now give the type of pride in the example:

pride : v(sex) i—» fylion

There is a potential practical problem of redundancy if more than one attribute
uses the same sort of values (e.g. eyejcolour, skin_colour). We discuss how this

j

may be dealt with when we give examples in chapter 6.

Suppose we wish further to subdivide the female pride (but not male) into
two age groups. In general, specifications for complex nested substructure may

be given in an AND/OR tree. Let the age groups be adult and cub. This spec¬

ification gives rise to, three entities, pride(female'(adult)), pride(female'(cub)),
and pride(male). Here we have lost the formal connection between female and
female'. To recapture this we introduce a series of higher-order functions analo¬
gous to timjdim-fnp, these are att-dim.fni (i indicates the number of arguments
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pride

old young
This specifies that the pride is to be subdivided by sex into male and female sub¬
divisions. The female, but not male subdivision is further subdivided by age into
two groups: old and young.

Figure 5—5: Specifying Attribute-Based Substructure

of the output function). It automates the creation and typing of functions from
subdimensions to dimensions given an AND/OR tree which specifies the substruc¬
ture (see figure 5-5). We use attJlim.fn\ to define female' automatically in
terms of female. For example pride(attjdim.fni(female, age)(cub)) might de¬
note the collection of female cubs, where cub is defined as some interval, (e.g.
[0,1] : set (positive)). We thus retain an explicit connection with female, and
avoid proliferation of names like female' which would get out of hand except in

very simple cases for nested substructure.
There is one last minor point. If a user initially defines pride as a set of

lions, and later decides to define substructure, the type of pride would have to

change, pride would no longer denote the pride. This creates a problem for the
user interface which can be resolved in one of two ways. First, the user may be
prevented from referring to pride as they initially did. Second, they can still do

so, but the system will have to keep track of what they really mean. The first is

unnecessarily restrictive to a user and thus unacceptable. The second forces the

system to create another instance which refers to the whole pride and must always
be careful to convert pride to this instance whenever entered by the user. This is

workable, but we have chosen an alternative which has neither of these problems.

pride stays exactly as it was, and we wrap att-dim.fn\ around it at the outer
level. Thus, we represent the collection of female cubs as:

attjdim-fni(pride,sex)(attjdim-frii(female,age)(cub)). If both males and
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females were subdivided by age, the female cubs would be represented by:

att-dim-fri2(pride, sex, age)(female, cub). Formally,

VT, T\, T2,..., Tn:ecoljent.

Wi, V2,..., K-.value.

attjdim-fnn

att-dim-frii(pride, sex)
att.dimfemale, age, colour)

female' = att-dim-fn\(female, age)

(T x (Ti x time t—> Vf)

x(T2 x time i—> V2)
x ... x (Tn x time Vn)) 1—>

(V® x V® x ... x V®) ^ r

u(se:r) i-» #lion

positive® X v(colour) 1-* u(sex)

positive0 1—> u(sex)

So, except at the outer level, attjdim.frii is used to map values of subdimen-
sions to dimensions. At the outer level, it maps values in the first dimension to
the type of the subdivided entity itself. This can be thought of as the value of
the degenerate Oth dimension of substructure). The types of the n-ary functions
produced by att-dim-frii (i.e. using the 0 notation) imply that there are two
kinds of indices to these functions. One is individual values (e.g. male:value);
the other is sets of values (e.g. cub = {0,1 }:#value).

The complete specification of the substructure in the above example is repre¬

sented below:

VSex £ {male, female}.att-dim-fni(pride, sex)(Sex) Co pride
VAge £ {adult, cub}.attjdim-frii(pride, sex)(attjdim-fni(female, age)(Age))

Co attjdim-fn\(pride, sex)(female)
The user is of course never expected to create, examine, or modify this directly.

The natural way to view this substructure is as an and/or tree (see figure 5-5). In
§ 7.4.2 we describe the interface by which a user creates and modifies this and/or
tree. ELK uses the specification of that tree, to implicitly specify the terms given
above. Those terms directly reflects the meaning of the instances and the overall
substructure of the pride. For example:
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WTm:time.

WX € attjdim.fn(pride,sex)(male).sex(X) = male
WX £ att.dim.fn(pride,sex)(att.dim.fn(female,age)(cub)),

sex(X) = female A age(X, Tm) £ cub
This does not mean that a cub will never grow up, but that when does, it is

no longer a cub. In general:

WTm:time.

WT C. #ecoLent.VVi,V2 □ value.
YValx'.Vi.WaW.ViXVals : #Vi
VAi~.ecol.ent x time i-» V\.WA2~.cc0l.ent x time i—>■ V2.

VE1,E2,E3:T.

Vattjdim.fni(Ei, Ai)(Vali):T.
Wattjdim.fni(E2, A\){Vals):T.
Watt .dim.fni(E3, A\){att.dim.fn\{A2, Vall)(Vah))~-T.
WX € Ex.Ax{X,Tm) = Vah
WY € E2.A1(Y,Tm) eVals
WZ € E3.Ai(Z, Tm) = Va/i A A2{Z,Tm) = Vah

and

WV,Vr,V2 C wlue.
WVakV.WVah: Vx .WVal2: V2.

WE1, E2~.#ecol.ent.
VA:ecol.ent x time P.

WAi~.ecol.ent x time ► 14.

VA2~.ec0l.ent x time 1—► V2.

att.dim.fn(E, A)(Val) C0 ■£■

att.dim.fn(E, Ai)(att.dim.fn(Vah, A2)(Valf)) Co attjdim.fn(E, A\)(Val\)

This may continue in a recursive manner to allow for arbitrarily deep nesting.

Possible Dimensions

Usually, the entity being subdivided will be a set. The possible dimensions for
defining substructure include the attributes of the base sort (S"), plus those of the
corresponding collection type (#5). Thus a lion population may be subdivided
according to age which applies to lion, or qnam.ent(average, age) which applies
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to setifion). If age is used, then att.dim.fn(ln.pop,age)(cub) denotes the subset
of the lion population which are cubs. If cub = [0,1], then

\/Tm:time.WL £ attjHm.fn(ln.pop,age)(cub). age(L,Tm) £ [0,1]

If average age is used as a dimension for defining substructure, then the population
being subdivided must be a set of sets. The sets in this set of sets are of [at least]
two kinds. One kind is a set characterised by the average age of the member lions

being between 0 and 1. The set of all sets of this kind is denoted by:

att.dim.fn\(ln.pop, qnam.ent{average, age))(cub)

Furthermore,

VT :time.\/Lp:#lion.

Lp C attjiim.fn(ln.pop,qnam.ent(average,age)){cub)
—» qnam.ent(average,age)(Lp,T) £ [0,1]

Note also that although we require that In.pop is a set of sets in the latter example,
it need not have explicit member sets. This is a consequence of the fact that we

never require explicit members for any collection. The only possible exception
would be if an explicit calculation were to be performed for maximum, average,

etc. This is up to the user to decide.
If a set of sets of sets of lions is being subdivided, then the attribute

qnam.ent (maximum, qnamjent (average, age)) could also be used as a dimension
for defining substructure. This would enable us to distinguish different sets of sets
of lions on the basis of what the maximum average of the member sets of each set
of sets was. It is unlikely that this level of nesting would ever be required, but due
to the uniformity and generality of the representation for attributes, it is allowed.

*

ELK is able to unpack the expressions and determine the meaning of the logical
terms denoting the component entities.

This representation is very similar to that used by [Mellish, 1988]. Both are

notational variants of property lists. Our representation shares the advantage of
Mellish's in that the syntax of the terms directly reflects the substructure repre¬

sented. However, in the latter, the terms are purely syntactic. It is not possible
to give them a semantics and logical typing without introducing redundancy as

described above. Using the att.dim.frii representation, the meaning of the terms
is immediately available. Furthermore, it is trivial to infer the substructure rela¬
tionships between the entities that they denote.
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Attribute-based substructure is only concerned with member and subset, not

part-composite. However we have incorporated all kinds of substructure, attribute-
based and otherwise, into a single framework using the C0 relation and its tran¬
sitive version C. The attribute-based method which uses indexing is only useful
when there is considerable uniformity in the substructure being defined; it uses C0

indirectly. For defining arbitrary substructure relationships the indexing technique
is inappropriate; C0 is used directly.

5.7 Representing Ecological Model Variables

Finally, we consider how to represent model variables in such a way as to be
able to recover ecological information to explain the model. The obvious way to
do this is to let the functions corresponding to the attributes also be the model
variables. We shall refer to this as attribute-variable conflation; it is the approach
taken in [Bundy Sz Uschold, 1989]. Thus number(wbjpop,T) would be the model
variable corresponding to the number of wildebeest.8 Similarly, weight(grass,T)
would be the model variable for the weight of grass. This approach goes directly

against one of our main 'techniques', namely the separation of the conceptual
model (i.e. ecological system description) and the simulation model into distinct
representations. When first introducing model variables in § 2.4.1 we said that
variables are idealisations of attributes not identical to them. We have argued
extensively in chapter 4 why this distinction is important. We review the main

points briefly here and elaborate on some more specific points. This distinction
facilitates meeting the following requirements:

1. to facilitate model comprehension
2. to identify the idealisation search space

3. to ensure consistency
4. to retain explicit connections between frequently used concepts and thus

avoid a proliferation of primitives
5. to allow proper typing of parameters

8 Strictly speaking, the variable is a unary function and should be represented as:

XT:time.number(wbjpop, T)
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6. to have a direct and obvious representation of model variables

The first three points require no additional comment here. On the fourth point,

suppose we wish to model the attribute weight in different ways as described in
§ 2.5.5.5. There would no longer be a single function weight, but possibly many,

each with different (albeit related) value spaces. Formally we might have:

weight : phys.obj x time i—» positive

weight' : phys.obj x time i—> {small, large}

weight" : phys.obj x time i—> {small, medium, large}

Information about the general concept of weight must be duplicated three times
with slight variations. We no longer have a single fixed concept of weight (i.e. the
real world attribute) from which the idealised versions may derive. This makes
it harder to use general purpose machinery to give an ecological account of the
model variables, harder to identify the idealisation search space, and harder to
ensure consistency.

Points 5 and 6 are less important, but worth mentioning. Many attributes
which vary in real life may be idealised as being constant (i.e. modelled as pa¬

rameters). In our example simulation model, the number of predators is fixed.
In table 2-1 the model variable for this was correctly typed: njpred: real, but
contained no ecological information. If we conflate attributes and variables, we

would represent this model variable as:

XT:time.number(predators, T) : time i—► real

This gives us the ecological information that we require, but it is the wrong type.
To assign such model parameters values requires quantification over all times. This
is undesirable.

Finally, model variables are of chief importance in the model; the representa¬
tion should capture them in a natural and obvious way. All proper model variables
are unary functions from time to some value space. Because most attributes are

binary functions mapping entities and time to some value space, it is not imme¬

diately obvious what the actual model variables are. For example the expression:

number(Set, T) may be used in the context of many different model variables and
parameters. To get an explicit representation of a single model variable, we must
instantiate one argument and use A-abstraction as we did above. This is a minor
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annoyance. This only affects the system developers and is largely irrelevant to the
users who would not normally see the complex logical terms and expressions.

We avoid all of these problems and meet our requirements by using higher-order
functions to define an explicit mapping from ecological attributes [and process

effects] to model variables and/or parameters. We have three of these:

• attvar-fn maps ecological attribute and ecological entity pairs to proper

model variables

e.g. attvar_fn(number, wbjpop) : time i—> positive is the model variable
corresponding to the number of wildebeest.

• attparm^fn maps ecological attribute and ecological entity pairs to param-

e.g. attparm.fn(number,predators) : natural is the model parameter cor¬

responding to the number of predators.
• effvar^fn maps ecological effects to effect variables

e-9■ effvar.fn(wb.eaten') : time »—► positive is the partial rate variable
corresponding to the number of wildebeest eaten by the predators per year.

Recall that an effect variable may be a partial rate variable, an intermediate

variable, or a parameter depending on how the process is idealised.

In § 6.4.2.3 we say how processes are defined; there we give a proper representation
of the real effect wbjeaten' in terms of processes, attributes, and entities. The
details of the types of the variables represented above would vary according to
the idealisation choices made. The types of these functions are given below. We

give the abstract types also, to elucidate the relationship between ecological and
modelling concepts not captured by the object-level types. In each case, V is the
idealised version of the value space V'.

eters

\/E:T.T C ecoEent.V, V' (Z Rvalue

attvar.fn : attribute x entity propvar

attvar.fn : ((T x time) i—> V') x E i-> (time i—> V)

attparm.fn : attribute x entity i—» parameter

attparm.fn : ((T x time) i—» V) x E i—> V

effvar_fn : effect t—> propvar

effvar.fn : (time (—> V') i—> (time > V) (5.39)

(5.37)

(5.38)
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Usually, V = V or is a set of equivalence classes in V. For example, each of
small, medium and large are equivalence classes for real.

We meet requirement 1 (from list on page 172) because these expressions are

directly expressed in ecological terms; it is a trivial syntactic matter to gener¬

ate English text explaining the ecological meaning of each model variable. ELK

does exactly this (see § 6.8 for examples). Additionally, it is possible to explain
where and to what extent idealisation has occurred (see discussion on meeting
requirement 4 below).

We meet requirements 2 and 3 by maintaining explicit separation of the eco¬

logical level and the runnable-model level. There are various idealisation decisions
that may be made going from the conceptual model to the simulation model. One
of these is the choice of value space; another is how to model the effect of a process.

We ensure that the choices made are consistent with the ecological system. For

example, we would not allow predation to cause the number of the prey population
to increase.

The separation of the ecological system description and simulation model also
facilitates meeting requirement 4. To illustrate this, the three model variables
corresponding to the three idealisations of the weight attribute might be:

attvar_fn(weight,phys„objl) : time i—> positive

attvar.fn(weight,phys-obj2) : time i—> {small, large]

attvar-fn(weight, phys-obj3) : time i—> {small, medium, large]

We create a distinct model variable for each entity which has a certain attribute.
The decision of which value space to use is made independently for each. The
default values are taken from the general/ecological knowledge base where the
attribute weight is characterised. We use meta-level constructs for this; the details
are in chapter 6. Thus we record in a single place the knowledge about an attribute;
this knowledge may be used again and again. This avoids proliferation of primitives

(like weight', weight"), facilitates both consistency checking, and the use of general
mechanisms for automatic model documentation.

We meet requirement 5 because parameters are represented as constants, not
functions on time.

We meet requirement 6 because each ecological model variable is associated
with exactly one '_/n' expression which has the right type.
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The upshot of this is that rather than substantially change the representation of
the runnable model, we can augment it. The runnable model that we create using
ELK may be exactly as in figure 2-4. The types may be exactly as in table 2-1.
What differs is that we record a wide variety of extra information which resolves the
above problems in particular, and meets the many design requirements discussed
in chapter 4. The nature of this extra information in the context of this simple
model was outlined in § 2.5.1.

Although one is ecological information, and the other runnable-model informa¬
tion, both attributes and model variables are object-level functions. The distinction
we require between ecological and modelling information is made at the meta-level.
One class of meta-level constructs is used to create attributes, and another to cre¬

ate model variables (details in chapter 6).

5.7.1 Induced Model Variables

The function qualifiers (e.g. average) induce new object-level functions be they
attributes or variables. Thus, even with no ecological information the system can

provide a limited amount of support in generating new variables. Given the func¬
tion njwb, a user can select the induced model variable qnam(maximum,njwb).
This would be useful if there was a specific time period over which computing
the maximum value of njwb was interesting. They need only indicate which time
periods they wish to have the computation performed with respect to. The system

can do the rest. Formally:

ri-wb : time »positive

qnam(maximum,njwb) : set(time) i—► positive
qnam(maximum,njwb)(80s) = max({njwb(yr80),..., n-ivb(yr89)}

Where max is a unary function returning the maximum of a set of values. This

support is much more worthwhile if maximum or other qualifiers are relevant for
other variables and/or if the same time periods are useful for other purposes. If
it was a one-off case, there would be little to argue in favour of using maximum
instead of max when defining the equations. This illustrates the general princi¬

ple that frequency of use determines the worthwhileness of additional expressive

power.

If the user wishes to compute the maximum size of a few lion prides, the system
can offer no support unless the lion prides are represented. The user will otherwise
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manually have to specify what they require using max. Formally:

maxjno(yr89) = max({sizejpridel(yr89), sizejpride2(yr89),...})

Whether we represent entities or not, we need separate variable names for the size
of each pride. Where we win by having entities is that the system can do some

of the work. A user would merely have to tell the system to create a variable

corresponding to the maximum number of a particular set of prides at some time.
The end result is the same. Formally:

\

pridel,pride2,pride:#lion; pridel,pride2 C pride; pride = {pridel,pride2}
attvar-fn(qnam_ent {maximum, number), pride) : set{#lion) i—► positive
attvar.fn{qnamjent{maximum, number), pride)(yr89)

= maximum(\P:#lion.attvar-fn{number, P){yr89), pride)
= max{{attvar.fn{number,pridel)(yr89), attvar_fn{number, pride2)(yr89)})
= max{{sizejpride\{yr89), size.pride2{yr89)})

Note that this implies that model variables must be defined corresponding
to the number attribute of each entity. This could be done automatically by the

system, or may have already been done by the user. We discuss the implementation
issues in more detail in chapters 6 and 7.

It is important to note that induced attributes and variables are exactly anal¬

ogous to regular ones in that they are treated in the same way for most purposes.

For example, we might have a model variable corresponding to the induced at¬
tribute qnamjent{average, fecundity) representing the average fecundity of some

population. This is treated just like any other attribute of a set entity. The set

may or may not have members. If not, then no computation of average can take
place. A value assigned to a variable corresponding to this attribute represents
the fecundity of an average individual in that population even though none of the
members are explicitly represented. Fecundity is likely to be constant and thus

represented as a parameter.
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• Entity types
— sorts: real, lion
— simple set types: set(lion), set (set (integer))
— collection (arbitrary set) types: j^lion
— arbitrary entity types: indiv®
— union types: lion U set(lion)
— complement types: indiv® \t indiv

• Relations:

— type relations: relations that hold between types
e.g. □, Cp, Xp

— regular relations: relations that hold between entities
e.g. C, €, predation

• First order functions:

— type function: a function that returns a type
e.g. set, #, ®, U, \t.

— regular function: a function that returns an entity
e.g. njwb, weight, number

• Higher order functions:
e.g. rate, maximum, average, qnamjent, qnamJim

Figure 5—6: Type Classification

5.8 Summary and Conclusion

We have presented almost everything we need to know about the underlying for¬
malism for the object-level language. Note that, the object/meta distinction is not
what distinguishes ecological information from the runnable model. The object
language is used to represent both. That distinction is made at the meta-level.
Some of the constructs we have introduced are useful for both levels, some only for
one or the other. The gross structure of the type hierarchy is given in figure 5-2.
This is summarised with examples in figure 5-6.

With the exception of the regular functions and relations (defined in the figure),
all of this comprises the immutable kernel of the object language. It includes
mostly a framework with virtually no ecological vocabulary. In order to describe
ecological systems and models, users modify the vocabulary by editing the sort

hierarchy, creating and destroying instances, and creating and destroying functions
and relations which correspond to attributes, model variables and processes. For
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example, creating the model variables like n.wb, or attributes like weight results
in new object-level functions. Thus, the users play a significant role in defining
the object language.

We distinguish between creating and defining functions and relations. The
former means to give it a type and add it to the vocabulary of the language. The
latter means to supply the n-tuples. In the case of a function, this means saying
how it is computed. The relation C0 is created by the system, but defined by
users. C® is created and partially defined by the system and partly defined by
the user. !ZS is wholly and implicitly defined by the system in terms of C®. We
allow for dynamic creation of new sorts, regular relations, and regular functions.
The latter are almost always either model variables or attributes. We do not allow
creation of any type functions, type relations, or new higher-order functions.

The most important object-level constructs that are explicitly created by users

are regular functions corresponding to attributes and model variables. In the ker¬
nel, there are no model variables and only one attribute (number). We require
meta-level constructs (alias Prolog facts and predicates) for creating and char¬
acterising object-level functions and relations. For example, we have an explicit
meta-level construct (att.def) which is used to define attributes. We would use it
to define number and weight (from § 5.4) as follows:

att.def (weight,phys.obj,positive)
att.defi(number, jfindiv, natural)

A prime (') denotes that a simplified version of the actual ElkLogic construct is
being used. Full details are in chapter 6 and summarised in appendix C.

It is important to stress that the underlying complexities of the theory pre¬

sented in this chapter are not seen by end users. For example, the rather ugly
att.dim.fni constructs used to represent substructure are automatically created
as the result of the user specifying an and/or tree. We provide a friendly interface
whereby users can gradually specify complex nested expressions using average,

maximum etc without ever seeing a parenthesis, or a A. These and many other
examples of how ELK is used are described in chapter 7.

It is important also to understand the advantages bought by the added com¬

plexity. The chief use of higher-order functions is to keep the number of primitives
small. This allows general purpose facilities to generate textual documentation
of the specification. The .fn higher-order functions make explicit the connection

)
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between the ecological attributes and the model variables; this is one important

way to ensure model comprehension. Another use of the higher-order functions,
in conjunction with the type structure is to ensure consistency and reduce the
modelling search space. These points have been discussed in chapter 4 and are

further illustrated in the subsequent chapters.

This concludes the presentation of the underlying theory of ELK. In the next
two chapters, we describe the implementation. There are two main aspects: repre¬

sentation and elicitation. Chapter 6 deals with the representation; in it we present
a variety of meta-level constructs similar to attjdef. We show how these constructs
in conjunction with the ones described in this chapter may be used to describe
the required information for our example model. Chapter 7 describes how ELK is
used to elicit descriptions of ecological knowledge, systems, and simulation models
from the user, and how to run the latter.
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Chapter 6

ELK: Representation

6.1 Introduction

In designing and implementing ELK, we reformulate the ecological modelling for-
malisation problem. The main issues that we face in this context are:

• model comprehension
• expressive power

• conceptual distance
• assistance during elicitation

Model comprehension arose as a major requirement in the simulation domain. It
is useful both:

• after a model is constructed, so that others may more easily understand the
model and use it more effectively

• and while the model is being constructed so that a user can see what they
are doing.

It is facilitated primarily by the separation of the ecological and simulation mod¬
elling levels. That separation has been dealt with briefly in chapter 5, we treat it
more fully in this chapter.

We have explored the expressive power issue in some detail already; however
our treatment is incomplete in two ways. First, we have not yet covered all the
types of predication that we require (e.g. we have neglected the dialogue level).
Second, we have discussed the issue chiefly from a theoretical point of view; we

must consider implementation issues. These are covered in this chapter.
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The design of the language has been constrained in a fundamental way by the
requirement that ultimately, the conceptual distance experienced by end users is
minimal. Thus, we have been driven to represent many ecological concepts.

Provision of adequate assistance is multi-faceted. Important issues that we

have discussed in this regard include: managing choices (i.e. search space iden¬
tification and control), flexibility, relief from redundant and/or menial tasks, and
consistency checking. All of this must be present in the context of an easy to use

interface. Much of the necessary support for this is presented in this chapter; the
ELK interface is presented in chapter 7.

In this chapter we complete our treatment of the expressive power issue by
describing the constructs used in ELK to represent and reason about the variety of
predications listed in the beginning of chapter 5. Some will be virtually identical
to the object-level constructs presented in chapter 5, others will require elabora¬
tion. A key theme will be that of implicit specification. By this we mean that a

significant portion of the final collective specification of ecological and simulation
modelling information will be inferred rather than explicit. The simplest example
of this is (Z® which is the transitive closure of C®. If ELK explicitly represents
lion C® mammal and mammal IZ® mammal, it will infer lion [Is animal using
rule 5.1. The major uses of this are to achieve economy and modifiability. This is
traded off against efficiency. In most cases, efficiency has not been an issue. Where
it has, some form of compiling has been used. For example, it is not necessary

for users to create sorts explicitly. Anything that goes in the C® or -<p hierarchies
must necessarily be a sort. It would be possible to not record sorts explicitly,
but to infer their existence dynamically, however this is impractical. Instead, ELK

infers their existence when users edit the above-mentioned hierarchies and stores

them explicitly as Prolog facts. Although the emphasis will be on implementa¬
tion in this chapter, we will type most of the meta-level constructs introduced.
This is in the interest of being precise, and serves as a high level form of program

documentation.

We then show how our formalism serves as the foundation for solving the

problems of conceptual distance, and model comprehension. In chapter 7 we

address the remaining issue of providing assistance during the overall process of
acquiring formal descriptions of ecological knowledge, systems, and models.
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In doing this, we will be simultaneously testing our ontology completeness and
usefulness hypotheses. The first is that all useful information with respect to
the process of ecological modelling can be classified in our four-level knowledge
ontology. The second is that this is a useful thing to do.

6.2 Introducing ELK

One of the main design constraints is that it must be very easy to modify the

general/ecological knowledge base by adding and/or removing sorts, attributes,
and part links to suit the specialised needs of individual users. Because we cannot

anticipate all the aspects of an arbitrary ecological system every user will have to

play knowledge base designer some of the time. Therefore, we have designed ELK

so that the original knowledge base builders and end users use exactly the same

tools for editing the knowledge base. With one exception (noted later) we have
succeeded in this aim. '

Both object- and meta-level constructs are used by ELK to specify information
at all four major information levels in our knowledge ontology. We have not

yet covered dialogue level constructs, which are all at the meta-level. We briefly
review the constructs that we have seen so far classified into three of the four

major information levels:

General/Ecological Level: In editing the sort and/or part hierarchies, users

are directly defining the object-level relations d* and -<p. Adding to the
sort hierarchy also (indirectly) updates the meta-level relations sort, and
the induced relation entityJype which records the valid entity types. For

example, to say that lion d* mammal means that sort(lion) from which
we infer entityJype(ff lion). To create attributes we require a special meta-
level construct (att.def) which specifies the types in addition to various other
useful information.

Ecological System Level: In creating entities, specifying their substructure,
and indicating what processes they are participating in, users are modifying
the description of the ecological system. The creation of entities defines the
[system-created] instance relation, is implicitly defined (by rule 5.9).
Specifying substructure defines C0- Specifying that entities participate in

processes defines process relations (e.g. predation).
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Runnable Model Level: By creating model variables users create object-level
functions. A construct analogous to attjdef is used which specifies the func¬
tion type and contains other useful information.

The meta-level constructs capture a wide variety of information that is re¬

quired by ELK, but is not represented in the object-level theory. Some are used to
define the object-level language, {e.g. att-de/); others are merely used to direct
the course of the elicitation process {e.g. the dialogue level constructs) and/or
to maintain consistency. The constructs presented in this chapter correspond di¬
rectly to Prolog facts or predicates in the implementation. Most of the time,
they are exactly the same. The exceptions correspond either to simplification or

rationalisation. Some details are too low-level to be worth including.

Echoing the structure of chapter 2 we first present the details of how to repre¬

sent the runnable model. We then address the general/ecological knowledge base,
the ecological description, and finally the dialogue level constructs. In chapter 7,
we show how ELK is actually used.

i

6.3 Runnable Model

Because the representation of the runnable model is distinct from the represen¬

tation of the ecological information, it is possible to represent simulation models

using no ecological information at all (as in figure 2-4). In this section, we give
the details of that representation by defining a variety of constructs to represent
model variables, initial values, and equations.

6.3.1 Pure versus Ecological

The intention is that these constructs will rarely be used directly. Instead users

explicitly associate the simulation model with the description of the ecological
system. For example, ELK provides a command which enables a user to create the
model variable n„wb and explicitly associate it with the attribute number of the

entity wbjpop. The formal connection is made using attvar.fn and effvar_fn.
i

ELK also provides a command for choosing equations that apply in specific
ecological contexts. For example, to compute the variable wbjiensity, the user

may select an equation for computing population density which divides the number
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of individuals in the population by the area. The equation itself is of the form
D = N/A. However, the variables D, N, and A have explicit ecological meaning.
Collectively, the equation and the ecological context in which it applies is called
an "ecological schema" (details in § 6.4.4).

That using ecological information to construct simulation models facilitates
both model comprehension and model construction is the central message of this
thesis. The chief technique for facilitating model comprehension is the separation
of the ecological and simulation modelling levels in conjunction with explicit asso¬

ciation of model components with the ecological system. This enables models to
be self-documenting. This separation of ecological and modelling information and
bridging the two inherently reduces conceptual distance by allowing ecologists to

'speak' in a familiar language. It also helps define and constrain the modelling
search space.

In spite of these benefits, we believe that users should not be forced to make
such associations with every aspect of the simulation model. For example it may

not be obvious how to do so, or the immediate benefits may be outweighed by
the inconvenience. Consider cf.born in the example model. It represents the total
number of wildebeest calves born in a year. If there is no specific entity corre¬

sponding to the wildebeest calves, it is difficult to accurately record the ecological

meaning of the variable. To go through the bother of subdividing the wildebeest
population just for this purpose might not seem worthwhile. To accommodate
such situations we provide a mechanism for defining model variables directly, with
no association with ecological concepts. These are called pure model variables,

they contrast with what we call ecological model variables.
We have a similar distinction for schemata. A pure schema records no explicit

connection with the ecological meaning of the inputs and output(s). For example,
the direct proportionality relationship uses the equation f — a * x. f,x, and a

may correspond to any number of things. The counterpart of a pure schema is
an ecological schema. For example, the inputs and output for the equation for

computing the population density are restricted to specific types with ecological
meaning. In particular, the output must correspond to a model variable which

represents the attribute pop.density of some entity of type #animal. There are

many advantages of using ecological schemata in preference to pure ones. Chiefly,
it helps ensure appropriate use of schemata. For example, ELK would not allow
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this schema to be used to compute a variable representing the weight of grass

(grsjwt). This not only ensures consistency, but restricts the choices faced by the
user when selecting schemata.

However, even if we wanted to, it would be very difficult to force users always to
use ecological schemata in preference to pure ones. This is because the particular
equation that the user requires may not be available in the ecological schema
library. A facility for dynamically building up the ecological schema base is difficult
to provide, and constitutes an interesting knowledge acquisition project. This will
be come clearer in § 6.4.4 when we elaborate on ecological schemata. It is much
easier to create pure schemata (dynamically or otherwise). All that is required is
to give the inputs and output(s) and the equation. Currently, there are enough
schemata to construct the whole of the example model. In the interest of short
term expediency, most of them are pure schemata which are simpler to create
than ecological schemata (in the current version of ELK). Schemata can only be
created manually; however it would be a trivial exercise to implement a facility
for dynamic creation of new pure schemata.

Summarising, the representation for the runnable model is distinct from the
representation of the ecological information. Users may specify the model directly
by creating pure model variables and by using pure schemata. Alternatively, they
may specify ecological information first, and then create the runnable model by
explicitly associating it with the ecological system being modelled. It is possible to

specify the entire runnable model directly, using no ecological information at all.
However, this would be inappropriate use of ELK, taking no advantage of its main

features; one could be as well or better off using another tool to build models.

6.3.2 Creating Model Variables

Object-level functions corresponding to model variables are created using a series
of 1 -variable' meta-level constructs (e.g. state-variable, prate-variable). There is
one for each kind of variable. To define the functions we need to specify two things:

1. its name (e.g. njwb)
2. its range (e.g. real)

There are additional bits of information required to specify a model variable fully.
The details of what is required varies according to the kind of variable.
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• order: specifies whether the value space corresponding to the range has the
property of being ordered.

• obtaining values: this differs according to the kind of variable.
- parameter: a value {e.g. wb_fec = .5)
- state variable: an initial value {e.g. njwb = 39000)
- partial rate, intermediate, and exogenous variables:

specification of how the function is computed.
• increment/decrement information: (for partial rate variables only) It must

be specified which state variable(s) are incremented and/or decremented.
• text: a string of text to document the variable. Normally this is automatically

generated.

Subsequent values for state variables are computed by integrating differential
equations. The ordered property is needed to check whether these functions may

be used as arguments to maximum, average, etc. The system knows that real is
ordered, but the user has to say whether something like {red,green} is ordered.

Values for parameters and initial values for state variables are easily provided.
The representation for specifying how to compute intermediate, exogenous, and
partial rate variables, is described in § 6.3.4. The following specifications create
the variables njwb, wb.eaten and wb.fec from the example model in chapter 2.

statejvariable'{njwb, positive, 39000)
parameter'{uob-fec, positive, .5)
prate jvariable'{wb-eaten, positive, ??, no, njwb)

The prime indicates that we have omitted the text argument, positive is the sort of
positive real numbers. The object-level interpretation of this is given below. The
fact that njwb is a state variable means that it is computed using a differential
equation. This is discussed in § 6.3.4.

njjvb : time > positive

njwb{tinn) = 39000

wb-fec : positive

wb.fec — .5

wb.eaten : time i—► positive

Partial rate variables correspond directly to flows in system dynamics models.
The 4th and 5th arguments in the pratejvariable' construct give the state variables
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which are to be incremented and decremented respectively, wb.eaten decrements
the state variable n.wb; 'no' denotes that no state variable is incremented.

The '??' denotes that the system expects something in that slot; in this case

an equation for computing the variable. Normally, the documentation would be
automatically generated by ELK, (see § 6.8 for examples).

For conciseness, we shall generally leave out this argument. We also leave out
the order argument since this will usually be determined by the type of the range

of the function. To type these constructs, we introduce some meta-level types as

follows:

• spec is the sort of all simple atomic specifications.
• un.spec the sort of specifications denoting a form of being unspecified. It is

a subsort of spec. There are three instances
- 'na': not applicable
- 'no': could be specified, but is not
- not specified yet, but it should be

• eqnid: identifier for some 'black box' which is used to compute the value of
the variable, complete with the names of the variables used as inputs.

The first two have no object-level interpretation. We discuss eqnid in § 6.3.4.
There is a considerable variety of the specification sorts serving different purposes

in various contexts. The different kinds are represented as subsorts of spec. Their
instances constitute the valid inputs to the various 'slots' in the n-ary meta- and

object-level relations. Thus :un.spec, un.spec C spec. Note that in though we

are overloading 'd' in this presentation, ELK distinguishes the meta-sort hierarchy
from the regular one. The idea of organising these specification types and instances
this way is for conceptual clarity and to facilitate consistency checking. It is also

t
used to generate choice menus for these slots.

Note that these meta-types are somewhat different from the meta-types dis¬
cussed in chapter 5. The earlier ones have direct correspondence to object-level

types. For instance we use variable as a short hand for the type: (time i—>

value) U value. Meta types like spec do not have any such correspondence to

object-level types. Both kinds of meta types are used to type meta-level constructs.
See appendix C for a complete summary of all the meta types and instances.

The types of the ..variable [meta-level] constructs are:
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state^variable': variable x Rvalue x value i—> bool

parameter.variable': variable x Rvalue x value i—> bool
exogenous-variable': variable x Rvalue x eqnid h-* bool
intermediate-variable' : variable x Rvalue x eqnid i—> bool

prate.variable' : variable X Rvalue X eqnid X variable2
i—► 600/

Note that Rvalue is used as the type for the range of the function. This allows
the range to be specified as a sort {e.g. integer:set{integer)), or as a finite set {e.g.
{black, brown, white) : set{v{colour))). The range information could be used to

spot runtime semantic errors. The values of variables should always stay in the
specified range. The value of a variable representing the colour of a sheep should
not be red; similarly weight should never go negative.

6.3.3 Pure Model Variables

With respect to the runnable model, the _variable constructs just described are

sufficient. They carry no ecological information. The _variable constructs are im¬
plicitly created using explicitly specified pure and ecological variables. There are

four constructs which are specified explicitly, pure.prate.var is for pure partial
rate variables; pure.modeljvar is for all other pure model variables. Correspond¬

ingly, effect.var is used for ecological partial rate variables, and att.var is used
for all other ecological variables. Ecological variables are discussed in § 6.4.3.

Some examples of creating pure model variables are given below. For all pure

variables the user must manually provide text documenting the meaning of the
variable. ELK does this automatically for ecological variables.

pure.model-var'{n.wb, positive, stvar, ??)
pure.model.var'{n.pred, positive, parameter, ??)

pure.prate.var'{wb.eaten, positive, na, n.wb)
pure.prate.var'{bms.eaten, positive, bms.wb.pop, bms.predators)

The type of the pure.model.var construct is similar to that of the four _variable
constructs (excluding prate.variable). One difference is due to an additional ar¬

gument for specifying the kind of variable. We use the meta-type var .spec for
this. It has has 4 instances: stvar, intvar, extvar, and parameter. The only
other difference is due to the fact that the argument for obtaining values differs
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for different types of variables. It may be either a value, or an equation identifier.
Formally:

pure-model jvar' : variable x Rvalue x var^spec x value U eqnid t—► bool

The purejmodel-var specifications implicitly instantiate one of four _variable
constructs. The argument for specifying the kind of variable is used to create
the appropriate _variable construct. The purejpratejvar specifications implicitly
instantiate the pratejvariable construct. Users must explicitly give the name of
the state variables which get incremented and/or decremented. One argument is
for the state variable which increases, one is for the state variable which decreases.
We shall see that this is done automatically for ecological partial rate variables.
Either but not both of the inc/decrement slots can be 'na' which denotes: not

applicable. If both are filled, this corresponds to the system dynamics case which

presumes a transfer of material from one tank to another. This is simulated by

increasing and decreasing two different state variables by the same amount. The
type of the purejprate-var construct is exactly the same as the prate-variable one.

We do not repeat it here. In § 6.4.3.3 (page 216) we compare pure and ecological
variables.

6.3.4 Equations and Schema

In our example model, and in general, there are two distinctly different kinds
of equations: differential, and non-differential. The specification constructs used
in ELK for representing these are virtually identical to those used in the original
ECO program [Uschold et al, 1986]. The majority of the code in ELK related to

equations was directly lifted. We discuss differential equations first.

6.3.4.1 Differential Equations

The differential equations for the simulation model are fully characterised by the
_variable specifications. They are automatically generated by ELK. Because we use

Newton's method for numerical integration, the differential equations are turned
into difference equations before the model is run (as noted in § 2.2.3). This works
in the following way:

1. There is exactly one differential equation for each distinct state-variable

specification.
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2. This gives rise to a unique net rate variable which is the left hand side of
the equation.

e.g. rate{njwb)
3. The right hand side of the equation is obtained by adding all the partial rate

variables defined by prate ..variable specifications whose increment argument
refers to the state variable, and by subtracting all the partial rate variables
defined pratejvariable specifications whose decrement argument refers to the
state variable.

It is a simple matter for the system automatically to create equation 2.10 from
the following specifications. That equation is repeated here using T:time rather
than yr{I):year for simplicity.

state jvariable'{njwb, positive, ??)
pratejvariable'{wb.eaten, positive, na, njwb)
prate jvariable'{wbjdie, positive, na, njwb)
pratejvariable'{cf^surv, positive, njwb, na)

rate{njwb){T) = —wb.die{T) — wb.eaten{T) + cf.surv{T)

Recall that the left hand side represents the net rate of change of the number of
wildebeest which decreases due to mortality and predation, but increases due to

reproduction. The terms on the right hand side are partial rate variables each rep¬

resenting the contributing effects on the wildebeest population due to one of these

processes. Note that we use the atomic variable names rather than the var.fn

expressions in both the specifications and the equations. This is for readabil¬

ity, both for end users and the reader [of this thesis]. Users cannot be expected
to cope directly with expressions like attvar.fn{number,wbjpop). The system

provides default names for ecological variables {e.g. numberjwbjpop)', users may

override them as desired {e.g. njwb).

6.3.4.2 Non-differential Equations

We require a mechanism for specifying how variables like wb.eaten, and wbjiie
are computed. These will in turn depend on other variables and parameters. For

example, equation 2.8 indicates that wb.eaten depends on njpred and spr jpredjwb.
The former is constant and thus a parameter in'the model. The latter is computed
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1. wb_die
2. n_wb
3. spr_wb_surv
4. wb_eaten
5. n_pred
6. spr_pred_wb
7. wb_htime
8. wb_cap_cf
9. wb_density
10. n_wb (see line 2)
11. area_sgti
12. ap_htime
13. ap_cap_cf
14. ap_density
15. n_aprey
16. area_sgti (see line 11)
17. wb_repro
18. spr_cf_surv
19. grs_wt
20. dry_ssn_rain
21. cf_born
22. wb_fec
23. n_wb (see line 2)

This computation network for the Serengeti model depicts variable dependency
information in a convenient format. It is implicit in the set of equations which
constitute the model (see figure 2-f). See figure 6-2 for further details.

Figure 6—1: Serengeti Computation Network

«I
and depends on several other variables corresponding to the attributes handling
time, capture coefficient, and density of the wildebeest and aggregate alternate

prey populations. The dependency of variables on other variables and parameters
constitutes an acyclic graph which we refer to as the computation network. A

simplified view of the complete network for the example model is given in figure 6-
1. A more detailed view including the equations is given in figure 6-2. Each are

examples of ELK output.

Although figures 6-1 and 6-2 give an adequate summary of the state of the
specification, there is one major aspect that we have not yet described: reusable
schemata which give rise to each equation. For example, there is a commonly
used equation used for direct proportionality:- f — a * x where a is the constant
of proportionality. This is used to compute three of the model variables in the
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rate(n_wb)(T) = -wb_die(T) - wb_eaten(T) + wb_repro(T)

1. wb_die = n_wb* (l-spr_wb_surv)
2. n_wb (SV)
3. spr_wb_surv = 0.95

4. wb_eaten = n_pred*spr_pred_wb
5. n_pred = 1200
6. spr_pred_wb = wb_cap_cf*wb_density/

(1+ (wb_htime*wb_cap_cf*wb_density +
ap_htime*ap_cap_cf*ap_density))

7. wb_htime = 0.08
8. wb_cap_cf = 317
9. wb_density = n_wb/area_sgti
10. n_wb (SV)
11. area_sgti = 1000000
12. ap_htime = 0.05
13. ap_cap_cf = 100
14. ap_density = n_aprey/area_sgti
15. n_aprey = 4200
16. area_sgti = 1000000

17. wb_repro = cf_born*spr_cf_surv
18. spr_cf_surv = (grs_wt+0.05)/ (75+grs_wt)
19. grs_wt = 200+dry_ssn_rain*2
20. dry_ssn_rain = 250
21. cf_born = n_wb*wb_fec
22. wb_fec =0.5
23. n_wb (SV)

This shows the differential and non-differential equations which constitute the ex¬

ample model of the Serengeti (see figure 2~4)- The latter give rise to an acyclic
directed graph. The root nodes correspond to partial rate variables, or possibly
intermediate variables which are not used to compute anything, but are of interest
as an output of the model (e.g. an average over the course of the simulation).
There are two kind of leaf nodes, state variables (e.g. njwb) and parameters (e.g.
ri-pred). This is a more verbose version of figure 6-1.

Figure 6-2: Serengeti Equations
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example {wbjeaten^ cf-born, and wbjrepro). A schema has a number of inputs
and outputs, and an arbitrarily complex procedure for computing the outputs
from the inputs. In our example, these procedures are fairly simple equations.

Also, our schemata only have one output. For example, the schema for direct
proportionality is defined as follows:

pureschema{dirp, {a:, a}, {/}, / = x * a, 'Direct Proportional Relationship').

A schema is instantiated by assigning a model variable to each input and
output. To distinguish it from other uses of the same schema, we give it a unique
name. This schema is instantiated to compute wbjeaten as follows. A unique
name is generated (dirp/3); the input a is assigned to spr-pred.wb, and x to

njpred. This is represented as follows (using Prolog terms):
Instantiated schema identifier: ischema('dirp/3' ,dirp, [x,a])
Attach output to variable outarc(wb_eaten, 'dirp/3' ,f)
Unique input identifiers: inarc( 'x.5', 'dirp/3' ,x)

inarc('a.4','dirp/3',a)
Attach variables to input identifiers: tie ('a. 4' , spr_pred_wb)

tie( 'x.5' ,n_pred)
Note that each schema has a unique identifier for each input. The variables that

these correspond to are specified using the tie construct. This is somewhat more

complicated than it might be to facilitate maximum flexibility in changing inputs
and outputs. For example, if it turns out that The variable for the a input should
be different, only the tie specification need be altered. Other examples explaining
the flexibility of this representation are described in [Uschold et al, 1986]. This is
not central to our concerns, nor does ELK currently make full use of the flexibility
afforded by this representation. We omit typing these constructs.

At this point, we can say exactly what goes in the eqnid slot in the _variable
constructs for intermediate, exogenous, and partial rate variables. It is the instan¬
tiated schema identifiers {e.g. dirp/3). In conjunction with the above constructs,
this identifier characterises how to compute the variable.

Logically, each schema is a function of type valuen ► value. These functions

correspond to procedures in conventional programming languages (subroutines in
Fortran). An instantiated schema corresponds to an expression of type value

(usually real) with unbound logical variables for time. For example, the above
specification says that:
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VT : time.wbjeaten{T) — dirp{njpred,spr_predjwb{T))
= njpred * sprjpredjwb(T)

6.3.5 Running the Simulation

We have now described the formal representation for runnable models and shown
how various constructs may be used to define model variables and differential and
non-differential equations. To run a model, all parameters and state variables must
be initialised and the differential equations numerically integrated. Additionally,
users must specify which variables they wish to output, and how frequently.

The program generation component of ELK is crude and intended for demon¬
strative purposes only. Functionally, it amounts to re-implementation of the code
generator in ECO [Uschold et al, 1986]; however the simulation is run in Prolog,
not Fortran. To do this, we simply added assignment and looping constructs and
made Prolog behave like Fortran (consequently, the simulations run very slowly).
Other than short term expedience, we do not claim any advantages of this ap¬

proach over generating and running Fortran code.
When the user issues a compile command, the computation network is topo¬

logical^ sorted. Each node gives rise to a Prolog goal isomorphic to what would
be a subroutine call in Fortran. These are placed in a loop exactly as they would
in a Fortran program. The compiler detects intermediate variables that do not

belong in the main loop because they are constant {e.g. spr.cf^surv, and grsjwt).
These depend ultimately only on parameters, not on state or exogenous variables.
They are computed once only, before the main simulation loop is executed. These

belong to the third point along the continuum of variability discussed in § 2.4.1.1

(page 47); this is the only time that we distinguish these intermediate variables
from other proper model variables. The execution of the simulation is isomorphic
to that of the Fortran program that the old ECO would have generated.

The simulation may be run over and over with different values for state vari¬
ables and parameters. Of course, if the computation network changes in any other
way {e.g. adding a variable, changing the input to an instantiated schema), it must
be recompiled. Currently it is the user's responsibility to recompile the model if

they change it; it would be a minor task to enhance ELK so that it checks for this.
Another frill that could be easily added is to do run-time consistency checking to
make sure value spaces are not violated. For example, the number of wildebeest
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could conceivably go negative. All variables whose value spaces were constrained
in some way and could be violated should be checked for this at run time. This
is an example of how having an explicit ecological account of the model can be
useful.

It is evident from the above discussion that the programs currently generated
could trivially be translated to Fortran and run efficiently. However, there is a re¬

stricted class of models for which this is currently possible. We have not explored
in detail what the limitations are, however it is likely that complex substructure
will require something fairly clever. Although, this is not central to our concerns,

we recognise that it is an important problem that will need to be solved before
programs generated using an ELK-like approach can be used in anger. Some pre¬

liminary work has been done by others in our research group in converting models
with substructure similar to that described § 5.6.6.3 into Basic.1

As it stands, the constructs used to represent the runnable model can repre¬

sent differential (and difference) equations models which incorporates the system

dynamics framework. As a target language for runnable simulation models it is
sufficiently powerful to represent a wide range of useful models, and is thus entirely

adequate. That portion of ELK which may be used to build and run simulation
models using the runnable-model constructs only offers no significant advantages
over tools like ECO [Uschold et al, 1989] or Stella [Lewis, 1986]. We need to go

beyond the runnable-model level to meet our requirements from chapter 4; these
are:

• to facilitate model comprehension
• to reduce conceptual distance
• to assist in the identification of the idealisation search space

• to ensure ecological consistency checking
• to provide relief from menial and/or redundant tasks

To meet these requirements, we must represent ecological information. This
is discussed in the next section. This gives rise to a greatly enhanced modelling
tool which far surpasses that of ECO and more conventional tools like Stella. The

improvement will derive both from:

1 Robert Muetzelfeldt, personal communication.
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1. increased ease with which models may be
- comprehended (by recording ecological meaning of model elements)
- constructed (by reducing conceptual distance)

2. the ability to build more complex models

The second point is important, but the emphasis in this thesis is much more on

model comprehension and construction. To some extent the extra complexity of
the models is not due to a more expressive runnable-model language, but the
existence of high-level constructs {e.g. substructure, aggregation operators like
average) that can be compiled into this language.

6.4 Ecological Information
In this section, we explore how the representation for the example model in chap¬
ter 2 is augmented to include the necessary ecological information. Although,
ultimately the final model may appear exactly as it did in chapter 2 variable
names and all, the difference is that the variable names link into a network of

ecological information that will have been used in the construction of and can be
used to explain the model.

We have already discussed how much of the ecological information we require
is represented. We have concentrated on describing the object-level language. We
have skimmed over the sections on attributes and processes which require meta-

level constructs to be specified. In the following sections we summarise the material

already presented and elaborate as appropriate. All the examples are based on

what is required to describe the ecological and simulation modelling information
for specifying the simple Serengeti model. Later, we consider briefly how this may

be extended and the usefulness of doing so.

6.4.1 General/Ecological Knowledge

The general/ecological knowledge base contains the following:

• various general purpose functions and relations:
e.g. set, U, maximum, qnamjent

• a hierarchy of types of entities induced from a hierarchy of sorts:

e.g. C, Cs
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wb lion hyena

Figure 6-3: Serengeti Sort Hierarchy

• what sorts of entities can be composed of what other sorts of entities:

e.g. Cp
• information about the attributes that apply to these sorts of entities

e.g. number applies to entities of type set(entity).
• information about processes that these sorts of entities participate in that

affect the attributes.

e.g. animals prey on animals

6.4.1.1 Types, Substructure

The following sorts of ecological entities are adequate for the basic needs of the
simple Serengeti model: ecosystem, phys-obj, lifeform, animal, plant, wb, lion,
hyena, and grass. We also make use of the induced collection sorts, #wb, #lion,

j^hyena, and #animal. These are organised in a simple sort hierarchy illustrated
in figure 6-3.

There is no part-composite substructure required, thus the possible part hier¬
archy (^p) is not used. The induced possible component relation permits the set
substructure that we require. In particular, #lion Cp ftanimal and fthyena Cp

#animal permit us to explicitly create the aggregate predator population.
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6.4.1.2 Attributes

To fully specify the general/ecological knowledge regarding an attribute, we require
the following:

• A: the [name of the] attribute {e.g. sex)
• T: the entity type to which it applies {e.g. lifeform)
• ICs: the value space defining its range {e.g. {male, female})
• DVs: a dimension value space if applicable {e.g. {male, female})
• Vb: a variability specification {e.g. constant)
• Val: a default value if applicable {e.g. na2)

For finite value spaces, the user must also indicate whether the values are ordered
or not. The system knows this already for number sorts like real, and positive.
Because order is a property of value spaces, not of attributes, we omit the order
specification in this discussion.

The dimension value space is a finite set of values which is used to define
substructure for entities of a specific type. These represent equivalence classes on

the value space. For example for the attribute weight, small might be equal to the

range from 0 to 10 (for some unit). It is unusual for this to be appropriate to be
defined at the general ecological level since these classes will rarely be universally
recognised as standard. A counter example is given in the example above for sex;

another might be the age categories for lion {cub, adult}.
The variability time scale is an indication of on what time scale the value of

the attribute for that type changes. Currently we just have two points on this
scale; constant denotes an effectively infinite time scale; variable everything else.
More points on this scale {e.g. year, week) could be used in conjunction with
the specified time scale of the model to suggest whether an attribute should be
modelled as a parameter or a constant. For instance, capture coefficient for a

population will not ordinarily change. For variables, the default value slot is not

applicable.
Some attributes have generally applicable default values. For instance, the

fecundity of wildebeest populations may be the same the world around. A de¬
fault value would denote the average fecundity of all wildebeest. If there are

2 Recall, this is for not applicable.
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useful default values which do not hold generally, these do not belong in the gen¬

eral/ecological knowledge base. In § 6.5.3, we describe a separate mechanism to
handle that case.

The construct used to create attributes is attjdef (we saw a shortened version
on page 179, chapter 5). To type this we require one more meta-type, vb for
variability. Its instances are constant and variable. Below we give the type of
attjdef and an example showing how to create the attribute weight. For the
moment, ignore the V subscript.

attjdef : attribute x V(ecol.ent) x Rvalue)2 x (vb U time) x value > bool
att.defb(weight, phys.obj, positive, na, variable, na)

The first two arguments identify this particular specification, the latter four col¬
lectively constitute what we shall refer to as the attribute description.

The att-def constructs are used to create and characterise the ecological at¬
tributes. Formally, they are meta-level constructs which specify the types of
object-level functions corresponding to attributes. These functions describe the
state of the ecological system being modelled. They are distinct from the functions
corresponding to the model variables which idealise them. The attribute functions
themselves will not usually be defined (i.e. the actual n-tuples) except in a very

limited sense where field data is available. The object-level interpretation of the
above att.def specification is to create the function weight as follows:

weight : phys.obj x time i—> positive

If yr80 represents 1980, then weight(grass,yr80) = 200 says the weight of the
grass in 1980 was 200. This could be real field data. How and whether the years

are represented in the description of the ecological system, (i.e. distinct from the
simulation model), depends on the user's needs and perhaps the nature of the
available data. Currently, we provide no support for having two separate time
lines, one for the real world and one for the simulation.

Sometimes default values and/or dimension value spaces are applicable to sub-
sorts of the most general sort to which an attribute applies. For example, we

noted above that that lamb and ewe are values that are generally applicable for
sheep. We use the construct attjdefb for the specification of an attribute of the
most general sort. This is the basic case. We use att.defm for modified versions.
This is illustrated below:
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att-.defb(age, physjjbj, positive, na, variable, na)
attjdefm(age, sheep, positive, {lami, ewe}, variable, na)

The complete interpretation of the first is that is an attribute of entities of
the sort: physjobj (and all subsorts); possible values are positive real numbers;
it varies, and it is not meaningful to assign a default value, or a dimension value
space. The second is almost the same except that a generally useful set of values
for defining age substructure is {lamb, ewe}. The practical implication of this
specification is that if age substructure is ever defined on any sheep when the

ecological system is being described, the user should be offered these values first.
Note that even for sheep, it still makes no sense to speak of a default age.

However we might specify a default value for the attribute weight with respect
to sheep (but not phys.obj). Users may not change the value space type, in the
modified versions. This is because the range of of the function weight would then
change and weight would be ambiguously typed.

When the value spaces are finite sets [e.g. colour) the value space specification
in the a//_de/m constructs may differ, however this would not change the type.
For example, the attribute colour might have {brown, white} for the sort lion,
but {green,yellow,red} for the sort apple. ELK keeps track of all the colours
specified for any sort and these automatically become instances of v(colour). Be¬
cause is is too expensive to chase up and down all the attjdef constructs every

time the system needs to check the type of an instance, these values for qualita¬
tive sorts are stored separately. This is another example of where the user sees

the effect of implicit specification, but underneath there is a compilation going
on. Redundancy is avoided by only adding new colours to the set. The construct
used is qualitative. For example, the above two specifications would result in the

following specification:

qualitative[colour, {black, white, red, yellow, green}).

which records the fact that there are five values of the attribute colour that the

system knows about. The user may also add colours explicitly by creating instances
of type v(colour). The abstract and full types of qualitative are given below. N.B.
we use set here, not # signifying that the set of values must be flat.

qualitative : attribute x set(value) bool

{ecoljent x time i—*■' V) x set(V) i—» bool
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In § 5.6.6.3 (page 167) we hinted at another form of redundancy that could arise
in this context. If a user wished to create the attributes eyejcolour and skin.colour
we do not want also to have the sorts v(eye.colour) and v(skin.colour). The
current implementation does not handle this problem, but we outline a simple
method for doing so. The idea is to use indirect reference to specify "use the same

value space as another attribute". If we used the symbol for this the user

would enter @colour in the value space slot for skin.colour. This would define
skin.colour as a function from animal and time to v(colour). The specific colours
that apply to different sorts of animals may be specified in the usual way. There
would still be a single qualitative specification that keeps track of all colours. This
requires minimal user effort.

j

Inherited and Induced Attributes

To simplify the following discussion, we introduce some shorthand notation for
the 6-ary attribute relations. For each attribute specification, the attribute name

and the type to which it applies serve to uniquely identify it. The other parts,

Vs, Dvs, Vb, and Val are collectively referred to as the attribute description. We
use a ternary version of these relations which merely packages up the attribute
description into one unit. It will appear as D in the formulae. We introduce the

type abbreviation attdesc to refer to 4-tuples as follows:

D-.attdesc —» D:(#value)2 x vb x value
attjdef(A,T,(Vs,Dvs,Vb,Val)) +-> attjdef(A,T,Vs,Dvs,Vb,Val)

Both attjdefb and attjdefm are directly specified by the user rather than in¬
herited or induced. We use attjdef0 to blur the distinction between these two.
We define the relation att.def in terms of attjdefQ. It incorporates automatic in¬
heritance of attributes from sorts to subsorts, as well as induced attributes using

average etc.. For example, lion inherits the attribute weight from phys.obj; sets

of physical objects 'inherit' the induced attribute qnam.ent(maximum, weight).
The relationship between att.defb/m and attjdef is similar to that between C®
& IZS, Co & C, etc. In each case, the latter is derived from the former using
inference. Formally:
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VA:attribute.\/Q:squal.VT,Ti,T2 ZZ ecol_entAJD,D',D"\attdesc

att.de/b(A,T, D) —*■ att.de/0(A,T, D)
att.de/m(A,T, D) —> att.de/0(A,T, D)

att.de/0(A,T, D) —> att.de/(A,T, D)
attjdef0(A,T2,D)ATi\zT2 —> att.de/(A, T\, D)
att.de/(A,T,D) —> att.de/(qnamJim(Q, A),T, D')
att.de/(A,T, D) —» att.de/(qnam.ent(Q,A),set(T),D")

For example:

VH, £)', D":attdesc

att.de/(weight, phsy.obj, D)
Asheep \Z phys-obj —■> att.de/(weight, sheep, D)

att jdef (weight, phys-obj, D) —* att.de/(qnamJtim(total, weight), phys jabj, D')
att.def (weight,phys.obj, D) —> att.de/(qnam.ent(total, weight), set(physjabj),

D")
Note that Z)' is related to D. The value spaces will usually be the same, but if

the value space for an attribute is integers (e.g. number), then the value space for
Qnam(average, number) will be positive because the integers are not closed under
division (where Qnam is either qnam.ent or qnamJim). The dimension value
space and variability always stay the same. For average only, the default value
remains the same, otherwise it always changes to or remains as not applicable.
Another frill which would be easy to implement would be to compute a sensible
default value for total (but not maximum or minimum) if there is a default value
for number of entities in a set of something. For example, if the default number of
lions in a pride was 10, and the default weight for a lion was 120, then the default
value for total weight of a set of lions would be 1200.

Two other things to note are 1) that in all cases the value space must be
ordered, and 2) if Q = average addition and division must be defined on (but not

necessarily closed under) the value space. ELK checks for this.
The definitions also give us the ability to induce more complex attributes with

nesting. If we apply the rule above for qnam.ent where
A — qnam_tim(average,'weight), and Q = maximum we induce the attribute:
qnam.ent(maximum,qnamlim(average,weight)) which applies to sets of physi¬
cal objects. If the average weight of each of a number of objects was computed
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for some set of times, this attribute represents the maximum of these averages for
that set of objects. Although these may be nested indefinitely, in practice, it is
hard to imagine more than two or three levels being required except on very rare

occasions.

Elk computes the full new types of the induced attributes (i.e. by nesting set
as required, not using ft. It also computes the full types of collections when they
are used as arguments to any variables that induced attributes give rise to. For
example, qnamjent(maximum, qnam.ent(average, weight)) applies to entities of
set(set(phys.obj®)). Thus, if this is to be computed for pride: ftlion, ELK must
first check that pride has the appropriate substructure defined.

Note that formally, these induced attributes are exactly like any others. They

may give rise to their own model variables. Their value spaces may be partitioned
and used as dimensions for defining substructure, etc. In practice, they will tend to
be used in special ways, but this is purely an 'accident' of what modellers happen
to find useful to do.

6.4.1.3 Processes

Processes are the most complex concept that we represent. We glossed over some

important details in § 5.4, mostly because we do not attempt to capture everything
in the object-level logic. Here we elaborate. There are two aspects to defining
processes. One is to say how many and what kinds of entities may participate.
The other is to say what attributes are affected by these processes and how.

Each process may have 1 or more participants (usually not more than 2). We
shall refer to the participating entities as agents. For processes with 2 or more

agents, each agent is in a specific role. For instance, in the process of predation
one entity is in the predator role and the other is in a prey role.

We use the construct role.def to define process roles. There is not always a

useful label to attach to a role. In this case, we merely use agent. We require
three things to specify a role for a process:

• The name of a process (e.g. predation)
• The name of the role (e.g. predator)
• The type of the entity that may play that role in the process (e.g. ftanimal)

For example, the following specifies the two roles for the predation process, and
the single role for the mortality process.
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role.def (predation, predator, #animal)
role.def(predation, prey, #animal)
role.def (mortality, agent, ftlifeform)

Processes only affect certain attributes of the participating entities. These are

associated with what we call effects. Each effect requires the following to be fully
specified:

• The name of a process (e.g. predation)
• The name of an attribute (e.g. amount.ddt)
• One or two roles which are affected (e.g. {prey})
• The nature of the effect (e.g. decrease)
• The time scale which is an indication of the minimum time period during

which such effects are measurable (e.g. second)
• Whether it necessarily or possibly is associated with each occurrence of the

process, (e.g. possible)

Some examples are given below. Note that at the general/ecological level, the
transfer option means that in reality the effect causes a transfer of the 'stuff'

represented by the attribute. This specification at this level means that by default,
the effect will be modelled as a system dynamics flow.

effeet.def(predation, number, prey, decrease, second, necessary)
effeet.def(predation, weight, {prey, predator},transfer, second, necessary)
effect.def (predation, amount.ddt, {predator,prey}, transfer, second,possible)

To give the types for these meta-level constructs, we need first to introduce
some more meta-types. With the exception of the first one which results in dy¬

namically created instances, all of these sorts and instances are permanent.

• role: the sort of all roles of processes (e.g. grazer : role)
• chg.spec is the sort of change specifications for effects. There are exactly

four instances, two basic ones (transfer, and change), and two inherited
from direction .spec □ chg.spec (see immediately below).

• direction .spec: the sort of all direction specifications. There are exactly two

instances, both basic: (increase and decrease).
• necpos: the sort of necessity specifications. It's two instances are necessary

and possible.
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i

role.def : process x ecol.ent x agency i—» bool
effect-def : process x attribute x ro/e® x chg^spec x time x necpos t—> bool

The set of n role.def specifications associated with a process creates an object-
level n-ary relation which says which entities are involved in that specific process.

For example the role.def specifications above create the object-level relation:

predation : #animal X ^animal i—> bool

Each effect-def specification creates a function which corresponds to the 'real'

(i.e. not idealised) rate of change of the attribute(s) of the entity(ies) participating
in the process. The object-level representation of this function is more difficult to

capture that it was for attributes. We defer the discussion of this to § 6.4.2.

6.4.2 Ecological System Description

The description of the ecological system consists of:

• specific entities (e.g. In.pop : #lion),
• substructure of these entities (e.g. In.pop C predators)
• attributes of these entities

e.g. number is an attribute of ln.pop
• the processes that the entities are participating in and their effects

e.g. predators prey on the wildebeest population (wb.pop) thereby tending
to decrease their numbers.

6.4.2.1 Entities

The specific entities that are part of the Serengeti that we are interested in include
several animal populations (wildebeest, lions, hyena, etc) and grass. There is sub¬
structure in the form of aggregated populations. The lion and hyena populations
are aggregated into a single predator population. Similarly, the alternate prey

population consists of several populations of different species (we ignore these for
now). Formally:

grs:grass wb.pop:^wb ln.pop:ftlion

hyena.pop\^hyena predators:#animal altjprey.j^animal

ln.pop C predators hyenajpop C predators
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The implementation has a relation called baseJnst which corresponds closely

(but not exactly) to For primitive entities, they are the same. The difference
is that we allow base.inst(ln.pop, ftlion), but not ln.pop:0#lion because the least
type of something can never be of the form #T. As noted in chapter 5, we never

need to know the least type of collections. The only time we need to know anything
more about the type than the fact that it is a collection, is if we need to compute
maximum or average or some nested combination of these. For example, if

wb(l),wb(2),wb(3),wb(i) : wb wb.pop, wb.subpop : #wb
wb{l),wb{2),wb.subpop C0 wb.pop wb{3), wb(A) C0 wb.subpop

then the substructure of wb.pop is depicted in the set {wb( 1), wb(2), {wb{3), u>6(4)}}.
It makes sense to compute average weight of wb.pop; we need only flatten the set.

So,

4

qnam.ent(average,weight){wbjpop,T) ■ = (^ weight(wb(i), T))/4
j=i

However, it does not make sense to compute maximum average because wb.pop is
not a set of sets. The general rule is that if maximum, average, etc are nested i lev¬
els deep, then it is possible to fully perform the computation if and only if the col¬
lection over which the computation is to take place is an instance of set^^^ftS).
Recall from figure 5-1 that set^°\S) = S, set^(S) — set(set(S)), etc. The precise
type of wb.pop is set(wb U set(wb)) which is a subtype of set(1-1\#S) = #S, but
not set^^^S) = set(#S).

We require a special mechanism for dealing with categories used in dimension
value spaces. For example, the dimension value space for age of lion might be
{cub, adult}. Currently, ELK checks such entries and automatically creates these as

instances of #V, where V is the value space of the attribute (in this case, positive).
Users may or may not choose to explicitly define these sets. For qualitative sorts,

they could do so in the usual way using the C0 relation. For example, dark :

#v(colour) might be a category for colour, its components being purple, blue, black
etc. For continuous sorts like numbers, this is impractical. We therefore provide a

facility for defining intervals. For example, interval(cub, [0,1]) specifies that cub
is identified with the interval [0,1].
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6.4.2.2 Attributes

The fact that an attribute applies to a specific entity cannot be viewed as gen¬

eral/ecological knowledge, because the entities are specific to the ecological system

being modelled. We have a separate construct called attjesys for recording this.
It is defined as follows:

att.esys : attribute x ecol.ent x attdesc boot

VA:attribute.VT C ecoljentNE:T.VD:attdesc.

att.def(A,T,D) —► att.esys(A, E, D)

Each entity (e.g. grs) inherits all the attributes that its type has, which are

either directly specified by the user (via att.def0) or are inherited from the super-

sorts (e.g. plant, phys.obj, etc.), or are induced using function qualifiers. Thus,
each population has the number attribute, and the grass entity has the attribute
weight. These entities also inherit the induced attribute 'maximum number over

some period of time' (i.e. qnamJim(maximum, number)). For example:3

att.esys'(weight, grs)-, att.esys'(number, wbjpop)
att .esys'(number, predators); att.esys'(number, altjprey)
att.esys'(qnam.tim(maximum, number), wbjpop)
att.esys'(qnam.ent(total, weight), wbjpop)

Note that all of this is implicitly specified. It is available for querying the descrip¬
tion of the ecological system, should that be necessary.

6.4.2.3 Processes

Of the various processes going on, we shall limit this discussion to the occurrences

of predation between the aggregate predator population and the two prey pop¬

ulations. The latter are the wildebeest population and the aggregate alternate
prey population. The necessary effects of processes are automatically inherited.

Thus, the number attribute of the prey population necessarily decreases; similarly,
the attribute weight of the predator and prey populations increases and decreases

3 Recall that the prime denotes that a simplified version of the actual construct is
being used.
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respectively. The user must specify whether the optional effects are occurring in
the ecological system being modelled (in this case they do not).

Before we present the meta-level construct for specifying processes at the eco¬

logical system level, we first consider the object-level interpretation of processes.

Ultimately, we are interested in modelling the effects of processes. To characterise
a single effect uniquely, we require four things:

• the name of the process (e.g. predation)
• the participating entities and their corresponding roles

(e.g. (predator,predators) and (prey,wbjpop)).
• the affected attribute (e.g. number)
• the affected entity or entities (e.g. wb.pop)

Because the first two will remain constant for all the effects for a particular
occurrence of a process, we introduce the meta-level type: occ, which is a type
of 2-tuple. The first item in the tuple is a process; the second is the set of the

participating entities and their corresponding roles. It will be convenient to give
the occurrences names which correspond to instances of this type. For example,

wbjpred: occ uniquely identifies an occurrence of the predation process, the one

between the predator population and the wildebeest population (i.e. predators
and wbjpop). Formally:

0\occ —» O : process x set(role x ecol.ent))

wbjpred = (predation, {(predator,predators), (prey, wbjpop)})

Recall that we distinguish between the real (or hypothetical) effect and how it
is idealised in the simulation model. For example, the real effect of predation is
to reduce the number of prey, but in the simulation, this effect may or may not
be modelled this way, or it could be ignored entirely. In the example model, the
effect on the aggregate alternate prey population is indeed ignored, because the
n.aprey is held constant. The effect of predation on the wildebeest population is
modelled explicitly (see figure 2-4). This distinction between real and idealised
effects enables ELK to explicitly represent these important modelling decisions. We
represent the real effect using the higher-order function effect-fn. In chapter 5,
we referred to the real effect which reduced the number of wildebeest due to

predation as wbjeaten', and the idealised version as wbjeaten. Now we can capture
the connection between these names and the underlying ecological processes that
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they represent. The abbreviated and full types of effect_fn are given below with
examples.

VT [I ecol.ent.WV:value.\/n:natural.

effeet.fn : occ x attribute x ecoEent i—► effect

effect-fn : {{Tn is> boot) x setfrole x T)) x(Tx time \s- V) xT
i—» {time > y)

e.g.

wb-eaten' = effect_fn{wbjpred, number, wbjpop)
wb-eaten = effvar_fn{effect.fn{wb.pred, number, wbjpop))

Note that T and y each occur more than once in the full type of effect-fn. This

formally captures the intimate relationship between attribute and processes. This

completes the discussion of the object-level interpretation of processes. We now

continue with the implementation issues.

To identify an occurrence of a process uniquely requires specifying the kind
of process {e.g. predation) and specifying what objects are participating in what
roles. To specify an occurrence fully, we must know what effects are occurring.
The necessary ones come for free, the optional ones must be explicitly noted. We
use the constructs rolejesys and effect^esys to represent occurrences of processes

and their effects. For example:

role^esys : occ X role X ecol^ent i—► bool

effectjesys : occ X attribute X role X time X chgspec > bool

e.g.

role_esys{wbjpred,prey, wbjpop)
role .esys{wbjpred,predator,predators)
effect_esys'{wbjpred, number, prey, decrease)
effect-esys'{wb-.pred, amount_ddt, [predator,prey], transfer)

wb-.pred denotes a single occurrence of the predation process, the one between the

predator population and the wildebeest population.
The definition of effectjesys is given below. It is defined implicitly in terms

of an explicit version, effect.esys0 in the usual way.

\/0 :occ.WA: attribute.VR:role®.\/E:ecol_ent.\/C:chg^spec.WT -.time,

effect.esys0{0,A,R,C,T) —■» effect.esys{0, A, R,C,T)
effect_def{P, A, R, C, T, necessary)

A role.esys{0, R,E) —> effectjesys{0,A,R,C,T)
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where O — (P, {...})
The object-level interpretation of the role.esys specifications is to add two

2-tuples to the predation relation. That is:

predation(predators,wb.pop) = true

predation(predators, alt.prey) = true

The object-level interpretation of a single instantiated effect.esys construct
is to create a function represented using effeet.fn as discussed above.

We do not capture the meaning of the change specification at the object level.
This turns out to be difficult to do anyway, in/decrease cannot be formalised in
the obvious way, since the interpretation here is that the effect tends to in/decrease
the value of the attribute. It is a local effect, and only partially determines whether
there is an global in/decrease. The direct meaning of decrease is restricted to the
ecological systel level. However, it plays a role in guiding and constraining the
specification of the runnable model. By default, a variable representing this effect
will be a partial rate variable which is a negative term in the right hand side of
the differential equation. It may not be a positive term, because that would make
no ecological sense. Of course, the effect may not be modelled at all; if it is, it
need not be idealised as a partial rate variable.

6.4.3 Ecological Model Variables

In § 5.7 we introduced the higher-order functions attvar.fn, attparm.fn, and

effvar.fn which are used to represent ecological variables. However, the functions
corresponding to variables must be created just as the functions corresponding to
attributes and effects must be created. One of the reasons for separating the
ecological information from the simulation model is due to the fact that although
any given entity is likely to have up to a few dozen attributes (as per att.esys),
only a very small number will be used explicitly in the simulation model. We do
not want to have dozens of variables around that never get used.

Analogous to the jdef meta-level constructs for creating ecological attributes
and effects, we have .var meta-level constructs for creating ecological model vari¬
ables. att.var is used to create all ecological model variables corresponding to
attributes. This excludes partial rate variables, effect.var is used to create ef¬
fect variables which idealise effects. These usually create partial rate variables,
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but not always, att.var and effect.var are the ELK constructs corresponding
to attvar.fn and effvar.fn in the theory. We have already considered what is

required to specify the various kinds of model variables when we described the
_variable constructs (§ 6.3.2). These latter constructs contain no ecological infor¬
mation. The .var constructs, on the other hand specifically relate the ecological
attributes and effects to the model variables. We first consider attributes.

6.4.3.1 Attributes

An att-.var construct is used to define a model variable corresponding to an eco¬

logical attribute. To identify such a variable uniquely, we need only name an

attribute and an entity. For example, number and wbjpop can only give rise to a

single model variable. To specify the variable fully, we additionally require:

• a name {e.g. njwb)
• a range {e.g. real)
• type of variable {e.g. state variable)
• information about obtaining values {e.g. initial value = 200)

The system automatically generates a plausible name {e.g. numberjwb.pop) from
the attribute and entity names. However, users may prefer to use their own {e.g.
njwb). The range defaults to the range of the ecological attribute. The type of
variable generally defaults to state variable. However, for attributes that are con¬

stant (as specified in the vb slot in the att.def construct), it defaults to parameter.
There is also a mechanism for the user to specify their own defaults for how cer¬

tain attributes of certain types of entities will normally be modelled (see § 6.5.3).
The information required about obtaining values depends on the type of variable,
as discused in § 6.3.2. Parameters require values, intermediate variables require

equation identifiers, etc..
This is similar to the contents of the _variable construct. In fact, the _variable

constructs are not defined explicitly by the user; they are implicitly specified by
the .var constructs. The _variable constructs strip away the ecological information
which is not needed to run the model, and fill in a few details making life easier
on the user. We give details of this later. The _variable constructs differ from the
.var ones in that for the former:
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• a variable type is specified; that information is held in the specific _variable
construct being used. (e.g. state .variable)

j
• text is given; it is automatically generated by the system.

We illustrate by defining variables that the attributes number and weight give
rise to. For comparison, we repeat the att.def0 specifications in simplified form
which create these attributes.

att.var : attribute x ecol.ent x howset x variable x Rvalue x var^spec

xvalueU eqnid > bool

att .def'Q(weight,phys.obj, positive)
att.def'Q(number, ftecolSndiv, natural)

att.var(number, wbjpop, manual, n.wb, positive, stvar, ??)
att.var(number, predators, manual, ngpred, positive, parameter, ??)
att.var(weight, grs, manual, grs.wt, positive, parameter, ??)

This implicitly specifies one instantiation of the state.variable construct, and two
of parameter.variable. The details of the former are given below, including doc¬
umentation text.

state.variable(n.wb, positive, ??,
'The attribute number of the entity wb.pop:#wtf)

Except for the text which is automatically generated in this case, the state
variable that the above att.var construct specifies is exactly the same as the one

created by the pure.model.var construct in § 6.3.3. The difference between ecolog¬
ical and pure model variables is not manifest in the implicitly specified _variable
constructs. Rather, it is in the constructs which were explicitly instantiated by
the user (e.g. pure.model.var versus att.var). This in turn impacts on the ability
of the system to make explicit links between the simulation model and the eco¬

logical system that it idealises, which is an important aspect of facilitating model
comprehension. The same comments apply for effect variables versus pure partial
rate variables. These are discussed in § 6.4.3.2.

Note that the value space for n.wb has been idealised from natural numbers to

positive real numbers. It is very common to model discrete quantities as contin¬
uous. This idealisation is explicitly recorded; this would not be possible if n.wb
was a pure model variable. There would be no link to number which has a value

space of natural.
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Note also that we have used one more meta-type: howset. This has two in¬
stances: manual and auto. This sort is used both as a directive and as a record

keeping device. We shall see that it is possible to have variables created automati¬
cally under special user-determined conditions. Here, manual means the construct
was created manually.

The user may not create net or partial rate variables using the attjvar con¬

struct. The former are only defined implicitly. The latter correspond to a certain
class of effect variables which are defined using the effectjvar construct.

6.4.3.2 Effects

Effect variables are defined using the effectjvar construct. To identify an effect
variable uniquely, we require exactly what was required to identify a single effect
uniquely (as per the arguments to effect-fn).

• an occurrence identifier (e.g. wbjpred)
• an attribute (e.g. number)
• and the affected role or roles (e.g. prey)

The latter can be more than one only in the case where the attribute increases and
decreases by the same amount (i.e. the system dynamics case). To fully specify
an effect variable, we additionally require:

• a name (e.g. wb.eaten)
• idealisation choice (e.g. decrease)

There is no need to give value space information, as this is obtained from the
relevant attjvar construct. If it is not already specified, a warning is given. What
is required is to specify which participating entity is being affected and how the
effect is to be idealised. Instead of specifying the name of the entity directly,
we specify the role and determine the entity from the corresponding role^esys
specification. This makes it possible to change the participating entity without

having to update the effect variable specification.
There are four idealisation options: increase, decrease, transfer, and change.

The first three options give rise to a single partial rate variable used to increment
and/or decrement net rate variables in differential equations. The transfer option

corresponds to the system dynamics case when there is a flow from one entity to
the other. This means that there is no need to specify separately two effects, one
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for increase and one for decrease. Although we are not concerned with biomass
in our example model, we have included in the examples below a specification to
illustrate the transfer option.

The change option is useful in two different kinds of situation. One is when
addition is not defined on the value space of the affected attribute {e.g. for colours).
An arbitrary procedure would need to be specified to compute a value for the
attribute because incrementing and decrementing makes no sense. It may or may

not depend on the value of the attribute in the previous iteration. If it did, we

would have something very analogous to a state variable except that we have no

differential equation because the value space is not ordered.
The second situation where change is useful is when it would be perfectly

appropriate to model the effect as a partial rate variable, but the modellers have
chosen to do otherwise. The case of the grass growth is a good example of this

(see equations 2.2 and 2.10, page 44). In such cases the affect of the effectjvar
specification is not to create a new variable, but to give an existing one more

ecological meaning. For example the variable grsjwt may represent both the
weight of the grass, and the process of grass growth.

effectjvar : occ x attribute x role® x howset x variable x chgspec x time

xeqnid i—> bool

e.g.

effectjvar{wbjpred, number, prey, manual, wbjeaten, decrease, year, eqnJj)
effectjvar{wbjpred, biomass, [predator, prey], manual, bmsjeaten, transfer,

year, eqn-K)
effect joar{grs .growth, weight, _, manual, grsjwt, change, year, eqnJ\)

This implicitly specifies two instantiations of the pratejvariable construct mod¬

elling how predation affects biomass and number. However no new variable is
created to model how growth affects weight. This is because the growth process is
not being directly modelled. The pratejvariable specifications below are exactly
the same as the ones that were created manually using purejpratejvar (see page

189). Formally:

pratejvariable(wbjeaten, positive, eqn.G, na, njwb, Text 1)
pratejvariable(bms-eaten, positive, eqnji, bms-predators, bmsjwbjpop, Text2)
grs-wt — attvar-fn{grs, weight) = effvar-fn{grs-growth, weight, grs)

• I
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Text 1 is automatically generated as:

The annual rate of decrease of the quantity represented by the attribute
number of the entity wbjpop:#wb due to the process of predation.

The fourth and fifth arguments in the pratejvariable specifications are filled in
automatically. This works as follows. The transfer option says that two state
variables are affected, one increases, the other decreases. The role-esys construct

says what entities participate in which roles; in this case, predator is predators,
and prey is wbjpop (see page 210). The effect.def specification says that the
entity in the predator role experiences an increase in biomass. Thus, the vari¬
able that goes in the fourth argument is the one corresponding to biomass of
predators. If the variable were not yet defined, (via attjvar) a warning would be
given. Furthermore, it must be a state variable. There is a considerable amount
of consistency checking required here; for example although change is allowed for

growth with respect to weight, decrease is not. We discuss consistency more in
chapter 7.

6.4.3.3 Summary: Model Variables

There are two major classes of variables: pure and ecological. There are two kinds
of ecological variables: those that attributes give rise to, and those that effects
give rise to. These are explicitly created using jvar constructs. Ultimately, each
variable is implicitly specified with one of five _variable constructs. These corre¬

spond to the five variable types: state, intermediate, exogenous, parameter and

partial rate. Of particular importance are the attjvar and effectjvar constructs
which in conjunction with attvar.fn and effvar.fn explicitly link the ecological
and runnable-model levels. Figure 6-4 gives a summary. Rate variables are not

separately represented; there is one per state variable obtained by applying the
function rate as we saw in § 6.3.4.

Pure versus Ecological Variables

There are two ways to specify model variables. The preferred way is to as¬

sociate them with ecological information (via the attjvar and effectjvar con¬

structs). The alternative is to define pure model variables using purejmodeljvar
or purejpratejvar. In either case, the exact same _variable constructs are implic¬

itly specified. Only the latter are required for the runnable model. The difference
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Pure

Explicit Implicit

|— pure_model_var v state triable

— pvejratevar y intermediate, variable

exogenousvariable

att var / ■ ** parameter_variable
Ecological —

effect_var ^ prate variable
This diagram shows how the jvariable constructs are implicitly defined by both pure
and ecological jvar specifications. Ultimately, the representation of model variables
used to run the simulation contains no ecological information.

Figure 6—4: Model Variables

between pure and ecological variables is chiefly the method used to create the
variable; not the variable itself. For ecological variables, ELK provides a range

of support facilities to assist in their specification. For pure variables, very little
assistance is possible.

One important benefit of using ecological variables is that ELK automatically
documents them, users must supply documentation text manually for pure ones.

Specifying ecological partial rate variables is easier than specifying pure partial rate
variables (e.g. ELK automatically infers which state variables get inc/decremented
from entity and the attribute corresponding to the effect). Also, there are exten¬
sive consistency checking facilities available when specifying ecological variables.
However, even for pure variables, ELK provides a certain amount of consistency

checking. For example, if a partial rate variable is created, the value spaces for
the two state variables that are getting incremented and decremented must be
consistent.

As all variables have the type time i—> value, pure and ecological variables are

indistinguishable at the object-level. This is manifest in the use of the jvariable
constructs which does not distinguish between pure and ecological variables. In¬
stead, we make the distinction at the meta-level. A jvariable specification whose
existence derives from a purejmodeljvar, or purejpratejvar specification is a pure

model variable with no ecological information explicitly associated with it. A
_variable specification whose existence derives from an attjvar, or effectjvar is
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an ecological variable. The explicit ecological information is used to generate the
documentation text for the appropriate slot in the corresponding _variable speci¬
fication.

What's in a Name?

The atomic variable names (njwb, wb.eaten, grsjwt etc.) are required only for
the users who must not be expected to digest '_/n' expressions; formally, they are

unnecessary! The above _var specifications give rise to the following:

njwb - attvar .fn(number, wbjpop)

njpred — attparm.fn(number, predators)
wb.eaten = effvar.fn(effect.fn(wbjpred, number, wbjpop))

grsjwt = attvar.fn(weight, grs) = effvar_fn(grs.growth)

The '_/re' expressions may be viewed as ecologically meaningful names for the
model variable. The users never have to see them. In fact, neither does the system

(except for unpacking expressions with maximum as in example on page 177).
From an implementation point of view, all the necessary information about vari¬
ables is included in the '-def and '_uar' specifications. These are what the system

i

directly uses to give an ecological account of model variables and other idealisation
decisions.

Summarising: as far as the implementation is concerned, the '_/n' expressions
are largely superfluous; they are used to give a proper formal account. As far as a

formal representation of the simulation model is concerned, the atomic names are

entirely superfluous; they are convenient for users.

6.4.4 Ecological Schema

The simple schemata described in § 6.3.4 are useful, but do not exploit the rich

type structure. There are potentially many equations that might apply in any

situation. Some mechanism is required to reduce the number of options. For

example, a schema for computing population density should only be offered to

compute a variable which represents the attribute pop.density of some entity (e.g.
wb.density). Its inputs are necessarily variables representing the attributes area

and number. Rather than having manually to specify each input, this should be
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done automatically. We provide such a facility. Such schemata are called ecological
schema. An ecological schema contains the following information:

• A name

e.g. pop-density
• A function output term

e.g. pop-density(%pop,T)
• A list of inferrable terms that are required to process the schema

e.g. [%pop\
• A list of inputs required from the user

e.g. [$region]
• A procedure call to compute the possible choices for the user inputs

e.g. entities jof_.typejwith-attribute(area, region, Ans)
• A list of function input terms

e.g. [numher{%pop, T),area(%region, T)]
• Precondition(s) which must be true for the schema to be applicable

predation($predator, %prey)
• The function for computing the output

e.g. number ($pop, T)/area($region, T)
• Text describing the purpose of the schema

e.g. Population density: number per unit area

The $ denotes dummy variables which are instantiated when the schema is
activated. In the example model, the pop.density schema is used twice. %pop is
either wb_pop, or altjprey; %region is serengeti in both cases. The function input
and output terms are exactly analogous to the inputs and outputs in pure schema.

Unlike the pure schemata, the user need not specify the function inputs directly.
For example, if the user wishes to specify how to compute the variable wbjdensity,
ELK knows that this is the variable corresponding to the attribute pop_density of
the entity wbjpop. Thus, %pop is known to be wbjpop. This determines one of
the function inputs. The other one requires knowing what the region is that the
population ranges over. Using the procedure call in the schema, ELK finds the
list of entities of type region. This list of entities is ordered so that those for
which model variables have been created corresponding to area come first {e.g.
serengeti, but not plains). Priority is also given to those which the user has
noted interest in with respect to the attribute area (noting interest is covered in
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§ 6.5.2). This helps ensure that the most likely choices are first. In this case, the
user would choose serengeti. This is substituted for %region, thus determining
the other function input. ELK then automatically creates the required ischema,

inarc, outarc, and tie specifications. The end result is exactly as it would be
if a pure schema was used (analogously, the end result of specifying pure and
ecological model variables is the same). ELK provides much much more assistance
when ecological schemata are specified. In particular:

• The number of available schemata to choose from is dramatically reduced
• Less work is required to specify the function inputs.

In general, the user inputs will be fewer and easier to deal with than the
function inputs. They are fewer, because often the system can infer them directly
from the output variable. They are easier to deal with because ELK uses type
information to compute the possible choices for these inputs. This is evident from
this very simple schema. For more complex schemata, the savings are much more

dramatic (see example in § 7.5.2.2).

6.5 Dialogue Level

We shall consider three kinds of construct at the dialogue level:

• goals
• interest/importance
• user-specified defaults

6.5.1 Goals

Goals were discussed at length in chapter 3. We concluded that virtually all
goals ultimately are cast in terms of attributes, effects, and/or their corresponding
model variables. We referred to these as X and Y in the specific goal types. The
following are actual stated goals regarding the modelling exercise described in

[Hilborn & Sinclair, 1984],

• How big will the wildebeest population get?
• What is the affect of the increased size of the wildebeest population on the

[size of the] aggregate population of alternate prey of the lions and hyena?
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The first can be readily viewed as finding the value of an attribute, a specialisation
of the goal type: "To plot X versus Y". This corresponds to characterising what
an output of the model should be. In this case, Y is some time or time period.
The attribute is 'maximum number over some period of time'; it applies to the
wildebeest population. The time period would probably be some chosen number
of years.

The second is readily seen to be of the type: "What is the affect of X on Y?".
Here X is the wildebeest population, Cx (the change in X) is 'increase' and Y is
the aggregate population entity. For now we take these to be questions relating
to the ecological system, rather than to the model. Thus, we use the constructs
from the ecological level to represent these goals. For now, assume that X and
Y are unary functions from time periods to some kind of numbers. Formally, we

represent these goals as follows:

output(XP:set(time).qnamJim(maximum, number)(wb jpop, P), 80s)

xyjaffects(XT -.time.number (wbjpop, T), increase, XT:time.number(alt jprey, T))

VT Cs time. V IZS value.

output : (T i—> V") x time i—> bool
xyjplot : (T i—* V) x (T i—► V) i—> bool
xyMffects : (T i—> V") x (T i—V) i—> bool

We have intentionally used the full types rather than using the meta-types

attribute, effect, or variable. Goals such as in the above examples may be in¬

terpreted either at the ecological or runnable-model level. We have formalised
them using ecological information. If we instead used the corresponding model
variables, the goals become relevant to the structure of the model, what outputs
it should have, and/or what experiments can or should be run on the simulation
model. Specifically, the first goal would say that an output of the model should
be the value of the variable representing maximum number of wildebeest in the
simulated ecological system evaluated for some particular time period. In the sim¬

ple Serengeti model, this is constant for a single simulation run, but could vary

for different runs if different parameter settings were used for some experiment;

alternatively different time periods might be of interest.
If cast in modelling terms, the second goal suggests that there needs to be

some mechanism for causing the model variable corresponding to the number of
wildebeest to increase so that the effects of this can be monitored. This has
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implications on the kind of variable it can be and the specific experiments that
need to be run on the model. For instance, if the variable is a state variable it will
not be easy to run controlled experiments to measure the affect of increased values
of the variable because the values of a state variable are not directly controllable.

Rather, they are subject to potentially many changes due to various processes.

6.5.1.1 Other Goal Concepts

In § 3.4 we noted that Cx could be different equations for computing a model
variable, or to include or exclude something from the model. We do not give
any details here, but note that the design of ELK naturally accommodates the
use of such notions. For instance, in § 6.5.2 we describe a mechanism which will
allow aspects of the model to be selectively ignored. There are specific constructs
for specifying what equations are used to compute model variables. Simulation
experiments could readily be performed by running the simulation using different
equations.

In § 3.4 we noted that concepts like equilibrium and threshold are analogous to
the higher-order functions average, maximum, etc. Formally we represent equilib¬
rium in the following way. Equilibrium takes a unary function from times to some

kind of numbers, and a set of times over which the function applies and returns a

number. For example, consider the state variable njwb representing the simulated
number of wildebeest. The computation of the equilibrium value is realised by

running the model for some length of time. This length of time is specified as a

set of times, for example 24 hrs a day for 5 days. Usually, it will be whatever
time is specified for the model overall. The type of equilibrium and an example
is given below.

W U value, equilibrium : (times > V) x setitimes) t—> real

equilibrium(\T.njjvb(T),5days) = 20

The example says that the equilibrium value of njwb as measured by a running
of the model over a particular 5 day interval (5days:set(time)) is 20. The unary

function in this case is of type times n> positive, which is ok since positive IZ real.
The concept of a threshold is a bit more complex. Let us use examples to

clarify. In [Legovic, 1987] there was a hypothesis that if the minimum annual
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sea temperature was below a certain threshold this would cause a catastrophic
decline in the population size of the jellyfish the following year. Another example
is the threshold level of predation above which the wildebeest population begins to
decline. In both cases, a threshold is defined explicitly in terms of two quantities.

Broadly speaking, a threshold value of VI with respect to VI means that there is
some value VTt, such that for some 'significant' range of values of VI less(more)
than VIt, the value of V2 does not change 'significantly'. But when VI is equal
to or more(less) than Vl<, then the value for V2 does change 'significantly'. Note
that a threshold only makes sense on totally ordered value spaces. The notion of

'significance' would need to be formalised for each application.
The type of threshold is similar to that of equilibrium. It applies to a unary

function on times to reals, and a set of times. However, we need an additional

argument to refer to the other variable. In modelling terms, the unary function
may be a state variable or an external variable.

VT time.VTni,Tn2 (Zs real

threshold : (T e-> Tm) x (T ► Tn2) x set(T) real

threshold( AY : years.annualjnin^seaJ,emp(Y),
AY : years.n_jelly(Y),
{1980,1981,..., 1989} )

The expression in the example returns threshold value (if it exists) of annual mini¬
mum sea temperature with respect to the number of jellyfish for the 10 year period
1980-1989. Note that this representation assumes that the annual minimum is a

simple value not computed explicitly for different times during the year. Alterna¬
tively, we could make this explicit. For example, the annual minimum might be
computed from 12 monthly values.

threshold( AYr : set(month).minimum(XM : month.seaJemp(M),Yr),
AY : year.njelly(Y),
{1980,1981,... ,1989} )

6.5.2 Interest
i

i

There are many things that a modeller might be interested in, varying from quite

general to rather specific. We provide a class of constructs which enable such
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interest to be explicitly noted. We refer to them as the Jnterest constructs. They
serve three primary purposes:

1. To provide hooks into the specification process. Whatever the user expresses

interest in, the system comes back with a variety of suggestions about how
that might be pursued and elaborated on.

2. To record explicit modelling decisions; a user can express interest in some¬

thing, (thus recording its importance) but then consciously decide to ignore
it for a particular simulation model.

3. To facilitate experimenting with slight variations of a model (related to pre¬

vious point).

The first purpose is enabled simply by having the interest constructs. To ac¬

complish the second purpose, we provide a special slot in each Jnterest construct
whose value is one of heed and ignore. Some examples with their formal repre¬

sentations are listed below.

• a type of entity; e.g. animal populations

typeJnterest (set (animal), manual, heed)
• a specific entity; e.g. the wildebeest population

entJnterest(wbjpop, manual, heed)
• attribute of a sort of entity; e.g. the size (in numbers) of animal populations

attJypeJnterest(number, set(animal), manual, heed)
• attribute of a specific entity; e.g. the size (in numbers) of the wildebeest

population
att jentJnterest(number, wbjpop, manual, ignore)

• a type of process; e.g. predation

procJnterest{jpredation, manual, heed)
• the effect a process has on some attribute e.g. predation affects number

effeetJnterest (predation, biomass, manual, ignore)
• an occurrence of a process; e.g. lions preying on wildebeest

occJnterest(lnjwbjpred, manual, ignore)
• an effect of a process occurrence e.g. numbers of wildebeest

effeet_occJnterest(wbjpred, number, wbjpop, manual, heed)

Until now, we have given the impression that the attjvar and effectjvar con¬

structs necessarily create model variables. While it is true that to define ecological
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model variables you have to use these constructs, they may be overridden. When
the ignore option is used for the att .ent -interest or effeet-interest, this causes

the variable specified using att-var or effectjvar to not be created.4 If ignore has
been specified before a jvar construct has been instantiated then this is a cue for
the system to not bother asking the user about it.5 If is specified after, then the
jvar specification stays around in case it is needed again later, possibly to perform

experiments with the model structure itself.
There are a variety of additional useful things that may be done with respect

to these constructs, none yet implemented. The suggestions could directly link
with an agenda mechanism which executed commands automatically when users

selected them. The ignore option would remove the item from the agenda. These
interest specifications could be automatically created by the system when goals

(such as in the above examples) are specified. The penultimate argument of these
constructs records whether the instantiation of an interest construct has been

manually or automatically specified. Currently, it is always set to manual. The

ignore facility for the attjent-interest construct is fully operational.
manual here means the same thing as it did for the jvar constructs, that

the construct was created manually. Because goals necessarily imply interest in
the things they mention, interest constructs may be automatically specified.6 We
introduce another meta-type for the heed/ignore slot. These meta-level constructs
are typed as follows:

4 The process related _interest specifications are not yet implemented.

5 Not implemented yet.

6 Not implemented yet.
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igspec !ZS spec ignore\igjspec\ heed'.ig^spec
sortJnterest : V{ecoljent) x howset x ig^spec i--> bool

entJnterest : ecoljent x howset x igjspec h bool

attJypeinterest : attribute x V(ecol.ent) x howset x igjspec t--> bool

att^entSnterest : attribute x entity x howset x ig^spec i--> bool

procJnterest : process x howset x igspec t--> bool

effeetJnterest : process x attribute x howset x igjspec h■* bool

occJnterest : occ x howset x ig^spec t- bool

effect-occjinterest : occ x attribute x howset x ig„spec h-> bool

6.5.3 User Specified Defaults

There is a class of constructs whose instantiations act as default rules for idealising

specific kinds of things in the description of the ecological system. The following
specification is a rule which says that every ecological model variable that corre¬

sponds to the attribute 'capture coefficient' of an animal population is represented
as a parameter by default. It also indicates the default value space7.

attSnhfcapjcf, set(animal), positive, parameter)

Other useful defaults may be set. This includes

• a dimension value space,

• a default value

• and whether variables should be automatically created corresponding to that
attribute each time an instance of that type is created8. This is the second
use of the howset meta-type: as a directive, not merely as a record. Its
instances are auto and manual with the obvious meanings.

The complete version is typed:

attJnh : attribute x V(ecoljent) x (Rvalue)2 x var^spec x value x howset i—»• bool
(6-1)

There is an analogous effectJnh construct which is used to specify how effects
are idealised by default. For attributes and effects, when no explicit default rule is

' We use the suffix because defaults are inherited from these specifications.

8 Partially implemented.
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given, the system obtains the defaults from the corresponding _def specification.
These are also used by the system to load the default defaults when a user is

instantiating an Jnh construct.
This is a good example of our general design philosophy to alleviate the users

becoming overwhelmed by a bewildering number of possibilities. There are always
plenty of defaults slipping through from general/ecological knowledge base. Ecol-
ogists can use a small subset of the available features and remain unaware of the
real power of the system until such time as they require it. Even for experienced

users, the idea is for the extra power never to intrude, but only to help when
needed. The extent to which we have succeeded in this will not be known for sure

until more empirical testing is done.

Logical Implications

Instantiations of these three constructs are not directly part of the object-level

description of the ecological system. Nor do they define any object-level primitives,
and so are not meta-level constructs in the usual sense. Their role is to assist in the

elicitation of meta- and object-level specifications. As such they are expressed in

logically precise terms which are slotted into the meta-level specifications. In this
sense, they may be viewed also as meta-level constructs, but to avoid the confusion
of having two kinds of meta-level constructs, we simply call them dialogue level
constructs.

6.6 Implicit Specification

Implicit specification is a major theme in the theory and implementation of Elk-

Logic. Compared to the total number of instantiated constructs, relatively few
are explicitly asserted in the Prolog database. Even fewer are directly specified

by the user. There is a tradeoff between computational speed, and the economy

and modifiability derived from implicit specification. Occasionally, we have found
it necessary to assert inferred specifications explicitly. Examples we have seen of
this include keeping track of the valid sorts and of the list of value instances for

qualitative value sorts. Sorts are inferred from the sort hierarchy, but explicitly
asserted using the sort/1 relation. The entity types, on the other hand, are implic-
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itly specified in terms of the sorts. Here we summarise some of the main examples
of implicit specification in ELK.

• the entity type hierarchy is induced from the sort hierarchy using set, U, and

V-
• transitive closure (e.g. see definition 5.2, page 134)

n'0 & Co & c, c? & cp
• possible component relation (Cp)is induced from #, (Z®, and -<£.
• attributes: att-def induced from attjdefb, attjdefm, set, qnamjent, and

qnamJim.
• ..variable constructs induced from jvar constructs

• differential equations implicit in _variable constructs.

6.7 The Serengeti Revisited

Except for low-level details, we have now fully described the theory and imple¬
mentation of the formalism used by ELK. With it, we can represent ecological
knowledge, systems, and models, as well as additional information useful for con¬

trolling the elicitation process (i.e. the dialogue level). Rather than replace the
logic representation of the simple model presented in chapter 2, we have augmented
it. We now give a summary of the use of this augmented representation for the
simple Serengeti model. It is important to note that we present but one of a large
number of possible ways to represent the required information. The particular
details would vary according to the needs and tastes of different users. We shall
consider various alternatives and extensions and their tradeoffs in the next section.

6.7.1 Types, Entities, Substructure, Attributes

A summary of the entities, types, and substructure is given in figure 6-5. We have
discussed most of the details already. Next we consider attributes.

Physical objects have the attribute weight; sets of any entity have the attribute
number. Wildebeest, grass, animals and plants etc. inherit weight from physical
objects. Any set entity inherits number from the most general type of set entity.
The value space for weight is positive real numbers, and for number is natural num¬

bers. Other attributes that we are concerned with include area, rainfall, capture
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This is a portion of the entity type hierarchy which is used to represent important
ecological information for the simple Serengeti model.

Figure 6-5: Type Hierarchy, Entities and Substructure
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coefficient, fecundity, specific rate of survival, and handling time. In this context,

handling time is the amount of time it takes for a predator to deal with its prey.

These latter attributes are used to describe average characteristics of animal
populations. For example, the parameter wbJitime represents the average value
of the attribute handling time for all the individual wildebeest in wbjpop. We
represent 'average handling time' in terms of 'handling time' using the higher
order function, average. Although it is often convenient to speak of a fictitious

'average member' of a group, we do not represent such entities explicitly. It is
sufficient to reason about average values which are properties of the whole set.

We proceed as follows: we use attjdef to create the attribute htime defined
on animals. This induces the attribute qnamjent(average, htime) which applies
to sets of animals. For example, qnam_ent(average, htime)(alt jprey,T) denotes
the average handling time (per animal) of the alternate prey population at time
T. Note that there is no need to perform any computation using average, if as is
often the case, there are no members specified. It may be treated exactly as any

other attributes. If individuals were later added, the computation could then be

performed as required.
While this attribute could in principle vary, it almost never will for a particular

simulation model. Thus, we create an attJnh specification to indicate that every

time a variable corresponding to the average handling time of a set of animals is
created (using attjvar) the default for the slot specifying the type of variable will be
parameter. If, as in the case for fecundity of wildebeest, there is a value which holds
for all wildebeest everywhere, then this may rightly go in the general/ecological
knowledge base in an attjdef specification. This is not to say that it should and
always will be constant for every wildebeest population, only that the default value
is universally applicable. An attJnh specification should be used if it is known
that it will mostly be used as a parameter and/or if the default value is for some

reason different in the particular ecological system of interest (say 4). In the Jnh
specifications, manual means that variables are manually created for every entity
of the specified type. Where na occurs in the specifications below, this refers either
to the dimension value space or default value slots. Formally:

i
(

1
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att.def(htime, animal, positive, na, variable, na)
att.def(qnam.ent(average, htime), ftanimal, positive, na, variable, na)
att.inh(qnam.ent(average, htime), #animal, positive, na, parameter, na, manual)
att.var(qnam.ent(average, htime), wbjpop, manual, wbJitime, positive, parameter, 30)

att.def(fecundity, animal, positive, na, variable, na)
att.def(qnam.ent(average, fecundity), Jfwb, positive, na, variable, .5)
att.inh(qnam.ent(average, fecundity), #wb,positive, na,parameter, .4, manual)

We also use this technique for capture coefficient and specific rate of survival.
For 'specific rate of survival', there is a slight variation. Attributes of populations
which are expressed as 'specific A' where A is some attribute (e.g. rate of survival)
mean per individual. There would be little point in referring to the specific rate of a

single individual. Thus the approach we used for htime etc will not work in exactly
the same way. Instead we do the following: we have a single attribute r.surv

which applies to individuals of sort animal. This induces qnam.ent(average, r.surv)
whose precise meaning is: "specific rate of survival". Appropriately, this applies
only to sets of animals, not individuals. The absolute rate of survival of the

population is the total rate which is represented as: qnam.ent (total, r.surv).
This illustrates the general principle of using relatively few primitives in con¬

junction with various combining functions to avoid proliferation of names and
achieve greater expressive power. We can use our primitives to incorporate the
notion of specific attributes (with respect to populations) directly in the repre¬

sentation. We also can achieve the effect of representing and reasoning about the
important concept of average individuals in a principled uniform way.

Recall that the specific rate of survival of the wildebeest is different for the
adults and the calves. Recall also that, as explained in chapter 2, the wildebeest
calves have no explicit existence in the simulation model. This raises the question
of how and whether to represent the calves. Unless a user is content to represent
the specific rate of calf survival as a pure model variable and document it manually,
we must distinguish between the two age groups for the wildebeest population.
There are various ways to do this. To get the most from the system, we should
subdivide the wildebeest population by age into the two sub-populations. However,
for illustrative purposes, we instead use the simpler approach and just create

the entity wb.calves: #wb. For this simplicity, we tradeoff the system 'knowing'
about the age and the substructure which could be used for automatic model
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documentation. Also, if the model were later expanded to include a more detailed

representation of the calves, it would be easier to do this if the substructure was

already defined.
There are problems with trying to play the same game with the specific rate

of predation of wildebeest by the predator population. Suppose we created an

attribute called rjpred representing rate of predation. The problem is that the
attribute qnamjznt(average, rjpred) which represents a specific rate is ambigu¬
ous. In general, there would be a different such specific rate for each different
predator and prey combination. To deal with this, we use a higher-order function
to represent a family of attributes representing specific rates of predation for var¬

ious predators. In particular the specific rate of predation of wildebeest by the

predator populations is represented as r_pred(predators)(wb-pop), etc. Formally:

rjpred : #animal i—> ($animal x time > positive)

For illustrative purposes, we have one pure model variable for this model:

cf.born. It is an intermediate variable which refers to the number of calves born
each year. A hypothetical user might reason that it is quicker and simpler initially
to use a pure model variable for this because wildebeest reproduction is modelled
in a way that does not distinguish calves from adults. However in general, it would
be a better idea to make an explicit ecological connection as follows. The attribute
'number of young born each year' which applies to animal populations is naturally

represented as the total fecundity. Formally:

qnamjent[total, fecundity)

The complete list of entities and their attributes which give rise to model
variables, as well as the pure model variables is given in table 6-1.

6.7.2 Processes

There are several processes relevant to this modelling exercise. These include
growth, reproduction, mortality, precipitation, and predation. We have considered

predation already. It occurs between animal populations. One necessary effect of

predation is to decrease the number attribute of the prey population. A possible
effect is to increase and decrease the amount of DDT in the predator and prey

populations, respectively; there may be no DDT around.
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Entities Variable Attributes Processes

wbjpop njwb number wbjpred; wbjrepro
adult jnort

wb-density pop.density
sprjwbsurv qnamjent(average, rjsurv)
wb.capjcf qnamjent^average, capjzf)
wbJitime qnamjent(average, htime)
wbffec qnamjent[average, fecundity)
sprjpredjwb spr_pred(predators)

serengeti dry^ssnjrain rainfall
area^sgti area

wbjcalves spr_cf_surv qnamjent(average, r^surv)
predators njpred number wbjpred-, apjpred
altjprey apAensity pop-density apjpred

ap.capjcf qnamjent(average, capjzf)
apjitime qnamjent^average, htime)

grs grsjwt weight grs.growth
Injpop
hyena jpop

cfJjorn pure model variable

This is a summary of the important entities, their attributes and the processes
which affect them. We only mention the attributes and processes that ultimately
give rise to model variables. We include the lion and hyena populations here
because they compose the aggregate predator population.

Table 6—1: Serengeti: Entities, Attributes, Variables and Processes
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Table 6-2 summarises the contents of the general/ecological knowledge base
with respect to processes. It is a tabular presentation of the corresponding role^def
and effect.def specifications. Similarly, table 6-3 summarises the key informa¬
tion about processes at the ecological system level. These are tabular versions of
the rolejesys and effectjesys specifications. Although there are five process oc¬

currences, there are only four effect variables. The occurrence apjpred is ignored.
In three of the live cases, there are no interesting idealisation decisions that have
been made. The effects are modelled just as in the real system. For grass growth,

j
rather than model it as a state variable and incrementing it each iteration, it is

computed directly from scratch each iteration. This idealisation choice is explic¬
itly recorded in the corresponding effectjvar specification as change instead of
increase which is the default taken from the effectjdef specification. A more

drastic idealisation has been made with respect to the occurrence apjpred, which
is not represented in the simulation model at all! Nevertheless, it plays an impor¬
tant role in the specification of the model (details in § 7.5.2.2). The full details
of the specification of ecological information for the simple Serengeti model are

found in appendix D.

PROCESS ROLES EFFECTS

precipitation agent ecoljent agent rainfall increase

mortality agent lifeforms agent number decrease

agent biomass decrease

growth agent lifeforms agent weight increase

agent height increase

reproduction agent lifeforms agent number increase

predation predator ftanimal predator number increase

prey #animal [predator, prey] biomass transfer

This table summarises the contents of the general/ecological knowledge base re¬
garding processes. We have included some extra information that is not required
for the Serengeti example (e.g. precipitation, height).

Table 6—2: Processes: General/Ecological Level

6.7.3 Alternatives and Extensions

So far, we have described a minimal general/ecological knowledge base and corre¬

sponding description of the Serengeti ecological system. We have provided little
more than the barest essentials. In any realistic use of the system for modelling the
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PROCESS OCCURRENCE ROLES EFFECTS

mortality adultjmort agent wbjpop agent number decrease
growth grs.grwth agent grs agent weight increase
reproduction wbjrepro agent wbjpop agent number increase
predation wbjpred predator predators

prey wbjpop
prey number decrease

predation apjpred predator predators
prey altjprey

This table summarises the description of the ecological system regarding processes.

Except for the predation of the alternate prey, we only list the occurrences and
corresponding effects that give rise to model variables. Occurrence 'ap.pred' is
required in order for the equation for computing the specific rate of predation of
the wildebeest population to be applicable (equation 2.7, chapter 2). Note that these
are the 'real' effects, not the variables which idealise them.

Table 6—3: Processes: Ecological System Level

Serengeti, it is likely that there would be much more ecological information pro¬

vided, both general ecological knowledge (relevant to ecosystems like the Serengeti)
I

and specific information about the Serengeti itself.
In this section, we consider various ways that the ecological information for

the same model might have been represented differently, or more extensively. We
also briefly consider how the model itself could be extended in a number of ways

to include more details and additional factors. Our motivation for describing
these alternatives and extensions is twofold. First, it enables us to demonstrate
a wider range of expressive capability of our ecological modelling formalism. A
major design feature of the representation is to achieve generality and economy

through reuse of primitive concepts. Second, we illustrate the benefits of gaining
this expressive power, and how our general representation techniques facilitate
these. The main benefits of having a more elaborate description of the ecological
information are:

• to ensure greater model comprehension (even if the model stays the same)
• to facilitate extending the model in a simple natural way

• to facilitate performing experiments with model structure.

The important parts of the ecological system that are described but not mod¬
elled serve to record modelling decisions that were made (i.e. idealisations, sim-
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plifications etc.). However, having the extra information also makes it easier to
extend the model if desired.

Any given aspect or concept relating to the model, the ecological system, or

general/ecological knowledge can be represented in a variety of ways differing in
richness and generality. If a concept is likely to be used only once, or if it has no

obvious direct ecological interpretation, then there is no need to represent it at all
except in the equations describing the model. On the other hand, if a concept is
likely to be used many times in many different contexts, then there are advantages
in representing the concept in a richer more general way.

We add the following new subsorts of animals: zebra, warthogs, kongoni, topi,
impala, and gazelles. We also create populations of each of these {e.g. zeb.pop:
ftzebra, tpjpop : #topi). We define the substructure of the altjprey aggregate

population just as we did for the predators {e.g. topi.pop C0 altjprey). The part

hierarchy does not need updating for this. It is permitted by the d.subdiv case in
the definition of the C, relation (see (5.29), chapter 5).

There are three main regions, the woodlands, the plains, and the western corri¬
dor. The woodlands are further subdivided into the central and northern sections.

We create new the region entities woodland, plains, nw.corridor, njwoodland,
and cent .woodland. We define substructure as follows: plains Co serengeti,
woodland C0 serengeti, w.corridor C0 serengeti, cent.woodland C0 woodland,
and n.woodland Co woodland. Since C is the transitive closure of Co, we can

easily infer that cent.woodland C serengeti, etc. This defines a simple regional
hierarchy for the serengeti which serves as a part of the description of the ecolog¬
ical system being modelled (see figure 6-5). None of the regions are in fact used
for anything in the simple model. However, more complex models could make use

of them. To permit this substructure, we require region region. This signifies
that region is homogeneous.

We add the attribute location which has places as its value space in the cor¬

responding attjdef specification. We can view a region as a kind of a place, so

we insert place between ecolJndiv and region in the sort hierarchy. This sets up

some of the required machinery to represent the process of migration, if necessary.

We also add the attribute prot.content with value space [0,100] : set{reals). The
entity grs is subdivided according to the protein content. We define two instances
of grass:
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att-dim-fni(grs,prot-Content)(food)
attjdim-fni(grs,prot_content)(roughage)

where {food, roughage} is the dimension value space used. We place this
in the appropriate slot in an attJnh specification for the attribute protjcontent
of grass entities. We record the meaning of these categories using the interval
construct (e.g. roughage = [0,7] and food = [8,100]). Similarly, we subdi¬
vide the wildebeest population wbjpop by age into dim_fn(wbjpop, age){calf) and
dim-fn(wbjpop, age)(adult) (note that the former denotes exactly the same thing
as wb.calves in the ecological system, but contains more information).

It is useful to consider the processes of growth and precipitation. Both are

modelled in the same way, however for illustrative purposes, we chose to have
an explicit representation for growth, but not for precipitation. The process of
precipitation which produces rainfall during the dry season is very important in
the Serengeti. It is specifically taken into account in the simple model, albeit
in a rather simplistic manner. The amount of rainfall during the dry season

is a parameter of the model, and thus constant for any simulation run. It is
used to compute the amount of grass that is available. Each year, grass grows a

certain amount which depends on the amount of rainfall during the dry season

(see equation 2.2). Someone constructing that simple model would be free to
decide which of the growth and precipitation processes to represent explicitly in
the general/ecological knowledge base and/or in the description of the ecological
system. They might well choose neither. Making the representations explicit is
more work, and to some extent complicates the model description. For example,
for the purpose of the model itself, the existence of the entity grs and of the
attribute weight is entirely superfluous. However, there are benefits derived from

having the extra ecological information. These may or may not be considered
worth the effort; it depends largely on the frequency and diversity of the use of
these concepts. This is for the user to decide.

This concludes the treatment of the expressive power issue. We now consider
how the formalism we have described facilitates achieving model comprehension
and reducing conceptual distance.
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6.8 Model Comprehension

During and especially after a model is specified using ELK, a plethora of informa¬
tion is available that can be used to explain the simulation model in terms of the

ecological system that it represents. This assumes that a user has made the effort
to create mostly ecological variables rather than pure ones. The key technique
which facilitates model comprehension is the separation of the two ecological lev¬
els from the simulation modelling level. The understanding of the model that the
system has derives entirely from its ability to describe the simulation model in

ecological terms, and vice versa. The major facilities that exist in this respect are:

• automatic documentation: of each ecological model variable.
• explicit idealisation:

— the differences between the jdef specifications and the corresponding
jcar specifications.

— something in which interest is explicitly noted, but is explicitly excluded
from the simulation model using the ignore option.

• implicit idealisation: something is included in the description of the ecolog¬
ical system, but is not included in the simulation model.

Automatic Documentation

As an example of automatic documentation, the system generates the following
text to explain the meaning of the variables njwb and wb.eaten.

"njwb: the attribute number of the entity wbjpop : #wb"

uwb.eaten: the annual rate of decrease of the quantity represented by
the attribute number of the entity wbjpop : #wb due to the process of
predation"

This alleviates the need for manual program documentation as in figure 2-2.
Documentation for subdivisions created using attribute-based substructure is

also provided:

roughage_grs: A grass which has the following attributes:
- prot_content is in the interval: 0-7

which is referred to as "roughage"
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calf_wb_pop: The subdivision of wb_pop:#wb such than for
each member:

-

age is in the interval: 0-1
which is referred to as "calf"

The user only sees the abbreviated names generated by ELK, not the attjdim.frii
terms (note that calf-wb-pop is ELK's name for what we have been calling wb-calves).
This is verbatim text generated by ELK. Note that depending on whether the sub¬
structure is defined on an individual or a collection, the relationship between the
attributes and the entities differs; ELK generates appropriate text accordingly. The
grammatically incorrect "a grass" arises because ELK does not currently make a

distinction between mass nouns and count nouns. This point is raised in chap¬
ter 8. For the variables, this is the text that goes in the corresponding [implicit]
prate ..variable specification. Slightly different text is generated if the transfer
option is used in the effectjvar specification. We have "... rate of transfer of
stuff represented ..." instead of "... rate of decrease of the quantity represented
..." to reflect that it is modelled as a flow of some material. More verbose ver¬

sions would be easy to provide where, for example "the entity wb.pop : #wb" is

replaced instead by "the collection of wildebeest, wbjpop". It would be equally

easy to have have text descriptions as part of the general/ecological knowledge
base which can be appealed to for detailed explanations of the meaning of each

entity, attribute, and/or process. Attributes like weight are fairly self-explanatory,
however something like handling time might require a phrase or two to document
satisfactorily.

Explicit Idealisation

Variables specified using attjoar constructs are idealisations of attributes specified

using att-def constructs. Differences between the corresponding slots in these
constructs correspond to idealisations. For instance, the number of wildebeest is in

reality measured only in natural numbers, but is idealised on positive reals (njwb).
The number of predators is in reality variable, but is idealised as a parameter

(:n.pred)\ i.e. it is constant for the duration of a simulation run. Similarly the effect
of the growth process which in reality causes the weight of the grass to increase is
idealised as an intermediate variable rather than a state variable. Thus, the growth

process is not directly modelled. The value of the attribute grsjwt which depends
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on dry season rainfall also happens to remain constant. That is not because it is
a parameter; rather it is because ultimately the only variables that are used to

compute it do not depend on exogenous or state variables, but only on parameters.

Explicit interest in the wildebeest migration may be noted using the appropri¬
ate jinterest construct, as well as the fact that for the purpose of this simulation,
it will be ignored. This is achieved by the following specifications:

role.def(migration, migrant, animal®)
role.esys(wbjmigration, migrant, wbjpop)
occJnterest(wbjnigration, manual, ignore)

manual means that this specification was created manually, not automatically.
Automatic creation of _interest specifications is not yet implemented. In the

future, we intend to infer _interest specifications from goals, because users are

necessarily interested in things mentioned in goals. We distinguish between man¬

ually and automatically noted interest because the latter may disappear quietly

if, say the goal is retracted. Users will be asked to confirm removal of manually
created ones.

Implicit Idealisation

Implicit idealisations correspond to anything that is in the description of the eco¬

logical system, but is not in the runnable model. This is useful to someone who is
interested in the details of the ecological system being modelled, but may not have
constructed the model or constructed it a long time ago. As an example consider
the aggregated predator population consisting of the lion and hyena populations.
No interest is noted for either of these populations; they do not occur in any goals;
nor do they give rise to any model variables. Thus, they are not directly repre¬

sented in the simulation model. However, because there is an explicit record of
the aggregation, (using c) we can recover an idealisation decision. Most of the
extra ecological information that we discussed in § 6.7.3 serves to record implicit
idealisation decisions of this kind. Additionally, it is useful because it makes it
easier to expand and/or experiment with the runnable model.

The very fact that something is explicitly encoded in the ecological system

description means that the person who put it there thought it was potentially
important (i.e. someone would be interested in it) for some future simulation
modelling exercise by themself or someone else. The same ecological system de-
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scription may be used to construct many different simulation models concentrating
on different aspects. Note that the _interest specifications do not denote this gen¬

eral sort of interest, but more specifically, interest with respect to one simulation
exercise. Thus, if different simulation models of the same ecological system are

to be saved and retrieved, the _interest constructs should be saved along with
the runnable-model constructs to help document it. This merely reflects that fact
that the simulation modelling information level contains the dialogue level and the
runnable-model level; thus the goals and user-specified defaults also get saved as

part of the simulation model.

6.9 Conceptual Distance

A major design constraint for the formalism is to keep conceptual distance to
a minimum for end users of ELK. In practical terms, this means that the user

interface commands must be readily understood in ecological and modelling terms.
At no time can we expect users to examine or manipulate logical expressions

directly. There are two related issues here:

1. designing user interface commands
2. bridging the conceptual gap

The easiest way to facilitate development of easily used interface commands
is to design constructs whose semantics are expressed in terms that users are

familiar with. This we have done, but it is not enough. The conceptual gap we

are dealing with is considerable. A set of differential equations which we ultimately
construct is a rather different sort of thing than lions eating wildebeest. We have

undertaken, therefore, to design a series of constructs which form a conceptual

bridge from the terms and concepts about ecology, to the terms and concepts in
simulation modelling. The bridge is manifest in our four level knowledge ontology.

To illustrate how this bridging works, consider the sequence of constructs in

figure 6-6, presented in an order which could very well correspond to the events in
an actual elicitation. We concentrate on wildebeest, although many other instan¬
tiated constructs are required in conjunction with those listed. A user begins by
modifying the sort hierarchy if necessary. They proceed by expressing interest in
certain sorts, and create corresponding entities. They may express goals involving
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aspects of these entities; this forces them to identify what attributes of the entities
are important and thus likely to give rise to model variables. They may have spe¬

cific ideas about how certain classes of variables should be idealised when they are

created, and/or cause them to be created automatically. They must decide what
processes are affecting the attributes of the important entities. These are likely to

give rise to effect variables. They must create the model variables corresponding
both to attributes and effects. They must decide how to idealise them, if different
from the defaults specified either by themselves or the system. Eventually, a set
of differential equations is implicitly specified.

So, we begin with general ecological concepts, and gradually by taking rel¬
atively small steps, we elicit the structure of the model in terms of differential
equations. The conceptual bridge formed by this series of constructs is what al¬
lows us to use the technique of gradual elaboration in eliciting models. We come

back to this point in chapter 7.
There are three distinct modelling (i.e. idealisation) phases required for using

ELK. Each embodies a considerable degree of idealisation and results in a descrip¬
tion in one of our information levels. The phases and intermediate descriptions
are summarised as follows:

• real world (not represented!)
Phase I: [real world] idealised as:

• general/ecological knowledge base
Phase II: [conceptual model of the world] idealised as:

• ecological system description i

Phase III: [description of the ecological system] idealised as:

• runnable model

Note that there is not a strict temporal relationship implied by the ordering of
these phases; rather there is considerable interleaving. This is evident in figure 6-6.

Phase I idealises the real world. We include whatever we can that is likely
to be required in some ecological model and ignore everything else. For example,
we must include animals, but Freud's theories of psychoanalysis are of no rele¬
vance . This phase further divides into two stages. The first is a prior system

development phase which does not involve end users. This resulted in our Pro¬

cess/Entity/Attribute/Value conceptual modelling framework described in general
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1. A wildebeest is a sort of animal.
wb animal

2. Interest in wildebeest is noted.
sort.interest(wb)

3. There is a wildebeest population in the ecological system of interest.
wb.pop:#wb

4. Interest in the affect of an increase in the dry season rainfall on the size (in
numbers) of the wildebeest population is noted.
xy.affects(dry.ssn.rain, increase, XT:time.number(wbjpop, T))

5. By default, the number attribute of all collections of animals in the ecological
system (if they are to be included in the model) shall be idealised as a state
variable on positive numbers rather than naturals.
attJnh'(number, animal, positive, stvar, manual)

6. The number attribute of the wildebeest population gives rise to a state variable
idealised on positive reals, n.wb is the name of the variable.
att.var'(number, wbjpop, n.wb, positive, stvar)

7. The population of predators is preying on the wildebeest population thereby tend¬
ing to decrease their numbers. Predation is not observable on a time scale of less
than one day.
role-esys(wbjpred, prey, wbjpop) rolejesys(wbjpred, predator, predators)
effect.esys(wb-pred, number, prey, decrease, day)

8. The decrease in numbers of the wildebeest due to the occurrence of predation
wbjpred is idealised as a partial rate variable which contributes a negative amount
to the net annual rate of change of the number of wildebeest, wb .eaten is the name
of the variable.

effectjvar(wb4>red, number, prey, wbxaten, decrease, year)
9. .. .which implicitly specifies:

prate.variable(wbjsaten, positive, na, n.wb)
10. .. .which in conjunction with various other specifications just like these implicitly

defines the following differential equation:
VT :time.rate(n.wb)(T) = —wb.die(T) — wb.eaten(T) + cf.surv(T)

The above sequence of instantiated constructs shows how we bridge the gap between very

general ecological concepts and very specific simulation modelling concepts. The key to
this bridging is the three distinct steps in the idealisation process corresponding to the
specification of the general/ecological knowledge base, the specific ecological system to
be modelled, and the simulation model. This sequence shows that although conceptually
distinct, these phases may be interleaved during model elicitation.

Figure 6-6: Bridging the Gap
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terms in chapter 2; the theory in chapter 5, and its implementation in this chapter.
The result of this first stage is a set of (uninstantiated) constructs for representing
processes, entities, attributes, and values. The second stage in the first idealisation
phase entails creating a substantial number of instantiations of these constructs.
This includes (a) building sort and part hierarchies, (b) assigning attributes (with
value spaces) to these sorts (and to induced collection types) (c) creating and char¬
acterising what processes there are and their associated effects. Part of this is the
task of system developers in conjunction with expert ecologists; part is the task
of each ELK user not all of whose problem specific requirements will already be
catered for. The final result of the first phase is the general/ecological knowledge
base which may be thought of as a conceptual model of the [ecological] world.

Phase II further idealises the conceptual model of the world embodied in the

general/ecological knowledge base. Any particular ecological system that one

chooses to describe will use only a portion of the general/ecological knowledge
base. Relatively few of the entity types in the hierarchy will have explicit entities
created. Of those that do, most of the substructure will not be explicit. For exam¬

ple, set entities are created with no individuals or subsets represented; individual
entities are created with no explicit parts represented. Only some of the processes

that are occurring will be represented. This second phase results in what we refer
to as the description or conceptual model of the ecological system.

Phase III entails further idealisation of this conceptual model and results in the
runnable simulation model. Here we ignore many attributes, and simplify others
by modelling them with different value spaces than they really have. In ignoring
attributes, we also ignore many actual effects of processes. Additionally, we may

model these effects in ways that are simplifications of what is really going on.

What substructure is defined explicitly in the ecological system description, may

be ignored in the simulation model [e.g. the lion and hyena populations).
The dialogue level provides an intermediate link between the ecological de¬

scription and the runnable model, but is distinct from both. As a link into the
simulation modelling phase, users may express goals or interest in certain things.
They may define their own defaults which partially automate the idealisation de¬
cisions that they need to make.
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6.10 Conclusion

In the beginning of this chapter we noted four key issues that we faced in designing
ELK.

• model comprehension
• expressive power

• conceptual distance
• assistance during elicitation

The second was addressed in chapter 5, but only from a theoretical point of view.

Also, discussion of certain important predications was excluded. In this chapter,
we have completed our treatment of this issue by introducing the dialogue level
constructs and discussing important implementation issues for the constructs at
all four levels in our knowledge ontology. The important things to note about the
relationship between the theory and the implementation are:

• The object/meta level distinction is different from the distinctions in our four
level knowledge ontology. The object-level is used both to describe ecological
systems and models. Also, the ... uar_/n functions explicitly bridge these
two levels.

• Users must dynamically alter the object-level language in the process of

building the general/ecological knowledge base, creating entities and creating
model variables.

• To do this, there are a series of meta-level constructs which are used to create

object-level sorts, entities functions, and relations.
• The meta-level constructs are used to distinguish between object-level func¬

tions whose types are identical, but which are in different levels in our on¬

tology.
• The technique of implicit specification is a key aspect of the theory as well

as the implementation.

We have described the meta-level constructs used to define the dynamic parts
of the object-level language. We have also given the details of how certain key
inferences are accomplished. The use of implicit specification is evident in many

ways as we noted. The main techniques we use to achieve expressive power are:
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• rich typing
• few reusable primitives
• combining functions

As a vehicle for testing our knowledge ontology hypotheses, we have classified
the constructs into one of the four categories in our knowledge ontology. These
are:

• ecological information

General/ecological knowledge
Description of ecological system

• simulation modelling information

Dialogue
Runnable model

The jdef constructs are used to create object-level functions and relations that
comprise the general/ecological knowledge base (in addition to the system created
ones including IZS, Cp etc.). The _esys constructs are used to specify informa¬
tion at the ecological system level (in addition to the system-created relations
including C, etc.). The juar constructs are used directly to create object-level
functions that correspond to the variables in the runnable model (there are no

system-created functions at the runnable-model level). The jvariable constructs
are defined implicitly in terms of the jvar constructs. They explicitly blur the
distinction between pure and ecological model variables which is unnecessary for
the purpose of representing the runnable model. We showed how the differential
equations are automatically generated from the _variable specifications. We also
described the representation for non-differential equations used for computing in¬

termediate, partial rate, and exogenous variables. Finally, we described how the
runnable-model specification may be compiled and the simulation run.

The Jnh and Jnterest constructs as well as those for representing goals are

used to specify information at the dialogue level. These do not correspond directly
to any object-level entities, functions or relations for either ecological level or the
runnable-model level. Instead they are meta-level constructs expressed in terms of
these object-level entities, functions, and relations as well as various instructions
to the dialogue manager.

We have demonstrated a significant amount of the expressive capability of
our formalism by illustrating the use of these constructs in the context of the
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Serengeti ecosystem. In doing so, we have begun to seriously test our ontology
completeness hypotheses which says that all information relevant to the ecological

modelling process can unambiguously be placed into one of our four categories.
In formalising the Serengeti example, we have achieved a very high percentage.
One interesting example showing the power of the representation is the rather
complex concept of specific rate of predation. The constructs we have are certainly
not perfect however. For example, our representation for processes with two or

more agents is fairly weak. Consider predation: we are not able to specify which
types of animals may prey on which other types; nor can we distinguish between

predation among individuals and predation among groups. Also, it might be
better to represent attributes like spr.pred and fecundity explicitly in terms of
the associated processes (e.g. predation and reproduction, respectively).

We have also begun to seriously test our ontology usefulness hypothesis which
says that our four level ontology is useful. The main uses correspond to the latter
three major issues listed at the beginning of this chapter repeated at the beginning
of this section. These are:

• to reduce conceptual distance by bridging the gap

• to facilitate model comprehension
• to assist in the elicitation of formal descriptions of ecological knowledge,

systems, and models.

We have considered the first two; the third is the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 7

ELK: Elicitation

7.1 Introduction

This is the third and final chapter concerned with describing our solution (embod¬
ied in ELK) to the reformulation of the ecological modelling formalisation problem.
In chapter 4 we noted many specific issues and requirements that arise in the con¬

text of the specific formalisation problem of ecological modelling. The chief ones

are:

• model comprehension
• expressive power

• conceptual distance
• assistance

- identification and control of the various idealisation search spaces

- consistency checking
- no redundancy
- flexibility
- relief from redundant and/or menial tasks

The basis for addressing the first four is distinguishing between ecological and
simulation modelling information and bridging the two. The chief support for
model comprehension comes from the bridging between the two levels. The same

bridging is also the key to reducing conceptual distance. We also presented a

language for expressing the required information. What we have not done is
demonstrated that an interface can be constructed that allows complex logical
terms to be constructed easily and safely.
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It is unwise to expect ecologists to be able directly to create, read and under¬
stand expressions containing complex logical terms using the notation of lambda
calculus, higher-order functions, etc.. The meta-level constructs that are manifest
in the implementation as Prolog terms and predicates do not constitute a viable
alternative. The major unfinished business in this thesis is to demonstrate that it
is possible to embody the material presented in chapters 5 and 6 in a 'user-friendly'
computer assistant.

We require a good dose of syntactic sugar to achieve this. The main purpose

of this chapter is to explain the interface design and illustrate how ELK is used to
construct models.

We first give an overview of the basic facilities provided by ELK and discuss
the basic principles for using it. We then describe in turn the three phases in
idealisation discussed in § 6.9. We illustrate how to build the general/ecological
knowledge base, the description of the ecological system, and the description of the
simulation model. Where appropriate, we show how the dialogue level constructs

may be used to assist in the elicitation process.

We conclude by discussing each of the above requirements and review the

techniques used to meet them. This completes the substantiation of the claims
made with respect to the design rationale in chapter 4.
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7.2 Overview of Elk

Usually, a complex formalism is inherently difficult to use, or at best requires con¬

siderable training for one to become adept at encoding things in it. A good example
of this is first order predicate logic, which is notoriously difficult to use directly.
Competence requires considerable training and practice in logic and knowledge
representation. The rich type structure and higher-order functions make Elklogic
much more complex than first order logic. However because we are only represent¬

ing information in our constrained PESAV framework1, the task is manageable.
The constructs have been carefully designed with the interface requirement in

mind. In most cases, the interface is fairly straightforward. There have been some

significant challenges, however.
The major factor which simplifies the interface design is the fact that the

semantics of most constructs are expressed in straightforward ecological and/or
modelling terms. Where complex compound structures are built up, there are

specific rules constraining how the primitives may be combined, and rules for

interpreting the ecological meaning of the compound constructs in terms of the
meaning of the primitive ones. These rules derive directly from the typing.

7.2.1 Interface and Facilities

Commands

Figure 7-2 shows the main ELK interface. There are two major classes of com¬

mands EDIT and DISPLAY. Edit commands are used to add, remove, or modify
some part of the specification (at any of the four levels). Display commands are

used to examine some part of the specification. There are currently well over a

hundred commands available. Some of the edit commands are:

• A new sort may be added to the sort hierarchy.
• Instances of entities may be created.
• Attributes and model variables may be created.

Some of the display commands are:

1 Recall this stands for Process/Entity/Substructure/Attribute/Value.
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• Any of various hierarchies may be displayed (e.g. sort, part, component,

possible component)
• A user may find out all the attributes that apply to a given entity type.
• A user may get a listing of all the currently defined state variables, and their

ecological meaning,

For each major class (i.e. edit and display) there is a menu bar2 containing
several command categories. For example, the taxonomy display category is used
to display any of the hierarchies. Clicking on one of the category labels causes a

tree-structured walking menu to appear. The leaves for each category correspond
to individual commands. For example, the atts category (in the edit class)
has two choices in the top level menu corresponding to the general/ecological
and modelling levels. The former splits into three further options for adding,
modifying, or removing attributes in the general/ecological knowledge base. The
latter splits into two categories, one for specifying defaults, the other for defining
variables and parameters. Each of these further splits into two options: add and
remove. This is depicted in figure 7-1. When referring to menu options in the
text, we use small capitals (e.g. gen/ecl). To show the path taken through a

walking menu to select a command, we use the following notation illustrated by
example: atts-gen /ecl-add.

Note that this menu structure for attributes directly reflects our ontology. The
model option corresponds to the simulation modelling layer which further divides
into the specify defaults part of the dialogue level and the variable definition part
of the runnable-model level. There are separate command categories for specifying
other specifications at the dialogue and runnable-model levels. For example, all
the interest specification constructs come under one heading (interest). There
is also a separate model edit category for creating pure model variables, selecting
pure schemata for computing variables, specifying the model output, compiling
and running the model.

Note also that in most cases these interface commands correspond exactly to
the constructs presented in chapters 5 and 6. For example, the atts-model-

specify defaults-add command creates an instance of the attJnh construct;

2 This is a term used in the Quintus Prowindows Manual.
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ATTS

GEN/ECL:

MODEL

ADD
MODIFY
REMOVE

SPECIFY DEFAULTS:

DEFINE VARIABLE/PARAMETER

ADD

REMOVE

ADD

REMOVE

GEN/ECL :
PROCESS

EFFECT

PROCS : ECL SYS

MODEL

OCCURRENCE

SPECIFY DEFAULTS

DEFINE VARIABLE/PARAMETER

ADD

REMOVE

ADD

REMOVE

Figure 7—1: Commands for Editing Attributes and Processes
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the PROCS—MODEL—DEFINE VARIABLE /PARAMETER-REMOVE command removes

an instance of the effect.var construct. This is a crucial point. The constructs
have been carefully designed this way to make the interface relatively easy to

implement and simultaneously ensure that the end user understands the interface
in ecological terms.

Selecting a command does not execute it. Rather, the system displays infor¬
mation about the command. This includes a one line command description, in¬
structions or comments explaining how to use the command and displaying what
is essentially a frame with various slots which are used as inputs to the command.
For example, if a user decides to add an attribute, slots appear for the name of the

attribute, the sort to which it applies, its value space, etc. This is the syntactic

sugar for instantiating the att^def construct. There is an interface slot for each
argument. The instructions explain what to do for each slot, and give warnings if
the selected command is highly destructive (e.g. clear the whole knowledge base!).
When a user is satisfied that the inputs are correct they click the OK button which
executes the command. If at any time before they do this, they decide they wish to
do something else instead, they may click CANCEL, and select another command.

There is a separate interface for goal acquisition. Currently, it is only partly
linked with the main command interface. Historically, the goal acquisition subsys¬
tem was implemented first. Although based on the same theory, the underlying
implementation needs to be properly integrated with the main program.

In addition to the edit and display commands, there are also IO commands for

saving and loading models. We elaborate on this in § 7.2.2.

Messages

To keep the user informed of what is going on, and to provide a record of a session,
the system produces a copious quantity of messages, each specific to a particular
situation.3 There are 3 main types:

3 There are a few hundred situations currently catered for. The full text has been
provided for 25-50% of these; the rest result in a coded message which is adequate for
debugging purposes, but not for users.
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ELK: Model Acquisition Assistant
| COMMAND: Specify defaults for htiu to model attributes of certain types of entities.

jINSTRUCTIONS: * Enter Type and Attribute; Press "Defaults" to load defaults
* what values does it have?
* define categories of values to be used for disaggregation.
* is it usually a variable or a constant (ie parameter)
* give a typical value 1f appropriate
* should each specific instance of the selected type be

manually/automatically used as a model variable

Press "OK" to execute conmand; "Cancel" to try again

»* EDIT **

c

** DISPLAY **

INTEREST SORTS LINKS ENT ATTS PROCS MODEL RENAME CLEAR ID TAXONOMY ENT CPONS ATTS PROCS MODEL CONCHK

Cisa 3HZEZHE nuiiber DPTTH #ani»al

[ZEEBEH positive ordered fITT

tfiiinanrrn ^

I OK ] [ Cancel ]

IN VHJimtm na

[ Defaults 1 [ Prolog ] 'ivn'riTT

stvar

VALUE-TYPES REPN

j nanual

COMMAND: Load entire knowledge base from file. %%%
"thesis"

ecol_entity
phys_obJ

1ifeform

plant
grass

animal
wb

place
region

ecosystem

The user specifies that by default every variable corresponding to the attribute
'number' of type 'fi^animal' is to be idealised as a parameter with a value space

of positive reals. They first click on the ATTS edit command category; then they
'walk' through the menu that pops up to select the current command. Instructions
for its use are shown, as well as the slots that must be filled in before command
execution. A portion of the sort hierarchy is shown below from a past use of the
display taxonomy command.

Figure 7—2: ELK Command Interface
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OK: These are routine confirmation messages that are printed after execution
of each command (or command step within a multi-step command). For
example, when the attribute weight is created, the following is printed:
COMMAND: Define attribute for a sort.
***** ok *****

"weight" is a newly defined attribute for a phys_obj.

Warning: These are given in situations where there is no specific problem, but
the system deems it worthwhile to bring something to the attention of the
user. For example, if the part link between paw and lion is removed, the
following message might get printed (after the OK message confirming that
the link was removed):4
*** Warning ***
The sort "lion" is not being used.

*** Warning ***
The sort "paw" is not attached to the "isa" taxonomy.

Error: These are given when a user has given illegal input for some command
which therefore cannot be executed. These are almost always due to typing

problems of some kind. Wherever possible, useful comments are provided to

help the user identify the problem. For example if inadvertently a user tried
to say the predator population was a component of the lion population, the

following error message is printed:
******* Error *******

Currently, a animal-collection is not known to be a valid
component of a lion-collection.
If you think it should be, then update the part and/or isa
taxonomy accordingly. To assist in this regard note the
following:

The objects that a animal-collection can be a direct
component of are:

animal-collection

The objects that can be a direct component of a lion-collection
are:

lion

4 In the implementation, the sort hierarchy is called the 'isa taxonomy'.

(
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lion-collection
^e^c^e)|e9|e3|e^e^c3|e3te^c3|e^c^c3|e3|c)|e^e^e^e94e34c^e^c^c

7.2.2 Using ELK

The development of the PESAV conceptual modelling framework effectively defines
the search space for the specification of the general/ecological knowledge base.
Creating such a knowledge base is very much a domain dependent exercise which
we have not carried out to any great extent. This is partly because it is an extensive
task in its own right, but more importantly, we expect that each ecologist will
prefer to tailor their general/ecological knowledge base to their own needs. They
may wish to use the names of their choosing, rather than those of other ecologists.
They will not want the sort hierarchy to be cluttered with many sorts that are

unlikely to ever be used by them; they will not want to be subjected to menus

with lots of irrelevant attributes. For this reason, we provide only the most basic
sorts and attributes. Except for an immutable kernel of system sorts, a user may

if they see fit start virtually from scratch. We anticipate that the construction of
the bulk of the general/ecological knowledge base will be a task done separately
from describing various ecological systems and simulation models.

There is a notional continuum of what we call problem specificity of information.
For the purposes of this discussion we take this to be equivalent to the opposite of
'likely frequency of use' of information. Thus, information that is highly problem
specific is unlikely to be used except for that specific problem. Conversely, infor¬
mation which is not at all problem specific, is likely to be used for a wide variety
of problems. As far as the general/ecological level is concerned, at the one end of
the spectrum, we have extremely general knowledge quite independent from ecol-
ogy {e.g. parts, sets, numbers, attributes). This gradually changes to knowledge
which is specific to the ecology domain, but is quite general for that domain {e.g.
animals, water, biomass, sex). Moving along the continuum, we get to specific
sub domains within ecology, such as population dynamics, or forestry. Finally,
there are highly problem specific concepts such as some rare animal species. Some
problem specific concepts need not be represented in the general/ecological knowl¬
edge base at all. Whether they do depends on whether the concept will be used
frequently for that problem. The design for ELK embodies three distinct points
along this continuum:
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1. general: an immutable kernel
2. domain specific: a permanent portion,
3. problem specific: a user modifiable portion

The idea is that different portions of the specification can be saved and retrieved

independently. We describe how this is meant to work below. Currently, it is only
partially implemented.

Although designed to represent ecological and modelling information, the core

language concepts are not specific to ecology, or even modelling. This domain inde¬
pendent kernel includes two main aspects. First, there are the language constructs
as described in chapters 5 and 6. These include the relations for representing the
sort and part hierarchies, attributes, the set formation operator, and some very

basic sorts and attributes (e.g. entity, number). Secondly, along with this is a

large amount of general machinery which manipulates and guides the operations
that can be performed on these constructs. This includes the rules for inheri¬

tance, etc. For example, the typing of the higher-order functions like average,

rate, qnam, defines specific rules for combining and nesting them. For instance, if
biomass is an attribute of sheep then qnamjent(average, biomass) is an attribute
of set(sheep).

The immutable kernel may only be changed by the system developers. This
would generally only be necessary when new expressive power is added.

The permanent portion corresponds to the bulk of the general/ecological knowl¬
edge base which will be of general use for some class of users. It will enable a

reasonably wide range of ecological systems to be specified in a certain domain.
As noted above, this part is created separately from the normal modelling process.

The idea is that a special mode will be required to edit the permanent knowledge
base. In normal use, the contents will not be removable. Note that removing

things from the permanent knowledge base may cause the previous ecological sys¬

tems built based on it to be inconsistent (as well as any simulation models based
on any of those ecological systems). Introducing new versions of any software
causes these kinds of problems.

The user modifiable portion will typically be specific to individual ecological
systems, but not used frequently enough to be put into the permanent knowl¬

edge base. We must allow for migration of concepts from the user modifiable to

permanent portions if it later turns out that concepts are frequently used. This
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introduces more version control problems. Every existing ecological system de¬
scribed using the previous version of the permanent general/ecological knowledge
base may need updating.

There may be any number of different permanent knowledge bases for different
sub-domains. It will be possible for these to be saved and retrieved independently,
each embodying the immutable kernel. Similarly, there may be any number of
different ecological systems corresponding to a single permanent knowledge base.
An ecological system created using one permanent knowledge base may not be
loaded with a different permanent knowledge base. Finally, any number of simula¬
tion models may be created as different idealisations of a single ecological system.

Similarly, a simulation model which idealises one ecological system may not be
loaded with a different ecological system. This gives rise to the tree structure of
models that may be constructed with ELK illustrated in figure 7-3. This is one

important way that we can achieve the requirement of reuse.

Note that, the distinctions on the problem specificity continuum (general, domain-
specific, problem-specific) are not the same as the distinctions in the knowledge
ontology (general/ecological knowledge base, ecological system description, and
runnable model). For example, the general/ecological knowledge base contains
general concepts {e.g. number), domain specific ones {e.g. tree), as well as problem-
specific ones {e.g. 7JoedJreeJizard). Furthermore, concepts can migrate from the
problem-specific level to the domain-specific level when/if a user or group of users

decides that it is likely to apply to more than one problem in a domain. This can

happen even though the concept is represented exactly the same way. Such migra¬
tion of concepts does not make sense between the different levels in the knowledge
ontology.

In the succeeding sections, we give the important details with respect to the
interface for each major command category. We proceed by considering in turn
each of the three idealisation phases introduced in § 6.9. They correspond to the
different levels of information in our ontology. For each phase, we give a brief
overview of how each major command is used. We mention and/or illustrate
assistance relevant only to specific commands, when we introduce the command.
We discuss more general kinds of assistance that apply to a range of commands,
in a summary at the end of this chapter.

After all the commands have been discussed, we turn the discussion around
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^ kernel

CT forestry gen]eel cr africa gen/ecl

C—^General / Ecological Knowledge Base

( )Description ofEcological System

□ Simulation Model
It will be possible to use ELK independently save and retrieve:

• different versions of the general/ecological knowledge base based on the kernel
• descriptions of different ecological systems based on the same general/ecological

knowledge base
• different simulation models based on the same ecological system

Figure 7—3: Hierarchy of Models
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and focus on the key benefits and techniques with respect to interface assistance.
We mention various more general examples of benefits that apply to more than
one command. This substantiates the claims we made with respect to the de¬

sign rationale described in chapter 4. Keep in mind that although conceptually
distinct, these phases are not to be viewed as strictly temporally ordered. Quite
the contrary, ELK had been designed to allow maximum flexibility for user to do
things in any order they wish. Thus, there may be considerable interleaving.

7.3 General/Ecological Knowledge Base
We describe how a user may construct the general/ecological knowledge base which
constitutes an idealisation of some particular ecological domain cast in the PESAV

framework. There are four main jobs:

1. define a sort hierarchy
2. define a part hierarchy
3. create and characterise attributes

4. create and characterise processes

7.3.1 Sort and Posible Part Hierarchies

There is a uniform mechanism for editing and displaying hierarchies. A user clicks
on TAXONOMY, and chooses from a menu of hierarchies. These include the sort,

possible part, possible component, and component hierarchies. The latter is part

of the ecological system level considered later. The possible component hierarchy
may be displayed, but because it is wholly induced, it may not be edited directly.
If the user wishes to edit the part hierarchy, the slots appear labeled PARTS and
COMPOSITE. If the sort hierarchy is selected, the labels are SORT and SUBSORTS,

etc. More than one link may be added at the same time., but only to a single
parent node. A node may also be linked in between two existing nodes.

Consistency Checking

The system gives a warning if a link is already there, or if a child node is already
linked to a different parent (i.e. the relation is a graph, not a tree). If a link is
added to the part hierarchy, and the sorts are not yet in the sort hierarchy, the
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user is informed that new sorts have been created. When links are removed, a

warning is given if the sort is no longer in use (c/paw/lion example above.).

Relief from Redundant/Menial Tasks

The system automatically keeps track of what the sorts are from the contents of
the part and sort hierarchies. The system induces the transitive versions of each
of these hierarchies. It induces the component hierarchy entirely. Thus, with a

minimum of effort, a considerable amount of useful specification may be achieved.

Transparency

The ability to browse through the hierarchies enables users to see quickly the re¬

sults of what they have specified. This is especially useful with respect to the pos¬

sible component hierarchy which is not directly specified (see figure 5-3, page 156).
Users may check that certain links are there that should be and vice versa. They

may also obtain text explanations of the nature of a particular Cp link. For exam¬

ple, if claw -<p paw -<p cat, and lion IZS cat, the system explains why claw Cp lion
as follows:

The reason a claw can be a component of a lion is:

A claw can be a part of a paw.
**AND**

A paw can be a part of a lion
because a lion is a cat.

and a paw can be a part of a cat,

7.3.2 Attributes

In § 7.2.1 we outlined the interface for creating and characterising attributes. One
thing we did not mention there but discussed in chapter 6 was the distinction
between basic and modified attributes. Suppose age was created as an attribute
of physical objects. At that level, there is no generally useful age categories that

might be used to define substructure. However, for the subsort lion, there is,

namely {cub, adult}. This may be specified as follows. First, the user selects
the edit command ATTS-DEFINE-MODIFY. They then enter age and lion in the

appropriate slots. At this point, they may request a brief explanation about this
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attribute by clicking the EXPLAIN button. In this case, it would produce the
following output:

Attribute "age" for a lion is inherited from a phys_obj .

Attribute "age" is a basic attribute for a phys_obj.
It is user defined and may be changed at will.

This would be slightly different if age had already been modified for an interme¬
diate sort. If the user mistypes, or forgets to enter the attribute, the system issues
an appropriate message. At this point, assuming the user wishes to go through
with the modification, they click LOAD ATT causing the current specifications from
phys-obj to be loaded. These are then modified as appropriate. The interface for
this is a very similar to that depicted in figure 7-2.

Removing attribute definitions is easier; it only requires entering an attribute
and a sort.

Consistency Checking

Some of the attribute related checks include:

• is attribute being assigned to a sort which does not yet exist?
• is an attribute already defined?

- should not be if adding new one

- should be if trying to modify or remove it.

Other consistency checking that is not implemented yet entails ensuring that

cub, etc are ranges in the appropriate value spaces. For example, it might be that
a cub was defined to be up to one year old. That is:

cub = {[0,1 ]}:set(positive)

The typing makes this easy to do.

Relief from Redundant/Menial Tasks

The inheritance of attributes from sorts to subsorts as well as the induced at¬

tributes based on average, etc. greatly reduces the amount of explicit specification
required. Also, when attribute descriptions are being modified, the system loads
the defaults, saving the user the bother.
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Transparency

There are various facilities for examining the current state of the attribute defini¬
tions. We have already seen that brief explanations may be provided indicating
whether an attribute is basic, modified, or inherited. Concise summaries may also
be obtained of all the basic and/or inherited attributes of some/all sorts. For
instance, assuming the knowledge base is defined for the Serengeti, selecting the
display command: ATTS-ALL-OF CERTAIN SORTS and entering "animal" in the

appropriate slot, gives the following:

COMMAND: List all basic and inherited attributes for selected sorts

LISTING ALL BASIC AND INHERITED ATTRIBUTES FOR A ANIMAL.

** The basic attributes of an animal are:

cap_cf, r.surv, htime, fecundity & cap_cf
** A animal inherits attributes from the following:

lifeform, phys_obj , ecol_entity & entity
From a lifeform, it inherits: i

biomass & amount_ddt
From a phys_obj, it inherits:

weight & age

Note that we do not list the induced attributes. This is mostly to reduce clutter.
Note also, the attribute amount jddt. There could be dozens or hundreds of such
attributes. Which ones to include would be up to each user. It would be possible to
extend the logic to incorporate the notion of amount. For example, amount(ddt),
amount(water) etc could be induced attributes whose existence derived from the
sorts ddt and water. This would require special machinery and could only be
achieved by system programmers.

i

7.3.3 Processes

There are two stages in specifying process information at the general/ecological
level (see figure 7-4). The first is to create the process. This is done with the
PROCS-GEN/ecl-PROCESS-ADD command. The user first enters the name of the

process (e.g. grazing). Then, one or more roles are characterised. Each role is

given a name (e.g. grazer), and a type restriction (e.g. animal). Finally, the
user indicates what attributes are affected by this process. For distinguishing
whether the attributes are necessarily or possibly affected (e.g. biomass versus

amount-ddt), there are two separate attribute lists. This first stage results in
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up to three rolejdef specifications, and an intermediate construct to record the
affected attributes {affectedjatts).

The second stage consists of specifying one at a time the details of each effect;
there is one for each affected attribute noted in the first stage. Indicating the
process, the role, and the affected attribute identifies which effect is being charac¬
terised {e.g. grazing, grazer, & biomass). The user must then specify the nature
of the effect, and the time scale over which the process is relevant {e.g. increase,

hour). After specifying this and pressing the OK button, and the command is ex¬

ecuted. If there are problems the system prints warning and/or error messages. If
the are no errors, the following instantiated construct is added to the specification.

effeet_def {grazing, biomass, grazer, increase, hour, necessary)

Note how the slots in the interface correspond directly to the arguments in the

corresponding constructs. Note also, that the user need not specify here whether
the attribute is necessarily/possibly affected. This has already been indicated
in the previous stage. This slot is included in this stage only for convenience;
when the user selects the process, and attribute, ELK fills in the value of this slot
automatically; the user may not modify it here.

Search and Consistency Checking

ELK provides extensive assistance for creating processes. Except occasionally
where it is not possible, menus are presented to the user for every slot. In some

cases, heuristics are used to prioritise the choices so that the most likely ones come

first. The default is usually alphabetical order. This reduces the amount of time

required to execute these commands. Little typing5 is required, but more impor¬

tantly, a user's memory is not taxed, freeing up their minds to concentrate on the

important things. Also, extensive consistency checking facilities are in place.
The menus are dynamically generated based on the existing state of the spec¬

ification and general type consistency rules. For creating a process, the user must
enter the name of the process and of the roles. For the role type slot, ELK generates
a menu including all the sorts. For the attribute slots, ELK generates a list of all
the attributes that apply to the types of the entities that may participate in either

5 That is, using the keyboard.
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role. Thus, if animal and plant are entered in the type slots for the grazer and

grazed roles, the list will include biomass, weight, etc but not area. The heuristics
used to order attributes are:

• First priority to attributes that the user is interested in.
• Second priority to attributes that apply to the types closest in the type

hierarchy to the role types in the type restriction slot(s) for the role(s).

Thus, unless interest had been specified in the latter, biomass would come before
weight. This is because the most general type to which biomass applies (lifeform)
is closer to animal and plant in the type hierarchy than the most general type to
which weight applies (phys.obj).

Currently, 'interest' only exists by virtue of the user explicitly noting interest
in the attribute for some type. However, there is much scope for inferring interest
indirectly. For example, if interest is explicitly noted in biomass of In: lion then
interest is indirectly noted in biomass of lions. Interest is also indirectly noted if
an attribute is mentioned is some goal [e.g. "What is the affect of temperature
on biomass?".

The generation and prioritisation of attributes is a general facility useful not

only for processes, but in other situations as well. We shall mention some of these
in subsequent sections.

When specifying effects, the user need not use the keyboard at all, there are

menus for every slot. Before a process has been selected, the menus for role and
nature of effect are not activated; instead, the user is reminded to choose a process

first. Once chosen, the role menu is activated, but the attribute menu is still not;
it now reminds the user to select a role first.

The interface for processes is the most thoroughly implemented aspect of ELK.

It illustrates the intimate connection between rich type structure, pruning the
specification search space, and maintaining consistency. By using type informa¬
tion to generate menus all of whose choices are guaranteed to be consistent we

simultaneously prune the specification search space and ensure consistency. Note
that the 'type checking' is done before the user gives the specification. There is
scope for doing this for virtually every command in ELK. However, this is a highly
time consuming process and only with respect to processes has ELK used this to

full advantage. Compared to the commands where the menus are not generated,
there is a dramatic increase in speed of operation.
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Process: predation
Role: predator animal
Role: prey animal
Necessarily Affected Attributes: number,biomass
Possibly Affected Attributes: amount_ddt

Process:
Attribute:
Role:
Nature of Effect:
Time Scale:

Necessary/Possible:

predation
biomass

predator
transfer
second

necessary

The user defines the process of predation is two stages, using a different command
for each. First, the name of the process, the roles and affected attributes are given.
Then, one by one, they define the effects. Menus for each choice are provided. The
necessary/possible slot in the second stage is shown for completeness; it may not
be altered except by modifying the first stage.

Figure 7—4: Creating the Predation Process

7.4 Ecological System Description

We illustrate how users may describe the ecological system of interest. This con¬

stitutes an idealisation of the general/ecological knowledge base which is itself an

idealisation of some particular ecological domain. There are three main jobs:

1. create entities (individuals and collections)
2. specify substructure between these entities
3. specify occurrences of processes

7.4.1 Entities

Entities are created by selecting the edit command ENT-ADD. Several entities

may be created at once, by giving a list of entities of one type, and/or a list of
E:T pairs (see figure 7-5). As discussed in § 5.6.5 we do not allow entities to be
created using set, only #. This is because (a) the details of the set substructure
dynamically change, and (b) it is usually unnecessary to know what the details
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are. Thus, the user need only distinguish between individuals and collections.
This is one way that ELK hides the underlying complexities.

We provide a simple notation for creating multiple numbers of an entity using
the indexing technique in a purely syntactic fashion. If we wish to create 30
wildebeest {wbst{l), wbst{2), ...), then a user simply enters "wildebeest##3CP
in the name slot, and wb in the type slot. Logically, this results in the following

being added to the specification: V7 G l3o.wbst{I):wb. N.B. ## notation is not

part of the specification language, or the logic, just the interface.
A special notation is used for specifying time substructure. For example, spec¬

ifying "yr{day,hour)" in the name slot and year in the type slot results in the
creation of a year with 365 days, each with 24 hours. This results in the creation
of yr\year, 365 day instances, and 365 x 24 instances of type hour. Each day is a

component of yr, and each hour is a component of one of the days.

This, however only works for standard time units. If we wish to create a

time period equal to an integral number of some standard time unit {e.g. 7
years) we use the ## notation in a slightly different way. For example: en¬

tering "7yrs##(7,day)n in the name slot, and #year in the type slot, results in
the following:

• Entities:

- lyrs is an entity of type #year
- there are 7 entities of type year

- there 7 * 365 instances of type day
• Substructure:

- Each year is a component of lyrs
- Each year has 365 entities of type day as components

For example, timjdim.fri2{lyrs,year,day){2,3) C tim.jdim.fni {lyrs, year)(2).
If users wish to subdivide time entities in non-standard ways, they may do

so by specifying substructure directly using the C0 relation. This is discussed in
§ 7.4.2.

Consistency Checking

The system constrains the instances that may be created as noted at the end of
§ 5.3. For example, no entities are allowed whose most specific sort is indiv, sets
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ELK: Model Acquisition Assistant
COMMAND: Create neu entitles.

I INSTRUCTIONS: » Enter one or more unique NAMES
] * Enter TYPE of entity(s) being created

* and/or: Enter list of name:type PAIR^

Press "OK" to execute coaaand; "Cancel" to try again [ KILL ]

** EDIT ** ** DISPLAY •*

INTEREST SORTS LINKS ENT ATTS PROCS MODEL RENAME CLEAR 10 TAXONOMY ENT CPONS ATTS PROCS MODEL CONCHK

Oisa I'iUHIM! ub.pop: #ub grs: grass^

alt_prey predators H'l'TU #aniaalInstance Names:

3 [ Cancel ] [ Return ] [ Prolog ]

m COMMAND: Display Helrarchy %%%
1. indiv
2. ecol_ent1ty
3. phys.obj
4. lifeform
5. plant
6. animal
7. lion
8. place
9. region
10. ecosystem
11. time

Users may define a number of entities simultaneously. Here, two animal collec¬
tions, a wildebeest population, and a grass entity are created.

Figure 7—5: Creating Entities
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are created only using #, never set. Also, an entity may not be an instance of two

types unless one is a subtype of the other.

Transparency

There are various facilities for looking at the current set of entities. For example,
by clicking the appropriate menu option, a user may list entities:

- in alphabetical order
- of certain sorts

- classified according to substructure
e.g. only entities that are components of something

7.4.2 Substructure

There are three main ways to specify substructure. The most general one is to

directly edit the component hierarchy in exactly the same way that the sort and

part hierarchies are. The user selects the component taxonomy when selecting
one of the commands for editing links. This defines the explicit pairs in C0 from
which C is induced by transitivity.

The second way is via the special notation for specifying time substructure.
This was discussed in § 7.4.1.

The other way is to use values of attributes to define substructure. This is
one of only two significant interface challenges that we faced in designing ELK

(the other is allowing users to build up complex nested expressions using the
second order functions average, etc.). In all other cases, the interface design
was fairly straightforward. The requirements for the attribute-based substructure

specification interface are as follows:

1. Specification of very complex substructure should be possible with relatively
few primitives.

2. The user should be able to define the substructure by interacting with a

representation which is natural and easy to understand. In this case, an

AND/OR tree is ideal.
3. The system should offer a menu of choices for attributes to be used as possible

dimensions {e.g. age, sex).
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4. The menu should be ordered so that the most likely to be used attributes
are listed first.

5. The system should provides names for all the subdivisions automatically
which the user may change as required.

6. The user should be able to view the substructure in the same way that they
view the substructure defined by creating links in the component relation
directly.

7. The system should be able to generate explanations of the ecological meaning
of the entities.

The majority of this is implemented. The exceptions are 3 and 4. However,
the utilities required for this exist and have been incorporated into the process

interface; adding this to the substructure bit is a minor task. Another minor
frill not yet included is allowing the user to give their own abbreviated name. For

example, the system automatically generates the name calfjwbjpop in the example
in § 6.8, but does not provide a way for the user to change it {e.g. to wb-calves).

The user begins by selecting the ENT-SUBSTRUCTURE—ATTRIBUTES-ADD com¬

mand which indicates that they wish to edit/create an AND/OR tree specifying
attribute-based substructure (see figure 7-6).6 This may be used either to define
an entity and its substructure from scratch, and/or to specify substructure for an

existing entity. There are four slots.
The first is referred to as the 'root'. This is the name of the entity to be

subdivided {e.g. pride). When this slot is filled in, and if there is already some

substructure specified for this entity, then the system automatically displays it;
otherwise ELK prints a message indicating that no substructure is defined yet.

The second slot is the type of the root entity {e.g. #lion). This is filled in
automatically if the entity already exists.

The third slot is for identifying the entity to be further subdivided. It is left
blank when specifying the first level of the substructure; otherwise, it consists of a

set of attribute-value pairs. For example, if the pride were already subdivided into
male and female, and the female sub-pride were to be further subdivided, then the
user would enter 'sex = female'' in that slot.

6 The current version of ELK only handles pure or trees.
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COMMAND: Define attribute-based substructure.

z INSTRUCTIONS: * Enter root name (e.g pride)
* Enter type (e.g. #11 on)
* Specify attributes and values of entity to be subdivided

(e.g. sex=male age=old)
N.B. leave this blank when specifying first dimension.

* Specify new dimension: attribute and possible values
(e.g. colour=[brown,wh 1 te])^

Press "OK" to execute conaand; "Cancel" to try again ( KILL ]

*• EDIT •• •• DISPLAY ••

INTEREST SORTS LINKS EN] plain * ty. RENAME CLEAR 10 TAXONOMY ENT CPONS ATTS PROCS MODEL CONCHK

0 1sa
intervals | remove |

l:MAH pride SZXHfl sex=fe«a1e

Li'JiLU #lion MIWUI.-U aae=rcub.adult!

i OK ] [ Cancel ] [ Return ] ( Prolog _J
z %%% COMMAND: Display Helrarchy %%%

1. pride
2. male_pr1de
3. female_pride
4. female_cub_pride
5. female_adult_pr1de

Substructure currently defined for pride:#Hon
pride<=> (sex=[male,female])

!
pride:[sex=female]<=> (age=[cub,adult])

The user specifies that the male pride (not the female) is to be further subdivided
by age. The current state of the substructure so far is given in both graphical and
tabular formats. The graphical version is obtained by displaying the portion of
the components hierarchy rooted at pride. Note that abbreviations are used, not
complex logical terms. The tabular format is one way to represent the AND/OR
tree specifying the substructure.

Figure 7—6: Attribute-Based Substructure

The final slot is for specifying a new dimension (i.e. attribute) which gives
rise to additional substructure for the selected entity. This consists of giving an

attribute name and a specification of a set of values for it (e.g. age = [cub, adult]).
The set of values may be given directly, or indirectly. For example, the default

set of values is found in the dimension value space slot in the attAef construct
for age of lions. This default may be selected by using i@default\ Users may also
refer to sets such as {purple, black, brown} by specifying \dark if each of those
colours is a component of dark. The '\' notation is merely a shorthand for the
user. It is used to select all the explicit members of a set.

Implicit Specification

ELK represents the substructure implicitly, so that if the set of dark colours, or

the dimension value space changes, so does the specification of substructure. For
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example, if something was subdivided by colour and the set of colours was specified
as \dark then this gives rise to three subdivisions. If colours are added or removed
from dark, then the number of subdivisions changes automatically. This gives a

great deal of flexibility, although users must take care not to accidentally remove

entities which may play a role in the model. The same applies when entities are

explicitly removed.

Consistency Checking

No component-whole pair may be specified unless it is permitted by the possible

component relation. This helps to ensure that only sensible substructure is defined.
There are other things that should be checked for. These were discussed in § 5.6.5.
For example, a branch should not be a component of two different trees. Currently
we do not check the number of parts a composite has, or for overlapping which
should be allowed only for homogeneous entities.

Relief from Redundant/Menial Tasks

The interface for defining attribute-based substructure is a powerful mechanism
for defining complex substructure with the system doing most of the work.

Recovery Mechanisms

When component relationships are not permitted that should be, the system has
the capacity in some cases to suggest a remedy. For example, suppose a user

attempts to say some paw is a component of some lion, but paw <£? lion. If
paw Cp cat, the system might suggest that one way to ensure that paw Cp lion
is if lion (Zs cat. The system could offer to make this change dynamically and
continue the session normally. This is not implemented yet, but is one example
of how we might use the type structure to provide recovery mechanisms which
maintain the flow of dialogue.

Uniformity

When defining substructure using the component relation, a user need not be con¬

cerned with the particular kind of substructure that they are defining. By creating
a link in the component hierarchy, they may be defining a member of a set, a
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subdivision of a set, or a part of a composite. The system knows however, because
of the types of the entities. It has to know, in order to permit it (via Cp).

7.4.3 Attributes

The att-esys specifications are wholly implicit (see § 6.4.2.2). Thus there is nothing
for the user to specify at the ecological system level with respect to attributes.

However, users may query the ecological system and ask what attributes each
entity has.

7.4.4 Processes

To have created the process predation at the general/ecological level is analo¬
gous to creating the sort lion. As there need not be entities of sort lion in the
ecological system of interest, neither must there be any occurrences of predation.
At the ecological system level, users say what processes are occurring between
what entities, and what effects there are. In order to create an occurrence of a

process, the process must be defined already. After selecting the edit command
PROC-ECL SYS-OCCURRENCE-ADD. the user must choose the process that they
are interested in. The choices are provided from a menu of processes including
predation, growth, and any others specified at the general/ecological level. Once
chosen, the labels for the role slots are automatically set {e.g. predator and prey.

The users then enter the entities that are participating in this particular occur¬

rence of the process {e.g. predatorspnbjpop). Again, a menu of choices is provided
which consists of all the entities of the sorts allowed by the role.def specification

{e.g. #animals). Currently these are ordered in preference of entities whose types
are closest to #animal. In the future, recency and interest may also be taken into
account. Currently, the user must provide an identifier for this occurrence, al¬

though it would be easy for ELK to suggest a name {e.g. grazingA). This results
in the creation of role.esys specifications, one for each participant.

There are two slots for effects. One indicates what attributes are necessarily
affected. This is filled in by ELK and may not be altered by the user; they are

there as a reminder. The other is for the user to fill in. The system offers the menu

of attributes which may be affected but not necessarily. The user picks 0 or more

of these and enters them in the slot. This results in the creation of effect.esys
specifications.
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BEEBlBBBBBaBBBgia
COMMAND: Specify occurrence of proces^
tjINSTRUCTIONS: ™^Tnte^"narTl^^T,,process,™,,™Te^^redanon^^^^^^*—

* PRESS RETURN to load roles
* Specify entity that participates in each role
* Enter occurrence identifier (eg wb_pred)
* Indicate which (if any) of the optional effects is occurring

Press "OK" to execute command; "Cancel" to try again

*» EDIT **

INTEREST SORTS LINKS ENT ATTS PROCS MODEL RENAME CLEAR 10

O 1sa llUlimH predatlon

17XTTTT31 predators

[3ZXH

c

Browser Menu

OK J Ca

Which entity participates 1n the "prey" role?
__________

^predators
ub_pop

' EHE i

** DISPLAY **

TAXONOMY ENT CPONS ATTS PROCS MODEL CONCHK

MliLMiiUtni-Tlil'm number lifJtXIU

iSZQOI

PROCESS PARTICIPANT OPT_ATTS

£}%%% COMMAND: Loe
"tf vx-l wb_calves

1. ecol_ent1ty -$1
2. phys_ob-
3. Hf®£|
4.
5.
6.

Use left mouse button to make selection, then press 'OK'
8. place
9. regi
10. ecosysteff

OK 3 [ ABORT |

The user is specifying an occurrence of the predation process. For each slot, ELK
generates a list of choices often ordered in preference of those most likely to be
chosen. This is a good example of how type checking can be used to simultaneously
reduce search and ensure consistency.

Figure 7—7: Specifying an Occurrence of a Process
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Search and Consistency Checking

As for specifying processes at the general/ecological level, there is extensive as¬

sistance in reducing search by using type checking to generate menus. There is
nothing new to say here.

7.5 The Simulation Model

Here we describe how a user may specify the simulation model. The simulation
model further idealises the model encoded at the ecological system level which
is itself an idealisation of the general/ecological knowledge base. We treat the
dialogue and runnable-model levels separately.

7.5.1 Dialogue Level

Here we describe how a user may specify information about the simulation model
that they wish to build, but which does not constitute part of the runnable model.
There are three kinds of constructs: interest, goals, and user specified defaults.

7.5.1.1 Interest/Importance

By clicking on the INTEREST edit category, a menu pops up indicating a variety of

things that a user may note interest in (as per § 6.5.2). Their specification entails
filling the appropriate slots (up to 3) for identifying what it is that is of interest.
They must also indicate whether for the purpose of this simulation model, this
interest should be heeded or ignored. See figure 7-8 for an example.

Note that unless a user is prepared to directly input qnamJim and qnamjent

expressions, this mechanism is not adequate for expressing interest in induced
attributes. There is no obvious way that these may be listed along with the rest
of the attributes in a menu to choose from. For a start, there are infinitely many.

We can disallow nesting, but then we have to list every attribute several times,
twice (Jim and _enf) for each qualifier. The most challenging interface problem we

solved was with respect to eliciting complex nested expressions using the qualifiers
average, maximum, etc. The requirements are:

• to allow arbitrary nesting of qualifiers
• to allow changing your mind
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• to guarantee logically well typed descriptions
• to be understandable; e.g. by:

— automatic creation of abbreviations (e.g. 'max_biomass')
— automatic generation of English text to indicate the meaning of induced

attributes nested 2 or 3 levels

It is difficult to manually generate unambiguous text to describe the complex
nested expressions. Yet ELK does this automatically. What made it possible to do
this and to develop a usable interface was having the rigorously typed qualifiers; the
set construct is fundamental. We describe this interface in the next section. N.B.

the interface we implemented was developed in the context of the goal acquisition

assistant, but it could be used equally well purely to note interest. As noted

previously, the goal acquisition assistant is only partially integrated in the current
version of ELK.

7.5.1.2 Goals

We have implemented a separate interface for eliciting goals of the form: "What
is the affect of X on Y?". The result of defining such a goal is to instantiate an

xyMffects construct. Currently we assume that X and Y are unary functions
derived from ecological attributes of particular entities. We begin with the de¬
pendent variable, Y. Currently this subsystem is only partially integrated into
ELK. An example showing the actual implementation is in figure 7-9. Below we

describe a slightly enhanced version of this; which differs only in minor ways from
the existing implementation.

A user begins by indicating the sort of entity that they are interested in, say

wildebeest. The system then generates a menu of possible attributes to choose

from, ordered in preference of those inherited by more specific sorts. At this point
there is no need for a user to commit to whether they are interested in individual
wildebeest or sets of them. So we also include in this menu number which applies

only to sets of wildebeest. For reasons described above, we do not include the
induced attributes using average, etc. in this menu. These are handled separately.

Suppose they choose biomass. If a user is interested in average, or maximum
biomass, they select the QUALIFY option. This opens a separate window which
enables a user to create complex attributes with arbitrarily deep nesting. They
choose a qualifier from a menu (say average). The system offers the choice of what
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ELK: Model Acquisition Assistant
COMMAND: Note interest in an attribute of certain types of entities (or modify).^

^INSTRUCTIONS: * Enter type
* Enter attribute.
* Indicate whether this 1s likely be modelled or Ignored.

- "heed" means the system will encourage you to elaborate
the description or use of concept of Interest.

- "ignore" means to retain the note of Interest but exclude
from the current model.

Press "OK" to execute command; "Cancel" to try again [ KILL ]

»* EDIT *• ** DISPLAY *»

INTEREST SORTS LINKS ENT ATTS PROCS MODEL RENAME CLEAR 10 TAXONOMY ENT CPONS ATTS PROCS MODEL CONCHK

C 1sa

H7I3 'iinaiiiiual number

mmimm heed

[ Return ] [ Prolog J[ OK ] [ Cancel ]

1%%% CCMIAND: Load entire knowledge base from file. %%%
"thesis"

1. ecol_entity
2. phys_obj
3. lifeform
A. plant
5. grass
6. animal
7. wb
8. place

reg1 on
10. ecosystem

The user specifies that for this simulation modelling exercise, the number of wilde¬
beest is important. Different slots appear depending on what kind of thing the user
is interested in. Only one slot would be necessary to express interest in the process

of predation. The result of such specifications is for the system to give suggestions
about what to do next with respect to the item of interest. The ignore option en¬
ables a modeller to record the fact that something is important, but that it is not
included in the simulation model.

Figure 7—8: Noting Interest
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the average is taken with respect to (i.e. time, or wildebeest). Time is always
one option; the other option usually corresponds to the sort entered in the main

goal window. If the attribute had been number, however, the other option would
be the corresponding collection type (e.g. ftwb). This is because the attribute
number does not apply to individual wildebeest. Thus it makes no sense to speak
of the average number of a set of wildebeest unless we are really talking about a

set of sets.

Suppose the user selects time. Formally, this means that we must A-abstract
on the 2nd argument of biomass to get the unary function required as input to

average. The above interface events result in the new attribute:

qnamJim(average, biomass) =

AIT:wb.\SetT:set(time).average(\T:time.biomass(W, T), SetT)
ELK abbreviates this as 4avgT_biomass'; the 'T' denotes that the average is take
with respect to time. More detailed translations are also possible. Users never see

expressions containing qnam_, A, or even set.
Note that it is not necessary at this point to specify a particular wildebeest

or a particular set of times. They may however specify the nature of the set of
times (e.g. 7 days in a week). A separate window is used for this. With this
modification, the above formal expression is changed by replacing set(time) with
set(day).

In keeping with our design requirement to have a flexible system, the user is
under no obligation to continue specifying the goal. The state of the goal so far
indicates that the user is interested in how something affects the average biomass
of wildebeest over some time period. If the user were to stop at this point, and
never continue with this goal, it would have still served a useful purpose. It
will have guided the user to thinking about what is important; the system can

behave exactly as it would if the user had instead created the following interest
specification:

attJypeJnterest(qnamJim(average, biomass), wb, manual, heed)

This interface, although described in the context of a goal acquisition assistant,
could be used separately and explicitly for eliciting such interest specifications.
The interest specification is used by the system to suggest how to continue the
elicitation process as described in the previous section (e.g. to create model vari¬
ables corresponding to this attribute).
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If the user is interested in the maximum average biomass, they will want to
continue. This is done by selecting the NEW option from the secondary goal
window. This causes that window to be updated to correspond to the new level.
The base attribute is now 'avgT_biomass' rather than biomass. The procedure
is the same. The choices at this point are slightly different. The maximum may

be with respect to time again, however at this level the option is not time, but
week because of the specification at the previous level. The other choice remains
the same; i.e. the maximum could be taken with respect to a set of wildebeest.

i

Suppose the user chooses the latter option. The new attribute that now results is
abbreviated as maxjavgT-biomass; formally it is:

qnamjent (maximum, qnamlim(average, biomass)) :

set(wb) x set(day) i—> positive

If the user was interested in the minimum over a set of sets of wildebeest of

the attribute 'max_avgT_biomass', they proceed as before. The time option is
still week, and the other option is now a collection of wildebeest, rather than
individuals. The user may continue as long as they like, although in practice it is

unlikely that nesting these qualifiers more than 2 or 3 levels will be required.

Suppose the user stopped at this point. What has been accomplished? The
user has not created an attribute. The way attjdef is defined, the nested qnam

expression is already known to be an attribute. Neither has the user created

entities, nor model variables. What they have done is express interest in a certain
attribute for a certain type of entity. The attdype-interest construct will be
created automatically, the effect being the same as if it had been directly specified.
In this case, auto would replace manual. Fully specified goals with X and Y parts
defined would give rise to more than one interest specification. The effect is to

inform the system about the nature of the entities and model variables that are

likely to be needed.
As a result of this partial goal specification, the system now knows that the user

is interested in one or more wildebeest collections (not necessarily individuals), and
in the maximum average biomass of these collections over one week intervals.

Through the process of gradual elaboration illustrated above, we are able to

acquire quite complex descriptions from the user. The user starts with the simple

general concept of a wildebeest. They then identify an important basic attribute.
This is then qualified, gradually, one level at a time. Eventually the attribute
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maxmvgTJbiomass is identified. This tells the system that the user is interested
in wildebeest populations which they may be prompted to create as entities {e.g.
wb.pop). They may then be prompted to create a model variable (creating an

att-var specification). Lastly, the nature of the attribute is such as to require
that the wildebeest population and time interval has specific substructure. The
user may be invited to attach member wildebeest to the collection entity already
defined. If the names of the individuals are unimportant, the indexing method

may be used to define this substructure {e.g. wbst(l), wbst(2) etc.). The time
substructure is defined similarly. For example, thisweek:set{day), Vi G h.dy{i) C

thisweek {dy is an abbreviation for the full timjdim.fn expression). The variable
created by this specification translates to the following expression in the object-
level logic:

attvar^fn{qnam^ent{maximum, qnamjim{average, biomass)),wbjpop) :

If this is to be computed in full, then wbjpop must have individual members (say
wbst{j) where j G In. Also, variables must be defined (via att-var) for each of the
wildebeest. The above expression evaluated at thisweek then expands to:

Although we have discussed this interface in the context of goal elicitation, we

see that goals are really just one possible way to begin thinking about the impor¬
tant things with respect to the modelling exercise. However, what we have de¬
scribed could be a stand-alone attribute/variable elicitation subsystem. As noted
in chapter 3, getting the user to say what is important is one of the primary uses

of goals. Additional uses for goals will be indentifying what the model output
should be, and/or for defining simulation experiments.

There is a much quicker way to specify such complex nested variables for ex¬

perienced users. Instead of going through the step by step approach, a user may

input the abbreviation directly in any slot where an attribute is called for. For

instance, if the user wishes to note interest in the average biomass of wildebeest
populations over unspecified intervals of time, then they enter ftwb in the type
slot and avgTJbiomass in the attribute slot for the INTEREST—ATTS-OF_TYPE-

ADD edit command. If they wish to create a model variable corresponding to

time i—► positive
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Goal Type: How does X affect Y?

Define Y Entity

Object: shp

Quantity: bloaass^

Qualified: ■axlbub average biosass

Define X Entity

Object:

Quantity:

Change:

( Quit ] ( Save ] [Save t Quit] [ Prolog [Bar

; Specification to this level: aaxlnum average blomass^
Base Quantity: average bioaass^

Emacstool - GNU Emacs 18.41.10
e begin with the quantity "blomass" which depends on

"time & organism"
ila take the average with respect to time of this quantity.
The range or set of times over which the average Is taken 1s defined as followX

"Each hour for a period of 1 day"
Each such set or range is referred to as a "day".
This gives us an intermediate quantity which we abbreviate as

"
average blomass ".

It depends on the same things as the original quantity,
except that the time variable is replaced by a new variable, day,
jhich corresponds to a particular set or range of times as indicated above.

tfa then take the maximum with respect to day of this Intermediate quantity,
f^ia range or set of days over which the maximum 1s taken Is defined as followsX

"Each day for a period of 1 year"
Each such set or range 1s referred to as a "year".
Finally, we have a new quantity which we abbreviate as

" maximum average biomass ".
It depends on the same things as the Intermediate quantity, average blomass ,

except that the day variable 1s replaced by a new variable, year,
jhich corresponds to a particular set or range of days as indicated above.

Quailf1 er: aaxlmua
Level: 2
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/N .
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new

previous
next
cancel

■yMUJlJ: this level only k
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The user is defining the dependent variable using the Define Y window. They start
by indicating what sort of entity they are concerned with. It is either typed in
manually, or selected from the sort hierarchy in the main ELK window and loaded
into the goal window. They then select the attribute of interest from a menu
constrained to those appropriate to that sort. This is then qualified by average
and maximum using a separate window. A complete, English translation of the
state of the specification is automatically generated.

Figure 7—9: ELK Goal Elicitation Interface

the maximum of such averages over different animal populations, then they en¬

ter max..avgT-biomass in the attribute slot when executing the ATTS-MODEL-

DEFINE_VAR /PARM-ADD command. This is nearly equivalent to what was speci¬
fied above; the difference is that no commitment is made to the nature of the time
intervals.

These abbreviations are converted immediately to the internal representation

using qnam_ which is a more convenient notation for processing (e.g. type check¬
ing). Whenever they need to be seen by the user, the abbreviations are used.

Gradual Elaboration

We have illustrated the technique of gradual elaboration in three senses.
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1. vague to precise
2. simple versus complex

e.g. number of wildebeest, versus the maximum weekly average weight over

a set of wildebeest.

3. ecological to simulation modelling concepts

e.g. a wildebeest; a differential equation

We consider these in turn. Initially a user may express interest in wildebeest; by
itself this is quite vague. A user could mean any number of things. This is made
more precise by determining:

• whether it is individual wildebeest (and which ones) or groups of them (and
which groups).

• what attributes of the wildebeest are relevant

• what other objects and/or via what processes affect the wildebeest
• etc.

The nesting of maximum, etc illustrates the spcond sense. This is made possible
by defining average etc as higher-order functions rather than in the traditional
way. The intimate association of these attributes with sets also gives ELK the
potential to tease from the user whether they are interested in individuals or sets
without their having explicitly to say so.

The third sense is the usual bridging of conceptual distance that we discussed
in chapter 6, and again here. This is facilitated primarily by the distinctions
embodied in our knowledge ontology.

Transparency

This is demonstrated by the ability of ELK to produce coherent English text ex¬

plaining the meaning in ecological terms of the complex attributes (see figure 7-9).

7.5.1.3 User Specified Defaults

The attJnh and effectJnh constructs are instantiated using an interface which is

quite similar to that for the corresponding Aef constructs. We do not elaborate
here. An example defining an attJnh specification is given in figure 7-2. One
point to note is the fact that when the slots correspond, the default values for
these defaults are loaded directly from the appropriate -def specifications. Thus,
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if the effect really is a transfer of materials, then by default it will be modelled that

way. The value spaces for attributes remain the same, etc. The jdef specification
cannot supply the var_spec slot in the attJnh construct because variables are a

modelling concept; the jdef constructs specify only general/ecological information.
However, if the attribute is a constant, then parameter is the default setting.

Otherwise, we arbitrarily let stvar be the default choice.

Relief from Redundant/Menial Tasks
i

This is the main reason for the user-specified defaults. These are but one example
in the wider context of defaults that the system provides for the convenience of
the user. Even if there are no explicit attJnh constructs, the system has its own

defaults which tend to reduce the amount of explicit specification required from the
user. They are acquired mostly by using the information in the general/ecological
knowledge base.

7.5.2 Runnable Model

The two main aspects of specifying the runnable model are:

• creating model variables
• specifying the computation network via schema instantiation

These determine the differential and non-differential equations respectively. This
is where many important idealisation decisions are made. Users decide which

aspects of the ecological system need to be included in the simulation model. For
our simple Serengeti example, there are just a few entities, each having several

attributes; and there are a few processes, each having several effects. This amounts
to on the order of several dozen possible variables that could be created. Yet the
runnable model that we require uses just over a dozen. For those aspects that are

included, users must determine how they are to be idealised.
For example, the number of predators (njpred) is held constant, but the number

4

of wildebeest (n_iu6) is a state variable. Choices also exist for modelling effects.
Even though in the real world the effect of predation is to transfer biomass from
the prey to the predator populations a user might choose only to model the effect
on the predators and ignore the effect on the prey. The possibilities are numerous.

Most effects give rise to partial rate variables for which some way of determining
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its value at each time step must be specified. This is done by selecting equations
or instantiating schemata.

7.5.2.1 Model Variables

The interface for defining ecological model variables is similar to the others. There
is a slot for each argument in the jvar constructs. For attribute variables, there
are two idealisation decisions. One is about the value space, which will usually be

unchanged from the .def specification. The other is the type of variable. This is
an important decision.

There are also two idealisation decisions for effect variables. One is the time

scale, the other is whether the effect variable will be a partial rate variable or not.
Pure model variables are created using a virtually identical interface as the

ecological variables. The only difference is the lack of ecological information. Thus
for pure partial rate variables, the user has to explicitly state what the affected

variable(s) is(are) and whether they are incremented or decremented (transfer,
inc/decrease etc are not required). As noted in § 6.4.3.2, these are automatically
filled in for effect variables.

Unless interest has been noted (possibly via a goal), the menu for attributes
that is generated when a user is creating a model variable will exclude induced
attributes (i.e. using qnam. constructs).

Consistency Checking / Recovery Mechanisms

There is a large amount of consistency checking that goes on here. For example,
when defining effect variables, the idealisation choice cannot be dec/increase if it
is inc/decrease in the effect.def specification. In all cases, the affected attribute
must have a corresponding att.var specification to enable equations to be put to¬

gether properly. This is another situation where a recovery mechanism could be
installed. It would be a simple matter for the system to offer to create the vari¬
ables automatically. If the idealisation of this effect variable is one of increase,

decrease, or transfer the variable must be a state variable; if it is change, then
the idealisation of the corresponding attribute variable is set to intvar. If the ide¬
alisation for an effect variable is change, then the corresponding attribute variable
must not be a state variable.
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Another check must be made when the transfer option is used. Specifically,
the value spaces for the two corresponding attribute variables must be compatible.
For example, it cannot be that the idealised value space for one is real numbers,
and the other {large, small}. Finally, the time scales must be ecologically con¬

sistent. Except for the latter two (and the recovery mechanism), all of the above
consistency checking is implemented. Messages are printed indicating the nature
of the problems, and where possible how to fix them.

Implicit Specification

The users specify only the variables and their types. This implicitly defines the
set of differential equations.

Transparency

The explanation of the ecological variables in ecological terms is one of the major

ways of facilitating model comprehension (see examples in § 6.8).

7.5.2.2 Computation Network

The MODEL-EQUATION command is used to specify the equations and schemata
that comprise the computation network. The user first specifies which variable
they wish to specify how to compute. For this, ELK provides a menu containing
all the proper variables (i.e. excluding parameters). The exclusion is because it
makes no sense to specify how to compute a parameter. It is easy to change a

parameter into a variable (and vice versa) after which it would then show up in
the menu. The proper variables in the menu are divided into two groups, based
on whether an equation has already been specified for the variable. These lists
are each in alphabetical order except that the partial rate variables (i.e. the
root nodes to the computation network) come first. This is because we suspect
that users may wish to specify these first, although they are free to do things in

any order. Suppose the variable wb^eaten is chosen. The user has two options
at this point. They may select from the list of pure schemata, or from the list of

appropriate ecological schemata. In this case, a simple pure schema is appropriate.
wb-eaten may be computed using the pure schema dirp for direct proportionality.
The generic equation (f — x * a) is displayed in the equation slot, and the user

must decide which variable gets attached to each input. For each input, ELK
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generates a menu of variables to choose from. When all inputs are specified, the
user presses OK and the schema is instantiated.

For ecological schemata, ELK offers rather more assistance (as noted in § 6.4.4).
Here we describe a complex ecological schema and the support that ELK provides.
Recall the equation for computing the specific rate of predation (2.7, page 44).
There are a total of six inputs to this equation, however this would vary according
to the number of competing prey populations. This equation is a special case of a

more general relationship. In particular, the denominator is a summation of the
product of three attributes for each of the competing prey populations. The three
attributes are average handling time, average capture coefficient, and population

density. An abbreviated version of the general equation, as stored in the ecological
schema in ELK is given below. Recall that avgJitime{Y,T) is an abbreviation for
average(\X.htime(X, T), T).

spr_pred($predator)(%prey,T) =

avgjcap-cf(%prey, T) * pop-density(%prey, T)
1 + total( \Y.(avg-htime(Y,T) * avg-cap_cf(Y,T) * pop_density(Y,T)),

{$prey} U $c_prey )
Recall that the variables prefixed with a are dummy variables that are

matched before a schema is instantiated. Suppose the user decides to specify
an ecological schema for the variable spr.predjwb. Because of the explicit as¬

sociation of this variable with the attribute spr_pred(predators), $prey matches
with wbjpop, and $predator matches with predators. The match only succeeds
if the precondition predation(predators,wbjpop) holds; it does in this case. All
schemata which match are offered in a menu. Currently, although all the machin¬
ery is generally applicable, ELK had only two exemplar schemata in its knowledge
base. Thus only one ecological schema is in the menu for spr^predjwb-, users may

of course choose any pure schema instead.

§c„prey is the set of competing prey populations (excluding %prey). ELK infers
this from information specified at the ecological system level. ELK determines all
the occurrences of the process of predation for which predators is in the predator
role. It then collects all the entities in the prey role for each of these and removes

wbjpop. As for any other part of the ecological system specification, the user is
free to ignore some of these. ELK provides the list of possibilities, and the user

chooses the ones they wish to take into account.
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This is all that the user needs to do (see figure 7-10). ELK makes the appro¬

priate connections updating the computation network as required (see figure 6-1).
ELK makes the appropriate substitutions for the dummy variables; the attributes
are replaced by the corresponding model variables. For example, the attribute
qnam jent(average, capjzf) of the wildebeest and alternate prey populations is re¬

placed by wb.cap-cf and apjcapjcf respectively. Note that the number of variables
depends on the number of competing predator populations.

This example shows how even though the predation involving the alternate
prey is not explicity modelled, it's presence in the ecological system level is used
to assist in constructing parts of the model which assume its existence.

Also, the equation is expanded getting rid of A's and qnam. expressions where
appropriate. In this case, the term with total is replaced with an explicit sum

(see figure 6-2). However, the two uses of average are not expanded. This is for
two reasons. First, the terms using average correspond to parameters, not proper

model variables; they are not computed. Second, even if they were proper model

variables, there are no explicit members over which to perform the computation.
This illustrates an important point about the use of the higher-order functions

average, maximum, etc. In particular, terms using these higher-order functions
need not be expanded to enable computations over explicit sets. Whether or not

such expansion/computation takes place is the user's choice. It is unlikely that

something like average handling time would ever be computed directly. However,
it might be possible to estimate it from other field data; this would mean a separate

equation would be used. Thus, just as for any other variable, the user is free to

select the equation to compute it, or to let it be a parameter (i.e. constant). Using
these higher order functions this way still enables explaining the meaning of the
variables corresponding to these induced attributes (e.g. wbJitime). Furthermore,
ELK is flexible enough to allow the user to change their mind and decide to compute
some average (or maximum, etc) directly. The meaning of the variable would not

change, only the way it idealised the attribute of the entity it represents.

Consistency Checking / Search Control

Using type information to match ecological schemata greatly reduces the search
space for selecting equations. Other menus are provided as noted above.
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LLK: Model Acquisition Assistant
I COMMAND: Specify hou to compute a variable ♦ I

INSTRUCTIONS: * Choose an intermediate or exogenous variable f
* * Choose a module which gives the appropriate output 1

|
* Specify what the inputs ar^

1 Press "OK" to execute coaaandj "Cancel" to try again [ KILL ]

*• EDIT ** •* DISPLAY ••

1 INTEREST SORTS LINKS ENT ATTS PROCS MODEL Var/Parm * \ 10 TAXONOMY ENT CPONS ATTS PROCS MODEL COMCHK
equation
Outputs * 1

1 ks 1 sa compile 1

_

run |
InTiulFll spr.pred [i

c OK ] [ Cancel ] [ Return ] [ Proloq ] ihmih spr_pred_wb 1

%|m COMMAND: Display Heirarchy %%%
1. spr_pred_wb = wb_cap_cf*wb_density/ (1+ (wb_htime»wb_cap_cf*wb_density+ap_htime*ap_cap_cf<ap_dens1ty))|

'*£j 2. wb_htime = 0.08
3. wb_cap_cf = 317
4. wb_density = n_wb/area_sgt1
5. n_wb (SV)
6. area_sgt1 = 1000000
7. ap_htime = 0.05

: ?
0. ap_cap_cf = 100

■m
9. ap_dens1ty = r\_aprey/area_sgt1
10. ruaprey = 4200

I 11. area_sgti = 1000000

The user selects a schema for computing the specific rate of predation of predators
on the wildebeest population using the MODEL-EQUATION command. The single
input in this case is a list of prey populations other than wb_pop. The display
in the lower portion shows the instantiation of the general equation for computing
specific rate of predation given any number of competing prey populations. The
inputs are presented in graphical format enabling users quickly to see what the
variable dependencies are. State variables are denoted by (SV), and values for
parameters are shown.

Figure 7—10: Instantiating Ecological Schema
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Relief from Redundant/Menial Tasks

As illustrated by this example, the degree of assistance offered by ELK for ecological
schemata can be quite high. The savings are less dramatic, but still worthwhile
for simpler schemata like pop.density (see § 6.4.4).

Transparency

After a schema is instantiated, the updated computation network (with or with¬
out equations) may be displayed (see figures 6-1 and 6-2). This gives users a

concise view of the dependency relationships between the different variables and
parameters. Although not currently implemented, text may be generated for each
instantiated schema explaining what the relationship is that is being used to com¬

pute each variable. More information is available for the ecological schemata.

Uniformity

Both pure and ecological schemata are specified using the same basic command.
The listing of the computation network uses the same display command as for all
the other hierarchies.

7.5.2.3 Running the Model

Before a simulation may be run, users must specify the simulation time and model
output. The former is a special entity called simtime; it is created just like any

other time entity with substructure (see § 7.4.1). For example, if we wish to run

the Serengeti model for a 20 year period, then we can specify simtime##{20) in
the name slot and ftyear in the type slot using the command for creating entities.

To specify the model output, a user must say which variables are to be printed
at what times. Currently, the facilities for this are quite primitive. Users may

only provide a list of model variables. ELK assumes that these are to be output
at every time interval. A useful extension would be to allow the specification of
selected times {e.g. every other year). Another extension would be to compute

average, maximum, etc over specified sets of times. For example, a user might
be interested in the average number of wildebeest over all or part of the simu¬
lation time period. With simtime specified as a set of 20 years, a user should
be able to specify avgTjnumber{wb.pop, simtime) as an output variable with-
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out having to specify an equation for computing it. The system should then
store up the intermediate values as required during the simulation and perform
the computation at the end. It should also be possible to compute the aver¬

age for the first and second 10 years of the simulation. This could be done by
instead specifying simtime##(2, decade) and then specifying the output vari¬
ables as: avgTjnumber(wbjpop, decadesimtime^I)) for I equal to 1 and 2. N.B.
decadesimtime is the abbreviation for timjdim_fn(simtime, decade) whose type
is natural » decade.

In the above expression, decadesimtime(I) may be viewed as an instant rep¬

resenting a whole decade. However, if we are directly to compute the average

number of the wbjpop for each year of this decade, it must then be viewed as a

set of 10 years. This is fine, since there are 10 components of type year auto¬

matically created. In running the simulation, ELK must know when to compute
the average. To do this, ELK has a notion of time equivalence which identifies
tim-dim-fn(simtime, decade)(I) with timjlim,-fn(simtime, decade, year)(1,10).
So when the simulation gets to this year, the computation may take place. This
notion of time equivalence is implemented, but not the ability to perform these

computations over sets of times during a simulation.
If any other time entities were created and used, they must map correctly to

the simulation time line. No such facility is currently provided, although it should
be conceptually straightforward to do so by providing a command for stating

equivalences between time entities.
The commands for compiling and running the model are quite trivial, we omit

any details. The actual output provided by ELK for the example model is given in
figure 7-11.

Overall, the current facilities for running models with ELK are very crude.
The point of this exercise is to demonstrate that the constructs provided at the
runnable-model level are sufficient to specify models that really run.
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year 1
n_wb = 11032.0

spr_pred_wb = 2.48705
year 2

n_wb = 12236.7

spr_pred_wb = 2.68851
year 3

n_wb = 13655.1

spr_pred_wb = 2.91367

This shows the model output for three iterations of the example Serengeti model.
There are two output variables. Note that each iteration corresponds to meaningful
time steps which correspond to the specific structure specified by the user for the
overall simulation time.

Figure 7—11: Model Output

7.6 Testing Elk

In addition to various toy examples, Elk has been tried on various models published
in the ecological modelling literature. Initial results are encouraging. We have
implemented the Serengeti model completely, using ELK to define from scratch the
sorts, functions, processes for the general knowledge base as well as to define the
specific model variables, parameters, equations, etc that comprise the model, right
through to running the model producing output. All parts of the general/ecological
knowledge base may be created and modified by the users except for the ecological
schemata. Various other examples have been partially encoded in Elk.

Much of the current version of ELK has been very recently implemented, and
thus has not been tested on users other than the author. Earlier versions were

tested with about a dozen people. Again, results were encouraging. The goal
elicitation subsystem was tested separately. Users found that the template "How
does X affect Y" was a useful one capable of capturing a good portion of the goals
that they had in mind. The major usefulness of these early tests was to point out
limitations in the expressive power required to capture the enormous variety of

concepts that X and Y can be. A great many of these problems have been solved.
Several users tested an early version of ELK that was limited to describing

the sort and part hierarchies as well as creating entities and component hierar¬
chies. The interface as described in this chapter was used. It was necessary to
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spend 15-30 minutes explaining the basic ideas and distinctions that they are re¬

quired to make. Chief among these is understanding the difference between the
sort and part hierarchies, and the difference between the possible part hierarchy

(e.g. paw -<p lion) and the component hierarchy (e.g. pawl C lionl). These
users came along with their own problems which were in no way suggested by the
author. Initially, I acted as a knowledge engineer asking them various questions
and modifying the knowledge base as I saw fit. A number of interesting repre¬

sentational problems were uncovered; these have been discussed in chapter 5. For

example, the homogeneity distinction.
In some cases, users were left on their own. This worked out fairly well as long

as I was around to answer a few questions now and then.

7.7 Design Rationale Revisited
i

In chapter 4 we described the design rationale for ELK. The major requirements
are: model comprehension, expressive power, conceptual distance, search space

control, consistency checking, flexibility, and relief from redundant/menial tasks.
In chapters 5 and 6 we showed how we help meet the first three requirements all of
which are directly related to the formalism. In this chapter we have concentrated
on the latter ones all of which are directly concerned with the provision of assis¬
tance via a friendly interface. We have also elaborated on the issues of conceptual
distance and model comprehension. Chapter 6 showed how the formalism sup¬

ports bridging conceptual distance, and facilitates model comprehension. In this

chapter we saw how this is manifest in the interface. In this section we summarise
the key techniques used to help meet these major requirements.

7.7.1 Transparency / Model Comprehension

As originally conceived, the term 'model comprehension' referred to the ability of
a user to understand the simulation model in terms of the ecological system being
simulated. However, if we use the more general meaning of the term 'model', this
refers to the ability of users to understand the general/ecological knowledge base
and the description of the ecological system as well. All of this is part of the

general requirement of achieving transparency in the interface.
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An important design feature of the ELK interface which facilitates transparency
is uniformity. We have attempted to use similar techniques for accomplishing
similar tasks wherever possible. Some examples of this:

• The same commands are used for editing and displaying each hierarchy.
• All attribute and variable related interface commands are similar across all

levels.

Uniformity in the interface is facilitated most directly by uniformity in the un¬

derlying formalism. We use similar constructs to represent similar concepts. For
example, there are various hierarchies all represented the same way; we have used

naming conventions as well in a consistent uniform manner (e.g. _def, Jnh, and
jvar).

ELK currently provides extensive facilities for examining the state of the spec¬

ification (see § 6.8). Many more are possible. The interface would be greatly
enhanced by using graphic display of the hierarchies. Although very important
for an end product, their incorporation is more development than research. ELK

demonstrates that in principle a friendly user interface is possible to construct.

7.7.2 Conceptual Distance

We covered this in some detail in § 6.9; here we review the main points. The
primary technique for reducing conceptual distance is by constructing a bridge
linking the ecological concepts to simulation modelling ones. This is manifest in
the knowledge ontology which gives rise to three distinct idealisation phases:

1. construction of general/ecological knowledge base
2. description of ecological system to be simulated
3. specification of runnable simulation model

The third is the most important and most difficult. The dialogue level specifica¬
tions assist in bridging levels 2 and 3.

Crucially, each of the four levels comprising our ontology consists of constructs
whose semantics are expressed in terms that are readily understood by ecologists
familiar with basic modelling concepts. This facilitates the development of:

• friendly interface facilities because there can be a direct mapping between
the constructs and the interface actions.
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• translation routines which are used to achieve transparency in the interface,
which is important for model comprehension.

7.7.3 Search Space Control

In chapter 1 we identified two kinds of choice that need to be made (what to do
and how to do it) and three levels of assistance in search (identification, pruning,
and advising).

What to Do

Choosing what to do is a control issue. In ELK, this is manifest in deciding how
to proceed in the elicitation process (i.e. what command to execute). There is
also a secondary level of what choices to do with which slot to fill in first; this is
sometimes important. The identification of this search space is implicit in the set
of available commands, which is in turn derived from the available constructs in
the formalism.

The pruning of this search space is manifest in the fact that certain specifica¬
tions are required before others as well as certain slots needing to be filled in before
others for a single command. For example, you cannot create grsjwt as a model
variable representing the weight of the grass unless the attribute weight exists as

well as some entity of sort grass (say grs). This is not an isolated example: there
are a wide variety of such restrictions. For a specific concept, the user is forced
to specify the general/ecological knowledge base first, then the ecological system,
and finally the simulation model. This bridging of the conceptual gap is a direct
consequence of the knowledge ontology.

We currently provide no on-line advice on what is the best command to execute

next, given various sensible options. However we do for each command give explicit
instructions on the order in which slots should be filled in. We have identified a

small number of general guidelines, such as it being a good idea to elicit goals
first. These will be included in any documentation for users. Much of the time,
it makes no difference what order things are done in (e.g. which parameters to
create first).

The provision of extensive useful advice on what to do next (including identify¬
ing when it does not matter) requires a major knowledge acquisition effort. Many
modellers should be consulted, many strategies should be empirically tested. The
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result of this would be a body of mostly heuristic knowledge which characterises
one or more good control strategies for constructing models. Once identified, this
knowledge could be put to use (possibly as a separate rule-base subsystem) to
control an agenda, or suggestion box.

How to Do It

The how choice is manifest in two ways in ELK depending on the nature of what
it is that needs to be done. We shall refer to what needs doing as a modelling

subgoal because it constitutes some task that must be achieved in the modelling
process. The simpler of the two is deciding how each construct is instantiated,
more specifically, what the entry for each slot may be. There is also a higher
level how issue regarding possible ways to achieve some modelling (sub)goal which
itself may be a high-level notion not directly expressible in our language. A good
example of this is how to represent a concept (e.g. black sheep as discussed in
§ 4.4.2). In this case, deciding how to do something may consist of using one

construct or series of constructs to achieve the subgoal instead of others. We refer
to these two kinds of 'how' choice as low- and high-level.

In ELK, the identification of the search space for low-level how choices is
achieved by presenting the available choices for each slot. Mostly, this derives
from the typing. For instance, when a variable corresponding to an ecological
effect is being created, there are explicit idealisation options (e.g. the instances
of the meta type chgspec). We do not identify except implicitly the choices for
high-level how decisions. This would require another meta level in which one could

express notions like "representing a concept".
We prune the low-level how search space by using general/ecological and mod¬

elling knowledge. For instance the option increase is not allowed for idealising the
effect of predation on the biomass attribute of the prey. We do no direct pruning
of the high-level how search space. We have made no real attempt to characterise
it yet. This is an important topic for future work which is discussed briefly in

chapter 9.
We offer no on-line advice on how best to instantiate constructs, nor on how

best to achieve high-level modelling subgoals (although we do at times order menus

such that the options most likely to be chosen are listed first). These are difficult
decisions that lie at the heart of any modelling problem. There are important
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choices to be made at each level (in the ontology), and between levels. For example,
we saw that there were various ways that the concept of black sheep might be

represented ranging from virtually not at all in black^shp:animal, to the fairly rich
version: blackshp: sheep{black). None of these choices is right for all problems;
but each would be appropriate for some problems. The philosophy in designing
the formalism for ELK is to make it as expressive as possible to give users the

option to represent things in a rich and general way when it is useful to do so.

We do not advocate using all the expressive power all of the time. We offer the
following general rule for deciding how to represent a given concept:

The more likely a concept is to be used frequently, the richer and more

general its representation should be.

Although important, we make no claims about this being original or interesting
in its own right. It is good knowledge representation practice.

At the simulation modelling level, the how decisions are the usual ones that
ecological modellers make. Should something be a parameter, or a state variable?
How should an intermediate or exogenous variable be computed? Should an aggre¬

gated representation be used? In the example model, predators is an aggregated

population, the subdivisions are explicit. The decision to use the aggregated ver¬

sion is made at the simulation level. It is manifest in whether variables are defined

for the lion and hyena sub-populations or just the predator population. These are

difficult choices at the heart of any modelling problem. Although some general

principles can be identified, the knowledge required to provide useful advice for
these choices is not widely available.

Summary: Search Space Control

By far the most support we offer is in identifying and pruning the various idealisa¬
tion search spaces. In the context of an ecological modelling assistant, identifica¬
tion of the search space constitutes a major achievement. Without ELK, virtually
all the 'how' choices are high-level ones. With ELK, a user may construct models

slowly and gradually being led along the way. Pruning is also a major benefit; it
is a consequence of the consistency checking, which in turn depends heavily on

the rich type structure and the four-level knowledge ontology embedded in the
formalism. Summarising:
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• The language for representing general/ecological knowledge (i.e. PESAV

framework) identifies the search space for describing ecological domains.
This framework also embodies a small amount of pruning.

• general/ecological knowledge base identifies and prunes search space for de¬
scribing ecological systems.

f

• the language for representing simulation models in conjunction with the
ecological system description, and the mapping between ecological concepts
and modelling ones identifies and prunes the simulation modelling search
space.

Provision of advice both in controlling the order in which models are specified,
and in making good modelling decisions is largely absent in ELK. This is where
goals may re-enter the scene. What constitutes the best way to model something
depends on many things, but perhaps most fundamentally on the goals of the
modelling exercise. The knowledge required to make use of goals is not readily
available; getting it constitutes a major knowledge acquisition exercise.

7.7.4 Consistency Checking

We have seen many specific examples of consistency checking. A fundamental
aspect of ELK is that consistency checking is used to prune the idealisation search

spaces. Here we briefly review the consistency checking in ELK both in terms of
what is provided and what techniques are used. We ensure consistency:

• in the general/ecological knowledge base with respect to the world by con¬

straining it to fit into the PESAV framework.
• in the description of the ecological system with respect to the general/ecological

knowledge base. ,

• in the simulation model by with respect to the ecological system description
in conjunction with basic modelling knowledge.

There are two modes of consistency checking:

• a priori checking: dynamically generated menus which offer only sensible
choices

• post priori checking: validating inputs, issuing warnings as appropriate

Primarily, the support for consistency checking derives from:
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• Explicit separation of the general/ecological knowledge base from the eco¬

logical system description enables ensuring consistency of the latter.
• Explicit separation of the description of the two ecological levels from the

simulation model enables ensuring consistency of the latter.
• Use of typing (object- and meta-level) is at the heart of virtually all consis¬

tency checking in ELK. A great deal of semantic consistency is ensured using
purely syntactic techniques.

7.7.5 Flexibility

We distinguished two main kinds of flexibility which were major design constraints:

• control: can do tasks in any order
• modifiability: easy to modify/remove existing specifications.

We require the former because we believe every ecologist will have their own

preferences that on the whole should be catered for. Thus in ELK, users can mostly
do whatever they like whenever they like. This is not always possible, of course.

For example, a user may not create an attribute variable unless the attribute and

entity already exist in the general/ecological knowledge base and ecological system

description respectively. Thus, for a particular concept we force users to go from
the general/ecological level to the runnable model via the ecological system level.
However, they may freely choose whether to describe the bulk of the ecological
system first, or to interleave this with creating model variables. They are under no

obligation to specify anything at the dialogue level. This is for their convenience

only. While we think that specifying goals is a good idea, we do not force it.
We require modifiability because the process of modelling is difficult and re¬

quires a lot of experimentation, trying different ideas etc. To achieve this we

have for every construct provided commands for modifying and/or removing ex¬

isting instantiations. We provide ample messages and warnings indicating what
the consequences of a users action are. The potential for changes causing related
specifications to be updated is great. We attempt to identify where changes cause

immediate problems of consistency, however we make no claims that we catch ev¬

erything. One important area for future work would be to try to come up with
a general consistency checking methodology which would replace the current ap-
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proach which largely relies on the system designer identifying all possible problems
beforehand.

One step in this direction is extensive use of implicit specification which we al¬

ready have in ELK. In a great many cases, when specifications are added, removed,
or modified, the related specifications are automatically updated. One example is
the differential equations; see § 6.6 for others.

This flexibility is traded off against computational speed. On the whole, this
has not been a problem for ELK because at any one time, there is not much
computation to be done.

7.7.6 Relief from Redundant/Menial Tasks

We have provided a wide variety of mechanisms for relieving the user of tedium of
one kind or the other. These are classified as follows:

• implicit specification
• defaults

• recovery mechanisms
• miscellaneous

Implicit specification, besides facilitating modifiability, also saves the user of a

great deal of work by reducing the amount of explicit specification required.
ELK has an extensive capacity to supply default values. This is particularly

evident in the -def, Jnh, jvar sequence of meta-level constructs. When creat¬

ing variables, the default values are always taken from the corresponding Jnh
specification. Usually, these are implicitly defined, the [default] defaults coming
from the corresponding .def construct. These are guesses that ELK makes about
what the most likely choice will be. Users may override these with explicit Jnh

specifications as required.
In principle, ELK has an extensive capacity to provide recovery mechanisms so

that users when they make mistakes can be relieved of the tedium of manually

making fixes. We have identified a number of situations where these would be

useful; a few have been implemented but not yet been incorporated in the current

interface. For example, if a sort is not yet specified, the system could offer to

present the link command for editing the sort hierarchy and then go back to
where they left off. Currently, a user must go through the bother of cancelling
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the current command, selecting the command which will make the appropriate fix,
and then remembering what it was they were trying to do in the first place.

Collectively, these recovery mechanisms are more than mere bells and whis¬
tles. Extensive use of ELK would no doubt result in the identification of many

other situations where recovery mechanisms could be installed that we have not
mentioned yet. The typing, which is the foundation for consistency checking is
what makes it possible to provide this feature. Taken in conjunction with a wide
variety of other useful aids, a suite of recovery mechanisms could greatly enhance
the usability of ELK.

The automatic generation of menus constraining choices is another useful aid.
When the menus are ordered, this constitutes another case when the system is

providing defaults.

7.8 Conclusion

In chapters 5 and 6 we demonstrated that we have a significant amount of ex¬

pressive power. In this chapter, we described the details of the user interface. We

began by giving a general overview of what facilities ELK has and how it is used.
We then gave examples of how the system acquires formal descriptions of each
important kind of information in our ontology. These are:

• general/ecological knowledge
• the ecological system of interest
• modelling goals
• what the user is interested in

• user-specified defaults
• a simulation model of the ecological system.

For each, we illustrated the role that the information plays in meeting one or more

of the major design requirements. Finally, we summarised the key requirements
and the techniques used to meet them. Of particular importance is the issue of

identifying and controlling choices which constitute the idealisation search spaces.

The three phase approach is fundamental to the system's ability to to manage

choices.
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Conclusion: Part II

This concludes the second part of the thesis. The first part consisted of

1. defining the general problem of formalisation
2. exploring the particular formalisation problem of ecological modelling
3. designing a computer assistant to alleviate the ecological modelling formali¬

sation problem

In the process, we identified one major objective and two major hypotheses. The
objective is 'to identify how goals may be used to assist in the ecological modelling
formalisation process'. This was addressed in chapter 3. The two hypotheses are:

1. ontology completeness hypothesis: That every piece of information that is
deemed to be useful in the process of constructing ecological models can be
unambiguously placed into one of the following categories:

- general/ecological knowledge
- ecological system description
- dialogue control information
- runnable simulation model

2. ontology usefulness hypothesis: That this knowledge ontology is instrumen¬
tal in helping achieve the following benefits in the context of a computer

assistant for ecological modelling:
- model comprehension
- sufficient expressive power

- small conceptual distance
- identification and control of the idealisation search space

- ensuring consistency

The second part consisted of:

• describing the solution to the ecological modelling formalisation problem.
This was achieved by:

• describing the theory and implementation of ELK.

In doing this, we

• investigated the two hypotheses.

The framework has been tested in detail on one real example. Most of the

techniques are general, applying not only beyond this example, but also outside
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the domain of ecology. We are thus optimistic that further testing will prove that
the framework works more generally.

The third part of this thesis considers:

1. evaluation of ELK

2. related work

3. future work

4. summary and conclusions
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Part III

Discussion
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Chapter 8

Related Work / Contributions

8.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, we compare the technical details
of the most relevant related work. Second, we identify the precise nature of the
contributions of this thesis. The work presented in this thesis is most directly
concerned with the problem of representing and constructing ecological simulation
models. We have made a substantial contribution to this field. However, as pointed
out in chapter 1, we share similar research goals with workers in a variety of in
other major fields. In all, the major fields related to this thesis are:

• Ecological Modelling
• AI and Simulation

• Software Engineering
• Intelligent User Interfaces
• Knowledge Representation

In this chapter, we give short reviews of the potentially relevant areas in each of
these fields, identifying specific issues and problems that are most directly relevant
to this thesis. We identify (to the best of our knowledge) the most important
relevant published techniques and/or systems and compare the technical details
with the theory and/or implementation of ELK.
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8.2 Ecological Modelling

The bulk of published papers in the field of ecological modelling describe specific
models of particular ecological systems. However, there is a growing concern about
the way that models are constructed and represented. These correspond to two

major problems in the state of the ecological modelling art (as noted in chapter 2):

• Model Comprehension: Existing formalisms for representing ecological mod¬
els are inadequate for understanding them. This makes the models difficult
to:

- analyse
- be used by others
- modify

• Model Construction: Most existing tools for constructing ecological models
require considerable mathematical modelling and programming skills. This
effectively denies many ecologists the opportunity to construct models.

[Loehle, 1987] gives a strong argument with many examples for the potential uses

of artificial intelligence techniques in ecological modelling. Two of his major points

directly correspond to the two key problems noted above. Additionally, he notes
that:

"Virtually no research has been published, however, on the application
of artificial intelligence techniques to ecological modelling. [Loehle, 1987]"

This paper is purely speculative in nature; it describes what should be done, not

what has been done. Recently, there have been some published reports of how
artificial intelligence is being used in ecological modelling [Colomb et al, 1988;
Thomson & Taylor, 1990]. However with the exception of the Edinburgh ECO
project [Muetzelfeldt et al, 1989], and SIRATAC [Colomb et al, 1988] we have found
no work that directly addresses either of the two problems listed above. Therefore
we limit the detailed technical comparisons in the field of ecological modelling with
these two projects, concentrating largely on the former.
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Figure 8—1: The original ECO system

8.2.1 The Edinburgh ECO Project

8.2.1.1 ECO: Introduction

The most recent overview of the ECO project is in [Uschold et al, 1989]. We make
no attempt to mention all of the important work related to this project, as much
of it is of limited relevance to this thesis. Further details may be found in the
cited publications. In the following sections we describe:

• the first generation: ECO
- original objectives
- basic functionality
- shortcomings

• the second generation: EL, SL, NIPPIE

• comparisons with ELK

8.2.1.2 The First Generation

The original objective of the ECO project were to construct an expert system for

ecological modelling. The major problems that this system was to alleviate are:

• Many ecologists lack sufficient modelling and programming skills to build
ecological models.

• Most models are one-off Fortran programs that are insufficiently documented
and thus difficult to analyse and/or assess.

• There is no central store of model components and parameter values that

may be accessed and used by others. Thus a large amount of time is wasted

repeating the efforts of others.
• There is little standardisation of modelling approaches.

The requirements of the initial system were: ■
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• a task specification formalism capable of representing a wide range of eco¬

logical models.
• a front end which communicates with users in ecological terminology (i.e. to

reduce conceptual distance)
• a data base and browsing mechanism for storing and accessing ecological data

and relationships.
• an automatic checker to ensure that the models make ecological sense.

• a back end interpreter to run the completed model.

A diagram illustrating the general architecture of the system appears in fig¬
ure 8-1. A task specification formalism, for our purposes, is a language for specify¬
ing simulation programs which embody models of ecological systems. Because the
range of possible models and programs is far too vast to capture in its entirety,
we limited ourselves initially to system dynamics models. This methodology is

commonly used in ecology to model the flow of materials such as energy, nutri¬

ents, and pollutants. As such, it is quite powerful and capable of capturing a wide
range of models. It also has the advantage of being based on relatively few simple

concepts.

System dynamics modelling makes use of a concise schematic representation
which helps the ecologist think about the model without mathematical formulae.
Figure 8-2 shows a diagrammatical representation of a very simple model in which
wolves are preying upon sheep. Each box is referred to as a compartment and is
conceived of as a tank containing some material. The heavy arrows indicate flow
of material between tanks. In this case, the flow might represent the transfer
of biomass from the sheep population to the wolf population due to predation.
The smaller arrows indicate functional dependency. For example, the rate of

predation is a function of the current values for sheep and wolf compartments and
a coefficient.

All system dynamics models map directly to sets of differential equations

(the converse is not true), one for each compartment in conjunction with non-

differential equations for the flow rates. The formalism for representing the models

generated using ECO is equivalent to a subset of that described in § 6.3. The direct
correspondence of the underlying representation with system dynamics models was

instrumental in bridging the gap between the user's view of the problem in eco¬

logical terms and the final Fortran simulation program. It enabled the ecologist
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Figure 8-2: A System Dynamics Model

to think in the ecological terms of materials flowing, and expressing their models

(via an interface package) into the formalism in a fairly straightforward manner.

Users input ecological statements in a stylised English command language.
From the user's point of view, the command "wolves eat sheep" means that there
are two populations, wolves and sheep and that the process, eating, causes biomass
from the sheep population to flow to the wolf population. The system translates
this command into the language of system dynamics resulting in the creation of
two compartments and a flow. Other important commands include setting initial
values, and selecting equations from a library of commonly used mathematical re¬

lationships. The eventual Fortran code is generated automatically from a complete
model specification and is never seen by the user.

The first prototype adequately demonstrated the basic concept, but there were

many problems. Chief among these were:

• inadequate dialogue facilities
• limited range of models

Much time was spent experimenting with different dialogue strategies. The results
of these experiments are reported in [Robertson et al, 1988b].

Our main concern here is the fact that ECO could only construct system dy¬
namics models. Many important ecological entities and processes are not naturally
viewed as compartments and flows. Crucially, because
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the system relied completely on the system dynamic flow analogy to
reduce the conceptual distance

the usefulness of ECO breaks down when the flow analogy breaks down. The con¬

ceptual distance issue was finessed by taking advantage of an existing framework
whose usefulness is extensive, but not unlimited. The bridging of the conceptual
distance came virtually for free with the system dynamics modelling framework.
That is, there was no real bridge; instead there was a 1-1 correspondence with the
user's view of the problem and the underlying representation. There was virtually
no distinction between ecological and modelling information. The single exception
was the explicit representation of a flow which is used to create the equations, but
is not explicitly represented in the runnable specification. In the terminology of
this thesis, the flow is part of the ecological description.

The main achievement of ECO was to provide the right amount of syntactic

sugar to the representation in the user interface, and to write a code generator
which directly translated the formalism into a Fortran program. The functionality
of ECO was quite similar to Stella [Lewis, 1986]. The latter is a commercial product
with a highly developed graphics interface. The major difference between it and
ECO is that the latter had domain specific information. This included:

• ecological objects and processes which correspond to compartments and flows
• a library of ecologically meaningful equations for computing flow rates
• ecological consistency checking

8.2.1.3 Second Generation

The major tasks addressed by the second generation of ecological modelling sys¬

tems were:

• extend the expressive power of the modelling language beyond system dy¬
namics

• construct a (necessarily non-trivial) bridge to reduce the conceptual distance
that exists outwith system dynamics

• enhance the guidance capabilities

That the first requirement gives rises to the latter ones is an important conclusion
reported in [Robertson et al, 1988b].
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EL

We first describe EL1[Robertson et al, 1987; Robertson et al, 1988a], the first of
the second generation systems on which all the rest are based. To address the
conceptual distance problem a new problem description language was designed
which directly captures the terms that the user is thinking in. Because there was

no longer a 1-1 correspondence between what users are thinking about and the
model we were forced to relieve the restriction that everything the user says is
translated directly and unambiguously as part of the runnable model. Instead,
the system was equipped with modelling knowledge and reasoning mechanisms to

help the user convert their problem description into the runnable model (i.e. the
solution description).

EL users are allowed to express facts about the ecological system which may

be represented in the runnable model in different ways or not at all. For example,
users can say that rate of predation depends on an animal's location. This suggests
that a model with explicit spatial representation may be appropriate. Users may

choose from different standard ways to represent spatial changes (e.g. grid, or

zones). This information about the ecological system, as well as information about
the simulation model (but not necessarily part of it) is collectively referred to as

the problem description. The runnable model itself is referred to as the solution

description. It is a Prolog program, automatically generated from the problem

description in conjunction with a library of pre-stored modelling schemata (e.g.
for the grid method of modelling spatial changes).

EL used sorted logic as a wide-spectrum language for representing all the dif¬
ferent kinds of information in the problem description. This language is much
simpler than, but shares a common foundation with ElkLogic. Users created the

problem description by selecting and editing sorted logic statements translated
into English. For example, a generic statement about predation between animals

may be selected. This may then be specialised to say that wolves prey on sheep.
Formally this results in the following:

WW:wolf.VS:sheep.VT:time.predation(W, S, T)

which is translated as:

1 EL is an acronym for 'EcoLogic'.
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For all wolf, sheep and time:
wolf preys upon sheep at time.

Including this sentence in the problem description means (in everyday English)
that in the ecological system of interest, wolves prey on sheep. Once the user was

satisfied that the problem was described adequately, they would select a command
to build the model. This required at least one goal of the form: "what is the value
of variable X at time T?". The system constructed a program to compute this,
thus solving the goal. The program construction technique is based on the Marples
algorithm [Bundy et al, 1979]. This works like means-ends analysis and backward
chaining. To solve this goal, a schema is selected that can be used to compute
X. If new unknowns are introduced, these give rise to new subgoals for which
additional schemata are required. This process continues until all subgoals are

solved (i.e. when there are no new variables, only initial values and parameters).
The model consists of an acyclic network of schemata linked by the inputs and

outputs. The schema for computing the goal is the root node.
The problem of searching through a large space of schemata is alleviated by

associating with each a set of preconditions which must hold before it may be
invoked. For example, a schema for using a grid spatial representation method
requires that there is a statement in the problem description that says the enti¬
ties in question vary with location (see [Robertson et al, 1988a] for details of this
example).

Another interesting feature of EL is the ability to reconstruct an entire model

building session. The basic facility consisted of a mechanism for browsing through
the acyclic graph of instantiated schemata. 'At' each schema, a user could see the
specific instantiations of the preconditions.

EL constituted a big step in the right direction, however there were serious

problems.

1. The program construction algorithm assumes that the problem description
is complete, and that there are sufficient schemata in the library. If there are

not, then EL stops. Thus there was no way to guarantee that the program

would run.

2. Furthermore, once the 'build model' command had been issued, there was

no going back to edit the problem description. Such flexibility is essential if
the program generator is stuck.



The programs SL and NIPPIE were constructed to address these and related issues
and problems.

SL

SL [Robertson et al, 1988a] was constructed primarily to address the first problem.
It does so by taking the radical approach of constructing and running the model
simultaneously. It uses the same program construction algorithm, but instead of

starting with a problem description, it builds it up as required on the fly. The
starting point is a goal of the same type as for EL. Schema are identified which can

compute the goal, and the associating preconditions give rise to questions asked
of the user. This is how the problem description is built up dynamically.

Although SL solves the problem of guaranteeing a runnable model, it was highly
inflexible. Users had no ability to direct the course of a model building session.

Also, the dialogue was difficult to control (this is a classic problem of any backward
chaining system).

SL also addressed the blank sheet of paper syndrome faced by EL users who did
not know what to to. It took an extreme approach by taking complete control.

NIPPIE

The primary aims of NIPPIE are to:

• enable the program generator to recover from incomplete problem descrip¬
tions.

• impose a sensible ordering on the questions asked of the user.

The approach to solving the first problem is to use the basic technique employed

by SL of acquiring problem description information on the fly. However, rather
than simply ask about each precondition as it is identified as being potentially
useful, the system tries to be a bit more clever.

The program generator in SL drives the dialogue in a fairly arbitrary manner.

Since it works backward from goals, the preconditions in the initial schema iden¬
tified will frequently be cast in modelling terms. Thus, one of the first questions
that might come up is "is it a spatially represented model?". This goes against
the fundamental goal of bridging the conceptual distance. Users should initially
be able to talk about ecological things. NIPPIE attempts to identify a series of
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ecological questions that could be asked that would gently lead up to the mod¬
elling question (i.e. the idealisation decision). Great efforts were made to phrase
questions in easily understood ecological terminology.

NIPPIE also incorporated some heuristics for ordering the questions in a way

deemed to be desirable. The basic principles are (a) ask general questions before
specific ones (b) ask related questions together (c) order questions by dependency.

NIPPIE made some significant improvements over EL and SL. In particular, it:

• allows interleaving problem description and program generation phases
• achieves more natural sequence of question asking
• makes an explicit distinction between ecological and modelling information,

thus identifying [some of] the idealisation search space.

8.2.1.4 Comparisons with ELK

The major features shared by all four systems are:

• They use a problem description based on sorted logic that:

— is distinct from the runnable model.

— facilitates bridging the conceptual gap by allowing users to specify:
- what is true about the ecological system being modelled.
- what is true about how they wish to model it.

• There is a facility for representing attribute-based substructure.
• There is a schema mechanism for defining equations to compute variables.
• There is a facility for running the simulation models.
• They can represent models outside the system dynamics framework.

The important features that EL, SL, and/or NIPPIE have which ELK lacks are:

• high-level idealisation rules
• an active mechanism for controlling dialogue where the system may take the

initiative

Consider the following rules in EL:

3A:attribute.variesjwith(A, location) —> spatial^representation
grid-squares —» spatialrepresentation
zones —y spatialzrepresentation
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The first rule says that if some attribute varies with location, then it is im¬

portant to consider incorporating explicit spatial representation in the simulation
model. Whether it is incorporated or not is a separate decision. This is analogous
to an _interest specification in ELK. The term, occJnterest(wbjpred, manual, heed),
for example, denotes that it is important to consider incorporating explicitly the
occurrence of predation denoted by wbjpred (i.e. between predators and wbjpop)
into the runnable model. The other two rules are used abductively to generate

suggestions about how to specify the simulation model. Together these three rules
are used to suggest possible idealisation options based on ecological information.
Note that the left hand side of the first rule is ecological information, and the right
is simulation modelling information. The latter two rules contain only simulation
modelling information.

Note that spatialjrepresentation is a higher level concept than ELK currently
represents. The idealisation in ELK is at a lower level. The need for high-level
rules has not arisen yet.

We intend to incorporate these features in ELK. We are optimistic that this
will be a straightforward exercise because the underlying representation for all

systems is basically the same.

One important difference between the development of ELK versus EL, SL, and
NIPPIE is that the logical foundation for ELK is much more thoroughly developed.
Important features of ELK that EL, SL, and NIPPIE either do not have at all, or

have in a limited capacity are:

• model comprehension
• low level identification and control of idealisation search space

• explicit separation of the problem description into the following three cate¬

gories:
- general/ecological knowledge
- ecological system description
- dialogue level

• goal elicitation subsystem
• flexibility

- modifiability
- user driven dialogue; interleaving tasks

• substructure
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- explicit representation for sets
- representation for part-composite substructure

• higher-order functions, especially average, maximum, etc.
• user-specified defaults

The first three points are highly interrelated; we discuss them together. EL,

SL, and NIPPIE do not distinguish model variables from the ecological attributes
and effects of processes that they correspond to. Thus, model comprehension
is severely limited. There is no way to record or recover idealisation decisions
with respect to model variables. There is no automatic documentation of the

ecological meaning of model variables. Because the system does not separate
the ecological description from dialogue level information, it is impossible for it
to discover implicit idealisations which correspond to something in the ecological
description not being in the runnable model. The model reconstruction facility of
SL is limited to browsing through the acyclic network of instantiated schemata.

We can tease out the distinctions in terms of our knowledge ontology. For

example, the sorts and uninstantiated sentence templates are general/ecological
knowledge. Entities (called 'objects' in EL) and instantiations of the templates are

part of the ecological description. A predication like spatially jrepresented con¬

strains how the model is to be built by being a precondition to various schemata,
but is not part of the runnable model. Thus it is at the dialogue level. Because
the system is not explicitly aware of these distinctions it can not make use of them
in the way that ELK does. As discussed above, this severely limits the facilities for
identification of idealisation search space and model comprehension.

A fundamental design constraint for ELK is flexibility. The wholly system-

driven approaches take by NIPPIE and SL are inadequate. EL and ELK both are

wholly user-driven in the problem description phase. EL however, is unacceptably
inflexible when it comes to constructing the model. Users can not go back and
change their mind. NIPPIE solved this problem, but took away the control from
the user.

ELK has been designed to achieve the best of both worlds with respect to

flexibility. The key idea is to provide a suggestion box mechanism similar to that
used in EL. Users could then do what they like, but would also be free to take
advice from the system as required. Users who always followed this advice would
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achieve the effect of a wholly system driven approach. However, they are not
forced to do what the system says like in SL and NIPPIE.

As with everything else in ELK, the user is in complete control when selecting
schemata. This is a significant departure from both EL and NIPPIE. However,
unlike EL and NIPPIE, ELK currently cannot drive the schema instantiation pro¬

cess. So with respect to schemata, the job is half done. The last step will be to

incorporate dialogue control mechanisms like those in NIPPIE. The exact same

heuristics used by NIPPIE for deciding what to do next may be used in ELK. The
difference will be that the control information will be presented as a choice, not
an edict.

One important feature missing from all of the other systems is the rich rep¬

resentation for sets and the induced functions defined on sets. EL has a special
sort called population. All populations of all sorts of animals have this sort. In

ELK, the set type set(animal) is used instead of population. There is of course

nothing to stop an ELK user from explicitly defining a sort called population, and
creating the entities Injpop and predators as instances. Users who understand the
fundamentals of the representation used by ELK will know that by doing so they
will be unable to make use of the many facilities ELK provides with respect to
the distinction between sets and individuals. All the attributes would have to be

manually specified like biomass, age, etc. as well as induced ones using maximum,

average, etc. In ELK, this is done automatically.

8.2.2 Siratac

SIRATAC [Colomb et al, 1988] is a large successful commercial simulation package
which advises cotton growers whether, when, and how they should spray their

crops. It uses conventional rule-based techniques in conjunction with various un¬

derlying simulation models to provide advice. The rules analyse the output of the
simulations.

They are not concerned with assisting in model construction. However, they
are very much concerned with making the model more usable, understandable,
and modifiable. The initial program was 30,000 lines of Fortran. It was not built
using good software engineering practices. It suffered badly from being hard to

modify and understand. It has since been reimplemented, and was scheduled to

go on-line in the 88/89 growing season.
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The techniques used to ensure modifiability differ significantly from ELK in
kind and specific purpose. They use a so-called knowledge dictionary based on an

entity-relationship model to store information about the model. However, they
concentrate on representing in a queryable data base the information in the rules,
rather than in the simulation models. No attempt to record the meaning, assump¬

tions, and idealisations of the simulation models appears to have been made.

8.3 Artificial Intelligence and Simulation

We are concerned with quantitative (not qualitative) and continuous (not discrete)
simulation. There is some work concerned with mixing the continuous and discrete
paradigm which is relevant only to future work on ELK. The nascent field of AI
and simulation may be divided into two main categories [Widman et al, 1989]: how
can artificial intelligence techniques be used to augment simulation technology and
vice versa. We are only concerned with the former; the main AI 'technique' we

use is logic-based knowledge representation and inference. There are many aspects
to the simulation life-cycle where artificial intelligence techniques may be applied.
These include:

• model comprehension
- assumptions on which the model is based {i.e. idealisations)
- the meaning of model components
- dynamic behaviour of simulation

• construction and subsequent modification of models
• verification and validation

• planning experiments to achieve simulation goals
• analysis of simulation results, possibly suggesting model revision

There is very little work on:

• using goals
• providing intelligent assistants for the initial construction of models
• enriching representations to facilitate model comprehension.

In the subsequent sections, we discuss three systems which have begun to address
some of these issues, and compare them to ELK.
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8.3.1 Knowledge-Based Simulation

Since 1980, KBS [Fox, 1986] has been a testbed for exploring the application of AI
to the simulation life cycle. There is significant overlap in their goals and those of
the ECO project.

"Industry has been slow in adopting simulation as a means for ana¬

lyzing complex decision problems. One reason is that the complexity
of the modeling language and the differences between simulation mod¬
eling concepts and the system to be modeled [i.e. large conceptual
distance] make model building a difficult and time-consuming task.
Early work in knowledge-based simulation has attempted to ... create
simulation models which are

• explicit,
• understandable,
• modifiable, and
• self-explanatory.

By using a frame language to represent domain concepts, such as object
structure, and goals, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
domain and the simulation model. ... [Fox, 1986]"

They have restricted their work to discrete simulation domains such as factory

scheduling and project management. This choice of domain is particularly judi¬
cious with respect to model construction, representation, and comprehension. In
this domain, frame languages are particularly well suited, rendering the concep¬

tual distance relatively small. This is directly analogous to the first ECO proto¬

type which also enjoyed a one-to-one correspondence between the system being
modelled and the modelling language. With such correspondence, the conceptual
distance issue goes away. Difficulties with model construction and comprehension
are dramatically less. Thus the most important and advanced aspects of their
research do not center around the key foci for ELK. Whether or not there were

more challenging real systems to model for which the one-to-one correspondence
no longer held, no attempt was made to solve those problems. Rather, the em¬

phasis of the KBS project was to address all the major aspects of the simulation
life cycle mentioned above.

The primary purpose for building models in KBS is either to verify a hypothesis,
or optimise one or more features of a system. Goals play a key role here. For

example, a goal might be to maximise utilisation of a machine. A goal language
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was developed which due to the nature of the problem is quite different from goals
in ELK. Measuring 'instruments' are set in place to gather data. The simulation
is run, the data analysed, and performance summaries are given. A rule-based
component is used to reason about how the model might be changed to improve
the goals.

Their use of goals is quite different from ours. We use them to provide hooks
into the model construction process. They use them to identify simulation experi¬
ments to be performed. We both use them to determine to some extent the nature
of the output of the model.

Summarising, KBS is a state of the art application of artificial intelligence to the
simulation life cycle and is recognised as being one of the first and most extensive
efforts [Widman et al, 1989]. However, the main foci of that project are different
from ours.

In the ecological domain the problems of representation, construction, and
model comprehension appear to be much more difficult than in the factory domain.
For example, there are many different levels of organisation in ecology, and the
overall idealisation problem is much more severe. A key observation is that unlike
the factory domain there is no convenient 1-1 correspondence between the model
and the way an ecologist thinks about the ecological domain (assuming we do not
limit ourselves to system dynamics models).

This means that having a small conceptual distance is no longer for free, we

must work to achieve it. It also means that model comprehension does not come

for free. The need to record explicit idealisation decisions it not addressed by the
KBS project, possibly because the need does not arise in the factory domain. This
was a major focus of the ELK project.

8.3.2 Object-Oriented Language for Continuous Simula¬
tion

[Lounamaa, 1986] describes a language (SLICL) for continuous simulation models
which is very similar to that described in § 6.3. I quote:

"Let x(t), y(t), and p denote state variable, dependent variable, and
parameter vectors respectively. Then the difference equation models
are of the form

z(t + l) = f(x(t),y(t),p), (8.1)
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y(t) = g(x(t),y(t),p). (8.2)

The equations defined by (8.2) are restricted to be nonsimultaneous
such that they can be solved in one pass without iteration. That is,
the dependencies between the dependent variables have to be acyclic,
in particular, the right side of the equation that determines the value
of a specific y variable cannot contain the variable itself."

What are referred to as dependent variables here are either intermediate, partial
rate, or exogenous variables in ELK. SLICL is an object oriented representation
defined by various Lisp macros. State variables, dependent variables, and param¬

eters are defined using constructs extremely similar to the _variable constructs in
ELK.

The primary goals of this project are shared with ELK.

• to reduce conceptual distance
• modifiability

The author [Lounamaa] views this as a high-level modelling language which runs as

fast as an equivalent Fortran program. Objects correspond to entities in ELK, each
is assigned any number of state variables, dependent variables, and/or parameters.
There is no separate notion of partial rates for incrementing and decrementing
state variables each time step. We agree that this is a significant improvement over

Fortran. The author notes that a graphic interface is required, but not currently

implemented. If that were added, the result would be a tool like Stella with
increased expressive capability because it would not be limited to system dynamics
models.

The representation described in [Lounamaa, 1986] is a notational variant of
ELK's runnable-model level constructs. If the claims about efficiency are accu¬

rate, this might be a viable alternative to Fortran as a target language. How¬
ever, the SLICL research has addressed only the problem of developing a higher
level language for specifying runnable models. This issue was not of interest in
the design of ELK; ELK merely used the solution from the original ECO program

[Uschold et al, 1986].
■ I

8.3.3 Planetary Atmospheric Modelling

[Keller et al, 1990] describes a project very similar to ELK in the domain of plan¬
etary atmospheric modelling.
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"In general, implemented scientific models are complex, idiosyncratic,
and difficult for anyone but the original scientist/programmer to un¬
derstand. We believe that advanced software techniques can facilitate
both the model-building and model-sharing process."

They note the following as important barriers to scientific model-sharing [i.e.
reuse).

• "Lack of comprehensibility''': They assert that models usually are complex,
difficult to understand, and insufficiently documented. Even well docu¬
mented models inevitably cease to be so as the model evolves over time.

• " Wrong level of abstraction''': This is their term for 'large conceptual dis¬
tance'. "... the model builder is forced to translate a model originally ex¬

pressed on paper in terms of natural scientific concepts into a 'foreign lan¬
guage' ...". The foreign language they refer to is Fortran.

• " Unmodifiability: Due to problems with comprehensibility and level of ab¬
straction, models are often difficult to change to suit the needs of a different
scientist."

• "Implicit assumptions: Often important modeling assumptions and data as¬

sumptions are left implicit in the low-level code that implements the model."
These assumptions may neither be inspected nor changed by a new user.

"This is a significant deterrent to using another scientist's model because
the appropriateness of assumptions is frequently the source of scientific de¬
bate."

The major goals are identical to those of ELK. The techniques that they propose

are:

• "Interactive graphical interface: to enhance comprehensibility and modifia-

bility of models. ..."
• "High-level modeling language:'" to reduce conceptual distance
• ''''Analysis facilitiesto interpret model output
• "Intelligent Assistance: ... constraint satisfaction, typed inheritance hierar¬

chies, and backward chaining control can reduce the amount of detail that
a scientist-user needs to track."

Overall, the similarities between this project and ELK are striking, both in the

analysis of basic problem being addressed and in the techniques for solving them.
An initial prototype has been constructed which may be used to create what in
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ELK is the computation network. "For the purpose of our initial prototype, we

have conceptualized model-building as a process of linking uncomputed physical
variables ... to computed variables". It works in exactly the same backward chain¬

ing fashion as do EL and NIPPIE. Menus of variables and schemata to choose from
are presented much as in ELK.

The major difference between this project and ELK, is that [Keller et al, 1990]
describes a proposal, not a project that is substantially underway.

8.4 Software Engineering

In ELK, we are concerned ultimately with creating runnable specifications of eco¬

logical simulation models. This constitutes a large class of software application
programs. Thus, our work is directly relevant to software engineering, the follow¬
ing areas in particular:

• domain modelling
• software comprehension
• reuse

• requirements capture

Research on providing computer assistants in the domain of requirements capture
is relatively new, owing largely to the fact that creating requirements documents
for software systems is a highly complex task.

The latter three areas are tightly interrelated. One of the key barriers to soft¬
ware reuse is that most complex software is difficult to comprehend. Use of domain
models enhances software documentation. This improves software comprehension
and thus facilitates reuse.

8.4.1 Domain Modelling, Software Comprehension, and

Reusability

Software comprehension is the general term for what we call model comprehension
in ELK. This is also referred to as program understanding [Biggerstaff, 1989], and
discovery [Devanbu et al, 1990]. The concept is a simple one, although difficult to
achieve satisfactorily. In order for software to be understood properly, an explicit
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record must be made of important design decisions, and each component should
be explicitly related to some aspect or feature in the domain of application.

LaSSIE [Devanbu et al, 1990] is a software information system whose primary
aim is to reduce or eliminate invisibility. This is a serious problem for large
software systems; programmers spend huge amounts of time discovering what the
code is doing before they can modify it. This drastically reduces the possibility of
software reuse. This is precisely the same problem with many simulation models.
The approach to reducing invisibility is to build a model of the domain which can

be queried by programmers to locate quickly the information they require about
the software. LaSSIE incorporates multiple views of the software, including

• an architectural view

e.g. This part of the system is part of that layer of the system architecture.
• a conceptual view

e.g. This part of the system affects those conceptual objects in the domain.
• a code view

e.g. How do the source files and declarations relate to each other?

Making such distinctions and equipping the knowledge base accordingly greatly
facilitates understanding of the software. Similarly, in ELK, the distinctions we

make in our ontology facilitate understanding of the simulation model. Take the
wildebeest population as an example. The runnable-model (i.e. code) view is the
variable njvob. The ecological view is the attribute number of the entity wb.pop
which is a set of entities of sort wb.

Some important differences between ELK and LaSSIE are:

• LaSSIE is concerned with describing existing large scale software about
which there is generally insufficient knowledge. This knowledge must be
acquired through a process of reverse engineering from the existing system.
ELK on the other hand, builds models from scratch. We do however, share
the ultimate goals of software comprehension which in turn facilitates mod-

ifiability and reuse.

• LaSSIE is intended for use by programmers, ELK is intended for use by

non-programmers.
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8.4.2 Ignoring Attributes

An important fact about ELK is that we represent many more attributes in the

general/ecological knowledge base than will ever be used in a particular model.
The idea of representing more about a domain than will be used in a particular
application is also relevant in the use of domain models in software engineering.
For example:

"Current object-based systems view specialisation exclusively as a way
of saying more about a class. For a corporate domain model it will
also be necessary to specialise a class by saying what properties of the
superclass are not relevant to the subclass. For example, shop floor
worker would logically be a subclass of employee, which could be used
by a factory control system. However, while address would be a logical
property for an employee, it might be of no interest [my italics] to the
factory control system. Thus the specialisation from employee to shop
floor worker would include the information that the address attribute

should not be included on a shop floor worker [DeBellis, 1989]."

[DeBellis, 1989] is purely speculative; no solutions are offered. The ignoring of
attributes described there is rather stronger than the sense in which we ignore
attributes in ELK. For a start, the 'ignoring' referred to above is a fixed part of
a domain model; ELK is interactive. It does not remove attributes entirely, but
rather gives the user the option as to whether and how they wish to use certain
attributes. The above scenario would be more directly analogous if it was known
a priori that an inherited attribute of an entity was never appropriate. We have
not catered for this, although we recognise its potential usefulness. For example,
in population dynamics models, the attribute 'length of hair' would almost never

be of interest.

Instead of ruling attributes out entirely, the ELK approach is to order them so

that those unlikely to be used come last when an attribute must be selected from
a menu. General information about the type of model (i.e. high-level goals as

discussed in chapter 3) could be used to prioritise these menus. For example, a

future version of ELK may allow users to input a high-level goal like: " to have a

population dynamics model of ...". This would give low priority to the attribute

'length of hair' but high priority to number. This is another potential use of goals.
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8.4.3 Requirements Capture

8.4.3.1 The Requirements Apprentice

The role of the requirements apprentice (RA) [Reubenstein & R., 1989] is to as¬

sist the requirements analyst in specifying a formal requirements document. The
problem is particularly difficult because initially, the analyst does not know exactly
what they want. The process begins with informal, ambiguous often conflicting
requirements. The purpose of the RA is to allow such statements to be made at
the outset, and to gradually remove the ambiguity and increase the formality. The
RA produces three kinds of output:

• Interactive output gives the user feedback on the consequences of their ac¬

tions.

This is analogous to the messages produced by ELK.

• A requirements knowledge base represents everything the RA knows about
the current state of the requirements.
This is analogous to the collective base of specifications at the ecological

system, dialogue and the runnable-model levels.
• Various written documents can be generated from the requirements knowl¬

edge base (not implemented yet).
This is analogous to the automatic documentation produced by ELK.

Other important similarities with ELK include:

• recognition that significant amounts of domain information is required in
order to provide an adequate level of assistance

• the analyst [i.e. user] is in complete control
• the knowledge base is never complete, and will require dynamic updating
• significant effort is made to convert informal information into a formal spec¬

ification, bridging a considerable conceptual gap.

The techniques employed to go from informal to formal differ. In this regard, the
RA is more flexible. The RA lets the user say things which are not defined yet,
which may have different interpretations. As additional information is specified,
the RA attempts to resolve the ambiguity. Currently, ELK provides no such facility;
users are always forced to define their terms. The assistance that ELK provides
in this regard is to provide a sequence of constructs which users may choose from
which bridge the informal-formal gap. The knowledge ontology plays the key role.
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The RA relies more heavily on inference. Currently, the RA can take several
minutes to respond to certain commands when it tries to do inference. Response
time in ELK is never more than a few seconds. Insufficient details are provided to

ascertain why the inference demands for RA appear to be so much greater than
for ELK. One possibility is the dynamic ambiguity resolution may be very costly.

Currently, the user interface for the RA is not implemented.

8.4.3.2 KATE

KATE [Fickas, 1987] is another system for assisting in the requirement capture

process. Although the overall goals are very similar to both the RA and ELK,

different aspects of the problem are being tackled. Fickas is concentrating on

the design aspect, and is developing techniques for critiquing the design, and for

resolving conflicting design goals. We are not concerned with this, so there is little
to directly compare with ELK.

8.5 Intelligent User Interfaces

There is no coherent body of research that constitutes a subfield concerned with

making user interfaces more intelligent. We have found no comprehensive general
overviews of the 'field', which clearly describe the current issues and problems and
the state of the art. [Rissland, 1984; Bundy, 1984] are steps in the right direction,
but are neither comprehensive nor recent. There appears to be no particularly
seminal papers, and no coherent group of workers who reference each other.

Instead, there are a great many papers describing various systems which pur¬

port to include some form of intelligence in some kind of interface [O'Keefe, 1985,
Uschold et al, 1986, Barstow et al, 1982, Bennet & Englemore, 1979, Martin et al,
1983, Ross et al, 1985, S. et al, 1982] Some generally important issues that we are

have not addressed in ELK are:

• user modelling (a field unto itself)
• natural language interfaces to data and knowledge bases.
• adaptable interfaces which vary according to the performance of users.

• degree of coupling of front end and back end
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The important issues that we have addressed that are of general applicability are

the use of knowledge based approaches for:

• reducing conceptual distance
• identification and pruning of choices
• consistency checking
• relief from redundant and/or menial tasks

A highly relevant work which influenced this research is [O'Keefe, 1985]. The
goal of that project is to build an intelligent assistant for statistical analysis, called
ASA. The key problems addressed in that project that are similar to ELK are:

• representation of a complex domain with many subtle distinctions
• ability to communicate with non-expert users in their own terms

The representation for value spaces in ELK is a simplification of that used in
ASA. In ELK, a value space is just a set of values. This set may be represented by
a sort {e.g. integer), or an instance of a set type {e.g. {1,2,3}: set {integer)). In
ASA, they are much richer. In the statistical domain, they are much more impor¬
tant than in the ecological modelling domain. Of critical importance is knowing
what operations make sense. For example, although temperature is measured in
numbers, it makes no sense to add them, however differences are quite relevant.

Specifically, in ASA:

• value spaces are arranged in a lattice; properties are inherited from parent

nodes.

e.g. addition on integers in inherited from reals
• physical dimensions such as length, mass, etc are incorporated
• operations may be performed on the value spaces themselves

e.g. length can be used to derive volume.
• users may initially be vague about what a value space is and gradually specify

more information.

There were many problems that were addressed in ELK that were not addressed
in ASA. For example,

"... there is an enormous man/machine interface problem that fell com¬

pletely beyond the scope of this research [O'Keefe, 1985]"
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In ELK, the representation language was carefully designed to make the interface

problems manageable. A major emphasis in the ASA project was on computational
efficiency; this was not an important issue for ELK.

The representation for sets and substructure was emphasised in ELK, but not

ASA. Although parts are cited as being important in statistical domains, the
representation used was fairly conventional (see § 8.6.2). Sets of objects, and
measures of average, mode, maximum etc are of primary importance in statistics,
however there was no attempt to represent these as was done in ELK.

8.6 Knowledge Representation

8.6.1 Structured Object Languages and Tools

The fundamentals of ElkLogic have much in common with many structured object
based languages and tools {e.g. [Clayton, 1984; Bobrow & Stefik, 1981; Keel986]).
See [Stefik & Bobrow, 1985] for a good overview of basic issues in object-oriented
programming. The similarities include:

• A specialisation hierarchy (frequently called an isa hierarchy of classes)
• A distinction between:

- sets of things of a certain kind (usually called classes)
- individual things of a certain kind (usually called instances)

• Slots (also called attributes, roles, or variables) associated with
- classes {e.g. maximum height)
- instances {e.g. height)

• Inheritance of slots

- from classes to subclasses

- from classes to instances

There are many features of object-based tools that are not included in ELK. These
include:

• multiple inheritance
• methods and messages

Given the close mapping between ecological systems and object-oriented rep¬

resentations, it is natural to consider using object-oriented programming to model
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ecological systems directly (e.g. as factory systems are modelled in KBS [Fox, 1986])
Others are doing exactly this [Saarenmaa et al, 1988; Folse et al, 1989].

To avoid the criticism of reinventing the wheel we must justify why we did
not take this approach. We shall compare ELK with KEE. Although other tools
provide different features and capabilities, the major points we have to make are

valid for all object-based tools that we are aware of.
In KEE, everything is a unit. Two fundamental kinds of units are classes and

instances. These correspond to sorts and entities respectively in ELK. What we

call attributes in ELK are referred to as slots, their properties (e.g. value spaces,

default value) are referred to as facets. Instance units are associated with class
units via the instance relation. Instances inherit the slots from their class, as well
as those of superclasses. This is exactly as in ELK. We shall discuss two essential
requirements of ELK which are not supported adequately by current object-based

languages and tools. These arose in the context of ecological modelling, but are

not specific to this domain.

• rich re-presentation for sets
• ignoring attributes: to selectively ignore attributes which are known to exist

but are not of interest

8.6.1.1 Sets

The design requirements for ELK with respect to sets are summarised below:

1. distinction between classes and instances

e.g. shp is an instance of the class sheep
2. instances (i.e. members of classes)

- may be freely added and removed
- are not required

3. the attributes that apply to a certain kind of thing are distinct from the
attributes that apply to sets of things of that kind
e.g. height versus maximumJieight

4. many of the attributes that apply to sets of a certain kind of thing are derived
from the attributes that apply to that kind of thing.
e.g. maximum-height derived from height

5. representation distinguishes between:
- the set of all things of a certain kind (e.g. sheep)
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- a set of things all of which are the same kind {e.g. fIk: set {sheep))

Requirements 1 and 2 are standard with almost any object-based language. In

KEE, things of a certain kind are usually represented as instances. Sets of things
of a certain kind are usually represented as classes. Many tools do not support

requirement 3 explicitly, {e.g. Art, Knowledge Craft) although KEE does. KEE

distinguishes between class variables and instance variables2. The former apply to
the class {e.g. maximum height), the latter only to instances {e.g. height). The
main use of this distinction is to stop inheritance of class variables to instances.
This is exactly what we need in ELK. Art and Knowledge Craft do not make
this distinction explicit; instead a more powerful facility for specifying which slots
are inherited and which are not is provided. In any event, users must manually
specify every class variable either explicitly as such, or by suitably specifying the
inheritance behaviour. In ELK, a whole range of class variables and the appropriate
inheritance behaviour are created and specified automatically. Members are freely
added and removed by modifying the instance relation. There is no requirement
that there are any members of any particular class.

We consider how two flocks of sheep flkl and flk2 might be represented (see
§ 5.3). We identify two 'obvious' ways that we might do this in KEE and discuss
their shortcomings; then we describe the ELK solution. The first is to represent
the flocks as classes. KEE automatically keeps track of what the member instances
are. Member sheep (if any) may be freely added and/or by creating/destroying
instances of these classes. To avoid duplication of specification of attributes, it
would make sense to create a superclass of flkl and flk2 called sheep. So, number

might be a class variable for sheep, and height an instance variable; both are

inherited by flkl and flk2.
This solution fails to meet requirement 4 because there is no facility for infer¬

ring the class variable 'average height' from the instance variable, 'height'. It is
likely that this could be done, but specialised Lisp code would be required. How¬
ever, because average, maximum, etc can be nested arbitrarily, there are infinitely

2 In KEE, instances are called members, class and instance variables are called own
slots and member slots respectively. I sometimes avoid using the specific KEE terms
because doing so adds unnecessarily to the 'term soup'. The terms 'class variable' and
'instance variable' are used in [Stefik &: Bobrow, 1985].
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many variables that may be inferred this way. This would have to be controlled.
Also, even if we were to limit the automatic slot creation to a single level (ne¬
glecting 'maximum average height' etc) there would still be the problem of lots of
unnecessary slots being created since at any one time, relatively few of the induced
attributes would be used. ELK circumvents this problem by implicit specification.

It fails to meet 5 because the flock classes are unlike most classes in that the

members in both classes are all the same kind. Thus, we are forced to overload
the use of class. This means that users will have to be careful to keep track of the
different ways that they are using classes. Also, it is counterintuitive, as discussed
in § 5.3.

To avoid the overloading of the use of classes, another alternative is to represent
the flocks as instances (//AT and flk2) of the class flock, which might be a subclass
of population (this is what EL does [Robertson et al, 1987]). Each flock instance
would have a slot called members (inherited from population). For example, the
value of the members slot of flkl might be {s1? S2,53}. This slot has a value
space which is a list. KEE provides a facility for restricting the items in the list to
be instances of the class sheep. This solution avoids the problem of overloading
the use of classes, but is a worse solution that the previous one in terms of the
other requirements. The previous solution exploits the system's instance relation
to create members; this is used to record the fact that the members of the flocks
are sheep. In the alternative, there is no explicit connection between flock and

sheep. The fact that the value of the members slot is constrained to be instances
of class sheep, is purely incidental. The same instance could have another slot
called foo whose value was constrained to be a list of instances of fish and chip

suppers. As far as KEE is concerned, there is no difference between the attributes
members and foo. This means that the user will have to do more work to keep
track of what is going on. For example, the value space for members would change
for each subclass of population {e.g. a pride would have lion members). As with
the first solution, this one offers no support for deriving the attributes that apply
to flocks from the attributes that apply to sheep. There would be two different
mechanisms for listing members of sets: the usual one for instances of classes, and
a separate one for listing values of slots which are being used in this special way.

This can be regarded as a feature which helps keep distinct the two ways that sets
are being used.
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Because of the importance of sets and the different ways that they are used
in the ecological modelling domain, ELK is purpose built to meet the above re¬

quirements. It suffers from none of the above problems. The second solution is
closer in spirit to the ELK solution to the problem of representing the flocks. In
ELK, we create the sort sheep and assign it attributes. This automatically induces
the sort set(sheep) which is exactly what flock is supposed to be representing.
The two flocks are instances of set(sheep) rather than flock. Furthermore, if

i

sheep (Zs animal, then set(animal) is also induced. This corresponds precisely to
what population is supposed to represent. What is being represented by the slot
members is accomplished in ELK using the component relation. Thus, Si C0 flkl,
•52 Co flkl, etc.. The information carried in the restriction of the value space

for members is embodied in the fact that for all sorts S, S Cp #S. There is no

need to worry about different value spaces for members of lions or sheep because
this attribute does not exist in the ELK solution. The main benefits of ELK de¬

rive from the fact that the most set related concepts are automatically induced.
This includes set types (e.g. set(sheep)) as well as attributes of these types (e.g.
qnam(average, height)). It is important to note that:

The type function 'set' is the basis for meeting requirements 3-5.

This enables distinguishing between the following:

• sets which consist of all things of a certain kind
(denoted by sorts, e.g. sheep)

• sets all of whose elements are of a certain kind

(denoted by instances of set types, e.g. flkl:set(sheep))

set also plays a central role in the inducing of attributes of sets from the attributes
of the kind of members. This is manifest in the typing of average, maximum, etc.

8.6.1.2 Ignoring Attributes

Even if KEE were to be equipped with the appropriate special machinery for han¬

dling sets and inducing their attributes automatically, there is another requirement
that arises in the context of modelling that is not catered for; the ability to ignore
attributes. For any given entity in the ecological system to be modelled:

• there will be on the order of up to a few dozen basic attributes that apply
• there will be infinitely many induced attributes
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• relatively few of its attributes will be used

However, all of the attributes must be represented in the general/ecological knowl¬

edge base so that:

• they may be browsed through by users and/or presented in menus for
- creating ecological variables or

- defining substructure
• idealisation decisions of the form "we are ignoring something which is po¬

tentially important for this particular simulation model" may be recorded
to ensure model comprehension.

In short, we need to represent lots of attributes but have the facility to ignore
them as required. The main reasons are to facilitate identification and recording of
idealisation decisions. Their existence gives rise to the identification and pruning
of the options for deciding which attributes are used to define substructure or

ecological variables. The record of the selected attributes is explicit, (in the juar

specifications); the record of the ignored ones may be implicit or explicit depending
on whether the user created an att.ent.interest specification and set the igspec
slot to ignore. In all current object-based tools that we are aware of no such

facility is catered for; a class either has a slot, or it does not.

A crucial aspect of ELK is the explicit separation of the description of the

ecological system and the simulation model. Using an object-oriented language in
the obvious way for modelling ecological systems directly would necessarily fail
to record the idealisation decisions that we need. To accomplish this requires a

separate level of information which in ELK is the general/ecological knowledge
base. To achieve the separate level would require having a separate knowledge
base which was used to guide the construction of the simulation model. Thus,
we would have to reimplement ELK in the language. We can only speculate on

the ease with which this could be done. At best, it is likely to give rise to much

redundancy which ELK avoids because of extensive use of implicit specification.
At worst, it would not be possible.

8.6.2 Substructure

Recall that by substructure, we mean to include the set-theoretic relations of mem¬

bership and subset as well as the part-composite relation. Strictly speaking, this
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includes the instance and subsort relations. However for the purpose of this the¬

sis, we exclude this from our use of the term 'substructure'. This distinction is
formalised in ElkLogic. Although both shp: sheep and shp C flk 1 denote the
member-set relation, and both sheep C animal and {si,^} C flk 1 denote the
subset relation when we refer to substructure, we mean to exclude and

Like intelligent user interfaces, there appears to be no coherent body of research
that constitutes a subfield concerned with substructure. We have found no general
overviews of the field, and no single coherent group of workers who share common

goals and reference each other. In perusing literature, there seemed to be two
distinct kinds of work being done each with rather different goals.

1. Building practical systems [Kimet al, 1987, Blake & Cook, 1987, Rothenburg,
1989, Kuczora Sz Cosby, 1989]

2. Building formal theories [Bunt, 1986; Hayes, 1986; Link, 1983]
- representing the mass-count distinction in natural language
- common sense reasoning

We discuss these two kinds of work in turn.

8.6.2.1 Practical Systems

There is a growing awareness that better support is required for representing
substructure. For example:

Most object-oriented systems support only minor variations of the
"class-subclass" (also called "IS-A" or "taxonomy") relation along with
a corresponding "inheritance" mechanism to maintain taxonomic re¬

lationships (i.e. specialized inferential support for the class-subclass
relation). We are attempting to provide a true multiple-relation en¬
vironment in which different kinds of relations are supported by ap¬

propriate specialized inference mechanisms and to provide a general
facility to allow the simulation developer to define new relations with
appropriate inferential support. [Rothenburg, 1989]

They give various examples of special relations requiring support including partjof.
The same point is made in [Jang, 1988].

With a few exceptions, [Blake h Cook, 1987; Bobrow & Stefik, 1981] there is
no support at all for the part-composite relation. This is a quite surprising state
of affairs given the widespread applicability, especially in engineering domains. A
standard way to represent parts in an object-based language is to create a slot
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called part.of for an object. The value space may be a single object (e.g. head
of an animal) or a list (e.g. wheels on a car). If part.of is a slot for many

objects, then it is de facto a relation. Some tools support relations explicitly,

[Clayton, 1984; Knol988] allowing properties such as transitivity to be defined.
Some will automatically define the inverses (e.g. has.parts) which is useful; many

do not. Some tools will allow these relations to be displayed using the same

mechanism as the system defined class-subclass relation. Failing this, users will
have to write their own display routines.

Some tools provide explicit support for part.of. In Loops [Bobrow &: Stefik,

1981] for example, you can send a new message to some predefined composite
object class and it will recursively create an instance of the whole as well as

instances of all its parts and make the required part.of connections. However the

following facilities that ELK provides are not available on any tool that we are

aware of:

1. a uniform component relation which incorporates member of a set and subset
in the same hierarchy as part-composite (C in ELK)

2. a mechanism for type checking so that a user will be prevented from spec¬

ifying substructure that does not make sense. (cp constrains what may be
specified in c)

3. a capability for ignoring parts that are not of interest

We have discussed the first two points at length in previous chapters. The latter
requirement is analogous to the need to ignore attributes. In all tools and lan¬

guages that we are aware of, a tree is a tree is a tree and every tree has exactly
the same attributes and parts (if parts are supported)3. They can of course have
different values for the attributes (instance variables). For ecological modelling,
potentially each tree or group of trees may be represented differently. It is im¬
portant to be able to experiment freely with different representations. To do this,
you do not want to have constantly to change the definition of a tree. Everything
ELK 'knows' about a sort (e.g. tree) is determined by the attributes and parts it
has in the general/ecological knowledge base. For example:

3 By tree, we mean a plant, not a data structure.
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att jdef (biomass, tree,...) attAef(height, tree,...)
trunk -<p tree branch -<p tree

In ELK "a tree is a tree is a tree and it always has attributes biomass, height etc.
and the parts trunk, branches etc.." only in the general/ecological knowledge base.
Because of ELK's multi-stage modelling, not every tree in the description of the

ecological system need have branches, trunk, explicitly represented, although it
will always have the same attributes. The attributes and parts in the ecological

system description may or may not be explicitly represented in the simulation
model.

Of course, this flexibility when not needed could be a nuisance forcing users

manually to specify the same parts for several entities of the same kind. If a user

always wanted certain parts (and certain numbers of them) they should be able
to specify this. We have partially implemented such a facility for attributes (e.g.
allowing automatic creation of model variables). An analogous facility for allowing
automatic creation of parts could also be provided. Users would then be able to

specify that every sheep had one head and four legs, but no tail. Other users

might only be interested in the tails.
The ability to ignore parts and attributes is essential in the ecological modelling

domain because it will rarely if ever be the case that all attributes and parts of all
entities in the ecological system are used in a particular simulation model. Even
if every entity of a certain sort had the same parts for a particular model (e.g. all
sheep have four legs), it is unlikely that all parts would be necessary.

In some domains these facilities may never be useful. For instance, if you are

creating a window graphics package it is extremely important for all objects of a

certain class to be the same.

In domains where there are many complex composite objects but rarely sets

of objects, then the uniform framework for sets and substructure will be of little
use. Existing mechanisms for handling composite objects would be adequate. The
domain of ecology is rampant with sets and substructure. Below we describe two

systems which have attempted to provide some support for the part-composite
relation.

[Blake &: Cook, 1987] describes an extension to Smalltalk [Goldberg & Rob-
son, 1983] which allows part hierarchies. One encouraging result was that parts
are compatible with the existing multiple inheritance mechanisms. There were
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problems too. They do not recognise the similarity between the part and element
relations; rather they explicitly deny it. For example, a section heading in that
paper reads: "Elements of a Collection are not Parts". This is the same point
made in [Bunt, 1986] (discussed below). They use the term, structured whole, or

just whole, but they mean the more restricted sense of a whole which we call a

composite. They go on to say that their formalism had significant problems when
there were collections of wholes (e.g. a flock of sheep each having legs, head etc.);
they acknowledge the reason:

"... [this] is not too surprising since wholes [i.e. composites] are meant
to be more structured than sets."

We take the alternate view that composites have different, less uniform substruc¬
ture than sets do. Each is incorporated into a uniform representation for substruc¬
ture embodied in the component relation in ELK. Concerning typing for parts of
an entity (e.g. paw, branch), they say:

"[this] uncovers an active area of current research, which is beyond the
scope of this paper"

We have addressed both of those problems in ELK.

[Kim et al, 1987] describe a syntax and semantics for supporting composite
objects in an object-oriented data base system. They say that defining a collection
of objects as a composite has advantages. They give a simple characterisation of
a composite using BNF notation which has this as one of the cases, but they do
not discuss it any further. They seem to recognise that it is a good idea, but
don't say anything further; the claim appeared to be unsubstantiated. They do
not distinguish between sorts and set types (e.g. wb, and set(wb))~, nor do they
discuss subdivisions.

They make some assumptions that are more strict than ours. For instance,

they do not allow the existence of a part without the whole. For example, a car

door cannot exist without its owner, a car. Although this may be a reasonable
restriction in many cases, it is unacceptable in the ecological modelling domain.
A modeller should be able to create a branch without a corresponding tree. Other
issues that they are concerned with are:

1. shared parts: One way is to copy instead of sharing to achieve the effect;
but this makes maintenance a pain. You also have to prevent loops. The
difficulties are such that shared sub-parts typically are not allowed. This is
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achieved by allowing an object to be made a part of a composite object only
at the time of creation of that object.

2. dependent parts: If you delete an object, do you also delete all it's parts?
You might want to attach the part to an as yet uncreated object.

3. consistency: Updating a possibly huge data bases of objects when the class
taxonomy changes is a difficult problem anyway; adding composite objects

just makes matters worse

4. concurrency: this was the chief concern in [Kim et al, 1987]

Only the first is relevant to the current implementation of ELK. With respect
to shared parts, we have seen that the above approach is not always the right

thing to do in the ecological domain. For example, a sheep can be a member of
two overlapping flocks and a region may be part of two different regions if they
overlap. The second two points are not addressed but could be in the future. The
final point is concerned with problems of many people editing a large object base

simultaneously and is of no relevance to ELK.

8.6.2.2 Formal Theories

[Hayes, 1986] was one of the first to discuss some of the deep and widespread
problems of representing substructure. One interesting example questions the
identity of a car if every single part is replaced, one by one. Another challenging
concept is to represent various properties of fluids. These two problems are not
relevant to ELK.

There is a substantial body of work in the natural language literature concerned
with representing plurals and the mass/count distinction. For instance, if you

create a whole consisting of three stones, the collective object is a set of three
stones. On the other hand, if you create a whole consisting of three quantities of
mud, then the collective object is not a set of three muds. Depending on whether
they have been mixed, the collective entity is three quantities of mud, or just
mud. In the natural language literature, this distinction between types of wholes
is called mass versus count. Other terms for mass nouns are 'stuff', 'substance',
etc. Various logic formalisms have been created to help make these distinctions.

Because there is never a requirement to represent individuals explicitly, col¬
lections in ElkLogic behave like continuous substances (i.e. 'stuff') in that there
is no limit to the number of subdivisions, sub-subdivisions, etc. that a collection
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may have. In ELK, this is captured by the fact that #S Cp #5". On the other

hand, the type of the whole consisting of components all of whose sorts are S
is not S, but rather #5 (assuming S is non-homogeneous). Just how ElkLogic
might be best extended to handle substances has not been explored. To some

extent, we can already achieve the desired effect without extending the logic. In

particular, we assert S -<p S for any sort S which is continuously decomposable

(e.g. region, sand). This in turn implies that S Cp S which must not be true
for discrete sorts like sheep. The advantages and disadvantages of this approach
require looking into. An alternative more general approach would be to distin¬

guish between two kinds of sorts mass sorts, and discrete sorts. The former are

continuously decomposable (e.g. region); the latter are not (e.g. tree). We would
have to add another case to the definition of C.p0 such that for all mass sorts Sm,
Sm Cq Sm. This would complicate the definition of the base cases for the possible
component relation (cj); its effects need to be explored. Nothing is implemented
with respect to mass sorts at this time.

Logic of Plurals and Mass Terms

One classic work is by Link [Link, 1983]. His logic of plurals and mass terms (LPM)
is very much concerned with the substructure of the world. Although designed to

capture many subtle distinctions that are not of interest to us, there are important
similarities. Collective (i.e. plural) objects in ELK are instances of some set type

(e.g. {shpl, shp2} : set (sheep)). If this were part of a named flock, then we

would have: shpl C flk and shp2 C flk. In LPM, this would be represented
as flk = shpl ® shp2. LPM distinguishes between an object and the stuff which
constitutes it.

"... if we have, for instance, two expressions a and b that refer to
entities occupying the same place at the same time but have different
sets of predicates applying to them, then the entities referred to are

simply not the same. From this it follows that my ring and the gold
making up my ring are different entities; they are however, connected
by what I shall call the constitution relation ... [Link, 1983]"

Link also notes the similarity between stuff and collections of things. Both may

be decomposed into parts that are exactly the same sort of thing (e.g. a region
may be composed of regions, a set of sheep may be composed of a set of sheep,
but a tree is not composed of trees).
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Ensemble Theory

A logical theory called ensemble theory [Bunt, 1986] has been developed that can

represent and reason about continuous substances. It allows easy shifting back
and forth between a discrete and continuous view of the same substance. Consider

sugar. Normally is is continuous, and behaves like a liquid. However, we may wish
to view it as a set of individual granules. This is easily handled by this theory.

Ensemble theory has important similarities to ElkLogic, including motivation.

According to [Bunt, 1986], it is based on a theory of mereology first developed
by Lesniewski between 1911 and 1922 as an alternate to set theory and which
incorporated the part-whole relation (or component-whole, as we would call it).
Most of the original papers were in Polish, and thus fairly inaccessible. Leanard
and Goodman reformulated it into a theory they called the 'Calculus of Indi¬
viduals' [Leanard & Goodman, 1940]. The notion of individual is introduced by
contrasting them with sets or classes (c.f. our sort indiv).

The concept of an individual and that of a class may be regarded as
different devices for distinguishing one segment of the total universe.
... In both cases, the differentiated segment is potentially divisible,
and may even be physically discontinuous. The difference in the con¬

cepts lies in this: that to conceive a segment as an individual offers no

suggestion as to what these subdivisions, if any, must be, whereas to
conceive a segment as a class imposes a definite schema of subdivision
into subclasses and members[my italics].

Independently, we made the observation in italics. This gives rise to two of the
three basic kinds of substructure in ELK and is directly reflected in the definition
of the possible component relation. In ELK, the suggestion about the nature of the
subdivisions of segments conceived of as individuals rather than sets is expressed in
the -<p relation (e.g. branch -<p tree). Bunt summarises Leanard and Goodman's
remarks from that paper:

The authors argue that discourse can often not be modeled adequately
in set-theoretical terms, because set theory has no formal relations for
describing the internal structure of individuals: "The ordinary logistic
defines no relations between individuals except identity and diversity".
A calculus of individuals that introduces other relations such as the

part-whole relation would obviously be very convenient.

However, Bunt notes that there are problems with mereology. In particular:
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"The part-whole structure of the individuals has the same logical prop¬
erties as the part-whole structure of sets as defined by the subset re¬
lation. Adding the axioms of the calculus of individuals to those of
set theory therefore leads to an axiom system in which a part-whole
structure is defined twice: once indirectly, via the axioms for the mem¬

bership relation, and once directly by the mereological axioms.4 "

ElkLogic is not rigorously defined as a set of axioms and inference rules, nor

has it a formal semantics; thus it is difficult to make concrete comments about
where ElkLogic stands with respect to the above quote. However, it is certainly
the intention that the single component relation which captures all three cases of
substructure is meant to avoid exactly this kind of duplication.

Bunt goes on to define ensemble theory which although specifically designed
to handle continuous substances, actually does much more. It encapsulates both
set theory and the calculus of individuals as special cases. In this sense, it is

fundamentally similar to ElkLogic's representation of substructure. He formally
introduces a distinction between continuous and discrete things (ensembles), which
can be used to capture the necessary distinction between mass and count nouns.

His ensembles are objects quite like entities in ElkLogic which may or may

not have substructure. "Those ensembles that do not have any atomic parts at
all [are] used to model continuous substances." There is an analogy here with a

collection object as noted above which happens not to be composed of individual

sheep. However, this certainly does not capture the sense of continuous substance
that is intended. A flock of sheep is certainly not a continuous substance. The
most natural way for ElkLogic to be extended is to introduce a new kind of sort
for continuous substances.

A desirable feature of such a theory is the ability alternately to view any

continuous substance as consisting of any nurqber of kinds of discrete elements

depending on their needs. Thus, a person should be able to specify sand as a mass

sort without having to talk about the grains that compose it; but they should be
able to if required. Ensemble theory handles this very elegantly.

To some extent, ElkLogic can handle this as well. Some of the properties of
continuous sort can be obtained by using the -<p relation (we saw this with respect

4 Here 'part' is being used as we use 'component' in ElkLogic.
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to region in § 6.7.3). Consider sand and grain. Because sand can be subdivided
into two entities both of which are sand, we require sand -<v sand. The same is
not true for grains of sand, so grain -ft? grain. Because sand consists of grains,
we also need: grain -<p sand. An entity snd:sand might be alternatively viewed

simply as sand or if the user desired, it could be viewed as a set of entities of sort

grain by editing the component relation. For example, grn\ C snd, grn2 C snd
would specify that there were two particular grains in the quantity of sand denoted

by snd. We have seen a similar phenomenon with time. For example, we can view

yr as a year, or as a set of 365 days. Analogously, currently a user has the option
to view a tree as a whole, or as a set of branches, a trunk, leaves, etc.

The resemblance between ensemble theory and ElkLogic is strong. One point
of similarity is the ability easily to accommodate different viewpoints. In ElkLogic,
a whole can be viewed as an individual, or as a set of its components. A sheep
can be viewed as a set of organs, as a sheep, or as an animal. In ensemble theory,
you can smoothly shift between a continuous and discrete view.

One major difference is that ensemble theory does not use an order sorted logic;
thus there is no discussion about an explicit relationship between subsort, part and

component. Another major difference is that ensemble theory is a rigorous theory
with no implementation. ElkLogic has been implemented, but it is not a rigorous
theory.

Bunt would perhaps be surprised that a substantial part of his theory has
been implemented. This is because he explicitly follows Pat Hayes' view that it
is a better idea not to think about implementation issues. Hayes argues that this
can overly restrict your imagination ultimately slowing progress in achieving good
theories for the common sense world [Hayes, 1986].

Extending Ensemble Theory

There was a paper in [Raulefs, 1987] which extended ensemble theory; it is mostly
concerned with continuous substances. He integrates ensemble theory into an

object-oriented representation. In particular, their extensions gave rise to:

... a mathematical foundation for representing and reasoning about dy¬
namic systems with continuous objects such as liquids, and continuous
processes, such as chemical reactions ...
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This has obvious relevance for modelling applications. Again, formal rigour has
been provided, but no implementation is described.

8.6.3 Summary: Knowledge Representation

We are aware of no implementation other than ELK which has attempted to do
the following:

• distinguish sets all of whose elements are the same kind from sets that nec¬

essarily contain all elements of a certain kind.
• allow inducing of class variables from instance variables (e.g. average height

from height)
• allow selective inclusion or ignoring of attributes and parts
• incorporate member and subset as well as part-composite into a uniform

framework.

There are a great many problems related to substructure that are of no rel¬
evance to ELK. [Kuczora & Cosby, 1989] suggests that there will be no general
solution to the substructure problem. Rather, each domain will have special re¬

quirements which will be catered for. This is what we have done in ELK.

8.7 Main Contributions of Thesis

Below, we summarise the main contributions of this thesis.

1. Artificial Intelligence and Simulation: New approach to representing and

constructing ecological simulation models. The main advantages are with
respect to:

• model comprehension: an explicit ecological account of the simulation
model is represented.

• expressive power, formal representation of a significant body of knowl¬
edge about ecology and simulation modelling.

• reduced conceptual distance: users may describe ecological systems and
models in familiar terminology

• managing choices: identification and control of idealisation search space
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• consistency checking: to a large extent users are prevented from de¬
scribing:

- ecological systems that do not make sense

- simulation models that are inconsistent with the ecological system

The main techniques used to facilitate the above are:

• decomposition of the modelling process into three distinct phases:

1. general/ecological knowledge base
2. description of ecological system

3. simulation model

• use of typed lambda calculus; in particular:
- rich type structure

- few representation primitives
- functions used to combine primitives to form complex expressions
- association of ecological meaning to each primitive and function

• gradual elaboration
- from vaguely to precisely formulated concepts
- from ecological to simulation modelling concepts

- from simple to complex concepts

Contributions to simulation technology, independent of the ecological do¬
main:

• the first extensive effort to assist in building models from scratch
- in an ill-structured domain

- where there is no 1-1 correspondence with respect to available
tools.

• improved model comprehension in domains where:
- convenient 1-1 correspondence is not possible
- explicit representation of idealisations decisions is useful

• high-level modelling language complete with user interface. Significant
extension of work in object-oriented representation of differential equa¬

tion models [Lounamaa, 1986].
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2. Software Engineering: We have applied many important ideas and tech¬
niques in software engineering to simulation modelling, a new software ap¬

plication area. We make no claims about major new techniques. Many of
the same techniques are used, although in slightly different ways due to the
characteristics of domain. The main areas in software engineering that are

relevant to the research described in this thesis are:

• software comprehension

• domain analysis
• software reuse

• requirement capture

3. Knowledge Representation:

• novel use of type lambda calculus:
— for defining and controlling idealisation search space rather than to

enhance deductive efficiency

• set substructure

— new technique for inducing a wide range of useful attributes.

4. Analysis of Problem of Formalisation: We defer the details of this until chap¬
ter 9.

8.8 Conclusion

This concludes the main portion of the thesis. In the next chapter we summarise
the salient aspects of the thesis and repeat the main conclusions that we have

already stated in the main body of the thesis. Additionally, we summarise the
results of our analysis of the general problem of formalisation.
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Chapter 9

Summary and Conclusion

9.1 Summary

Part I: Analysis of Problem

We are chiefly concerned with two important issues in simulation modelling: model
comprehension and model construction. The domain that we are considering is eco¬

logical modelling. To gain insights into how we may go about this, we considered
formalisation problems in general.

In chapter 1 we introduced the formalisation problem and noted that although
many techniques and approaches have been used in many contexts, the inherent
difficulties do not seem to go away, rather they resurface in a different form. We
stated the following general objectives of this thesis:

1. to identify key issues and difficulties relevant to the formalisation problem
in general

2. to relate these to the phenomenon of difficulties not going away, but resur¬

facing in different forms.
3. to find out to what extent it is possible to stop the infinite regress of re¬

appearing difficulties and produce useful systems which alleviate the formal¬
isation problem.

4. to discover general techniques that may be used to solve the formalisation
problem in a variety of contexts.
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The remainder of chapter 1 reports on the results of the first two objectives.
The bulk of the thesis is concerned with the third objective in the context of

ecological modelling. To the end of achieving the fourth objective, we proposed
to explore the extent to which identification of the nature and use of goals in a

formalisation problem may be useful. This is an important theme of this thesis.

9.1.1 The Formalisation Problem

We characterised the general problem of formalisation. Specifically, we noted
various difficulties that arose and identified general techniques that may be applied
to overcome them. The main difficulties are summarised below.

• Adequate Formalisms:

— syntactic adequacy
— semantic adequacy

- expressive power

- conceptual distance

• Choice Management:

— choice types:

- what to do

- how to do it

— level of assistance:

- identify range of possibilities
- prune options that do not make sense

- advise on preferred choice

The major techniques that we identified for overcoming these difficulties are:

• choice and design of formal languages
• intelligent and/or user-friendly interfaces
• interpreters/translators
• richly typed languages
• consistency checking

Choice and design of appropriate language is very important. To some extent
this may alleviate problems with syntax. More fundamentally (a) languages are
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needed to express the required concepts in a domain and (b) the semantics of these
languages must be expressed in terms that end users are likely to be familiar with,
thus reducing conceptual distance.

Designing languages with sufficiently small conceptual distance frequently means

that additional interpreters and/or translators are required to express the final
formal representation in some more useful target language. Interpreters may be
incorporated into user-interfaces which directly translate into the target language,
or a separate translation phase may be required. User interface techniques may

also be used to alleviate difficulties with poor syntax. In these cases, the interface

effectively redefines the syntax into a new sugar-coated version. Important tech¬
niques for managing choices {i.e. search space control) are (a) consistency checking
and (b) using a rich type structure in the language. This requires considerable
domain knowledge.

We noted the general phenomenon of reappearing difficulties. In particular,
when applying one or more of the above techniques, the same difficulties tend to

resurface in a different form.

This thesis suggests a methodology for addressing formalisation problems based
on the idea of applying the above techniques and embodying the solutions in a

computer assistant. The design and implementation of the computer assistant

gives rise to new difficulties and thus constitutes a reformulation of the original
formalisation problem. In the reformulated version, much of the work is done by
the system developers so that overall there is a real gain for end users.

The main body of this thesis reports on an exploration of this idea in the
context of ecological modelling. We motivate and describe the design and imple¬
mentation of ELK, a computer assistant for the ecological modelling formalisation
problem.

9.1.2 Ecological Modelling

In chapter 2 we introduced ecology and ecological modelling. We first noted various
kinds of models and modelling paradigms. This thesis is concerned with differential
equation models. We discussed the nature and range of ecological information that

ecological modellers are concerned with. The key concepts are processes, entities,

substructure, attributes, and values. This is the essence of what we called the
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PESAV framework. This framework embodies the requirements for overcoming the

difficulty of achieving sufficient expressive power.

Two major problems with the current state of the art in tools for ecological
modelling are:

1. Model Comprehension: Current representations for models do not record

important assumptions about how the ecological system was idealised. This
severely restricts the use of simulation models. There is no elfective means

for:

- analysis of models.
- use by others either directly, or as a component of another model.
- modifying the model.

2. Model Construction: Models are difficult to construct because tools do not

cater for ecologists who lack programming, mathematical, and/or modelling
skills. Conceptual distance is unacceptably high because the available tools
do not 'understand' ecological concepts.

The root of both problems is the lack of facilities for representing and reasoning
about domain knowledge. The key insight that our achievements are based on is
to represent both domain information and simulation modelling information sep¬

arately with explicit links between the two. This facilitates model comprehension

directly; it facilitated model construction by reducing conceptual distance and by
identifying the modelling search space.

9.1.3 Ecological Modelling Goals

In chapter 3, we explored the nature and potential uses of goals in ecological mod¬
elling. The most important observation is that representation and acquisition of

ecological modelling goals is inextricably linked with representation and acquisi¬
tion of ecological and modelling information. The main results of the analysis of
how goals may be used are:

• In the early stages of model acquisition, the main use for goals is to coax the
user into identifying the important concepts.

• In the middle and later stages of model acquisition, goals may be used to

constrain certain idealisation decisions. To do this however, requires an

extensive knowledge acquisition exercise.
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• There is potential for using the goal ontology as a dialogue graph to drive
the early stages in a model consultation.

• Whichever kinds of goals are identified first, ultimately we are forced to
consider specific concepts about the ecological system or model.

i

This led us to conclude that there is a mechanism for providing assistance
in the early stages of the ecological modelling process that does not necessarily
depend on goals. It is the specific concepts that the goals mention, not the goals
themselves that drive the early stages of model acquisition. In ELK, users may say

what they are interested in and/or is important for a particular modelling exercise.
Interest may be noted directly using one of the commands for noting interest. An
alternative, would be to let interest be specified either indirectly and implicitly by

specifying goals. However, because initially the effect is the same, there was no

need to implement goals in early versions of ELK.

This in no way undermines the usefulness of goals. From a methodological
point of view the goals played a major role in identifying the important ecological
modelling concepts, thus defining the requirements for expressive power. This
is because the goals are necessarily cast in domain terms. We generalise this

experience and suggest that any similar exercise in reformulating a formalisation
problem by designing a computer assistant may usefully begin by identifying the
nature and possible uses of goals in the original formalisation exercise.

From a practical standpoint, goals are also useful. First, in the middle and
later stages of the modelling process, it would be useful to have goals around,
because they may be used to guide idealisation decision making. Second, users

should be able to express goals if they find it convenient to do so. Furthermore
it can be more efficient because it eliminates the need to note interest explicitly.
These points were discussed more fully in § 3.5.

9.1.4 Design Considerations

In the previous two chapters we considered the issues of model comprehension,
expressive power and conceptual distance in the context of ecological modelling.
In chapter 4, we completed the requirements analysis for ELK which was begun
in chapters 2 and 3. We concentrated on the general issue of managing choices
and syntactic adequacy which are important with respect to the interface. In this
context, we identified the following additional major requirements:
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• consistency checking: ensuring ecological and modelling sense

• flexibility: allowing users to do things in many different ways and to inter¬
leave tasks.

• relief from redundant and/or menial tasks: there is a plethora of chores that
the user should not have to worry about.

We identified a further need to distinguish between

• general/ecological knowledge: containing universally accepted knowledge
• ecological system description: containing information about a specific (real

or hypothetical) ecological system to be modelled.

This serves three major purposes:

• to ensure that the description of ecological system makes sense

• to identify and prune the search space for describing ecological systems
• to facilitate reuse

Within the simulation modelling information level, we also further distinguished
between dialogue level information and the runnable model itself. The former
consists of three main types. First there are goals; these are reasons for engaging
in the modelling exercise. Next, there are interest specifications which indicate
the important aspects of the ecological system that should be considered for the
model. Finally, there are a range of user-specified defaults to ease the burden on

the user for specifying information of the same type over and over.

The benefits of having both kinds of simulation modelling information are

many. The runnable-model information is necessary for obvious reasons. The

dialogue information facilitates provision of useful assistance during the modelling
process. This includes gradual elaboration, reduced conceptual distance, relieving
the user of menial tasks etc. Keeping these levels separate is useful primarily to
enhance conceptual tidiness, clarify exposition, and simplify the implementation.

Conclusion: Part I

This concluded the first part of the thesis. In it we

• defined the general problem of formalisation
- identified major difficulties
- outlined solution approaches to these difficulties
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• defined a particular problem of formalisation: ecological modelling
- characterised the domain

- identified major difficulties
- outlined solution approaches to these difficulties
- explored the nature and use of ecological modelling goals

The most important outcome of the characterisation of ecological modelling is
the knowledge ontology summarised below:

1. Ecological information

(a) general/ecological level

(b) ecological system level
i

2. Simulation modelling information

(a) Dialogue Level
- goals
- interest/importance
- user-specified defaults

(b) Runnable model level

This gave rise to two major hypotheses of the thesis:

That building a computer assistant based on our knowledge ontology
can facilitate the achievement of the claimed benefits in the context of
ecological modelling. ;

That every piece of information that is deemed to be useful in the pro¬
cess of constructing ecological models can be unambiguously placed into
our ontology.

In the second part of the thesis we investigated these hypotheses by describing the
theory and implementation of ELK.
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Part II: The Solution

9.1.5 ElkLogic

In chapter 5 we described the theory underlying the representations used in ELK.

The language is based on the typed lambda calculus. The following features are

of particular significance:

• the representation for sets, in particular the inducing of set types from sorts

using the type function set.
• representation of substructure

— incorporates the three different kinds of component whole relationships:
- member-element

- subset-set

- part-composite
— the use of the induced relation Cp to help ensure ecologically consistent

specification of substructure relationships
— the representation of substructure information about instances in their

names rather than their (sub)types.

• the use of higher-order functions
— to represent the concepts of rate, average, maximum etc. These are

used to induce attributes of sets of entities of a certain sort based on

the attributes of the sort (excluding rate).
— to map attributes and effects to model variables, allowing idealisation

decisions to be identified and recorded

9.1.6 ELK: Representation

In chapter 6 we described the implementation details with respect to the repre¬

sentations used in ELK. Many of the object-level concepts have virtually direct

representation as Prolog predicates. There are also many meta-level constructs
that are used to define the object-level ones. To investigate the ontology com¬

pleteness hypothesis, we classified every one of the constructs into one of the four

categories in the ontology.
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We first described how [pure] model variables and schema are represented.
This was followed by the relevant details for representing the general/ecological
knowledge base, the description of the ecological system, ecological model vari¬
ables, and ecological schema. Only ecological variables and schema (not their
pure counterparts) encode an explicit representation of their ecological meaning.

Next, we gave the details for how the dialogue level constructs are represented.
These include goals, interest specifications, and user-specified defaults.

The remainder of this chapter demonstrated that the representations can be
used to satisfy the following three major requirements:

• model comprehension
• expressive power

• reduced conceptual distance

We illustrated the mechanisms we have to explain the simulation model in

ecological terms; this facilitates model comprehension. The knowledge ontology
plays a crucial role; the key is the separation between the ecological and sim¬
ulation modelling levels. There are three main techniques that facilitate model

comprehension. First we have automatic documentation of ecological model vari¬
ables. Second we represent some important idealisation decisions explicitly. In

particular, we record how attributes and effects are idealised as model variables.

Also, using the ignore option, ELK can explicitly represent the fact that a user

recognises the potential importance of something, but that it will be ignored for
the current simulation model. The third way we facilitate model comprehension is

by recording a variety of idealisation decisions implicitly. Anything that is in the
description of the ecological system, but not in the simulation model constitutes
an idealisation decision to ignore that part of the system in the simulation model.

We illustrated the expressive power by showing how the constructs may be
used to represent the simple Serengeti model first described in chapter 2. A far

i

richer representation was developed which contained a great deal of ecological in¬
formation. The main techniques we use to facilitate expressive power are: (a) rich
typing, (b) few primitives, each reusable in different contexts and (c) combining
functions.

We used two main techniques we used for reducing conceptual distance. First,
the semantics of the representation language are expressed in ecological terms.
The second technique is gradual elaboration. It is used to go from ecological to
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modelling concepts, as well as from simple to complex concepts. Of critical impor-
I '

tance here is the four-level knowledge ontology which gives rise to a sequence of
constructs which help bridge the gap. Use of combining functions like maximum,
average, etc. allows users to create complex logical terms gradually.

The important role of the knowledge ontology in the facilitation of reduced

conceptual distance and model comprehension supports our ontology usefulness
hypothesis. Also, the distinctions that give rise to the ontology contribute signifi¬
cantly to the expressive power of the language. Additional support is discussed in

chapter 7.
The successful classification of all the constructs in ELK, and virtually all the

concepts related to the sample model into our knowledge ontology, supports our

ontology completeness hypothesis.

9.1.7 ELK: Elicitation

Chapter 7 described and illustrated how to use ELK. In doing so we addressed the

following major issues/requirements that had not been covered yet:

• syntactic adequacy
• choice management
• consistency checking
• flexibility
• relief from redundant tasks

We first gave a general overview of the interface and facilities. This was followed

by a step by step illustration of how ELK is used to create formal descriptions
of ecological knowledge, systems, and models. There are three distinct modelling
phases required for using ELK. Each embodies a considerable degree of idealisation
and results in a description in one of our information levels. The phases and
intermediate descriptions are summarised as follows:

• real world (not represented!)
Phase I: [real world] idealised as:

• general/ecological knowledge base
Phase II: [conceptual model of the world] idealised as:

• ecological system description
Phase III: [description of the ecological system] idealised as:
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• runnable model

Phase I consists of defining the sort and part hierarchies, as well as creating
and characterising both attributes and processes. Phase II consists of creating
entities (individuals and collections), specifying substructure between these enti¬
ties, and specifying occurrences of processes. Phase III has two parts. The first
consists of specifying goals, interest/importance, and user defined defaults. The
second consists of creating model variables (usually by idealising attributes and
effects), specifying the computation network (i.e. how to compute intermediate
and exogenous variables), and initialising state variables and parameters. The
differential equations are implicitly defined, the user need not interact with them

directly, although they may be displayed.
There are certain inherent restrictions about the order in which users may

do things. For example, a user may not create a variable corresponding to the
attribute biomass of some sheep entity (phase III) unless the entity has been
created (phase II), and the attribute has been created (phase I). Furthermore, the
entity cannot be created unless a sort for sheep has been created (phase I). Aside
from this, users may do things in any order they like. For example, they may

choose to specify most of the ecological system before specifying any of the model.
Alternatively, before specifying any other part of the sort hierarchy or ecological

system, they may choose to deal with one concept from the creation of a sort, and

attributes, to specifying a model variable and how to compute it.
For each category, we showed how users may execute commands to achieve

the desired effect. We also noted what support the system offered and how with

respect to the major requirements listed above. In chapter 7 we also justified
the design rationale for ELK presented in chapter 4. It did so by reconsidering
the major requirements which motivated the design and showed how the various

techniques were used to meet these requirements. This is summarised below from a

techniques point of view, contrasting from the requirements oriented presentation
in the rest of the thesis (especially chapter 4).

rich type structure: facilitates the requirement for relatively few primitives; facil¬
itates consistency checking, in conjunction with identification and pruning
of the specification search space; used to implement the notion of permission
for consistency checking.
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few primitives: in conjunction with the type structure and various combining
functions facilitates retaining explicit connections; in conjunction with the

typing and combining functions facilitates implicit specification
combining functions: each with an explicit ecological meaning facilitates auto¬

matic documentation; also facilitates identification of specification search

space and gradual elaboration

implicit specification: in conjunction with few primitives, and various combining
functions facilitates no redundancy, space efficiency, and modifiability

retain explicit connections: this is the key to expressive power; facilitates pro¬

vision of general purpose automatic documentation mechanisms to produce
English descriptions of the state of the specification in ecological terminology

automatic documentation: facilitates model comprehension, and transparent in¬
terface

knowledge ontology: facilitates identification of idealisation search spaces, model

comprehension, consistency checking, relief from redundant/menial tasks,

gradual elaboration, and reuse; also the distinctions give expressive power

gradual elaboration: facilitates reduction of conceptual distance;
inheritance and defaults : facilitates relief from redundant/menial tasks
user-driven dialogue: facilitates flexibility.

Conclusion: Part II

This concluded the second part of the thesis whose main goals were to

• describe the theory and implementation of ELK

• investigate the ontology usefulness and completeness hypotheses
• justify the design rationale for ELK described in chapter 4

We say no more about the first point. The usefulness of the four level knowl¬

edge ontology that underlies the theory and implementation of ELK is evident from
the above discussion associating techniques and requirements. Most of the tech¬
niques support up to a few of the major requirements, and some minor ones. The

knowledge ontology, on the other hand directly supports all of the major require¬
ments (except flexibility). It also supports various important but less fundamental
requirements.

The following evidence supports the knowledge completeness hypothesis:
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• the attempt to unambiguously classify all the constructs in the language into
one of the four levels was successful

• the attempt to classify all the relevant information with respect to the ex¬

ample model was largely successful.

The support for this hypothesis is weaker than that for the usefulness hypothesis.
More models need to be examined. However, discovering whether the hypothesis
holds is not the main objective. The point of identifying and investigating the

hypothesis is to increase understanding of the modelling process. That the dis¬
tinctions in the ontology are useful is clear. If it turns out that the completeness
hypothesis is true, so be it. If it does not, then the process of analysing situa¬
tions where the knowledge ontology breaks down is likely to lead to the increased
understanding of the modelling process that we seek.

The design rationale for ELK is summarised in figure 4-3. The major require¬
ments constraining the design for ELK were (in approximate order of decreasing
importance):

• model comprehension
• expressive power

• conceptual distance
• choice management
• consistency checking
• flexibility
• relief from redundant tasks

The major techniques that support one or more of these requirements are:

• rich typing
• few representation primitives
• use of functions for combining primitives to form complex expressions
• retain explicit connections
• distinct information/know ledge levels

— ecological
- general/ecological
- ecological system

— simulation modelling
- dialogue
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- runnable model

• gradual elaboration
• automatic documentation

• implicit specification
• defaults

• user-driven dialogue

The fundamental techniques that support virtually all the requirements dis¬
cussed in chapter 4 are:

1. the rich typing
2. relatively few ecologically meaningful primitives in conjunction with a variety

of ecologically meaningful combining functions. The most important by far
of the latter is set.

3. the four level knowledge ontology

The nature of the constructs which give us the required expressive power is the
foundation on which our techniques for meeting the remaining requirements rest.
That is, the constructs have been carefully designed to support (1) the develop¬
ment of easily used interface facilities, (2) reducing conceptual distance, and (3)
managing choices. The fact that the semantics of the constructs are expressed in
terms that users are familiar with supports the first two. The four-level knowledge
ontology is the essence of our gap-bridging technique. The support for the choice

management derives from the rich typing, in conjunction with the knowledge on¬

tology. This is manifest in the identification and control of the elicitation search
space which simultaneously supports a wide variety of consistency checking. The
idea is that by encoding sufficient knowledge in the domain we can prune the
search space by ensuring consistency.

Part III: Discussion

9.1.8 Related Work

In chapter 8, we compared the methods used by ELK with those of other projects
and systems which share similar goals. The key areas were:

1. Ecological Modelling
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2. AI and Simulation

3. Software Engineering
4. Intelligent Human Computer Interfaces
5. Knowledge Representation

With respect to 1 and 2 the primary issues we have addressed are comprehension,
and construction of simulation models. The key to our solution is representing

separately domain knowledge and the simulation model with links between them.
We have made substantial contributions to these fields.

With respect to 3, our work is relevant to the subfields of requirements cap¬

ture, reuse, domain modelling, and software comprehension. There is considerable

overlap in techniques used, however applying them in the software engineering
domain of simulation modelling is new.

With respect to 4, the issues that we have addressed include reducing concep¬

tual distance, relief from redundant/menial tasks, and flexibility.
With respect to knowledge representation, we invented a variety of domain

independent techniques to meet difficult challenges in the domain of ecological
modelling. Of particular interest are sets and substructure. From a practical

*

standpoint, our representation had to support the ability to ignore attributes and

parts that necessarily apply to things, but which might not be relevant to a par¬

ticular modelling exercise. Although some tools may allow some of these facilities
to be added, we are aware of no currently available tools that support these re¬

quirements directly.
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9.2 Conclusion

9.2.1 The Problem of Formalisation

The key difficulties in a typical formalisation problem are: syntactic adequacy, ex¬

pressive power, conceptual distance, and choice management. One way to alleviate
these difficulties is to build a computer assistant. This will require a considerable
amount of domain knowledge. The design and implementation of such an assistant
constitutes reformulating the original formalisation problem into a new, hopefully
easier to solve one. The need for a computer assistant gives rise to the following
requirements: consistency checking, flexibility, and relief from redundant/menial
tasks.

We propose the following domain-independent guidelines/methodology for con¬

structing a computer assistant to alleviate the above difficulties and meet the above
requirements.

1. Identify the nature and use of goals in the domain of interest.
- initially to determine the expressive power requirements
- subsequently to provide advice on 'good' idealisation decisions

2. Choose/design a representation language which meets the requirements of

expressive power and small conceptual distance. In particular:
- adequate coverage of domain of interest
- semantics are cast in terms that end users understand

- difficulties with providing user interface should be minimised
3. Use a rich type structure in the language; this facilitates choice management

and consistency checking.
4. Use the syntax and semantics to generate and prune the search space that

is implicit in the language. This
- requires domain knowledge.
- maintains consistency.

5. Identify a corpus of domain specific heuristics for advising on how to make

good decisions in the formalisation process.

6. Build an interface which incorporates the above and ensures syntactic ade¬

quacy (via 'sugar-coating').
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We have illustrated that this methodology works in the domain of ecological mod¬
elling. This is embodied in ELK. The least amount of effort was devoted to step 5.
The are two main reasons for this:

1. there were many issues which needed to be addressed first
2. in the ecological modelling domain, this knowledge is not readily available;

moreover there is not much general agreement

The first reason is likely to apply to a wide range of formalisation problems.
Depending on the nature and difficulty of the task, the need for advising on making
good decisions may vary in extent. In the ecological modelling domain, its general
lack means that the system will not be as easy for inexperienced modellers to use.

However, experienced modellers may well ignore whatever advice the system gave

and do what they wanted to. For them, such advice is at best a convenience and
a double check; at worst, it is unnecessary.

Ideally, there will be a readily available language or framework which can be
used or modified. It is especially convenient if the language provides a one to one

correspondence with respect to the terms that users think in (e.g. ECO and KBS)
because then the problem of conceptual distance does not arise. Otherwise it may

be necessary to design a sequence of constructs in the language, or having separate
levels (i.e. sub-languages) with explicit relationships between each level. This is
illustrated by the four-level knowledge ontology in ELK.

In the domain of software engineering, an additional fundamental requirement
arises: software comprehension. To facilitate this, we propose that at least two dis¬
tinct layers in the representation language are required. One describes the domain
in which the software applies, the other is the (possibly runnable) specification of
the software itself (e.g. LaSSie [Devanbu et al, 1990]). There must also be formal
links between the two layers.

In the domain of simulation modelling, we call this requirement model compre¬

hension. The most important information that must be recorded is;

• a description of the system being modelled
• the explicit relationship between the model variables and the system being

modelled

• the modelling decisions
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We further suggest that the component of the language for describing the system

being modelled be divided into a domain layer and a system layer. The former is
a repository for general and specific knowledge about the domain. The latter is a

specific description of the particular system of interest. Designing representations
in this way facilitates the achievement of several benefits simultaneously:

• model comprehension
• identification and pruning of idealisation search space

• consistency checking
• reuse

9.2.2 Contributions

9.2.2.1 Simulation Modelling

The most significant and immediate benefits of this research are likely to be in
the area of simulation modelling. The details of what we have accomplished will
be more directly useful in ecological domains, however most of our techniques are

more general. The most important advances are in the areas of:

1. model comprehension
2. model construction (via computer-aided assistant)

These two areas are intimately connected. First, the basis for solving both
problems is the same; i.e. the development of a language for representing the
distinction between ecological and simulation modelling information, and forming
a bridge between the two. Second, and more generally, model comprehension itself
directly contributes to making models easier to construct.

The most original contribution is in the area of model comprehension. Anal¬

ogous work has been done in the sub-field of software engineering as discussed
in [Soloway & Ehrlich, 1984], however we believe we are the first to address the
problem in the domain of simulation modelling.

We have also made a significant advance by developing a new way to construct
simulation models based on controlling the vast modelling search space. The
usual search space for constructing simulation models is implicitly characterised
by the simulation language being used. For general languages {e.g. Fortran)
this search space is uncontrolled and wholly disassociated from the domain of
interest. Thus all the major difficulties for formalisation problems are present:
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uncontrolled choices, insufficient expressive power and conceptual distance is very

high. Some specialised languages exist which for certain classes of models reduce
the choices, and reduce conceptual distance. Such tools are often easy to use, but

only in their limited range of applicability. We have opted for an approach which
covers a wider range of models, but also keeps conceptual distance small and offers

significant choice management facilities. This is done chiefly through the use of
domain information.

We are aware of no tools that offer facilities for representing or reasoning
about domain concepts independently from the simulation model or models that

ultimately are created. Instead, simulation models are specified or created directly.
This means that there is no way to control the myriad of important idealisation
choices that arise in any modelling exercise; or to record the decisions. By contrast,
ELK is used to build up a sequence of models, each being used to identify and
constrain the important idealisation decisions for the next one. Users first describe

general domain information; this is used to describe a particular situation in that

domain; finally a simulation model of that situation is constructed. This achieves
the goal of extending the range of models expressible compared to specialised
systems, but also keeps conceptual distance small and helps control choices.

We have demonstrated that it is possible to construct models using this method
in the domain of ecology. However, ELK has not been extensively tested. We are

optimistic that ecologists will be able to use this new model construction method¬

ology to construct simulation models more easily that was previously possible. We
now review the key techniques that underpin our achievements in both of the key
areas of model construction and model comprehension simultaneously.

The single most fundamental and important idea is to distinguish between
four separate layers of information (i.e. the knowledge ontology). With respect to
the model comprehension, these distinctions facilitate automatic documentation
both by explaining the simulation model in terms of the ecological system, and

by recording idealisation decisions. This ensures that models are comprehendable
which in turn facilitates reuse and modifiability. With respect to model con¬

struction, the distinctions in the knowledge ontology facilitate reduced conceptual
distance, managing choices and consistency checking.
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The next most important idea is our use of logic as a representation language.
By itself this is not original, however there are a number of features (some novel)
in ElkLogic that are particularly well-suited to our needs. These are:

1. the rich type structure

2. few primitives in conjunction with a variety of combining functions (espe¬
cially higher-order functions)

3. each construct has a semantics

4. the rich representation of sets and substructure.

Together, these facilitate three key objectives. First, general mechanisms can

be constructed which generate meaningful English explanations for a wide range

of information from the domain level to the simulation modeling level and the
bridge linking the two. Higher order functions play a key role in making the
link and keeping the number of primitives down. Next we obtain considerable
expressive power, able to cope with a wide variety of complex concepts in the
domain of ecological modelling. Thirdly, this defines a substantial portion of the
ecological modelling search space. This is the key to managing the myriad of
choices that face a modeller. Globally, 1 and 2 facilitate gradual elaboration by

allowing the nesting of various functions. Locally, 1, 2 and 3 provide fundamental
support for menu management. Every time a user is faced with a choice, menus

can be made available which identify the options. Usually, the set of options
are dynamically generated. The key idea here is the use of the type system and
semantic information to simultaneously identify and prune the search space as well
as ensure consistency.

The key to the representation of sets and substructure is the type function set.
This is used for:

• representing sets that are not types

e.g. flk:set(sheep) versus sheep
• inducing attributes for sets

e.g. qnarruent(maximum, weight) : set(phys-obj) x time i—► positive.
• uniform representation of three kinds of component-whole relation

Another unique feature of the logic is representing substructure information in
instance names e.g. att.dim.fn(flk,age)(old)
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Summarising, the chief contributions of this research to the field of simulation
modelling are in the areas of model comprehension and construction . The extent
of ELK's competence in both of these areas is significantly greater than that of any

current simulation tool that we are aware of. Currently, our framework has been

extensively and successfully tested on one real example. More testing is required
on further examples in ecology and other domains to prove that our framework
works in general.

9.2.2.2 The Formalisation Problem

A less immediate, but potentially significant contribution of this research is in the
general area of understanding the formalisation problem. The main achievements
in this thesis in this regard are:

• We identified some major difficulties in formalisation problems.
• We identified current approaches for overcoming each these difficulties, both

generally, and in the specific context of building a computer assistant.
• We noted the fundamental problem that these difficulties tend to resurface

in a different form when solutions are attempted in the context of building
a computer assistant.

• We proposed a general framework for reformulating the formalisation prob¬
lem in such a way as to ensure that the new difficulties that arise are easier
to overcome.

• We demonstrated that this framework works in the context of building a

computer assistant for ecological modelling.

The extent to which this general framework will prove useful in other formalisa¬
tion problems remains to be seen. Although developed in the context of ecological
modelling, this framework and the majority of the techniques developed in this
thesis are independent from the domain of ecology. We are thus optimistic that
they will be more widely applicable. It will not become clear until and unless

attempts are made to test this framework in other areas. These may include both
other modelling domains (e.g. economics), and in fields other than modelling (e.g.
software engineering).
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9.3 Future Work

There are a number of ways that work on this project may continue. These may

broadly be characterised into the following areas.

1. Tidying up the implementation
2. Extending ELK to include features already designed and/or discussed in this

thesis.

3. Empirical testing with various users

4. New features

- representing a wider range of ecological and modelling concepts
- subsystem for acquiring ecological schema from users

5. To test the overall approach on domains different from ecology.

Tidying Up and Extending Elk

By 'tidying up', we mean performing conceptually trivial (though often time-

consuming) jobs to fill gaps in the implementation. Here, we indicate where the
key gaps occur. Full text is not provided for many error, warning, and ok messages.

Automatic documentation facilities are in place for many things, but not all. For

example, we explain the ecological meaning of model variables, but we have not yet

produced text summarising the full range of implicit and explicit idealisations. The
information is readily available, it is a simple matter of writing the code to generate
the text. The set of available commands, while fairly extensive, is incomplete in
some cases. For example, for some constructs, we have not yet implemented
commands for modifying or removing them. We have not yet incorporated the

process related interest constructs. Finally, indirect reference to value spaces when

creating/modifying attributes is not fully implemented.
There are other important jobs that are not so trivial; these fall under cat¬

egory 2. One significant job, although conceptually straightforward is to fully
integrate the old goal system with ELK. Included in this would be the addition of

explicit constructs for expressing influences and variable dependency. Then, goals
may be used to implicitly create both interest and influence specifications. Al¬

ternatively, as interest specifications may be specified directly, so should influence
and variable dependency specification. Influence constructs are idealised as vari-
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able dependency which can be used to constrain search for appropriate schemata.
Note that influences are at the ecological system level, and express what is true in
the ecological system. They may or may not be explicitly represented in the sim¬
ulation model. If it is, it will be manifest as a link in the computational network.
This further extends the bridge over the conceptual gap. Moving further still, to
more general and vague concepts involves a more elaborate extension of the goal
handling component of ELK. In particular, we can implement the goal ontology
as a dialogue graph to allow users to express high-level goals early, and gradually
be led to specifying low-level goals (this is outlined in § 3.3.3.1).

Two very time-consuming jobs are consistency checking and recovery mecha¬
nisms. There is currently an extensive amount of consistency checking done, and

relatively little by way of recovery mechanisms. In the text, we have noted many

occasions where it would be possible to add more of this to ELK. Due to the rich

type structure and the [informal] semantics, the scope for consistency checking and
provision of recovery mechanisms is extensive. Our experience suggests that of all
the consistency checking that is theoretically possible, we have probably identified
less than 50%. We have only begun to identify the many possible recovery mecha¬
nisms that are possible. Very few were implemented. In the short term, the easiest

way to identify more will be through extended use of ELK. Other important tasks
in category 2 include:

• Automatic creation of model variables when a user specifies auto in the
attJnh construct.

• The saving and retrieving of different portions of the specification in accor¬

dance with the knowledge ontology.
• Identifying a corpus of heuristic knowledge to provide assistance on how and

when users should proceed in describing ecological systems and models.
• Incorporation of above into a heuristically controlled agenda / suggestion

box mechanism which advises the user on what to do next and how to do it

• Macro operations to allow multiple assignments of features and specifications
to selected members of a set or parts of a composite.

Some of these are substantial projects in their own right. We say no more here.
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Empirical Testing

Ideally ecologists with minimal computing and modelling experience will be able
to build, run, and modify complex simulation models based on differential or

difference equations models. This needs to be properly tested. Conducting an

empirical test would almost certainly yield important information which could be
used to guide further development. Some questions that we wish to answer are:

• How much time does it take for users to become familiar with the general
facilities provided by ELK?

• Can the many distinctions be safely ignored initially, and gradually learned,

(as intended) or are they confusing and burdensome.
• To what extent does the user's background affect their ability to use ELK?

Relevant factors include:

— computer literacy
— familiarity with object-oriented representations
— experience with simulation modelling

- difference/differential equations models
- system dynamics models

— degree of expertise in specialised subfield within ecology {e.g. popula¬
tion dynamics, forestry)

• Is the conceptual distance sufficiently small? In particular,
- is the PESAV framework natural or forced?

- does ELK assist in the making vague information precise?
• Are the facilities for automatic documentation understandable?

• Do users find it useful to express goals first?
• How useful are the consistency checking facilities? Are they overly constrain¬

ing?
• How much need is there for a system-driven mode which allows users to react

rather than initiate.

New Features

Representation We have noted various shortcomings with the current represen¬

tation used in ELK. For example, the representation for processes is rudimentary.
There is much ecological information that it cannot make use of. Also, there
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are some problems with the theory of substructure. The notion of homogene¬
ity is relevant to the mass/count distinction in natural language research. This
distinction could be used in conjunction with existing techniques in natural lan¬

guage to generate high quality text explaining various aspects of the ecological
system and model. The representation might also be extended to include informa¬
tion about the number of parts (e.g. one head, four legs). We might replace -<p
with partjdef with arguments to indicate the minimum and maximum number of
parts (e.g. part^def(dog,leg,A,/T), part-def(tree, branch, 0,oo). We could have a

partJnh construct which indicated by default how many parts of a certain type
an entity may or should have. An auto specification might cause these parts to
be automatically created, in the same way that variables may be automatically
created.

Other shortcomings with the representation will no doubt be uncovered as the
range of models that ELK is used to represent expands.

Another useful exercise would be to carry out a more formal analysis of Elk-

Logic and compare it with other formal system which address similar issues (e.g.
ensemble theory [Bunt, 1986]).

Schema Acquisition Subsystem Currently, the ecological schema must be

specified manually by the system designers. An interesting and useful project
would be to build a subsystem that enabled users to interactively create and
modify ecological schema on their own. Considerable effort would be required, as

these schema use special purpose Prolog code.

Other Domains

We have already discussed a project similar to this one in the domain of planetary
atmospheric modelling [Keller et al, 1990]. It would be very useful to find out the
extent to which our techniques apply. Another potentially fruitful domain is that
of econometric modelling.

t

THE END
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Appendix A

Glossary

abstract type: a simplified version of the full type expressed using meta-types.
e.g. attvar-fn : attribute x entity i—» propvar

attribute description: the part of attribute constructs which describes rather
than uniquely identify the attribute. This includes: value space, dimension
value space, default value, etc.

attribute variable: A variable that represents an attribute of some ecological
entity.

attribute-variable conflation: using the same representation for the model vari¬
ables and attributes. This fails to distinguish the description of the ecological
system from the simulation model of it.

benefit: any aspect of our computer assistant that is deemed to be desirable.
These will variously be most naturally viewed as issues, requirements, fea¬
tures, or advantages of the system.

choice management: assisting in how or what to do by identifying choices, prun¬

ing choices, and or advising on making good choices. This is a fundamental
difficulty in the formalisation process.

collection: any entity whose type is a collection type.
e.g. {shp, flk}:#sheep where shp:sheep and flk:set(sheep)

collection type: any type defined using the # construct. These may also be
defined using the set and/or IZS constructs.
e.g. jfcsheep, sheep U set(sheep) constructs.

complete specification: a specification which is such that no further instanti¬
ated constructs are required (either syntactically or semantically).

computer model: the embodiment of one or more conceptual models in a formal
representation intended for computer processing.

conceptual distance: the degree to which the semantic concepts of a formalism
or user interface differ from those that the user is thinking in

conceptual model: a representation of one or more concepts and/or processes
which may or may not be manifest in a computer program

conceptual modelling framework: an ontology on which a language for defin¬
ing conceptual models is based, or such a language.
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construct: in our context this will usually be some term with a functor and
several arguments. The functor is a primitive in the formalism. It is part of
the definition of the syntax of a formalism.
e.g. component{Component, Whole)

correspondence: the degree to which the semantic concepts of a formalism or
user interface match those that the user is thinking in (the inverse of con¬
ceptual distance).

dialogue level: information concerned with the process of constructing a simu¬
lation model, but not needed to represent the runnable model; a sub-level of
the simulation modelling level distinguished from runnable model level.

domain model: software engineering term for a conceptual model of a software
application domain.

ecological attribute: an attribute that may give rise to model variables or be
used to define substructure for ecological entities.

ecological entity: entities that have ecological attributes; this is meant to in¬
clude all things that may be part of an ecological system.

ecological process: something which changes the value of one or more ecological
attributes of one or more [ecological] entities.

ecological schema: An equation for computing some ecological quantity and the
ecological context in which it applies.

ecological system level: consists of information describing a specific (real or hy¬
pothetical) ecological system to be modelled (may be generalised to "actual
system level" for modelling other domains.)

ecological value: a value of an ecological attribute
general/ecological level: consists of knowledge that is accepted to be univer¬

sally true, (may be generalised to "general/domain level" for modelling other
domains.)

effect variable: variables that some effect of some process gives rise to.

entity type: a special class of types which includes the most general type of entity
(ientity) and all its subtypes but excludes every other type {e.g. mappings
and tuples).

entity type function: a type function that returns an entity type
e.g. set, v

exogenous variable: model variable that changes over time, but does not de¬
pend on any model variable

expressive power: the ability of a formalism to represent and reason about the
required information and distinctions in a domain.

formalism: a set of syntactic and semantic conventions for describing something,
(synonym for 'language')

fringe benefit: a benefit which was more a result of other design decisions, rather
than itself being a design requirement, {e.g. space efficiency)
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function qualifier: second order function which may be used to induce new func¬
tions from existing functions, (e.g. average, rate).

high-level goal: a goal that does not mention specific concepts about the eco¬

logical system or model (e.g. to enhance understanding)
idealisation: a modelling decision which entails a simplifying assumption. This

assumption is embodied in the simulation model, but it does not hold in the
actual system being modelled.

induced attribute: an attribute derived from existing attributes in conjunction
with function qualifiers. They are inherited by either the same type of entity
that the original attribute applied to or to the type of sets of that type.
e.g. qnam.ent(average, weight)

instantiated construct: an instantiation of a single construct of a formalism.
intermediate variable: model variable which depends on (i.e. is computed

from) any other model variable, but are not state, rate variables (partial
or net). They will 'happen to' be constant if they neither depend on state
nor exogenous variables.

interpreter level: Information whose primary and/or sole purpose is to direct
the interpreter (i.e. computer assistant). It relevant during the process of
construction a model but not a part of the model itself. This includes goals
and 'interest' specifications.

kind: not a technical term; to avoid mixing technical and non-technical usage
of the same words we use 'kind' where 'sort' or 'type' would otherwise be
appropriate.

language: a set of syntactic and semantic conventions for describing something,
(synonym for 'formalism')

logical variable: a variable in a logical expression. It may be free or bound.
low-level goal: a goal that mentions specific concepts about the ecological sys¬

tem or model (e.g. affect of temperature on jellyfish)
modelling assumption: see idealisation
model parameter: something which for different runs of a model may have a

different value, but is constant for a single run

model comprehension: a model can be examined and understood because an

account of the model in domain terms is available. The important facts about
the system being modelled are available as well as the important modelling
decisions related to these facts.

net rate variable: model variable which is equal to the total rate of change of
some state variable.

parameter: see model parameter

partial rate variable: model variable which is equal to the partial rate of change
of the value of some state variable (usually modelling a specific effect of some
process.)
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partial specification: part of a specification which is presumed to consist of
more than one instantiated construct.

proper constant: a quantity which is by definition constant and whose value is
usually fixed by natural laws.

property: non-ecological attribute {e.g. orderedness)
property value: value of a property, {i.e. a non-ecological value)
pure model variable: a model variable that is not formally associated with its

ecological meaning. The only documentation for these variables is in the
form of user supplied text.

pure schema: an equation with inputs and outputs, but no explicit ecological
meaning.

qualified attribute: see induced attribute
runnable model level: information that is used to represent the simulation model;

a sub-level of the simulation modelling level distinguished from dialogue level.
simulation model: a computer model which is a program that simulates a dy¬

namic system that the embodied conceptual models collectively represent
set type: a type defined using the set construct.
simulation modelling level: information concerned with the process of con¬

structing a runnable model (including the runnable model itself).
sort: a primitive entity type {i.e. not a set type or collection type)
specification: a set of instantiated constructs.

e.g. part{branch,tree)
state variable: model variable whose values are computed over each time step

in the simulation by incrementing and/or decrementing the value from the
previous iteration. The inc/decrements are determined by the partial rate
variables.

static model: a computer model which represents static information; e.g. a tax¬
onomy.

syntactic adequacy: degree to which syntax of a formalism is convenient to
work with.

type: that which every expression in a formal language must have. e.g. the type
of shp is sheep, the type of biomass is ecoLent x time i—» positive, the type
of biomass{shp,now) is positive.

type function: a function that returns a value that is a type rather than an

object-level entity, relation, or function.
e.g. qnam

value space: the set of all possible values that an ecological attribute may have.
It is a property of an ecological attribute.
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Appendix

System Dynamics

B

Modelling

B.l Overview

A system dynamics model represents a system as a set of compartments with
material flowing into and out of them. One can think of each compartment as a
tank. Each tank has some filling pipes, and some emptying pipes which connect
to other tanks. Each connecting pipe has a valve which governs the flow. Every
system dynamics model has one special tank called the source/sink which is the
'outside world' with respect to the system being considered. Running a model
consists of calculating the changes in the amount of material in each compartment,
given some set of initial conditions and mathematical relationships governing the
flows. Schematically, a system dynamics model is represented as a directed graph
with the compartments as nodes, and flows as arcs.

Consider the following example (figure B-l): we wish to model sheep grazing
in a particular area. We represent the sheep and grass in terms of their calorific
(energy) content. There are thus two compartments: SHEEP and GRASS. The
material that flows is ENERGY. There are four significant processes represented
in this model: photosynthesis, grazing, sheep respiration, and grass respiration1.
Each is represented by a flow. The direction is indicated by the heavy arrows in
the figure. Note that all of the flows except grazing involve the source/sink which
is not explicitly represented in the figure.

Each compartment has an associated state variable whose value represents the
contents of the compartment. Each flow has a corresponding partial rate variable
that represents the rate of material transfer from one compartment to another due
to that flow.

Mathematically, a system dynamics model may be represented by a set of
differential equations. Each compartment has an associated state variable whose
value represents the contents of the compartment. Each flow has a corresponding
partial rate variable that represents the partial rate of material transfer from one

compartment to another. We use the term 'partial' to indicate that it is not

1 To respire here is to metabolise, not breathing.
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photosynthesis
GRASS

grazing

SHEEP
X2

Flow O Flow regulator

variable/parameter 1=1 Compartment

Xi: state variable —» Computational dependency

radin radout

temp

A
stemp altitude

Figure B—1: Example of a System Dynamics Model

the net rate of change of the contents of a compartment due to all flows. We
associate each compartment with a unique integer. Compartment number 0 is the
source/sink. The contents of the ith compartment are represented by the state
variable X;. The rate of flow of material from compartment i to compartment j at
time t is represented by flowij(t). Although not strictly necessary, for simplicity,
we assume that there is only one flow from one compartment to another. If there
is no flow or if the flow goes the other way, the value is simply 0. There is one
differential equation for each compartment. The left hand side of each equation
represents the net rate of change of the amount of material in a compartment.

at
j=o j=o

The rate of flow at any time depends on any number of factors. It may be
constant, or may depend on other state variables. The flow from one compart¬
ment to another often depends on the current contents of either or both of the
donor and recipient compartments. For instance, the rate of energy production by
photosynthesis is proportional to the amount of grass energy present. The coeffi¬
cient of proportionality in this case is the specific rate of photosynthesis for grass.
This coefficient may be constant or it may depend on other factors (e.g. radiation,
temperature). The specification of how to compute all the flowij constitutes an
acyclic computation network. The root nodes are the partial rate variables, the
leaves are either constants, or state variables. The circular dependency with re¬

spect to state variables is only apparent. To be run, the differential equations are
turned into difference equations and the value of the previous iteration for a state
variable is used to compute its value for the current interation.
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B.2 Stella

[Lewis, 1986] is a convenient tool for specifying system dynamics models. It is
a commercial product with a slick graphics interface. A user directly creates
and manipulates boxes and arrows corresponding to compartments and flows. A
equations are specified with a separate equation editing facility. Models may be
run, and the output displayed in graphical and/or tabular format.
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Appendix C

Summary of ElkLogic

C.l Object Level Constructs
Figure C-l shows the basic syntactic constructs for ElkLogic. Figure C-2 shows
the important higher-order functions in Elklogic.

C.2 Meta-Level / Implementation Constructs
Figure C-3 shows the meta-level types used. There are two kinds, the ones on
top all have object-level interpretations; the others do not. Figure C-4 shows the
key meta-level constructs for creating the object level functions and relations that
represent ecological attributes, effecte, and model variables.
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Arithmetic

+ 5 — 5 addition, subtraction
•>/ multiplication, division

Logical Connectives, Quantifiers, etc.
equality

■ negation
A conjunction
V disjunction
-> implication

equivalence
V universal quantification
3 existential quantification
A lambda abstraction

Miscelleneous

{} for sets

0 for tuples and functions
Type Constructors

S set of sorts

set set formation
sefd) nested set, set(set(...))
U type union
\i type complement i
# collection; defined in terms of set, U, and \t
© collection or individual
V power type
X tuple formation
i—> function mapping

shorthand for T x T... x T for n occurrences of the type T.
' Relations

•O basic instance
I instance

G set membership
U set union

IZa'—o basic subsort relation; defines the sort hierarchy
C" proper subsort relation; transitive closure of IZ®
cs subsort relation; reflexive version of (Z®
CI proper subtype relation; induced from (Z®, set, U, and \t
CI subtype; reflexive version of [Z
-<5 basic possible part

possible part; transitive closure of -<p0
cp— 0 basic possible component; induced from C®, #, and -<p
cp possible component; transitive closure of C, i

Co basic component
c proper component; transitive closure of Co
c component; reflexive version of C

Figure C—1: ElkLogic: Fundamentals
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Higher Order Functions
rate

average
total
maximum
minimum

Maps unary functions to unary functions
Given a unary function and a set, returns the average, (total,
minimum, maximum) value of the function applied to each member
of the set.

qnamjim

qnamjent

qnam

V

Induces new attributes from existing ones and one of average,

maximum, etc. The new attribute applies over sets of times.
Induces new attributes from existing ones and one of
average, maximum, etc. The new attribute applies to
sets of (non-time) entities.
Induces new model variables from existing ones and one of
average, maximum, etc. The new variable applies over
sets of times,
value type inducer

attvar-fn
attparm-fn
effvar.fn

represents the ecological meaning of proper model variables
represents the ecological meaning of model parameters
represents the ecological meaning of effect variables

Indexing
timjdim_fnn
attjdim-fnn

for representing time substructure
for representing attribute-based substructure

Figure C—2: Higher Order Functions
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Attributes and Values

qualitative
attjdef
attJnh
att.var

attribute X set(value) »—► bool
attribute X V(ecoljsnt) X (Rvalue)2 X (vb U time) X value »—► bool
attribute X V(ecoljznt) X (Rvalue)2 X var.spec X value X howset »-*■ bool
attribute X ecoljent X howset X variable X Rvalue X var.spec

Processes

role.def
effectjdef
role.esys
effectjesys
effectJnh
effectjvar

process X ecoljent X agency »-»■ bool
process X attribute X ro/e® X chg.spec X time X raecpos t—► bool
occ X ro/e X ecoljent bool
occ X attribute X ro/e X time X chg.spec ► 600/
occ X attribute X ro/e X chg^pec X time X howset 1—► 600/
occ X attribute X ro/e® X howset X variable X chg^pec X time

Xeqnid 600/
Model Variables

pure.modeljuar
pure.prate.var
state.variable
parameter .variable :

exogenous.variable :
intermediate.variable :

prate.variable :

variable X ord^pec X Rvalue X var.spec X value U eqnid X text »—► 600/
variable X ord.spec X Rvalue X time X value U eqnid X variable2 X text
variable X Rvalue X value X text »-*■ 600/
variable X Rvalue X value X text 1—► bool
variable X Rvalue X eqnid X text »—► 600/
variable X Rvalue X eqnid X text 1—► bool
variable X Rvalue X eqnid X variable2 X text 600/

Figure C—4: Attributes, Values, Procesese, Variables
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Appendix D

Serengeti Formalised

D.l Kernal

f File: systemkb.pl
7, Author: Mike Uschold

% Updated: Sunday Jul 30 3:44 (1989)
% Purpose: Specifies all system related components of the knowledge base
7, which are potentially useful for *every* application.
7. What goes in here is to some extent a matter of choice. It
% could vary somewhat for very different classes of users.
% This includes:
'I 1. Sorts

7 2. Isa Relationships
% 3. Instances (usually implied)
7. 4. Component Relationships (usually implied)
7. 5. Functions (e.g. Mnumber_of.members" for set sorts)

7. PREDICATE

7. System Sorts
% system_base_sort(S)

system_base_sort(indiv).
system_base_sort(ecol_indiv).
system_base_sort(time).
system_base_sort(value).
system_base_sort(real).
system_base_sort(positive).
system_base_sort(natural).
system_base_sort(integer).
system_base_sort(v(A))

\+ var(A),
att_def(A, _).

system_base_sort(Time)
time_measure(_, Time, _).

7. A simple collection sort of a base sort is a valid sort

7. Predicate

collection_type(#S) :-
base_sort(S).

7. PREDICATE

7. System Isa Relationships
7 Simple case:

system_base_isa(ecol_entity,indiv).
system_base_isa(ecosystem, ecol_entity).
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system_base_isa(time,indiv).
system_base_isa(value,indiv).
system_base_isa(real,value).
system_base_isa(natural,positive).
system_base_isa(natural,integer).
system_base_isa(integer,real).
system_base_isa(positive,real).
system_base_isa(v(A), value)

\+ var(A),
att_def(A, _).

system_base_isa(Time, time)
time_measure(_, Time, _).

% PREDICATE

System Instances
% system_inst(0, S)
'/, eg system_inst(typical(wb_pop), wb) if inst (wb_pop,twb)
*/, system_inst(typical(O) ,S)
% inst(0,#S).

*/, Numeric Instances

system_inst(N, natural)
integer(N),
N >= 0, ! .

system_inst(N, integer)
integer(N), !.

system_inst(P, positive)
float(P),
P >= 0, ! .

system_inst(P, real)
float(P).

% Value Space Instances
system_inst(V, T)

qualitative_inst(V, T).

y. Category Instances
system.inst(C, #S)

explicit_category(C ,S).

•/, PREDICATE

qualitative_inst(V, v(A))
qualitative(A, Values),
member(V, Values).

7. PREDICATE

'/, System Attributes
system_att_def(number, #indiv,

att_def_desc(ordered,integer,na,variable,na)).

*/, Qualitative Value Spaces
system_qualitative(sex,[male,female] ).

'/, Inheritance does not work for this as for other attributes.

system_proc_att_def(spr_pred(Predator), SPrey,
att_def_desc(ordered,['positive'],na,variable,na))

participates(predation, [predator:Predator,prey:Prey]),
inst(Prey, SPrey).
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D.2 Serengeti Specification
base_att_obj_interest(weight,grs.user,heed).
base_att_obj.interest(area,plains,user,ignore).

user_base_sort(phys_obj).
user_base_sort(lifeform).
user_base_sort(plant).
user_base_sort(animal).
user_base_sort(place).
user_base_sort(region).
user_base_sort(wb).
user_base_sort(lifeform).
user_base_sort(plant).
user_base_sort(grass).

user_base_isa(phys_obj, ecol_entity).
user_base_isa(lifeform,phys_obj).
user_base_isa(plant,lifeform).
user_base_isa(animal.lifeform).
user_base_isa(place, ecol_entity). t

user_base_isa(region, place).
user_base_isa(wb,animal).
user_base_isa(grass,plant).

user_base_part(region,region).

user_base_att_def(sex,lifeform,att_def_desc(unordered,[male,female,neuter],[male,female,neuter],constant ,na))
user_base_att_def(r_surv,animal,att_def_desc(ordered,real,na,constant,na)).
user_base_att_def(fecundity,animal,att_def_desc(ordered,positive,na,constant,na)).
user_base_att_def(weight,phys_obj,att_def_desc(ordered,positive,na, constant,na)).
user_base_att_def(age,phys_obj,att_def_desc(ordered,positive,na,constant,na)).
user_base_att_def(biomass,lifeform,att_def_desc(ordered,real,na,variable,na)).
user_base_att_def(area, place, att_def_desc(ordered.positive,na,variable,na)).
user_base_att_def(htime,animal,att_def_desc(ordered.positive,na,constant,na)).
user_base_att_def(cap_cf.animal,att_def_desc(ordered,real,na.constant,na)).
user_base_att_def(amount_water.region,att_def_desc(ordered,real,na,variable,na)).
user_base_att_def(amount_ddt,ecol_indiv,att_def_desc(ordered,real,na,variable,na)).
user_base_att_def(pop.density.tanimal,att_def_desc(ordered.positive,na,variable,na)).
user.base_att_def(rainfall,place,att_def_desc(ordered,positive,na,variable,na)).

base_att_inh(htime,animal,att_def_desc(ordered.positive,na,parameter,1.possible)).

base_att_use(weight,grs.user,att_use_desc(grs_wt.ordered.positive,intvar,eqn9)).
base_att_use(number,wb_pop.user,att_use_desc(n_wb,ordered.integer.stvar,10000)).
base_att_use(pop_density,wb_pop.user,att_use_desc(wb_density.ordered.positive,intvar,eqn5)).
base_att_use(qnam_ent(average,r_surv),wb_pop.manual,att_use_desc(spr_wb_surv.ordered.real.parameter,0.95)) .

base_att_use(qnam_ent(average.htime),wb_pop.manual,att_use_desc(wb_htime,ordered.positive.parameter,0.0799999
base_att_use(qnam_ent(average,cap_cf),wb_pop,manual,att_use_desc(wb_cap_cf.ordered.real.parzuneter,317)).
base_att_use(qnam_ent(average.fecundity),wb_pop.manual,att_use_desc(wb_fec.ordered.real.parameter,0.5)).
base_att_use(qnam_ent(average,cap_cf),alt_prey.manual,att_use_desc(ap_cap_cf.ordered.real.parameter,100)).
base_att_use(qnam_ent(average.htime),alt_prey.manual,att_use_desc(ap_htime.ordered.positive.parameter,0.05)) .

base_att_use(rainfall.serengeti.manual,att_use_desc(dry_ssn_rain.ordered,positive.parameter,250)).
base_att_use(area,serengeti.manual,att_use_desc(area_sgti.ordered.positive.parameter,1000000)).
base_att_use(qnam_ent(average,r_surv),wb_calves.manual,att_use_desc(spr_cf_surv.ordered,real,intvar,??)) .

base_att_use(pop_density,alt_prey.manual,att_use_desc(ap.density,ordered.positive,intvar,??)).
base_att_use(spr_pred(predators),wb_pop.manual,att_use_desc(spr_pred_wb.ordered.positive.intvar,??)).
base_att_use(number,predators.manual,att_use_desc(n_pred,ordered,integer,parameter,1200)).
base_att_use(number,alt_prey.manual,att_use_desc(n_aprey,ordered,integer.parameter,4200)).
base_att_use(area,plains.manual,att_use_desc(area_plains,ordered.positive.parameter,20000)).

pure_model_variable(cf_born,pure_var_desc(ordered.positive,intvar,eqn3,'No wb calves born per year')).

user_base_inst(wb_pop,#wb).
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user_base_inst(alt_prey,#animal).
user_base_inst(predators,#animal).
user.base.inst(grs,grass).
user.base.inst(nw.corridor.region).
user.base.inst(woodland,region).
user.base.inst(wb.calves,#wb).
user.base.inst(serengeti,region).
user_base_inst(plains,region).
user_base_inst(n.woodland,region).
user_base_inst(cent.woodland,region).

base.inst.component(wb.calves,wb_pop,description(#wb,#wb,subdiv,subdiv)).
base.inst.component(cent.woodland,woodland,description(region,region,trans(member: tregion,coll_part),part)).
base.inst.component(n.woodland,woodland.description(region,region,trans(member: tregion,coll_part),part)).
base_inst.component(woodland,serengeti,description(region,region,trans(member: fregion,coll_part),part)).
base_inst_component(plains,serengeti,description(region,region,trans(member: tregion,coll.part),part)).
base.inst.component(nw.corridor,serengetidescription(region,region,trans(member: tregion,coll_part),part)).

user.role.def(predation,predator,tanimal,active).
user.role.def(predation,prey,tanimal,passive).
user.role.def(predation,9 9 ,*9,other).
user.role.def(precipitation,agent,region,active).
user.role.def(precipitation,9 9,9 9,passive).
user.role.def(precipitation,99,9 9,other).
user.role.def(grazing,grazer,animal,active).
user.role.def(grazing,grazed,piant,passive).
user.role.def(grazing,99,99 ,other).
user.role.def(mortality,agent,tlifeform,active).
user.role.def(mortality,9 9 ,9 9 ,passive).
user.role.def(mortality,99,99,other).
user.role.def(reproduction,agent,tlifeform,active).
user.role.def(reproduction,9 9 y9 9 ,passive).
user.role.def(reproduction,9 9 ,99 ,other).

affected.atts.def(predation,[number],[amount.ddt]).
affected.atts.def(precipitation,[amount.water],[amount.ddt]).
affected.atts.def(grazing,[biomass,weight],[amount.ddt]).
affeeted.atts.def(mortality,[number],[]).
affected.atts.def(reproduction,[number],[]).
affected.atts.esys(wb.pred,predation,[number],[]).
affected_atts_esys(wd_precip,precipitation,[amount.water],[amount.ddt]).
affected.atts.esys(wb.mort,mortality,[number],[]).
affected_atts_esys(wb.rep,reproduction,[number],[]).
affected.atts.esys(ap.pred,predation,[number],[] ).

user.effect.def(predation,number,prey,effect_def_desc(decrease,month,necessary)).
user.effect.def(precipitation,amount.water,agent,effect.def_desc(increase,fortnight,necessary)).
user.effect.def(precipitation,amount.ddt,agent,effect.def_desc(increase,month,possible)).
user.effect.def(grazing,biomass.grazed,effect.def.desc(decrease,hour.necessary)).
user.effect.def(grazing,biomass,grazer,effect.def.desc(increase,hour.necessary)).
user.effect.def(grazing,weight,grazed,effect.def.desc(decrease,hour,necessary)).
user.effect.def(grazing,weight.grazer,effect.def.desc(increase,hour,necessary)).
user.effect.def(grazing,amount.ddt.grazer,effect.def.desc(increase,week.possible)).
user.effect.def(grazing,amount.ddt,grazed,effect.def.desc(decrease,week.possible)).
user.effect.def(mortality.number.agent,effect.def.desc(decrease,day.necessary)).
user.effect.def(reproduction.number.agent,effect.def.desc(increase,second,necessary)).

user.role.esys(wb.pred.predator,predators).
user_role_esys(wb.pred,prey,wb_pop).
user.role.esys(wd.precip,agent.woodland).
user.role.esys(wb.mort.agent,wb_pop).
user_role_esys(wb_rep,agent,wb_pop).
user.role.esys(ap.pred,predator,predators).
user.role.esys(ap.pred,prey,alt_prey).
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user_effect_use(wb_mort,number,agent,effect_use_desc(wb_die,decrease,year,'')).
user_effect_use(wb_pred,number,prey,effect_use_desc(wb_eaten,decrease,year,'')).
user_effect_use(wb_rep,number,agent,effect_use_desc(wb_repro,increase,year,9 9)).

inarc('a.19 ,'dirp/19,a).
inarc('x.l','dirp/1',x).
inarc('a.2','dirp/2',a).
inarc('x.2','dirp/2',x).
inarc('food.19,'food_surv/l',food).
inarc('rainfall.1','rain_growth/l',rainfall).
inarc('x.4','dircomp/1',x).
inarc('a.3','dircomp/1',a).
inarc('x.5','dirp/3',x).
inarc('a.4','dirp/3',a).
inarc('number($pop,t).2','pop_density/9','number($pop,t)').
inarc('area($region,t>.2','pop_density/9','area($region,t)').
inarc('pop_density(wb_pop,t).0','spr_pred/l','pop_density(wb_pop,t)').
inarc('pop_density(alt_prey,t).0','spr_pred/l','pop_density(alt_prey,t)').
inarc('qnam_ent(average,htime)app (wb_pop,t).1','spr_pred/2','qnam_ent(average,htime)app (wb_pop,t)').
inarc('qnam_ent(average,cap_cf)app (wb_pop,t).1','spr_pred/2','qnam_ent(average,cap_cf)app (wb_pop,t)').
inarc('pop_density(wb_pop,t).1','spr_pred/2','pop_density(wb_pop,t)').
inarc('qnam_ent(average,htime)app (alt_prey,t).1','spr_pred/2','qnam_ent(average,htime)app (alt_prey,t)').
inarc('qnam_ent(average,cap_cf)app (alt_prey,t).1','spr_pred/2','qnam_ent(average,cap_cf)app (alt_prey,t)').
inarc('pop_density(alt_prey,t).1','spr_pred/2','pop.density(alt_prey,t)').
inarc('number($pop,t).3','pop_density/10','number($pop,t)').
inarc('area($region,t).3','pop_density/10','area($region,t)').

outarc(ap_density,'pop_density/10','pop_density($pop,t)').
outarc(spr_pred_wb,'spr_pred/2','spr_pred($predator)app ($prey,t) ') .

outarc(wb_density,'pop_density/9','pop^density($pop,t)').
outarc(wb_eaten,'dirp/3',f).
outarc(wb_die,'dircomp/1',f).
outarc(cf_born,'dirp/1',f).
outarc(wb_repro,'dirp/2',f).
outarc(spr_cf_surv,'food_surv/l',surv).
outarc(grs_wt,'rain_growth/l',amount).

tie('area($region,t).3',area_sgti).
tie('number($pop,t).3',n_aprey).
tie('pop_density(alt_prey,t).1',ap_density).
tie('qnzun_ent(average,cap_cf)app (alt_prey,t).1',ap_cap_cf).
tie('qnam_ent(average,htime)app (alt_prey,t).1',ap_htime).
tie('pop_density(wb_pop,t).1',wb_density).
tie( 'qncim_ent(average,cap_cf )app (wb_pop,t) .1' ,wb_cap_cf ) .

tie('qnam_ent(average,htime)app (wb_pop,t).1',wb_htime).
tie('a.4',spr_pred_wb).
tie('pop_density(alt_prey,t).0',ap_density).
tie('pop_density(wb_pop,t).0',wb_density).
tie('area($region,t).2',area_sgti).
tie('number($pop,t).2',n_wb).
tie('x.5',n_pred).
tie('a.3',spr_wb_surv).
tie('x.4',n_wb).
tie('x.1',n_wb).
tie('a.1',wb_fec).
tie('a.2',spr_cf_surv).
tie('x.2',cf_born).
tie('food.1',grs_wt).
tie('rainfall.1',dry_ssn_rain).

imod('dirp/2',dirp,[x,a]).
imod('dirp/1',dirp,[x,a]).
imod('rain_growth/l',rain_growth,[rainfall]).
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imod(>food_surv/l9,food_surv,[food]).
imod('dircomp/l9,dircomp,[x,a]).
imod('dirp/S*,dirp,[x,a]).
imod(,pop_density/9),pop_density,['numberCSpop,t) >,>area($region,t)>] ).
imod(,spr_pred/2>,spr.pred,['qnam.ent(average,htime)app (wb_pop,t)9 , 1

qnam_ent(average,cap.cf)app (wb_pop,t)9,*
pop_density(wb_pop,t)9,9
qnam.ent (average ,htime)app (alt.prey ,t) 9, 9
qnam.ent(average,cap_cf)app (alt.prey,t)9 ,9
pop.density(alt.prey,t)>]).

imod('pop.density/lO',pop_density,['number($pop,t)9 ,,area($region,t)>]).

var_inputs_equation(,spr_pred/2',wb_cap_cf♦wb.density/
(1+ (wb_htime*Hb_cap_cf*wb_density+ap.htime*ap_cap_cf*ap_density>)).

output.variable(n.wb).
output.variable(spr.pred.wb).

runnable.model.goals(
(eval_n.assign(rain_growth,[dry.ssn.rain],grs_wt)9 ,9
eval_n_assign(pop.density,[n.aprey,area.sgti],ap_density)9 ,9
eval_n_assign(food_surv,[grs.wt],spr.cf_surv)),

((eval_n_assign(dircomp,[n.wb,spr_wb_surv],wb_die)9,9
eval_n_assign(pop_density,[n.wb,area.sgti],wb.density)',9
eval_n_assign(dirp,[wb.fec,n_wb],cf.born)9 ,9
eval_n_assign(spr_pred,[wb.htime,wb_cap_cf,wb.density,

ap.htime,ap.cap.cf,ap_density],spr.pred.wb)9,'
eval_n_assign(spr.pred,[wb.htime,wb_cap_cf,wb.density,

ap.htime,ap.cap.cf,ap.density],spr.pred.wb)9,9
eval_n_assign(dirp,[n.pred,spr.pred.wb],wb_eaten)',9
eval_n_assign(dirp,[spr.cf.surv,cf.born],wb_repro))9,9

eval_n_assign(stvar,[n.wb,[wb.repro],[wb.die,wb_eaten]],n_wb)).
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